ABSTRACT
An Interactional Account of Multilingual Usage Patterns in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia - a
High Contact Area
by
Sarah Lee
This thesis provides an interactional account of multilingual usage patterns found in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur, the capital city and major commercial center in this

internationally-focused country, can be described as a "high contact" area, where several
languages (the major ones being Malay, Sinitic (especially Cantonese, Southern Min and
Mandarin) and Tamil) are in intensive and extensive contact. The approach taken here argues

that an important aspect of exploring language usage patterns, especially in understudied

locales such as Kuala Lumpur, necessarily involves situating the investigation in the wider local
context, since emergent patterns of language use also reflect reflexivity between speakers as

social actors and salient macro-level conditions (Agha 2007, van Dijk 2008,2009, Stroud 2004,
Gumperz 1992, 1982, amongst others). I first elaborate on two salient social conditions in
Kuala Lumpur: (1) pluralistic organization of Malaysian society through three ethnic constructs

– Malays, Chinese and Indians, and (2) expression of cosmopolitanism of mainstream Kuala

Lumpur. Next, using procedures from interactional linguistics developed to account for codeswitching elsewhere (Gafaranga 2005, Auer 1985), I demonstrate how such social conditions as

schematic representations can organize language selection patterns. I then apply these
procedures to the exploration of usage patterns of specific language units. Some of them, e.g.,

discourse particles lah and ah24, and person reference forms, are well-researched, but typically
from the context of particular languages. Others, such as the entry of English discourse marker
like into KL speech, have not been researched in any depth. What these usage patterns share in

common is that they regularly occur across more than one language. Departing from a

language-particular approach, I demonstrate that we can analyze usage patterns through

another dimension - a multilingual usage perspective. I propose that alongside other

considerations, there are also interactional reasons for such convergences. Interactional reasons
can emerge from local context of the text or from situational aspects, such as participant
backgrounds and discourse topic. I show that in these multilingual usage patterns, traces of

social conditions are present, via indexation of social schemas, or indirectly, through the action
of actually selecting multilingual patterns.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.0 Introduction
This study provides an interactional account of cross-language usage patterns in the
multilingual and multiethnic setting of Kuala Lumpur (also known locally and herein as ‘KL’),
Malaysia. Here, a number of Asian languages - Malay, Sinitic (crucially Cantonese, Southern
Min and Mandarin), and South Indian languages, most prominently Tamil, co-exist with
English in a “high contact” ecology. The term “high contact” is borrowed from Trudgill’s
dialectology work, and refers to “…...communities involved in large amounts of language
contact, to the extent that this is contact between adolescents and adults who are beyond the
critical threshold for language acquisition…” (Trudgill 2004:306; see also Trudgill 1996,
1989:197). High contact develops in settings that support protracted periods of extensive
interactions by speakers of different codes who are socially distinct in some way, for example,
in trading centers (Ansaldo 2009), border areas (Gumperz & Wilson 1971), and urban areas
which encourage "loose-knit" or "weak-tie" networks of speakers engaged in “social and
residential mobility” (Milroy & Milroy 1992). In the case of KL, the origins and continuation of
high contact to the present day are not only shaped by its urban setting and contact history,
but also by salient social organizational patterns in the imaginings of the emergent Malaysian
nation-state.
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In such a multilingual setting, social organizational patterns (social schemas) serve to partly
distinguish between social codes since linguistically, they show a fair degree of convergence.
The notion of 'language' as a discrete entity is very much based on who speaks it, regardless of
where the lexical items originated. Therefore, in investigating usage patterns in this
environment, how locals carve out linguistic territories are a crucial consideration.

Greater KL, a bustling metropolis of almost 7 million residents in 2010, is the capital city and
largest commercial and industrial center in Malaysia. It has been the main destination for the
millions of rural to urban migrants from the 1970s onwards, and moreover, a major symbol of
the nation's persistent efforts to modernize and to be internationally relevant. As Figure 1.1
below shows, KL is located in central West Malaysia. This part of Malaysia is also known as the
'mainland' or 'Peninsular Malaysia', and is situated at the southern tip of the Southeast Asia.
Figure 1.1: Map of Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur
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Kuala Lumpur is in some ways similar to other major urban centers in development-driven Asia
in that its social landscapes project stark contrasts between traditional ways of life, and
modernization adjustments and adaptations (Burnell 2002, 1999; Willford 2003). However,
urban success is not only measured by macro-level economic advancement indicators. For KL
residents, fuller participation in social interaction involves a cosmopolitan attitude (Chan
2005:1), the degree to which one can successfully adapt and be receptive to the different
peoples and priorities that inhabit such spaces, including the capacity to fluidly cross between
languages and identities (Rampton 1995).

Emergent urban identities necessarily display some dislocation from one’s background or 'fixed'
identities - those static or unchanging such as ethnicity, geographical location, home language
etc. For instance, the construct of the new Malay, also called modern Malay, as the ability to
succeed in the urban and/or global environment projects an image of a self-made man, in
contrast to the traditional Malay of the close-knit kampung 'village' atmosphere. In terms of
linguistic identities, cosmopolitan networks are inextricably linked to the usage of English
(Bloomaert 2010). For many locales that were former British colonies such as Malaysia, in early
modernity (post-WWII to the 1990s (Lim 2010)), cosmopolitanism was already closely
associated with 'English speakingness', partly as a link to the ex-colonizer and partly because of
its connection to Westernization (as a modernization process), and also opportunities arising
from English education and in recognition of growing American influence. Having English in
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one’s repertoire, English education, and/or the injection of English linguistic units into one's
speech, were markers of social status (Dasgupta 1993, Sridhar 1989:311 and other references
in Chapter 4, in the discussion of English person reference term aunty in ex-British colonies).

In the post-modern/late modernity (Lim 2010) era from the 1990s to the present, where
modernization itself has been transformed by globalization processes (Stroud and Wee 2010,
Lim 2010, Fairclough 2006, amongst others), the valuing of transnationalist orientations and
practices have led to rescaling of sociolinguistic frames of reference. For example, the prestige
of English in KL has maintained its high social status, not so much measured by the perceived
power of ancestral English-speaking territories and Westernization but by the language’s worth
as the international language. The linking of such values to English is of course not only
Malaysian, but is a worldwide phenomenon (Blommaert 2010, Coupland 2010, Kachru &
Nelson 2006, amongst others).

Globalization processes have also re-evaluated the national language - Malay, individual Sinitic
languages within the transnational Chinese diasporic network, of which Malaysian Chinese are
included (Tan Sooi Beng 2000:331,336), and the place of Tamil. In Malaysia, where an
internationalist orientation has long been highly valued, imagined international relevance as a
nation-building goal has catapulted English and Malay into contests involving nationalism and
national identity (Asmah Omar Haji 2012). The status of particular Sinitic languages has also
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readjusted, and in KL, where the lingua franca for the Chinese is Cantonese, there is a
perceivable shift to Mandarin, perceived as more international, given its transnational worth
due to an increasingly important China. Just under 50% of KL’s population is Chinese, so this is
significant. In the 1970s-1990s, when Hong Kong was at its "height of cultural imperialism" (Ho
2003; see also Wong 2003, McIntyre et al 2002), Cantonese was a key marker of status in a
similar way to English in early modernity. This was reflected in the spread of the language (via
popular culture) to non-Cantonese-speaking Chinese, and a noticeable increase in the usage of
Cantonese items such as discourse particles (Lim 2007). The relevance of Tamil, the language
ethnically identified with the somewhat marginalized Tamil Indians, is increasingly under
pressure, as the population shifts to the adoption of English as their home language. However,
it is not the adoption of one or another language that is evidently occurring in KL, but the
embracing of multilingualism as the strategy for urban success. Values associated with
modernity are particularly important to the analysis of multilingual practices in KL since its
residents are especially attuned to global trends, and four of the languages in the study have
directly been impacted by current globalization processes.

Processes of modernity are of course sensitive to long-standing locally-evolved social
conditions. For Malaysia, entrenched profiling of Malaysians into one of three main ethnicallydefined groups (or 'races' in local terminology) - Malays, Chinese and Indians (Daniels 2005), is
a fundamental social organizational force that has been present since British Malaya (1775-
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1957), retained to organize the population of the Malaysian nation-state. Furthermore, legal
elevation of one of these ethnicities - Malay, to a higher status of belongingness in nationalism
terms, has added a further element of divisiveness and tension amongst Malaysians. It is not
surprising then that ethnic distinction is saliently represented in mental models that pertain to
Malaysian social life (Cheah 2004:2; see also Holst 2012, Balasubramaniam 2004, Daniels
2005), and colors the discursive practices of social actors in this environment.

An understanding of social relationships amongst these three races - as construed by locals, is
also crucial for contextualizing multilingual usage patterns in KL since they exhibit traces of
alignments between particular languages and race, especially those areas that are pragmatically
sensitive. The indexing of a language to race is not surprising since identity sharing amongst
the races is significantly dampened, so that no single cultural symbol, including linguistic,
unifies all three groups. In this respect, race indexing is quite predictable - Sinitic languages are
indexed to the Chinese, Tamil to Indians, and Malay, to ethnic Malay, in spite of its official
status as the national language. However, the long-established socio-economic and employment
patterns amongst all three races has resulted in the extensiveness of language contact,
perceivable by visible traces of the languages on each other.

Language use in this complex and often conflicted environment therefore has to accommodate
heightened sensitivity to identities, and speakers' highly varied repertoires and competences in
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any one language, as well as cognitive processes due to high contact. It is not surprising then
that, for instance, intergroup codes are available for various social environments. Malay-based
varieties perform various functions, e.g., the standardized variety - Bahasa Malaysia, for formal
occasions and educational settings, colloquial Malays as a Malay intergroup code, and Bazaar
Malay (locally known as market Malay or the Malay equivalent pasar Malay), for
communication between non-English and non-colloquial Malays. Cantonese is the established
lingua franca for the Chinese population in KL. English has emerged as the ethnically-neutral
intergroup code, as well as the cosmopolitan code. Another strategy, multilingual usage
patterns, represent certain long-term trans-episodal pathways that have evolved to negotiate
through this complex multilingual environment. A deeper linguistic analysis therefore needs to
be understood in terms of the wider social context.

The three social organizational principles are introduced as salient social schemas in Chapter 2.
The elaboration of the social schemas constitutes a significant aspect of this dissertation,
because the intent is to situate discussion of linguistic choices and usage patterns found in the
data in KL’s unique social context, and to show that traces of salient socio-cultural values such
as these are found in language choices and usage patterns. That the wider social context is an
important aspect of research into multilingualism has been recognized in a number of
approaches (Gafaranga 2007, Auer 1995, Myers-Scotton 2003, Gumperz 1992, 1982, 1972;
Stroud 2002, Schiffrin and Maschler 2001, Giles & Coupland 1991). Following Daniels 2005,
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'Malaysia’s diverse groups' represents the three races as maximal group identities, and 'Malay
special privilege' identifies the top-down elevation of Malays and their interests (Daniels 2005).
I add a third, 'cosmopolitanism', under which the values of modernity can be categorized. The
framing of social values as intersubjective mental representations allows theoretical space for
reflexivity. They are effectively social norms in the sense that it is assumed they are
conventionalized ways of practicing social interaction in KL; however, these norms are
mediated in actual interactions, and continually open to reinterpretations. (van Dijk 2008,
2009).

How do macro-level social schemas such as those discussed find their way into the multilingual
usage patterns that are found in KL? For the exploration of this question in the Malaysian
context, KL is an especially appropriate locale. If nowhere else, it is in this city that is
represented "… all the strands of which Malay life and Malaysian history is composed and
reflects, more than anywhere else in Malaysia, all the consequences, effects, contradictions and
conundrums of a modern nation" (Sardar 2000:46). With the assumption that a part of
multilingual resource management is or begins as social, in a sense, KL also represents in the
most intense way possible the kind of multilingualism that can only have emerged in the
Malaysia context, i.e., the result of sustained high contact amongst 'Malaysia’s diverse groups',
heightened consciousness of 'Malay special privilege' through the many symbols and practices
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evident only in the capital city, alongside the mitigating force of cosmopolitanism that is
arguably not replicated anywhere else.

Turning now to the part of the dissertation that is involved in the analysis of language choice
and linguistic units, an interactional approach is used to present and analyze the data, which
consists of recorded naturally-occurring conversations from KL residents. By interactional, it is
meant that the analysis does not focus only on the strictly linguistic features but usage is
contextualized against other relevant aspects (Ochs, Schegloff & Thompson 1996).
Conversations are viewed as a type of social activity and understanding them is fundamentally
to do with understanding utterances as social actions in their contexts, i.e., talk proceeds
"against a background of who said it, where and when, what was being accomplished by saying it
and in the light of what possible considerations and in virtue of what motives it was said
[original italics]” (Heritage 1984:140). These are potentially crucial interactional elements that
co-participants notice or draw on in any one exchange so not bringing such situational aspects
into analysis when relevant makes it difficult to discuss traces from socio-cultural values that
were discussed in the schemas, especially if the effect is more subtle.

The goal is to essentially present language choices (code-switching) and multilingual usage
patterns as negotiated strategies this sample of KL speakers use to achieve their interactional
goals in their particular social environment. I specifically focus on showing two things:
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(1) traces of the social schemas are present to organize aspects of the interaction, and
(2) sharing of linguistic units and usage patterns in across codes and languages can be
interactionally-motivated.
In order to achieve these two goals, I use some procedures and assumptions from what
Gafaranga 2007 has called "organizational explanations", which can be viewed as an
interactional approach applied to code-switching patterns of bilinguals and multilinguals
elsewhere. These approaches, begun by Auer 1984, are based on an integration of some of the
key principles of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967) and those of conversation analysis.
Ethnomethodology studies “the body of common-sense knowledge and the range of procedures
and considerations by means of which the ordinary members of society make sense of, find
their way about in, and act on the circumstances in which they find themselves" (Heritage
1984:4). Conversation analysis explores what is interactionally meaningful at local order patterns of sequential organization found in talk (Sacks 1974, Schegloff & Sacks 1973 etc).
Analysis of bilingual talk via this approach treats code-switching as an organizational device, a
contextualization cue that bilinguals can use in order to structure their talk. Details of this
approach are further elaborated in Chapter 3, in particular, conversation analytical procedures,
in which attention is paid to the local interactional environment as they will be relevant in
some subsequent analyses.
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An interactional approach is particularly insightful when investigating language use in a high
contact area. Speakers as co-participants in interactions have agency and part of what they do
is to negotiate the way talk proceeds. This includes selecting situational aspects that they deem
as important in any exchange. The discussion of the social schemas highlighted the kind of
symbols or identities that are likely to be aligned to particular linguistic units or languages, for
instance, ascribing a certain race identity to one’s co-participant and choosing the
code/language the wider community has aligned to this is one strategy speakers can and do use
in an interaction to negotiate code selection. Platt 1977 noticed this strategy in Malaysian
Chinese long ago, who were described as having six varieties with alternation patterns
dependent on situational factors. However, since then, there has been little systematic
investigation into the usage patterns themselves. In Chapter 3, the organizational approach is
applied to code-switching patterns found in the data, demonstrating that the strategies speakers
use to organize talk can exploit the indexation of the various languages to the social schemas.
Situational factors, especially participant characteristics are particularly accommodated to, or
simply used to organize talk, suggesting that in this race-focused society, evoking race as means
to diverge and converge, is both noticed and unnoticed, i.e., normal practice. How English
emerges in code-switching patterns is also discussed.

Traces of the social schemas are also found in usage patterns of particular linguistic units,
especially those areas that are pragmatically sensitive. These, like linguistic units that are
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shared across languages, also have an organizational role in multilingual talk. Chapters 4-5
transitions to the description of usage patterns of a number of specific linguistic units. These
chapters demonstrate the relevance of schematic interpretations in emergent usage patterns, as
well as intersubjective elements of usage patterns shared across codes and languages.

In Chapter 4, I focus on discursive usage patterns of address and person reference forms,
demonstrating that they reflect socio-pragmatic norms of this high contact area and include
enregistered items with indexical values strongly tied to interpretations of the salient social
schemas discussed.

In Chapter 5, I focus on the appearances of three discourse items, the Malaysian particles lah
and ah24 and the discourse marker English like, in Kuala Lumpur talk. It is argued that lah and
ah24, which are found across all codes and languages, convey socio-pragmatic information that
is accessible to all Malaysian, or KL, speakers, necessary precisely because “Malaysia’s diverse
groups” include multilingual speakers with varying repertoires. Discourse usages of English like
have spread globally through English-speaking communities, and here, are hypothesized to
mark urban or KL speech, having emerged from English bilinguals. The three contrast in terms
of time lapse since their initial appearances in the Malaysian ecology. lah is the earliest to
appear, and although thought to have come from Sinitic, cannot be considered specific to any
one code or language; ah24, the next to spread beyond its Cantonese origin, is widely used but
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can still be associated with Cantonese or Sinitic speakers in some instances; like, the most
recent, and it, alongside its Malay counterpart macam, is hypothesized to be indexed to urban
or even KL style of talking. The three differ in the degree to which they can be interpreted
through the salient social schemas discussed, suggesting that another aspect of collaborative
interaction in a shared space through time, not only encourages identity-confirming practices
but also the sharing of multilingual resources, through typological convergences, borrowings
etc. The latter is socio-cognitively necessary for speakers because successful communication
rests on intersubjective patterns, especially socio-pragmatic ones, to be able to comprehend the
fine details of social action.
In Chapter 6, I summarize the findings of this study, and point to areas for further research, in
particular, grammatical and information structure patterns.

A final note about this study. Many of the usage patterns examined in Chapters 3-5 have been
identified as locally-evolved in the Malaysian (and/or Singaporean) context and are wellresearched, from a number of approaches, e.g., language contact, second language acquisition,
typological convergence, ecological etc. The selection of three particularly well-researched
linguistic units is deliberate. For the most part, previous analyses have been from the
perspective of an individual language, so that such features were analyzed as contact-induced
since they represented externally-induced changes. Such studies have been very insightful in
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highlighting and describing contact features of individual languages as they emerge in this type
of ecology.

There has been, however, relatively little analysis of variation and sharing (convergence) of
linguistic units across codes and languages in the Malaysian urban landscape, and reasons for
why and how it takes place (apart from cognitive reasons, e.g., Matras 2000 and second
language acquisition proposals such as imperfect learning). Through the lens of the wider social
context and an interactional account, it is shown here that some of the usage patterns that have
come to define talk in this locale can and do emerge from speakers actively trying to achieve
interactional goals a certain way, thus highlighting the agency of the speaker in propagating
the usage of such linguistic units (and languages). Some of these patterns are organizational
arising from what multilingualism allows (contrast effects as advocated by organizational
approaches) but the effects of others arise from being contextualized against the wider social
context. This is perhaps more visible through more recently-emerged units such as the English
discourse marker like and some person reference forms.

It is also apparent that there are linguistic units and usage patterns that are shared across the
codes, which speakers ‘do’ for interactionally-relevant reasons. Such converged features seem
to be used to ensure that the message, pragmatics included, is successful. In fact, we can see
some forms as operating as metapragmatic units that span across multiple languages. While
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they are clearly in conventionally socio-pragmatically salient linguistic units such person
reference forms and discourse items, they can be present even in information structure
organization patterns.
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Chapter 2 – Social organizational structures in KL and Malaysia
2.0 Introduction
In this chapter, I provide an overview of relevant socio-political, economic, and cultural aspects
of Malaysia, as well as specific details about Kuala Lumpur. The complex contact situation in
KL is presented as macro-level social schemas (van Dijk 2009, 2008, Daniels 2005) that are
foundational in the (ongoing) construction of the imagined Malaysian nation-state (Anderson
1991). In Section 2.1, I provide a brief survey of relevant literature, in order to situate this
study within previous work on high contact and multilingual communities. In Section 2.2, I
introduce three social schemas and detail their entrenchment in Malaysian society. It will be
demonstrated that the three - "Malaysia's diverse groups", "Malay special privilege" (following
Daniels 2005's terminology), and "cosmopolitanism", will be shown to have been crucial in the
construction of identity symbols, including linguistic ones, and significant in motivating social
actions. I also provide examples of how they are repeatedly activated to construct stances in
conversations. It is argued that ultimately, the social reality of KL, including multilingual usage
patterns is shaped by the repeated activations of such schemas. In Section 2.3, I introduce
Kuala Lumpur, concentrating on positioning the city with respect to the social situation
detailed. In Section 2.4, I provide a summary of this chapter.
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2.1 Social context and language contact
Research from a number of approaches has shown that situating language use within salient
macro-social structures can provide insights into usage patterns. It is beyond the scope of this
study to survey all of these. Here, I focus on work applied to (or are applicable to) high contact
environments and/or multiethnic-driven multilingualism, especially in recently-created nations
with colonial legacies, which, as Ward & Hewstone’s (1985:272) noted, may have complex
language and identity issues that emerge from such legacies themselves.

In the area of language contact, the importance of situating the emergence of language and
linguistic features within macro-social structures and processes has long been pointed out, e.g.,
Thomason & Kaufman 1988:35. More recently, the inclusion of sociocultural patterns
(including historical, political and linguistic) as an aspect of linguistic analysis has gained
prominence in the research on contact-induced language. For instance, Mufwene 2001/2008’s
language evolution model provides a way to understand how social conditions - the "external
ecology" - the relations and interactions between a language and factors of its social
environment, including other languages in that environment, impinge on the 'competition' for
emergent linguistic features of a contact code. Note that the external ecology includes other
languages that are present. Substrate influence has long been recognized as the major source of
grammatical features in the evolution of creoles and other mixed languages. Other languages in
a contact-situation can also impinge on a language, i.e., ‘adstrate’ influence (Ansaldo 2009),
17
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which is subject to external and internal factors. So for example, in the cases of Malaysian
code, adstrates for one code are all other codes present in the mix (with the degree of influence
of one code to another determined by social and interactional patterns. Type-frequency effects
also play a part in feature selection in the sense that there are “…features that are more
prominent due to typological congruence between similar languages involved in the contact
setting” (Ansaldo 2009:12). In other words, congruence – the degree of matching between
different grammatical features in the feature pool, (Mufwene 2001) matters.

Linguistic evolution proceeds by 'natural selection' from among the competing variants made
available by individual speakers in interactions with other speakers. The characteristics of a
code, e.g., the associated sound patterns, ways of expressing things or encoding meanings,
including socio-pragmatic constraints on the usages of expressions, are viewed as the result of
long term practices that developed over a period of time. Just as a species is a
conceptualization of a group of biological organisms that share some genetic material and
evolve in a particular ecology, "a language is an extrapolation from idiolects which are
governed by similar structural and pragmatic principles or which may be traced back to the
same ancestor" (Mufwene 2001:149).

The totality of variants available within the speech community is a code’s "feature pool", and is
provided by the other codes in the admixture. The relationships and interactions of the features
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make up the "internal ecology" of a speech community. This ecological perspective therefore
details how sociohistorical factors are integrated with grammatical analysis, and provides a
conceptual framework for adopting linguistic features as units of analysis.

The ecological approach has mainly been used for diachronic accounts of usage patterns, e.g.,
Mufwene 2001 for an application of these ideas to African locations, and Ansaldo 2009;
Ansaldo, Lim & Mufwene 2004; Lim 2007 amongst others, to the Singapore contact situation.
(Note that since Singapore and KL shared a common past as urban centers with large Siniticspeaking populations in British Malaya, the same or similar linguistic units appear in both
places.) However, its "competition and selection" model also operates on the assumption that
the speaker has agency in the sense that speakers are responsible for selecting, innovating and
propagating linguistic features. Although this study is a synchronic account in that it focuses on
how speakers select multilingual units in their interactions, and leaves open the question of
categorizing talk as distinct languages, the evolutionary approach provide an understanding of
selectional pressures on speakers and ultimately, codes.

The theoretical orientation just discussed can explain long-term selectional processes, which for
a socially cohesive group that evolving a common identity, is likely to result in the emergence
of a shared code or language (Ansaldo 2009). The situation in KL presents a different social
scenario. Despite intensive and extensive interactions in a shared space defined within a
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nation-state, the progress of social cohesiveness for KL residents, and Malaysians in general,
can currently only be partial, inhibited by certain macro-social structures that actually serve to
keep particular communities and networks distinct. (These are discussed in the next section.)
Rather than a trajectory towards a common linguistic identity and a shared code in the future,
e.g., English in the Singaporean context, in KL, characteristic language use here seems set to
remain a manifestation of plural linguistic identities and codes. Regardless, the sharing of space
and intensive social interaction have resulted in non-random strategies that are enlisted by
locals to deal with each other, and this is evident in the number of usage patterns, some
shared, that connect and give meaning to what it means to participate in 'KL talk'. These usage
patterns are the result of what Agha 2005:38 called enregisterment processes "... whereby
distinct forms of speech come to be socially recognized (or enregistered) as indexical of speaker
attributes by a population of language users".

Using a locally-evolved code includes enregisterments of socio-pragmatic or metapragmatic
stereotypes that operate on language selection (Agha 2007). Whether a code or a single
linguistic item, these provide for interlocutors, cognitively compact ways that automatically
express anticipated pragmatic information. Furthermore, for any given enregistered item, the
sum of discursive usages by users provides a sociohistory, projected as a “semiotic chain – a
chain of participant-linked semiotic events...” (Agha 2007:205). In exploring what speakers do
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with multilingual items, essentially the study here examines how enregistered multilingual
items are used by speakers in navigating their local social environment.

The actual methodology used in this study focuses on how macro-level social structures
impinge on the selection of linguistic units by interlocutors in conversation, e.g., Myers-Scotton
2000, Myers-Scotton & Bolonyai 2001, Gumperz 1993, 1982, Stroud 1992 amongst others, and
how these emerge as indexical values for interactional purposes, e.g., Gafaranga 2005, Li Wei
2010,2005, Auer 1998 etc. The approach is discussed in Chapter 3.

2.2 Conceptualizing the Malaysian social context
In this section, I elaborate on three social schemas (schematic representations). As per Ward &
Hewstone’s observation, beyond its colonial past, what has remained salient in the emergent
Malaysian nation is the long-standing pluralistic organization of the population, recast within
the ideological model of a modern nation – typically one with a homogeneous culture, identity
and people (e.g., Navari 1981:13). Insofar as how this relates to multilingual usage patterns,
the wider social context not only situates language use within the social reality of KL but it
helps shape the actual multilingual language selection procedures.
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Before I continue, the term race, and its appearances in various places in this and subsequent
chapters, needs to be clarified. In the Malaysian context, ras or bangsa ‘race’ is interchangeable
with what is commonly referred to by ethnicity. Three top level or maximal ethnic categories
are used to organize the multiethnic population. Each of these – Malay, Chinese, and Indian, is
considered a distinct race, and is constructed from a cluster of idealized characteristics
including biological distinctions, ancestral histories, cultural and religious heritages, and
perceived customs and stereotypes (Daniels 2005). In this dissertation, race will be used when
specifically focusing on Malaysian ethnicity issues since the term appears in the data, and in
cited material. How race operates as a social organizational tool is discussed in further detail in
the next section.

2.3 Schematic representations of social conditions in KL
The organization of the population in post-colonial Malaysia (since 1957) in the socio-political
sense, has revolved around two foundational principles: (1) Malaysia’s diverse (ethnic) groups,
and (2) the special position of Malays. These, as well as (3) modernity values, which reaches its
heights as cosmopolitan KL), have been and are constantly at the forefront of any identity
construction and social categorization processes. In this dissertation, they are presented as
social schemas. These are considered cognitive objects that express general, sociocultural
knowledge or "world knowledge" (van Dijk 2008) about Malaysian society. They represent
normal conditions, and for interactants and analysts, serve loosely as scripts for expected or
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normal actions and behavior in local social situations. Elaborations of the particulars of
schemas vary depending on theoretical approach, but focusing on this issue is beyond the scope
of this work. Usage in this dissertation are based on van Dijk 2009 and 2008 in the broad
sense, while the idea of social schemas important to the Malaysian context follows or builds on
Daniels 2005's account. Both assume that schemas as "general experience" models interact with
mental models or representations, which are constructed by individual social actors and are
activated to categorize and organize events and interactions in their daily lives. They are
constructed from the "abstraction, generalization and decontextualization" of the sum of
experiences of members (van Dijk 2008:64) via mental models that utilize knowledge of
schemas but also an individual’s lived experiences. "Whereas models are representations
typically contained within ideological formulations, schemata are more fundamental mental
representations that have a closer relationship to the generative mechanisms within the
domains of social relations" (Daniels 2005:80). Schemas as macro-level structures "cannot
directly influence discourse or interaction", or interpretations of social events for that matter
but are construed through mental models, which utilize knowledge of schemas but also an
individual’s accumulated lived experiences (ibid 75). They are therefore subjective constructs,
and we can expect some variation in how one event or interaction is interpreted by members of
the community. Both schemas and mental models exist in episodic (part of long term) memory
and are dynamic in that they are constantly updated and reinforced by recurring experiences
that call on such knowledge.
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In using this socio-cognitive approach to express social structures, it is assumed that
constructions and interpretations of a social event, and actions by members of a social group,
however defined, are not wholly re-invented each time and that resignification processes
"pinpoint specific aspects of social identities – categories, attributes, expectations, and
evaluations – being given new meanings and those that are being reproduced in social
processes" (Daniels 2005:267). On the one hand, pre-existing social source provides both the
members and the researcher with a context for transformation of the social. On the other hand,
that elements are conceived not to be socially fixed and static but are subject to the creative
processes of human agents and unique experiences. This aspect is especially important in the
analysis of anything social in the Malaysian urban community because of its multiethnic
complexity, the highly individualized experiences of each member, and the pattern of
flexibility in opting in and out of a range of social identities during interactional processes.

It is not possible to introduce, let alone provide a complete account of every schema that might
be considered by speakers when they make language choices. The three schemas elaborated
here, however, constitute over-arching socio-cultural schemas in the social reality of KL
residents and as will be shown, are particularly conscious in discourse, indexicality values, and
code selection (code-switching) processes. Of course, world knowledge includes other schemas
operational in Malaysian society, for instance, recognition of the elder-junior relationship
resulting in systemic "authority ranking" (Fiske 1992) social practices that are typical in
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traditional Asian cultures (see Chapter 4, which touches on one aspect of this), nuances that
apply to particular social, especially ethnic, groups, and those specific to the social reality of
KL. These will be introduced when necessary to account for the data.

Of the three schemas, the first two - "Malaysia’s diverse society" and "Malay special privilege"
to a large extent reflect entrenched social organizational practices of a pluralistic society that
have been reshaped and recast in terms of nation-building ideals. They act as basic frames for
constructing race-related positions on nationalism, identity and belonging in post-colonial
Malaysia, whether institutionally or in everyday events (Daniels 2005). Presence of both
schemas in the mental models that frame attitudes and behaviors of individuals as well as in
the public arena is perhaps the most striking characteristic of the Malaysian social experience.
Formal recognition of a pluralistic society and legal prioritization of one group's interests
possess inherent contradictions and tensions, as witnessed by the constant and transparent (re)negotiations of positions through the emphasis of one or the other schema (Goh & Holden
2009:2). For example, Daniels demonstrates how "Malaysia’s diverse groups" and "Malay
special privileges" are routinely activated and negotiated in the maintenance of established
social and national identities in public events, festivals, public spaces, institutions as well as in
the personal lives and opinions of Malaysians. Although his work does not focus on language
issues, it demonstrates how the schemas are intricately interwoven into a wide range of social
events, and how all Malaysians must personally reconcile with this reality in order to be viable
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members of the Malaysian community. In this context, what this dissertation does is add
another sphere of social activity that is colored by these schemas.

The third schema, which is here termed 'cosmopolitanism' reflects the persistent concern with
the acquisition of modernity values in urban KL, and Malaysia more generally. Its
organizational reach spans the whole nation, even though mental models are somewhat
differentiatable by race. Like the first two schemas, Malaysia's developmentalist orientation has
a socio-political basis, and arguably not surprising given its trade-based history and the nature
of colonial Malaya. Cosmopolitanism defined as “an attitude of receptivity towards people and
places that are different from one’s own” (Chan 2005:1) provide a generalized interpretation of
successful urban living, as necessitating some type of liberation from previously recognized
identity values. The discussion therefore examines the nature of the 'old' and the 'new' specific
to KL. In the context of multilingual usage patterns, cosmopolitanism provides an explanation
for the prestige and spread of the hyper-international language – English, and similarly,
although to a lesser extent, Mandarin. This is because mental models associated with the
ethnically-derived schemas, by themselves, cannot account for such trends.
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2.3.1 Malaysia’s diverse groups
In Malaysia we have three major races which have practically nothing in common. Their
physiognomy, language, culture and religion differ… Nothing makes anyone forget the
fact of race. So those who say “forget race” are either naïve or knaves.
(Dr Mahathir Mohamad 1970:175 in Holst 2012:1)

The above statement made in 1970 by one of Malaysia's former prime ministers, is in many
ways as relevant today as it was then. That a nation should comprise diverse ethnic groups,
even with little in common, is not that unusual, especially in the Southeast Asian region.
However, in the case of Malaysia, "diverse groups" refers not only to a multiethnic,
multicultural and multilingual population but a sociopolitical organizational principle that has
long been used to maintain the separateness of three ethnicities or races - Malay, Chinese and
Indian, in just the ways Mahathir elaborated - "physiognomy, language, culture and religion".
And specifically, it is this "three major races" pluralism that continues to be socially powerful,
as the present Prime Minister, Najib Razak, openly stated.
There are few places in the world in which you will find Asian communities so deeply
commingled, yet distinct.... Malaysia is diverse also in the sense that our people have
formed thriving communities each with its own language, culture, history and religion.
Our communities have lived side by side for centuries and traded influences and ideas,
but they remain distinct. The major groups have become Malaysian each in its own way.
(Prime Minister Najib Razak, 12th Asian University Presidents Forum, October 2013)

As Najib's comment implies, the "major groups", i.e., the three races, have been interacting for
centuries. Yet while interactions predated European engagement in the area, it was during the
period of British colonialism (1786-1957) that the three race pluralism in the organization of
society was practiced. So entrenched is the three race distinction that it “…appears to be
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diffusely internalized in long-term memory and directs social relations to some extent” (Daniels
2005:92). In the context of the nation-state, it continues to dominate every social and political
level of the spectrum (Holst 2012, Daniels 2005, Balasubramaniam 2004, amongst many
others). It is moreover almost always activated in ongoing attempts at defining Malaysianness,
so much so “communalism” – with “every ethnie, or ethnic group, working for its own selfinterest” is almost at the heart of every contest "...whenever the issues of ethnic rights,
language, religion, minorities, poverty and nation-building are debated” (Cheah 2004:2).

Malay or Bumiputra, Chinese and Indian in the Malaysian context are fixed maximal (high-level)
identity categories (Daniels 2005:57), each comprising a set of idealized properties that include
physical appearance, ancestral histories, cultural and linguistic practices, employment patterns,
as well as stereotyped behaviors and characteristics. At this level of representation, identities
from sub-ethnic categories embedded within each race, racially mixed groups, and those
outside the three races, are ignored. (These categories are not discussed in any great detail as
they are largely irrelevant to this study. For further analysis of Malaysia's multiethnicity, see
Holst 2012, Daniels 2005:55-78 amongst many others.) As both Mahathir's and Najib's
comments imply, it is the three race distinction that is fundamentally important in a social
sense. And as the 'definition' of each race below highlights, it is the very obvious lack of shared
identity markers that makes the separateness of the three races so salient.
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Malay or Bumiputra (shortened to Bumi) identifies those whose ancestry is considered to be
within the imagined Tanah Melayu ‘Land of the Malays’, a region that includes the Malaysian
Peninsular (Nagata 1979:55). bumiputra includes not only ethnic Malays who are invariably
Muslims, but also politically-defined indigenous peoples who are not necessarily Muslim and
are not ethnic Malays. In the urban KL context, since Bumiputra is almost always synonymous
with Malay, the term used here will refer only to Malays. Ways in which Malays are
distinguished include skin color, which is openly used as a marker of race (Daniels 2005:5861), and in this respect, Malays are typically brown-skinned. The most important cultural
markers are the religion of Islam, the Malay language, royalty (raja) and a set of customs,
mannerisms, dress and adat

‘traditional law’. Malays are also identifiable by their Malay

(which includes Islamic) names. In the current national political setup, they are, as Daniels
2005:58 puts it, the "generic" Malaysian, possessing full legal and cultural membership, since
Malay cultural markers are officially viewed as dominant. Stereotypes of the Malay, as of the
other races, have been propagated since British Malaya. They are considered "open and
friendly", "gregarious and easy-going", and "oriented towards social life" (ibid 58-60); negative
stereotypes are often related to economic productivity, e.g., having "a disinclination for work"
(Sardar 2000:62-63), and reliant on government, hearkening back to earlier depictions in
colonial times as "naturally lazy" (Butcher 1979:52; also Rao 1979:27-28). Even though mass
urbanization of Malays has taken place since the 1970s, they are still generally associated with
kampung ‘village’ life and its traditional values, and associated occupations such as subsistence
farming and fishing. In cities, negative stereotypes are related to unsuccessful urban living.
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Occupationally, Malays in urban areas are associated with public service positions and
employment in businesses related to government.

The category Chinese refers to individuals who are ethnically Han Chinese (Heng 1996:501). In
the Malaysian context, their ancestry outside Tanah Melayu identifies them as 'immigrant'. So
while they possess full legal citizenship, unlike Malays, they qualify only for partial cultural
membership. They are fair-skinned in relation to the other two races. Cultural markers of the
Chinese include Buddhism (approximately 85% of Chinese, according to Tan 2000), Sinitic
language(s), the use of Chinese names, and various Chinese customs such as Chinese festivals,
e.g., Chinese (Lunar) New Year, and their own fare. Chinese identity exhibits complex
subgroupings,

into

clan

groups,

education

(English/Chinese-educated,

national

schooling/Chinese schooling), and cultural orientation in terms of degree of Malaysianization
(see Tan 2000, Wang 2001) but intermarriage and the perceived hostility of Malay and
political cultural dominance (see next section) in the present day has diminished the social
significance of Chinese inter-group sub-cultural rivalries and social distinctions (Tan 2000).
Note, however, that specific Sinitic languages still have sociolinguistic, and geographically
locatable, meanings. From the context of the dominant (Malay) culture, the Chinese practise
harum ‘unclean’ or "ritually impure" behaviors, e.g., eating pork (Rabushka 1971:712), and
adhere to a host of modern practices, such as the wearing immodest clothing by Chinese
women in comparison to traditional dress styles, and the use of English nicknames (as is
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common in the entire Chinese diaspora), which, according to Daniels 2005:63, are irritants to
some Malays. While there are Chinese in rural areas, as a group, they are considered urban
dwellers. As of 2000, over 90% of Malaysian Chinese lived in urban areas, with 38% in KL1.
They are also thought to be status and education-concerned, and be commercially-minded
and/or involved in business. Stereotyped behaviors include being "hard-working, clever and
oriented towards turning a profit", with negative views related to perceived insularity, e.g.,
being "secretive", "less gregarious and open [than Malays], even "distant" or "cold" (Daniels
2005:62), more ethnocentric (Rabushka 1973:58), and "dishonest, cunning and treacherous"
(Sardar 2000:64). Because of their numbers and long-established economic dominance, Chinese
is considered the second major race.

Like Chinese, Indian is considered an 'immigrant' category, since ancestry is located in the
Indian sub-continent (and Sri Lanka). Indians similarly have partial cultural but full legal
membership. Indian not only includes the Hindu Tamil majority (85%) but non-Tamils and/or
non-Hindus, and who historically patterned differently in terms of employment, socio-economic
background, culture, and language. Of the three races, Indian is the most dark-skinned, which is
evaluated as inferior in Malaysia (Daniels 2005:64). In religious practice, an Indian is assumed
to be Hindu, and although imprecise, Hindu and Indian are used interchangeably to describe an
Indian in Malaysia. They are also identified by having Indian names, and is linguistically

1

"Education the main reason Malaysians emigrate overseas", Borneo Post, 19 Feb 2011.
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identified with an Indian language, usually Tamil (although the middle class and upper
increasingly have English as their home language). Indians also have their own customs, e.g.,
their own fare, Hindu festivals, and traditional dress. Even though many Indians now live in
urban areas, Indian, viz Tamil, is traditionally associated with living in rubber estates and
plantations, engaged in lowly jobs as manual laborers and gardeners, or found in small-scale
retail businesses such as in nut and bread selling, and stationery shops. However, in urban
areas, Indians, are also associated with high-status professions such as medicine and law
(ibid:48), are highly visible in the education sector, and viewed as having financial and
commercial capabilities equal to those of the Chinese (Rabushka 1971:712). The village Indian
is stereotyped as "docile and servile" (Daniels 2005:48), similar to colonial accounts of them as
being "low in mental ability, lacking in self-reliance and achievement orientation" (Rabushka
1971:712), and considered smelly and dirty, even squalid (Rabushka 1971:712, 716).

The conception of the three race distinction can be traced back to the plural society established
in British Malaya (1778-1957), a geopolitically-boundered entity in which the population
resided in the fashion of a "plural society" (Furnivall 1948), and in which the categorization of
the non-European population was eventually distilled down to the three maximal identities,
each distinguishable by physiognomy, culture, language, and through their patterns of
economic involvement, not unsimilar to the descriptions provided above (Nagata 1979:4,
Zawawi 2004:118-125). The three race distinction was used to categorize and govern residents.
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It has continued to have currency within the modern nation-states since key identity markers
are preserved through official institutions and policies that promote separateness, as Najib
Razak mentions.
We have some of the largest and most independent Indian and Chinese communities
outside of China and India. We are a majority Muslim Malay country and a leading
member of the Islamic world that has, within our national school system, the largest
network of Chinese medium schools outside of Greater China. Our print, broadcast and
online media are multilingual. We are Malay, Chinese, Indian, Orang Asli, Iban and
Kadazan [the last four represents some non-Malay Bumiputra groups]. We are Muslim,
Buddhist, Christian, and Hindu.
(Najib Razak, 12th Asian University Presidents Forum, October 2013)

This race distinction is unquestionably very real for Malaysians yet it is also very much a sociopolitical construct. In present-day self-governing Malaysia, the relevance of this specific
pluralism has been reconstituted within the modern nation-state model, where it continues to
be central in the ongoing contest to conceptualize a singular Malaysian identity. While
Malaysians across races, of course, meet in more than just the marketplace, the legacy of its
colonial past is still very visible, for instance, "[r]acial groups still maintain different kinship
systems and religious institutions, recreational activities are often an extension of racially
segmented neighborhood groups. … Malays still fill civil service positions, Chinese own most
private businesses…." (Daniels 2005:xvii), political parties are by and large race-based....
Government institutions and practices are still guided by the "three race" distinction. For
instance, the national census still collects demographic information, including involvement in
economic activity, based on race, (with those who cannot be officially categorized or aligned
with one of the three are thrown in the "others" category). As Najib mentioned, institutions that
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are instrumental to moulding cultural identity such as schools, media, and religion, maintain
the distinctness of races through provision of schools and media that use languages
representative of each race.

In order to further understand the schematic usage of "Malaysia's diverse groups", note that
even though Indians make up only approximately 7.3% of the population, the three race
distinction allows Indian as a category to be invoked in a socially significant way. Below is a
speech that makes the point clear. The speaker is a local Malaysian Indian Congress (an Indian
political party) chairman, addressing a multiracial audience at an Indian beauty contest (10th
Nov 1998) in Melaka, a city in Malaysia:
Indians are the third largest race in this country. Like other festivals, Hari Raya and
Chinese New Year, Deepavali is also celebrated in this country. Like other festivals
participated in by all races, not just by the Indian race, but also by the Bumiputra race
and the Tionghua race. … But this year we have a little change. Initially, we held the
festival in Temenggung Street. But this year we have organized Pesta Deepavali in
Mahkota Parade and also in Kotamas… There are those who say that this change is for
the best, and there are those who say that this change is not satisfactory… But for me, I
see this as more festive than in past two years, two years ago, and in former years,
because we just had, how do you say it [searching for the word], we just had an
audience [in English] almost totally consisting of the Indian race. Whereas this year we
have an audience from all races, not just Indians. There are Bumiputra people, Chinese
people, and also people from the West…. (Daniels 2005:88)

That the three race distinction represents "Malaysian diversity" schematically is clear by the
speaker's model of delimiting of "all races" to "the Indian race,... the Bumiputra race and the
Tionghua [Chinese] race". Note also that the very legitimacy of the Indian Deepavali festival is
established through association with the statuses of major festivals belonging to the Malay 34
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Hari Raya, and Chinese - Chinese New Year. This underscores the reality of racially-defined
festivals in Malaysia, and in fact there are no major festivals that all Malaysians by default
celebrate. Instead, each belongs to a race, and individuals from other groups may participate in
or observe as outsiders.

Apart from being included in the legal framework and influencing economic and social policies,
the plural nature of Malaysian society is saliently represented in the mental models that
Malaysians have of race in their society, at times conflicting with the idea of a singular
Malaysian identity. The place of the "three races" in the construction of nationality is still very
contested, as indicated by the following statement by current Deputy Prime Minister:
I am a Malay first but I want to say that being a Malay does not mean that you are not a
Malaysian. It is not a ras [race] issue, it is gagasan [concept]… How can I say I am a
Malaysian first and a Malay second. All Malays will shun me and say it’s not proper as
Indians will also say they are Indian first, … I can say it ‘I am Malaysian first’ but
whether the real spirit is so?...
(Deputy Prime Minister Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin, press interview 31st March 2010)

While Muhyiddin Yassin's statement was largely felt to be controversial, it has credibility
because pluralism still operates on fundamental institutions and conventionalized social
interactional procedures. Tension between one's nationality and one's race exists because the
construction of Malaysian nationalism has not yet resolved the place of "three race" pluralism
in the construction of a homogeneous Malaysian identity, which in many respects, remains an
abstract theoretical concept.
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Attempts to achieve a singular Malaysian identity involve either promoting one race (as in the
second schema to be discussed in the next section) or the projection of an imagined Malaysia as
a peaceful and workable plural community. The latter is promoted in government initiatives
such as the previous bangsa Malaysia 'Malaysian race', and the current Satu Malaysia '1Malaysia'
campaigns, which carry similar messages of "unity in diversity", as exemplified by the following
message by the current Prime Minister in respect to 1Malaysia:
What makes Malaysia unique is the diversity of our peoples. 1Malaysia’s goal is to
preserve and enhance this unity in diversity which has always been our strength and
remains our best hope for the future.2

Importantly, the achievement of "a peaceful and workable plural community" is not through
homogeneity or a melting pot but a celebration of the distinction of the three races. In terms of
social action, this is evidenced by acts of accommodation to the other races in some way. In the
example of the Indian beauty contest, the speaker stresses hospitality towards those who are
not Indians by pointing out that the contest was not being held in an Indian area but in a more
race-neutral location, thereby encouraging attendance by Malays, Chinese and Westerners.

The strategy is regularly promoted in attempts to reconcile nationalism and "Malaysia's diverse
groups". Discourses that incorporate such idealism are pervasive, with speakers referencing
"multiracialism", "multiculturalism", and "pluralistic society" in conjunction with "unity" in
speeches, e.g., in the following excerpt from Daniels 2005:85:

2

http://www.1malaysia.com.my/about/about-1malaysia/
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Merdeka! [Audience answers: Merdeka!] … I am also very proud that we are still able to
come together in large numbers, even though our country is still facing an economic
crisis. Not thinking of skin color, cultural differences, or religious and ideological
differences, we are capable of coming together to proclaim our gratitude for modern
amenities bestowed upon us by God…
Truly, the success achieved by our country has been the result of the unity of the entire
plural society in our country. Because of that our pure aspirations and ideals of the long
term have to be advanced by us in order to define that independence we attained
together for the goal of building a stable country…
(Keynote speech, Chief Minister of Melaka, Datuk Abu Zahar 1998 National Day
Celebrations, translated by Daniels)

Phrases such as "skin color", "cultural differences", "plural society" are explicitly mentioned and
conjoined with notions that the kind of effort required to build a secure and stable country is
racial tolerance.

In social interactions, openly asking someone their race is nothing out of the ordinary (Holst
2012: 2), nor is contextualizing daily events by race, as demonstrated by the following excerpts
from the data. In (2.1a-c), we see how race and accommodation by open house is used to
present a view of the interactant's neighbors. The extension of hospitality to other races in
private space is expressed in the concept of the "open house" (rumah terbukah in Malay) (Ooi
2009:233). Because a festival is inherently exclusionist, during major festivals such as the
Malay Hari Raya, Chinese New Year, Indian Deepavali, and Christmas, it is common to
designate a day on which friends and neighbors, including those of other races, can drop by for
a meal and to socialize. This gesture is evaluated as a positive sign of accommodation of
Malaysia’s diverse groups (Armstrong 1988). "open house", derived from traditional Malay
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practice (the official dominant culture), can be applied to any celebratory event and is
conducted in a spirit of openness and sharing. Here, Manom, a Tamil Indian who grew up in an
Indian estate, and now lives in KL, is asked by Rosliana, a Malay woman, about her experience
of open houses. This question immediately follows Manom's recounting of a number of bad
experiences with Chinese neighbors, whom she claims deliberately ignore her because of her
race. Rosliana mentions "open house" as a last ditched attempt to draw a positive response
about Chinese people from Manom.
(2.1a)
1

Rosliana

So normally during festival kan, so ada
right,

tak

siapa-siapa yang jemput you--

EXIST NEG anyone

REL invite

‘So normally during festivals right, so aren’t there anyone who invite you…’
2

Manom

3

Rosliana

OK.
datang rumah?
come house?
‘to come to their home?’

4

Manom

During festival of course I have friends.

5

Ah, every year, of course Raya open hou=se I will go= to my friends’ hou=se,

6

I will help them to coo=k,

7

Er,

8

Rosliana

9
10

Yes
@@

Manom

11

Um I will help them in the kitche=n,
Because um we are in one community.

12

Rosliana

13

Manom

Oh yap.
OK, we are Satu Malaysia=.
One Malaysia

14

@

15

Rosliana

@@

16

Manom

When comes to festivals,

17

yah.

18

All be in one Satu Malaysia.

19

@@

one
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20

Rosliana

Er I see.

21

Manom

No problem at all.

22

Fun fun fun.

It is clear, especially by lines 1-4 that Manom and Rosliana implicitly share the view that
Malaysians are united during festivals via opening up their private spaces to outsiders. Manom
also situates open houses within the Satu Malaysia campaign in lines 13 and 18, which we have
seen, is a formal attempt by the Government to unite the plural population. However, as
Manom and Rosliana continue their conversation in (2.2b), the former criticizes her Chinese
neighbors for their 'inadequate' hospitality during Chinese New Year open houses.
(2.2b)
1

Manom

I have I have Chinese friend also and I did attend their festival also,

2

Chinese New Year,

3

Hm

4

Rosliana

How how they er= communicate with you?

5

Manom

Ah,

6

they will just invite me have some food eat um that’s all.

7

Ah,

8

is once done we go back lah.

9

@@

10

Rosliana

Not really close is it?

11

Manom

Ah,

12

not really because um uh (.) the only thing is uh I think because the Chinese
community they don’t have open house like Indian and Malay.

13

Rosliana

14
15

Oh yah,
But I realize their all people like to eat.

Manom

Yah but they like to eat because they don’t have open house because the day
before New Year,

16

Chinese New Year they will gather with the family and they will have a big you
know ‘makan besar’ lah, they call that.
‘big feast’

DP

17

Rosliana

Ah

18

Manom

They have a dinner, a special dinner on that day,
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19

on the eve.

20

Rosliana

Hmm hmm.

21

Manom

They’re done.

22

So if you if you go to Chinese house on their festival day,

23

Rosliana

Hmm

24

Manom

they will serve you with the drinks and some crackers and nuts.

25

Rosliana

@@

26

Manom

@@

27

((whispers something - inaudible))

28

Er I mean the just er crackers only that.

29

Rosliana

Hm.

30

Manom

And um we when and when I go to the Chinese house I will bring this two
mandarin orange,

31

Rosliana

Ah ah.

32

Manom

Ah,

33

They will call them lor kam. ((lit. ‘bring gold’ in Cantonese))

34

‘Lor kam’ means er 'we bring go:ld to them. We bring luck to them.'

The strategy Manom uses to cast her Chinese neighbors in a negative light relies on their
having crossed the boundary into social impropriety in that their Chinese New Year open house
practices do not fully subscribe to open house standards. For instance, they hardly talk to her
(Lines 5-8), do not offer lavish spreads but "just drinks with some crackers and nuts" (Line 24).
Also, visitors are expected to stay for a short time, while the usual practice is to linger for a
while. What Manom describes are actually quite standard for Chinese New Year visits, as
visitors typically make several visits during one day, to the homes of family members and
friends, during which they accept a bite or two at each one. By contrasting the relative lack of
food to the Chinese New Year ‘makan besar’, a family feast which is conducted before the 15
days of visits, Manom is possibly trying to invoke the types of stereotypes of the Chinese as
"less open and cold", even "arrogant", "less gregarious", and by tying them to the spirit of Open
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House, is suggesting that they are are outside acceptable Malaysian cultural norms. Notice that
she brings up her own act of accommodation - her gift of mandarin oranges to her host in
accordance with Chinese New Year tradition, thereby highlighting the difference between her
Chinese neighbors and her - she practices the dominant cultural norm while her neighbors do
not. Manom's account and Rosliana's understanding and responses to it are subjectively coconstructed through their respective experiences and while their stances are not the same, they
come to an understanding because of shared world knowledge about race relations,
stereotypes, and Malaysian customs.

The women continue to talk about the Chinese, and in (2.2c), Manom evokes other negative
stereotypical traits and practices in order to express her difficulties with them.
(2.2c)
1

Manom

Ah= is quite difficult for me to understand her,

2

this is their way to treat people=,

3

they are not like like u=s,

4

ah they’re Chinese // always like this,

5

they don’t know how to respect people,

6

they not even bothers people feeli=ngs,

7

because they are very less um (.) stay in (.) I mean live in other community you

8

know in Malay or Indian community they are very le=ss,

9

because most of the Chinese they are stayed in one community,

10

so (.) they will form it like that.

11

Even I believe some places they have for only only for Chine=se only,

12

The house ah24 if hundred house is all only Chinese then only we can see
DP
on- one Malay house or one Indian house.

13

Rosliana

Hm.
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14
15

…(2.0)
Manom

16

Chinese.
I said <Q Not all the Chinese are like that. Some of the Chinese only. Q>

17

Rosliana

Oh=.

18

Manom

Do you understand?

19

Rosliana

Ah.

20

Manom

So=me <F of them. F>

21

Of course we are Malaysia.. we are One Malaysia,

22

we are Indian we are Chinese er we are Malaysia.. I mean Malay,

23

we are live in one country,

24

we are Satu Malaysia,
one

25

but so=me of them

26

(.)

27

Rosliana

Yah.

28

Manom

will be like that.

29

You know.

30

Rosliana

((chuckles nervously))

31

Manom

And I believe in Indian also they have .. some of them like that,

32

in Malay also.

33

But we can’t see it.

34

Only when come to the Chinese community.

This time, Manom uses the often called "communal" nature of Chinese association and
residential patterns. The visibility of the Chinese in urban areas such as KL is often analyzed in
terms of their perceived arrogance, rudeness and exclusivity. Manom uses this knowledge in
order to provide a reason why she does not understand them, again contrasting Malays and
Indians ‘us’, who in this context, conform with the spirit of Satu Malaysia '1Malaysia', with the
Chinese ‘them’, who do not. Manom’s comment about the rudeness of the Chinese is a wellknown stereotype in Malaysian society. The Chinese tendency to stay in their own community
that Manom speaks of may simply reflect the higher numbers of Chinese in KL (although see
Siaw 1981 about high ingroup solidarity of Malaysian Chinese). What is important is that
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Manom uses the almost exclusively Chinese neighborhoods as an indication of deliberate ethnic
separateness by the Chinese, and in turn, as a way to construct a stance.

What is important to note is that acts of accommodation necessarily mean 'crossing' to another
race in some way. This is clear in (2.3), where Mariam, a Malay, comments on the lack of
integration in Malaysian society.
(2.3)
1

Mariam

That is er part and parcel of er apa

ni

what this
2

panggil social integration lah,
call

DP

because my husband as I told you (.) he is teaching intercultural X management
and I told you the problems he encountered with the different races and and
Malaysia particularly because we have er many apa races kan?
what

right

3

Rosliana

Ah ah.

4

Mariam

And er if you observe why is there very small number of inter-marriages taking
place why?

5

Rosliana

@

6

Mariam

Who set the barriers?

7

Rosliana

We ourself.

8
9

Definitely.
Mariam

And then er kalau you XX kan,
if

10

how many of us yang dah

duduk XX XXX dan XX? bertahun-tahun

REL PERF stay

and

years

next to a Chinese to= an Indian,
11

how many of us speaks er Tamil or Chinese?
'And then er if you XX, how many of us who live XXX and XX years next to a
Chinese, to an Indian, how many of us speaks er Tamil or Chinese?'

12

Rosliana

@@

13

Mariam

XX?

14

Rosliana

Jarang ah.
rarely
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'Rarely.'
15

Mariam

16

Ah ok.
Intermarriage , intercultural (.) kalau ok the only thing yang kita
if

REL 1pl(incl)

masa Chinese New Year er Hari Raya tu
when
17

nampak

DEF

see

X lah, yang most obvious.
DP NOM

But other than that, real integration does not take place you know.

Mariam presents the view that there is little integration of the races, which, again is
conceptualized in terms of the three races. Apart from the few intermarriages, she remarks on
self-imposed racial barriers such as the unwillingness to learn Tamil or Chinese (lines 9-11). In
other words, how one integrates is accommodating by doing the culture of another race, in this
respect, speaking their language. In her mental model, pluralism remains in place.

Even when analyzing ordinary daily events, using "Malaysia's diverse groups" to explain
mundane observations, is nothing out of the ordinary, as (2.4-2.5) demonstrate. In (2.4),
Manom and Rosliana's opinions of customer service in stores, has a race angle.
(2.4)
1

Manom

Service in if shopping complex,

2

Rosliana

Hm

3

Manom

Or anywhere you go,

4

Indian the best.

5

Rosliana

@@ why ah?

6

Manom

Yah, they are good because they like to talk.

7

They like to promote the thing.

8

They want to show their level best.

9

So Indian the best.

10

…(2.0)

11

Rosliana

O=h (.) I thought Chinese is the= the best when they do marketing?
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12

Manom

13

Marketing yes.
But servicings // Indian the best.

14

Rosliana

@@@

15

Manom

This is my personal opinion,

16

because er of course I’m 35 years old I’ve been to so many shopping complex this
and that and when come to the service department bang everywhere I went er=
I’m more like to go to the Indian if the er= customer service.

17

Rosliana

Ah.

18

Manom

I like to go to the Indian,

19
20

Er= or maybe because we are same race they’re giving a good service.
Rosliana

Ah ah.

The differing views of Manom and Rosliana are again indexed to race - the former favoring
Indians, and the latter, Chinese. Notice the path to resolution of this issue relies on constantly
re-negotiating the race-service role relationship, i.e., they first align distinct roles with race Indians for service and Chinese for marketing, and then, Manom suggests in line 19 that being
of the same race as the service provider may be important.

In (2.5), the presumption that race is as an organizational tool is highlighted. This is an excerpt
from a conversation among three male lawyers in their mid-30s. Aiman is Malay, Rishi is
Indian, and Richard is Chinese. They were all educated in national (Malay medium) schools,
followed by university overseas. They are in a sports bar, and a cricket match on the TV screen
fuels discussion of the sport. The lengthy excerpt demonstrates that the men's dissection of
sports participation in Malaysia, is achieved by association of race with certain elite schools.
The question in line 1 assumes that Indians play cricket (probably because of ties with India
and other countries in South Asia rather than anything local since this is not a popular sport).
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(2.5)
(References are made to the following schools: MCKK – Malay College, Kuala Kangsar – elite boarding school for
Malay boys; RMC – Royal Military College; VI – Victoria Institution; St John - St John Institution]

1

Richard

But how come cricket never really caught on with the other races ah in Malaysia?
DP

2

Rishi

What do you mean?

3

Eh Malays play it also,

4

it’s where it’s where

5

The problem is cricket (.) was always played in the old schools,

6

all the boarding schools so ironically you find a lot of Malays play it.

7

Those guys who went to boarding schools.. you know the like MCKK and all, they

8

got good cricket teams.

9

Richard

OK.

10

Rishi

RMC has got good cricket team,

11

MCKK er Sega er Star, all these boarding schools, Malay boys, Chinese boys because
lot of them went to the old schools yeah.

12

But like VI got

what,

EXIST DP
13

you got Chinese boys playing cricket also what.
DP

14

Not many la=h,
DP

15

but you have.

16

Or maybe it’s a hand-eye coordination thing lah.
DP

17

@@@@@

18

Or lack thereof.

19

@@@@@@

20

Aiman

Kami

is tak banyak lah you know, X betul de

2pl.excl

not many DP

kan?

true DP right?

‘Us (Malays), not many you know, true, right?
21

Rishi

22

Yah, true you have to accept that yeah.
But it’s like- it’s like saying,
[Food arrives]

23

Hey actually it smells great lah so tempted to have one.
DP

24

Richard

Solid food.

25

Rishi

It’s- it’s like er it’s like basketball lah,

46
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DP
26

Why is it basketball never caught on with other races?

27

Basketball is predominantly Chinese you know.

28

Aiman

Hmm Hmm.

29

Rishi

You have Malays playing basketball but very few.

30

I don’t see many Indian boys playing basketball either.

31

I don’t know maybe they have a natural affinity for a particular sport.

32

Aiman

33
34

That’s true.
Hm.

Rishi

But I think it’s more about opportunity because like Chinese schools have always
had basketball courts so people tend to play basketball,

35

you know like Ee Jin and all that,

36

in Moore High they play basketball.

37

Er and cricket pitches.. most schools don’t have it la=h except the old boarding
DP
schools and all that because they have lot of grounds.

38

Aiman

Hmm.

39

Rishi

Modern schools.. where you got grounds,

40

where to play cricke:t.

41

Aiman

The package and all that.

42

Rishi

Correct.

43

Aiman

We used- we used to have those cages remember lah yah?
DP

44

Rishi

Forget the cages.. everyone can do the cages but the actual pitch,

45

nobody has a big enough ground to have the place.

46

The oval is so big.

47

Only VI our fields huge lah you can play cricke=t.
DP

48

St John XX.. you don’t even have a fuckin’ field man.
[1 minute of conversation on other topics]

49

Rishi

My partner was- my ex-partner was RMC what.
[‘partner’ as in partner in legal practice]

50

Aiman

Eh.. thought RMC at one time was for Malay boys right?

51

Rishi

No never.

52

Aiman

Always open?

53

Rishi

Federated Malay College, er Federated Military College FMC.

54

That’s why in fact they say that RMC boys are one of the most 1Malaysia guys
around lah.
DP

47

48
55

They are very united in the sense that if you are an ‘old putra’,

56

you’re buddy,

57

I don’t care whether you’re Chinese, Malay, Indian.
[‘old putra’ – old boy]

The discussion revolves around aligning participation of certain sports with race. The men
agree that cricket is not played much by Malays and Chinese, and Rishi begins to tie that
observation to exposure in elite high schools, which, as the unfolding conversation reveals, are
perceived to be dominated by one race if not reserved for Malay elites. David asserts that
Malays from the elite (often British-originated) Malay-only schools do play cricket. In contrast,
as there is no access in the typical schools attended by Chinese-educated Chinese, they have
not acquired any interest in cricket but instead are aligned to basketball, which is not usually
taken up by Malays or Indians. The men's analyses demonstrate that even the somewhat
segregated education system according to language aligned with race, is an aspect of the
diverse groups schema, and as such, it can be activated whenever relevant to discussions on a
wide range of subjects in everyday life. This is even when many of the elite schools mentioned
were not completely segregated. However, the participants are aware of some racial order of
various institutions and this is treated as a valid explanation. At the end of the excerpt, in Line
50, Aiman expresses surprise that the RMC (Royal Military College) is "open" to all races, not
just Malays. David then evokes the non-race-based alternative for Malaysia – "That’s why in fact
they say that RMC boys are one of the most 1Malaysia guys around lah.", the ideological
representation of "unity in diversity" that was mentioned previously.
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The next series of excerpts demonstrates that speakers can and do conceptualize
neighborhoods and neighborhood issues in terms of race. There is no official policy of
residential segregation but many KL neighborhoods are still dominated by one race. Here, two
Malay women, Mariam, and Rosliana who was in some earlier examples, discuss a relatively
newly-developed middle-class area where the former owns a kindergarten and where the latter
lives. In (2.6a), the discussion centers around the relative lack of enrolments in Mariam’s
school.
(2.6a)
1

Mariam

Betul lah I- I don’t know,
true DP

2

I am er still wondering what are the= strategies used by the other Takida
kindergarten

3
4

yang macam you tau

kat

NOM

LOC here

like

know

sini,

you pernah pergikan this er near,
PERF

go

‘True, I don’t know, I am still wondering.. what strategies are used by other
kindergartens like you know here, you have gone to this er near,’
5

Rosliana

Which one.. ya- yang

in the middle tu?

NOM

DEF

‘Which one, the one in the middle’?
6

Mariam

Ha’ah, Cergas tu.
that

7

That is a Chinese.
‘Haah, that Cergas. That is Chinese’

8

Rosliana

Hm.

9

Mariam

They have many children?

10

Rosliana

A lot.

11

Mariam

How many?

12

Rosliana

Every time I pass by,

13

I think more than twenty you know.

49
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14

Mariam

Iye
EXCL

ke?
QP

‘Really?’
15

Rosliana

Ah.

16

Mariam

But they have been there three years kan?
Right

17

Rosliana

Ah yes yes.

18

Mariam

Ah three years you see.

19

And the one really near this Lorenzo?

20

Rosliana

Same.

21

Mariam

Same also.

22
23

More than three years.
Rosliana

Actually the middle is they open first.
‘Actually the middle one opened first’

24

Mariam

Hm.

25

Rosliana

But they= never operate you know,

26

Just macam silent macam tu.
like

like

that

‘But they never did anything. Just like silent, like that’
27

Mariam

I see.

28

Rosliana

Then after that this time San Lorenzo more active more active open even Sunday
pun,
DP

29

So that’s why they get more children than in the middle ini.
this
‘Then after that, this time, San Lorenzo became more active, opening even on
Sundays. So that’s why they get more children than this middle one’

30

Mariam

I see.

31

Rosliana

Hm.

32

Mariam

This middle one is Chinese also?

33

Rosliana

Ah Chinese.

34

Because masa I move out here yang San Lorenzo tak
when

buka lagi.

REL San Lorenzo NEG open yet

‘Because the time when I moved out here, San Lorenzo school wasn’t open yet.’

The two women talk about two other kindergartens in the neighborhood, in order to compare
enrolments. It is established that both are Chinese (Lines 7 and 32). After this, Rosliana
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suggests that Mariam advertise her school on the Residents Association website. (2.6b) follows
immediately after this suggestion, where they establish the racial mix of the Association's
committee.
(2.6b)
1

Mariam

Because this area dia punya Association quite aktif
3sg POSS

tahu

ah.

active know DP

‘Because this area, its Association is quite active you know.'
2

Rosliana

Ah ah.

3

Mariam

Tapi semua Chinese.
But all
‘But all Chinese’

4

Rosliana

Most of them one.
DP
‘Most of them.’

5

Mariam

Boleh- boleh jadi?
Can

can be ?

‘Can be… ?’
6

Rosliana

Boleh di-kira.
Can PASS-count
‘(Race) can be counted’

7

Mariam

I tengok yang
see

jadi

bendahari dengan health

NOM become treasurer with

health

‘I saw the one who became treasurer is associated with health’
8

Rosliana

Ah ah.

9

Mariam

Health tu
DEM

one doctor Malay kan?
PR

right ?

‘that health one is Malay doctor right ?’
10

Dengan yang jadi
With

11

security ke

REL become

apa entah.

LOC what don’t know

‘Together with the one who became security, what (he does), I don’t know.’
Tiga je.
three only
‘Three only.’

12

Dia punya tu yang [lain-lain ] chairman tu,
3sg POSS

NOM others

DEF

‘The (race) of others, the chairman,’
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13

Rosliana

Chinese Indian @

14

Mariam

Hm.
Kan.
‘Right’

15

Mariam remarks that the constitution of the Association Committee is mainly Chinese, and
Rosliana confirms that this is true. The two continue to establish that there are only three
Malays on the Committee. The point of (2.6b) is to demonstrate further the perceived
importance of race in neighborhoods. The conversation then flows to the racial makeup of
residents in the area, and in (2.6c) below, Rosliana confirms that few Malays live in this area,
with her the only one in her row of houses.
(2.6c)
1

Mariam

Er and then majority you tengok kawasan you duduk ni banyak Melayu or
see

section

reside this many Malay

non-Malays?
‘Er and then majority you see in the section you live in, many Malays or nonMalays ?’
2

Rosliana

3

@
I rasa satu row tu
feel one

that

I je
only

Melayu.
Malay

‘I believe in that one row, I am the only Malay.’
4

Mariam

Really?

5

Rosliana

The other row pun satu je.
also one only
‘The other row, also one [Malay] only’

6

Mariam

I see.

7

Rosliana

Yang rumah hujung yang besar ni belakang you kan.
NOM house end

REL big this behind

‘This big end house behind you right.’
8

Mariam

9

Rosliana

Hm.
Dia saja.
3sg only
‘It only.’

52

right

53
10

Yang my row tu
DM

cuma I punya je.

DEF only

SM

only.

‘In my row, only me!’
11

Yang lain semua Chinese.
NOM other all
‘The other ones all Chinese’

12

Mariam

Really?

13

Rosliana

The rest all Chinese.

14

Mariam

No wonder I cannot get children.

15

Because they don’t send to Malay tadika
kindergarten

X kan ?
right

16

They will definitely send to their own people you see.

17

Somebody was saying ‘a lot of Malays’ but Malays sold their houses you see.

18

Masa beli dulu,

kebanyakan je buyers are Malay.

When buy previously

most

DP

‘When the houses were bought previously, most buyers were Malays’

Upon realization that most residents are Chinese, Mariam reflects that the reason she has fewer
enrolments than she expected in her kindergarten is because it is in a predominantly Chinese
neighborhood. Note in lines 15-16 that she presumes it is natural for parents of one race to
"send [their children] to their own people". What is notable is that Mariam considers racebased kindergartens as the norm – she herself located her kindergarten in this area based on an
(incorrect) assumption that many Malays live there.

In (2.6d), the conversation moves to why Rosliana feels she is accepted in this predominantly
Chinese neighborhood.
(2.6d)
1
2

Rosliana

Hm.
Jarang lah

macam last time,

53

54
Seldom DP
3

I ada

like
kan macam jogging,

saja jalan-jalan

EMP

just

4

I tengok lah

5

see DP
dia suka lah
3sg like DP

wander around

right

like

macam-mana makcik ni kan,
what type
aunty
kalau nampak
I.
if
catch.sight

this right,

‘Rarely but last time when I was just jogging around, I saw what type, this aunty
right, she liked me when she saw me’ [actually, suka is ‘like’ but Rosliana is
interpreting the smile as ‘like’]
6

Dia ingat I Chinese tau,

7

so dia start speak Chinese.

3sg think

know,

3sg
‘She thought I was Chinese you know, so she started speaking Chinese.’
<Q Eh tak, tak, saya Malay ah.
no no 1sg
DP
Cakap Bahasa boleh tak? English ke? Q>

8
9

speak Malay

can NEG ?

QP ?

‘[I said] ‘Eh, no, no, I am Malay. Speak Malay can or not? English?’’
<Q Tak tahu English ah. Q>

10

NEG know

DP

‘"Don't know English."’
<Q Er you mana ah?’ Q>
where QP

11

'"Where do you live?"’
<Q Tak pernah

12

NEG ever

nampak you. Q>
see

‘ "I have never seen you before."’

13

<Q There sana-sana. Q>
there
‘"Over there."’

14

Mariam

I see.
Ramai you people will take you as a Chinese ah?
Many

QP

‘Many, you, people will take you as a Chinese ?’
15

Rosliana

Because tak

ramai Malay kat

not many

sini kan ?

LOC here right

‘Because not many Malays here right?'
16

Mariam

And then your apa your boyfriend pun kulit dia putih kan ?

54
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what

17

also skin 3sg white right

‘And then your what, your boyfriend also his skin light right?’
Tak nampak macam.
NEG look like
‘Doesn’t look like [Malay]'

Rosliana tells Mariam about her encounter with an older Chinese woman (of the aunty type
(see Chapter 4) in her neighborhood. Her interpretation of why the woman smiles at her
(accepts her?) is that she thinks Rosliana is Chinese. The latter suggests to Mariam that she
may have been mistaken for a Chinese because not many Malays live there. Mariam offers an
additional explanation - Rosliana’s boyfriend does not look prototypically Malay because of his
light skin color, and as noted previously, skin color is a race marker in Malaysia, with idealized
models of what skin colors are representative of each race.

The conversational examples (2.1-2.6) demonstrated several aspects relating to the usages of
"Malaysia's diverse groups" by ordinary KL residents in their daily lives. First, like its usage in
the public arena, it is involved in the construction of stances, especially in situations that
obviously involve inter-ethnic interactions. However, even social situations can be explained in
other ways, such as in (2.4) where the three men are discussing participation in certain sports,
the schema can be invoked to dissect, organize and interpret such events. That the mental
models of three races are used is apparent.
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To summarize, "Malaysia’s diverse groups" is not only a description of the multiethnic
population in the country but a social schema that is involved in the fundamental organization
of Malaysian society. In particular, the conception of the population as divisible into "three
races" operates as a salient social category that is used by Malaysians to construct membership
categories, which are then invoked to organize institutions and government policies at the
macro-social level, and to account for a wide-range of regularly-occurring events and issues
that affect Malaysias in their daily lives. While pluralism began as a social-organizational
construct within British Malaya, "Malaysia's diverse groups" continues to be salient because
Malaysian society remains fundamentally pluralistic in a number of aspects, and pluralism is
represented, even desirable, in the contesting for a singular Malaysian identity within the
ideology of the modern nation-state. The tensions that results from this are reflected in the
shifts that social actors make between positions that activate pluralistic models and the
idealism of a singular nationalistic identity, leveraging the benefits of one or the other
depending on the specific situation at hand and the co-participants.

2.3.2 Malay special privilege
This section focuses on the second social schema - "Malay special privilege". In the context of
the Malaysian nation-state, "Malay special privilege" grants one race - Malay (or more
generally, bumiputra) more claim to Malaysianness than non-Malays. As Daniels 2005:108
states, this schema
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…bundles together the conceptual division between Malays (or Bumiputras) and nonMalays (or non-Bumiputras), and notions about Malays as the original, majority, or
“definitive people” (Mahatir Mohamad 1970:124-127), along with a sense of entitlement
or rightful claim to some class of distinctive benefits”.

In a sense, it is the politicization of Tanah Melayu applied to the organization of "Malaysia's
diverse groups" in a socio-political context, resulting in the elevation of Malays over nonMalays and further defining classes of "belongingness" based on race.

This schema is a "dominant ideological doctrine" (ibid 96) that is realized in public discourses,
government acts and is persistently invoked in the mental models of Malaysians. Importantly,
"Malay special privilege" has support at the highest level of socio-political organization.
It is in Article 153 of the constitution that the notion of the necessity of protecting the
“special position of the Malays, or the bumiputra, is elaborated and given the force of
legal sanction.
... It is this Article above all others which requires for its application the identification of
each Citizen’s ‘race’, and results in that race – Malay, Chinese, Indian or Other – being a
permanent feature of one’s identity, through the medium of the identity card which all
citizens and residents over twelve must carry (Mearns 1986:76 in Daniels 2005:40).

The result of legally sanctioning the special position for Malays resulting in a two-tiered system
of citizenship, where possession of full membership is granted to Malays but not to Chinese and
Indians, created a politically-dominant race, and pushed the contestation for defining
Malaysian identity and belongingness into a Malay/non-Malay opposition, a shift from defining
the place of all three races to one between Malays (bumiputras) and non-Malays (pendatang
'immigrants'). Those conferred innate belongingness are granted the right to define the degree
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of tolerance for the pendatang 'immigrant' races. The calling of Chinese and Indians "squatters"
and to 'balik [return to] China' and 'balik India' by ultra-Malay nationalists are inhospitable but
nevertheless legally legitimate. Economic dominance by the Chinese is allowed to continue as
an act of political accommodation but also because it benefits Malays: “The Malays must
remember that they cannot rule and prosper in this country on their own. They need the
dynamism and business skills of the Chinese. They also need the professional skills of the
Indians." (Mahathir 20143).

Political dominance has been accompanied by official efforts to construct a national culture
dominated by Malay identity symbols - the religion of Islam, bahasa ‘Malay language’, Malay
rulers, i.e., raja 'royalty' (Heng 1996:501) and adat 'Malay customs'. Alarming to non-Malays
and some urban Malays are continued efforts to increase cultural dominance over all others
through language and religion, and particularly worrying is the entry of foreign and more
conservative Islamic ideas in recent years. Islamization includes increasing the power of the
Dept of Religious Affairs to enforce syariah law in Malay social behaviors; in banking, the
establishment of Islamic banking and insurance institutions; in food and restaurant business,
the intensified halal-ization; and in public spaces, the proliferation of mosques, prayer-rooms
etc in office buildings, schools, university departments etc (Khoo 2009:116). Public

3

Multiracial Malaysia. "Dr Mahathir Mohamad. Blogging to Unblock." 6 Jan 2014. 17 Dec 2014.
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celebrations and cultural exhibitions will display "Malaysia’s diverse groups" yet at the same
time prioritize Malay cultural markers (Daniels 2005).

The social value of Malay symbols has also evolved, presenting difficulties for both non-Malays
and Malays. The Malay language is officially indexed to the Malay race under "Malaysia's
diverse groups", and as an identity marker of nationalism because of "Malay special privilege.
While the latter model results in an expectation that all Malaysians use Malay, the former does
not. Within the Malay sphere itself, linguistic identity is contested. The imagined Malay of
nationalistic importance is pure and unadulterated by other languages. Yet such a Malay
conflicts with the reality of successful urban living. The multilingual environment benefits
multilinguals over monolinguals, and strongly supports mixed speech styles in social
interactions. The first point is recognized by an Opposition leader, Anwar Ibrahim, who states
that becoming a “greater Malaysian” is to embrace multilingualism:
You are a greater Malaysian when you decide not only to be good at Bahasa Melayu
[Malay] but also at English and then go on to learn Mandarin because that would help
your country economically in a highly competitive world.
(Anwar Ibrahim, 7th May 2010)4

The second point is simply representative of the communication style that has evolved. The
mixing of languages and mixed codes are part of the interethnic expression of everyday
Malaysian urban life. Acclaimed Malay movie maker Yasmin's films were banned because they
present Chinese and Malay characters, and these characters speak in Malay, Cantonese,
4

http://www.malaysiandigest.com/opinion/7652-do-we-want-to-be-greater-malaysians.html
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Peranakan Malay, Hokkien and English. In addition, they code-switch and are bilingual, if not
trilingual. (Khoo 2009:112).

In the imagined Malay dominant Malaysia, political dominance is accompanied by economic
success. Measuring economic involvement and prosperity of the population has long been done
through the lens of race, beginning in British Malaya. In 1970, for instance, the mean monthly
income of Malays was $179, compared to $387 and $310 for the Chinese and Indians,
respectively (Rao et al 1979:22-23), and Malays owned 1% of total capital assets. A
supplementary goal to the ideological construction of Malays as full Malaysians is therefore a
more practical one, that of securing Malay economic security. Like issues of citizenship rights,
the legality of affirmative action policies in a number of areas are also enshrined in the
constitution:
Amongst other things, Article 153 provides for a quota system of opportunities in three
main areas: the public service, the general economic field, and in education. The object
is to advance Malays to the levels supposedly enjoyed by other ethnic categories, locally
referred to as ‘races’.
(Mearns 1986:76 in Daniels 2005:40)

Reasons given for the disparity were thought to be a mix of occupation, geography and culture.
Traditional Malays were typically found in small-scale farming, fishing and the low paid civil
service. They also tended to live in rural areas or on the fringes of urban areas, and in addition,
large numbers were found in the undeveloped states, i.e., the northern Unfederated Malay
States. Some, including Malays themselves, blamed it on their stereotyped natures,e.g., "easy60
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going", "inherently lazy", "fatalistic" and "comparatively low in achievement motivation" (ibid
28). Whatever the causes, low rates of economic participation and wealth ownership, the
relative successes of non-Malays were and continue to be concerns for the Malay leadership,
and is a second reason for interventionist policies that focused almost only on Malays. As
Mahathir 1970:74-76) wrote:
The scholarships which poor Malay children are receiving are morally justifiable and
socially necessary. They are the means to progress for a backward community

in

a

progressing nation. They are a means of rectifying racial inequality, and of raising
Malays to the level of the Chinese and Indians… The motive behind preferential
treatment is not to put the Malays in a superior position, but to bring them up to the
level of the non-Malays. …
The scholarships are not a manifestation of racial inequality. They are a means of
breaking down the superior position of the non-Malays in the field of education.

The class of "distinctive benefits" for Malays range from special government programs, quota
systems in the civil service and public universities, and economic policies that are directed to
advance only or favor Malay interests. In contrast to constructing cultural superiority,
economic and educational privileges to Malays are framed as beneficial to all races as they are
the means of freeing Malays "from feelings of inferiority and insecurity in relation to the nonMalays" (Abdul Manam 2004 citing Khoo 1995).

Initially proposed to be a 20 year exercise, economic goals with precise targets, such as
increasing Malay corporate ownerships to 30%, exclusive Bumiputra programs such as awarding
shares in state-held trusts, government contracts, business credit, scholarships, business
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licences, quotas for university admission, public service and workers in corporations (Ong
1999:218), as well as lower entry grades into technical/scientific courses were implemented.
Today, even though there has been great improvement in Malay involvement in the economic
and education sectors, the programs have continued and even extended, e.g., into creating
corporate opportunities for Malay elites (See Ong 1999:219-220). Malay insecurity continues
because of perceived ongoing Chinese dominance in these areas, and the view that political
equality would lead to complete Chinese takeover is still very much a part of the Malay
worldview (Daniels 2005:247).

The result of serious application of "Malay special privilege" since the 1970s, accompanied by
ethno-Malay nationalism, has divided society and shifted the main focus from communal
rivalry to a Bumi/non-Bumi opposition. Added to the underlying tension is the banning of
discussion of sensitive issues, mainly pertaining to Malay privilege including language and
religion since the 1970s, (but also the legality of citizenship of non-Malays). The awareness by
Malaysians that Islam, a key Malay cultural marker, is not generally open to discussion is
evident in the following excerpt between and Rosliana and Manom.
(2.7)
1

Rosliana

@@

2

…(1.0)

3

Amazing right (.) that if you think back it’s really how this races er been lived
together

4

Manom

Yah

5

Rosliana

in one place
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6

Manom

7

Yes,
but actually er yah er I’m really proud because we Malaysian er we really can er
live in one communi[ty] very peaceful because

8

Rosliana

[Hm.]

9

Manom

we don’t talk about the religious.

10

Rosliana

@ ((NERVOUS))

11

Manom

So when we talk about religious,

12

That’s that will be a problem,

13

Because every races they’re believe their in their own religion.

14

Ah.

15

Especially Malay are very sensitive.

16

Rosliana

Yes some of them.

17

Manom

Yes.

18

Ah hah.

19

Rosliana

Hm.

20

Manom

As I know most of them.

Manom's comment indicates that she is aware that certain "sensitive" issues should not be
discussed in inter-ethnic interactions. Amongst the most sensitive is religion, especially if it
relates to Islam, or any aspect to do with islamization of Malaysian society (Nor 2011:23-24).
That is why Rosliana's suggestion that only "some" Malays feel that way is rejected by Manom,
who uses her experience (line 20) to support her stance. To summarize, discussion of sensitive
subjects such as religion and language are avoided, both legally and socially.

Reactionary social actions by non-Malays involve finding alternative routes to economic and
social progress which often successfully circumvent the Malay bias in government-initiated
processes and official institutions. This is partly possible because political dominance by Malays
is counteracted by economic dominance and relative educational successes of non-Malays,
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which has resulted in a "ambiguous status order" (Daniels 2005:43), e.g., the transnationalist
cosmopolitanism by the Chinese (Nonini 1997 and discussed in the following section) which
has resulted in the prioritizing of certain practices over those identified by the state as integral
to national identity, including in the areas of language acquisition and use.

To summarize, "Malay special privileges" has created a new socially salient opposition,
Malay/non-Malay, and has added to "Malaysia's diverse group" by creating an additional layer
of inter-racial separateness. It has heightened sensitivity to race issues, especially related to the
Malays. This has meant that "social and cultural tensions over these images of belonging to the
Malaysian nation continue to the present period" (Daniels 2005:42). In language-related areas,
the association of the Malay language with the Malay race conflicts with its position as the
national language. In everyday exchanges, as subsequent chapters will show, KL speakers are
attuned to this aspect of their multilingual environment, shown by regular accommodation to
social aspects that index Malayness.

2.3.3 Pursuit of modernity values and cosmopolitanism
In this section, I introduce a third social schema - "modernity values and cosmopolitanism",
which I argue, is necessary to account for the present status and widespread appearance of
English in multilingual usage patterns found in the data. Clearly, mental models associated
with the ethnically-derived schemas cannot account for the prestige and spreading usage of the
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hyper-international language – English, despite official discouragement (Asmah 2009),
liberalization of some segments of society and for certain individuals to be what is locally
considered as modern.

The idea of cosmopolitanism as used here is treated as a modernity value that has emerged
from urban life, which, as Milroy and Milroy 1992 observed, encourage "loose-knit" or "weaktie" networks of members exhibiting “social and residential mobility”. Definitions that have
been used to depict cosmopolitanism characteristically concentrate on the pursuit of values that
downplay fixed or inherent identities such as those based on ethnicity or specific geographical
spaces. Chan 2005:1 describes cosmopolitanism as going "beyond loyalty to the physicality of a
place; the word suggests a bone-deep attitude of receptivity towards people and places that are
different from one’s own”. In the current age of globalization, cosmopolitanism may not only
depict the coming together of different peoples in an urban setting within the nation-state, but
also transnationalist dynamism, in which encounters with 'different others', and ultimately,
adaptations and membership to networks, are not geopolitically bounded. Characterizing
Malaysian cosmopolitanism therefore involves how cosmopolitanites deal with expectations of
their respective traditional cultures, and also how they negotiate past limits imposed by
sociopolitical organizational patterns in the nation-state, in other words, adaptive practices that
subvert the social conditions imposed by the first two schemas.
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The presence of rapid urbanization and modernization itself does not automatically mean that
the pursuit of modernity values are part of national or global imaginings. In some countries
however, such as Singapore, modernity values are clearly schematic, deeply-rooted in the
actions and desires of its government and citizens (Poon 2009). Likewise, the pursuit of
modernity values has long been amongst Malaysia’s most valued national goals, with successive
governments holding developmentalist ideologies (Burnell 1999, 2002) and detailed policies,
such as the 1991 Vision 2020 plan for Malaysia to become fully developed by 2020. In the age
of globalization, the goals themselves have been re-imagined towards an international
orientation, i.e., the transformation of the country into a technocratic and economicallydeveloped "world class’ national player" (Burnell 1999:65). These ambitions include a
tremendous effort to "(re)image the city" of Kuala Lumpur into a “world city” (Burnell
2002:1690).

The pursuit of modernity values, at least officially, is not entirely isolatable from the
contradictions of "Malaysia's diverse groups" and "Malay privilege". In terms of its nationalism
goals, achieving modernity and economic success is sometimes touted as means of achieving
peace amongst the races (Ganguly 1997:272) while at other times, it is sold as a Malay-Islamic
or ethno-Malay imagined state (Devadas 2009, Khoo 2009, Hamayotsu 2004:229, Ong
1998:226-227). However, the pursuit of modernity values especially through globalization
processes in a sense represents an opposing force as it not only allows Malaysians to engage
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with others on an international level and achieve success in urban living but also to construct
models and identities that transcend national values and goals. In fact, the main point of
contestation between the Malay-based nationalism operating from "Malay privilege" and
modernity values is one of the conflicting priorities. If cosmopolitanism is an attitude that is
"willing to put the future of every culture at risk through the sympathetic but critical scrutiny
of other cultures [and] pluralism is more concerned to protect and perpetuate particular,
existing cultures" (Hollinger 1995:85-86 cited in Khoo 2009), then cosmopolitanism weakens
the intricate association of Malayness to the cultural symbols of the nation-state.

Cosmopolitanism is relevant to social categorization and organization in the context of a fast
developing country such as Malaysia. The population is urbanizing at a rapid rate, reaching
71%in in 2010 according to the last census, up from 62% in 2000. Values associated with
urbanized populations are deemed to contrast with those in rural areas – "where there is
greater propensity for different cultures, ethnic groups and religions to co-exist, where
contradictions need to be resolved or at least accepted, where conformity is discouraged, at
least ideologically, more so than in rural areas, where tradition tends to prevail and conformity
is expected" (Chan 2009:1). In modern day Malaysia,, the strand of cosmopolitanism associated
with transnationalism and globalization is most significant in Kuala Lumpur, because of the
commercial nature of the capital city, and high numbers of the socio-economically dominant
Chinese population.
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Because cosmopolitanism is incubated in urban centers, differences in historical urbanization
and socio-cultural patterns of Malays and Chinese become significant. Modernity and
cosmopolitanism are here discussed as an urban/rural opposition that affect mostly Malays,
and transnationalist dynamism, which is Chinese-led. A substantial urbanized ‘middle-class’
Malay population is a more recent phenomenon whereas non-Malays, in particular the Chinese,
have long been associated with urban residency and modern ways. As well, the position of
Malays as politically dominant and the Chinese (non-Malays) as economically dominant in a
nation-state setting has repercussions on the strategies used to cope in the present ‘globalized
capital’ stage. Note that the social conditions of the Indian participants in my study do not
differ substantially from those of the Chinese as the sample focuses on the largely educated
middle-class. I will first discuss the urban/rural opposition in terms of the Malays, and then
transnationalist cosmopolitanism.

2.3.3.1 Malay Urbanization and Cosmopolitanism
Malays, as noted previously, have historically been associated with rural or kampung ‘village’
life. This, along with their traditional occupations, habits and routines, was seen as socioeconomically debilitating, and one of the major reasons for the backwardness of Malays
(Mahathir 1970:20, Rao 1979). Policies that forced "…a systematic and co-ordinated
orientation of the Malays towards progress" (Mahathir ibid 113) included large-scale statesponsored programs to urbanize Malays begun in the 1970s. They aimed to create a strong city68
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based Malay population in order to cultivate more Malay involvement in commercial life and
provide a path to economic prosperity.

The restructuring of Malaysian society via insertion of a sizeable Malay population into urban
areas is usually thought to have been successful (Cheah 2002). Malays who were classified as
‘urban Malay' rose from 27.6% in 1970 to 37.9% by 1980 (Burnell 2002:1689). In 2010,
Malays comprise approximately 51% of the population in KL, and constitute the fastest growing
race. Affirmative action policies also helped increase Malay corporate ownership, which rose
from 2.4% in 1970 to 20% in the early 1990s, and studies show an increase in the number of
Malays who are well-educated and actively partake in the running of businesses from large
(Heng & Sieh 2000:153) to small and medium sized businesses (Chin 2004). There is
unquestionably a growing Malay middle class, and at especially the upper level, "brought
together Chinese and Malay business elites into a common, cosmopolitan nouveau riche
consumer style culture…" (McVey 1992:26 cited in Heng & Sieh 2000:155). Cheah 2004:112
calculated the Malaysian middle-class workforce to be 36%, of which the majority is now
Malay, and that by 1998, bumiputras comprised the majority in all middle-class categories
except those in managerial and sales.

Yet urban Malay failure and insecurity are still very real. In fact, Mahathir, the former Prime
Minister who initiated many of the early affirmative action policies, has gone so far as to state
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recently: "I spent 22 years trying to change the Malays, trying to alter the perception that they
were lazy, I failed"5. Explanations of failures are often based on negative portrayals of
traditional values, and belief in Malay stereotypes, e.g., the lazy Malay. Note that these
portrayals have been specifically constructed in an urban context - urban(e)ness signifies
success and is evaluated positively, and kampung ‘village’ values are stigmatized.
Kampung ‘village’ has long been more than merely an undesirable space in, or feature of,
the Malaysian urban landscape; it denotes those attributes and modes of conduct deemed
unsuitable for urban(e) life and for citizens of a would-be ‘fully-developed’ nation.
(Burnell 2002:1686)

Kampung is failed urbanization and is realized most glaringly in the form of many Malay
squatter settlements (city kampungs) that have cropped up at the fringes of cities such as KL and
in former mines (Brookfield et al 1991), and of dilapidated, neglected low cost public housing
flats. The retaining of the term kampung in association with such urban sites continues to
stigmatize anything associated with it as it is conceived as former rural dwellers bringing the
undesirable along to the city. Stereotypes of undesirable characteristics such as the 'lazy Malay'
that have been discussed, and others such possessing "primitive social practices and values",
(Mahathir 1970:37), are indexed to kampung-type Malays. Moreover, there is a perceived
difference between urban and kampung conduct. The latter, apart from traditional habits, also
include those that arose from the socio-economic ills of city kampungs, e.g., wanton throwing
out of garbage, drugs, loafing, gangs etc (Burnell 2002).

5

"I have failed as Malays know no shame, says Dr M" The Malaysian Insider. 11 Sept 2014.
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Along with economic progress for Malays then, a re-imagining of the Malay person or
Malayness has occurred. This "deliberate… social engineering strategy" (Minister of Home
Affairs at the time, as cited by Burnell 2002:1689) sought also to psychologically transform and
educate Malays away from being simple kampung villagers to modern citizens. The idea of
"urban(e) Malayness" (Burnell 2002) or what is locally called the "modern Malay" is perhaps
best encapsulated by Mahathir’s 1991 vision for the Melayu Baru 'New Malay'. This is "a new
breed of self-made men", whose achievements are gained through "sheer hard work, grit,
determination and skill" (Abdul Manam 2004:116). This of course contrasts with the
stereotyped fatalistic, easy-going "lazy Malay", and acquires traits that have been associated
with the perceived successful Chinese race.

Yet idealized kampung has not been and is not always been evaluated negatively. kampung life
represents the social unit by which traditional Malays are organized - communal "communities
featuring strong cohesion and tight social control" (Rao et al 1979:19) and are associated with
neighborliness, friendliness and a way of life that promotes "high moral values" and social
cohesion (Burnell 2002).

The two contrasting representations, one that favors urban(e)ness and the other, kampung, is a
source of tension for urban Malays, with detachment from kampung values, the 'destination' for
Malay cosmopolitanites. They can be separately invoked by Malays in relevant situations. In
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the following excerpt, two Malay women, Mariam and Rosliana, talk about differences between
city and kampung life. Both can be considered as quite Melayu Baru - they are career-oriented
and urban(e), and speak a mixed urban Malay/English code to each other (which will be
discussed in the next Chapter). Both were originally from the less developed state of
Terrenganu. Mariam has lived in KL on and off for over 40 years, and Rosliana, approximately
15 years. In (2.8a), Mariam contrasts the impersonal nature of city-life to the friendliness of the
kampung.
(2.8a)
1

Mariam

Even driving on the road kadang-kadang orang start honking ataupun driving
sometimes

people

or

macam- macam apa I saw people like zup-zup-zup like that.
like
2

like

what

They don’t care.
‘Even driving on the road sometimes people start honking or driving like like I saw
people like zup-zup-zup like that. They don’t care.’

3

Rosliana

Hm.

4

Mariam

There’s no real care you know.

5

…(3.0)

6

So you have to see things er kalau you mendalami lah,
if

7

notice

DP

you akan er peperasan yang the society is becoming more and more impersonal
they
will

sense

that

call it.
‘So you have to see things er if you’ve noticed, you will have the sense that society
is becoming more and more impersonal they call it’
8

Rosliana

9

Mariam

Ah ah.

10

Hm.
Takda
macam wujud
kat kampung-kampung,
NEG.EXIST like atmosphere LOC kampungs

11

everyone knows each other.
‘Hm. It’s not like the atmosphere in kampungs where everyone knows each other’
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12

Rosliana

Ah ah hah.

13

Mariam

You know they can just open their doors back and front nobody bothers to steal
[anything],

14

Rosliana

[Ah] from far they <Q oooh Q> like that

15

Mariam

Ah.

16

They just start shouting,

17

and apa yelling at each other in a very cordial and friendly way.
What

18

Rosliana

Hm.

19

Mariam

But nowadays dah

ber-grill, ber-kunci, ber-lock lah.

lah

PERF EMPH

key

DP

‘But nowadays gone already, [doors and windows] grilled and locked’ [‘ber-‘ Malay
prefix that turns nouns into verbs]
20

Rosliana

21

@@
Even neighbours tu

tak ter-go.

DEM NEG ter-go
‘Even the neighbours don't go’ [ter- Malay prefix that forms stative verbs]
22

Mariam

Dengan alarm pula(k)
with

DM

tu

lagi.

DEF even

‘With the alarm even’
23
24
25

Ah so what kind of life is that (.) impersonal.
Rosliana

Yah.
Correct lah.

The women project positive images of kampung life, e.g., neighborliness and friendliness, where
you can just yell out at each other, where you can leave your doors unlocked, and contrast
them with negative aspects of city life, e.g., impersonal, uncaring, and full of traffic and crime.
In Line 19, Mariam also temporally aligns the two ways of life - kampung in the past 'dah lah',
and city as present 'nowadays', even though kampung life still exists, perhaps emphasizing that
(socio-)psychologically, kampung is the old, and city is the new. Here, the stereotyped view of
kampung is absent because the images are viewed in terms of traditional values.
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In the next excerpt (2.8b), it is notable that Mariam’s positive stance on kampung shifts to
contrast with the views of a newly-urbanized Malay parent of a child who attends her
kindergarten. This time, Mariam is the urbane cosmopolitanite who is used to the ways of the
city while the newly-arrived parent is not thriving.
(2.8b)
1

Mariam

So in a way it is a pity lah.
DP

2

And that’s why er somebody one of the parent he was saying lah <Q Melayu dekat
DP
orang-orang duduk
people

Putra Heights

reside

KL suburb

ni

semua takda

DEM

all

Malay

LOC

friendly. Q>

NEG-EXIST

‘The Malay people living in Putra Heights are all not friendly’
3

Rosliana

4

Hm.
Walaupun duduk sebelah-sebelah je kan?
Even if
reside next door
only right
‘Even if we live next door to each other right?

5

Mariam

Ha’ah.. dia kata <Q tak friendly. Q>
3sg say

not

‘Ha’ah, she said ‘not friendly‘.
6

I said <Q what do you mean? Q>

7

Dia kata <Q tak macam kat
3sg say

not like

kampung. Q>

LOC village

'She said "not like in the kampung".'
8
9

I said <Q <% what do you expect? %> Q>
Rosliana

10

@@
Yah ke?
Yes QP
'Yes?'

11

Mariam

<Q You don’t expect them to be the same old lady in the kampung. Because the
kampung culture and the city culture is totally different. Q>

12

Dia kata <Q tak Puan Mariam Q>
3sg say

"

no Mrs Mariam

'She said, "No Mrs Mariam."'
13

Dia kata <Q kalau kita
3sg say ‘

if

2pl(incl)

pergi restoran

tu

go restaurant DEM
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pun Q>,
also
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14

dia kata <Q dia tengok kita
3sg say

3sg look

ni

pun macam Q> you know…

2pl(incl) this SM like

‘She said "If we go to the restaurant, ", she said, "they look at us like" you know’
17

Rosliana

Sesuatu je
like
DP
‘Like…’

18

Mariam

Ha’ah macam tak, tak mesra lah.
like
not, not approachable
‘Like not, not approachable.’
The word is ‘tak mesra’

19

tau.

not approachable/friendly know.
‘The word is ‘not approachable’, you know.’

20

Rosliana

Ah ah.

21

Mariam

I mean they don’t show the the apa the smile on their face or like this.
what
‘I mean they don’t show the the what, the smile on their face or like this.'

22

No!

23

Dia tengok tu

buat tak kisah je

3sg look DEF do

kan.

not care DP right

‘The way they look (at you) is as if they don’t care right.’

The newly-arrived Malay parent’s view is that Malay people who live in Putra Heights (a
suburban area included in Greater KL), even neighbors, are not friendly towards each other,
contrasting this with the friendliness and neighborliness in kampung life. Mariam's response in
Line 9 - ‘What do you expect?’, suggests a stance of worldliness, an attitude of acceptance of
the difference. In doing this, Mariam is contrasting her cosmopolitanism with the parent who is
still operating in kampung mode. Such failures to adapt are to be pitied (Line 1). It is also
interesting that Mariam retells the exchange in two languages, Malay, when quoting the parent,
and English, for herself. As have been pointed out (e.g., Gafaranga 2007, Auer 1995 and
Tannen 1989), reconstructed dialogue is “primarily a creation of the speaker rather than the
party quoted” (Tannen 1989:99), and can be used to construct stances. It is likely that the
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entire exchange was entirely in Malay. Regardless, for modern Malays who are typically
bilingual, Malay indexes Malayness, traditional values, and can be used to convey intimacy and
closeness, while the presence of English (whether just English or English/Malay), is associated
with cosmopolitanism and evidence of having adapted in the city. (See below for further
discussion.)

In (2.8c), we see Mariam take a stance from the perspective of cosmopolitan KL against the
kampung dweller, contrasting the attitudes associated with Melayu baru ‘new Malay’ or 'modern
Malay' with those of kampung villagers. She is discussing two of her assistant teachers, both
recently-arrived from the kampung.
(2.8c)
1

Mariam

So you tak boleh nak force dia.
NEG can

want

3sg

‘So you cannot really force her’
2

Computers // dia illiterate.
3sg
‘She’s computer illiterate’

3

Except for Azila.

4

Azila is computer literate.

5

She can do computer basic word,

6

Basic apa

ni // semua buat lah

what this all do

DP

‘Basic things // all she can do’
7

Rosliana

Hmm.

8

Mariam

But then, Azila ni walaupun

dia ada STPM,

this even though 3sg has
9

but she lack er self-confidence.
‘But then, this Azila, even though she has STPM, she lacks self-confidence.
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[STPM = grade 11 school leaving certificate]
10

Rosliana

Why ah?
QP

11

Mariam

Er tu

lah typical when you you datang daripada sekolah kampung-kampung,

that DP

come from

school village-village

‘Er that, it’s typical when you you come from the kampung school.'
12

Rosliana

Ah.

13

Mariam

She was schooling in Terengganu.

15

Rosliana

Ah.

16

[Which part?]

17

@@

18

Mariam

19

[So this is a]
Dia losom-losom.
3sg unknown
‘She’s an unknown’

20

Rosliana

Ah.

21

Mariam

Dia kata <Q ye
3sg say

lah, education kat

kampung lain

really DP education LOC village

tau Q>.

different know

‘She said "Really, village education is different, you know." Q>’
22

<Q Masa you kat
when

sekolah kan

LOC school

you tak

right

boleh banyak soalan Q>,

NEG can

many question

‘"When you’re at school, you cannot ask so many questions".’
23

That’s why they grow having that clueless look.

24

They just follow what people tell them.

25

They won’t dare to question.

26

Rosliana

Hm hm,
Oh yes ah.

27

Mariam

Betul tak ah?
True NEG QP
‘True or not?’
Jadi budak-budak akan membesar tolak
So kids
will grow.up reject

28

‘So kids will grow up as rejects only.
29

Rosliana

Follow= saje.
only
‘Follow only.’

30

Mariam

Ikut

je

apa

orang cakap.

Follow only what person speak
‘They can only follow instructions’
Tak berani tau.
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saja.
only.
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31

NEG bold know
‘Not bold/assertive you know’

32

And this is exactly tahu.
know
‘And this is her exactly you know’

33

When I look at certificate kata <Q ya Allah sayang-nya budak ni Q>
say

Oh God like-3sg

kid

this

‘When I looked at her certificate, I said "Oh God, I really like this kid."’
32
33
34

You know basic STPM and then good good I mean good grade lah kan,
DP right
but become (TSK) pity lah.
DP
She can’t even express herself.

In (2.8c), Mariam frames the first employee’s lack of skills and the second’s lack of confidence,
dullness, and inarticulateness in terms of their educational upbringing in kampung schools.
Recall Mahathir’s contrasting description of the modern Malay as "a new breed of self-made
men", whose achievements are gained through "sheer hard work, grit, determination and skill".
As in (2.8b), Mariam uses the word 'pity' as her response to the girls' failure to thrive in the
urban workplace. Clearly, there is an emergent social hierarchy in the Malay community that
revolves around an urban/rural opposition, accompanied by stereotyped attitudes and abilities.

The examples demonstrate that representations that positively as well as negatively evaluate
kampung and urban life are very salient to Malays such as Mariam and Rosliana and most likely
non-Malays as well, and can be activated depending on their relevance in interactions. The
mixed English and Malay code that Mariam and Rosliana use with each other is also indicative
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of urban KL life for Malays who have shifted from a largely monolingual rural population (Tan
1995:51-52) to Malay/English bilingualism where English is a "primary second language"
(Asmah 1996:259), then to English as equal to Malay for social interaction (Asmah 2012).

That English is a crucial aspect to the construction of a Malay cosmopolitan identity is clear by
Mahathir's recent comments (September 2014)6 on the state of the Malays in relation to the
pursuit of modernity values. In the midst of his recent contentious comment that 22 years of
trying to change Malays have largely failed, he provides as an example of going backwards the
decision in 2011 by the government of the day to revert to teaching mathematics and science
in Malay instead of English, which he had established in 2003 as a means by which Malays
could acquire knowledge in the language of modernity:
I am ashamed when I see the Chinese students studying three different languages but
still have a better grasp of the English language compared to their Malay peers.
The Malays study two languages, Bahasa Malaysia and English, but they keep saying all
right, that is enough, no need to learn English anymore.

The decision to revert to teaching in Malay was based on nationalistic ideology, the fear that
English would eventually replace a dominant culture value, and the difficulty many
monolingual Malays had. However, this is contentious specifically for Malays since the
imagined successful modern Malay calls for nationalism and Malay dominance to blended with

6

Dr Mahathir defends 'Malays are lazy' remark, says they prefer to be Mat Rempit. Malaysian Insider. 14 Sept 2014.

15 Dec 2014.
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economic success, and the decision represents a failure by Malays to adapt and modernize. This
is clear from Mahathir's words:
... knowledge is the key to the success of a race. ... I am a Malay and I love the Malay
language. But I also want the Malays to be educated.... I beg that the subjects be taught
in English again.
(Dr Mahathir Mohamad, International Conference on Teacher Education in the Muslim
World in Petaling Jaya, 12 November 2013)

Regardless of how one measures success of the Malays in their pursuit of modernity values, it is
clear that a segment of the Malay race is cosmopolitan in the urban(e) sense. English linguistic
items are extensively borrowed, even enregistered, with the conceptualization of social
categories based on cosmopolitan values evident, e.g., the use of I/you pronouns in the Malay
person reference system, the concept of an Aunty (an older woman who is modern and has
English in her repertoire, amongst other membership items), as opposed to the Malay Makcik,
(see Chapter 4), and the increasing usage of discourse like, reflecting a global cosmopolitan
style.

For this study then, the question of what speakers of Malay do with their Malay when they do
'cosmopolitanism' is very much associated with English. With respect to what is 'KL Malay', if
there is such a code, the mixed English-Malay in the data, not just from ethnic Malays but
others as well, seem quite representative. In-depth analysis about the nature of Malay
cosmopolitanism is beyond the scope of this dissertation as the goal is to provide an
understanding of the ideology and schematic representation that motivate the English usage
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patterns found in the data, in particular, the emergent aspiration to engage in the the language
of modernity. From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that adaptation to an urban setting has
meant some degree of departure from traditional Malay values, importantly those that derive
from the intimate atmosphere of the kampung. The reality of the urban setting also involves
more interaction with non-Malays where receptivity to non-Malay cultures and practices assists
the acquisition of modernity values (Holst 2012).

In summary, the rise of Malay cosmopolitanism began with the mass urbanization of Malays
beginning in the 1970s, and this led to the emergence of a sizeable Malay sub-category, the
urban Malay class, and Melayu baru elites. Malay preferential treatment by government
institutions and policies favored increased education, business opportunities and economic
advancement in general. ‘Modern Malays’ are characterized as more sophisticated, educated
and engaged in the economic mechanisms of Malaysian society than their rural counterparts,
and linguistically, the addition of English provides an additional important linguistic and
cultural source for signifying urban(e)ness as well as practical economic benefits of access to
the commercial language.
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2.3.3.2 Transnationalist cosmopolitanism
In this section, I discuss cosmopolitanism for non-Malays, especially the transnationalist
orientation. In some respects, imagined Malay failure is due to constant comparison to the
Chinese. Mahathir's comment in the preceding section that Malays cannot even learn two
languages was framed against the Chinese ambition of trilingualism, which has been embraced
to be better situated for the opportunities presented by globalism. If cosmopolitanism
represents receptivity towards others and adaptability to the urban environment contexts, for
non-Malays, practicing cosmopolitanism means not only departing from the 'fixed' identities
and pathways imposed by their respective traditional ethnicities but also those by the nationstate, as stated by the quote below, from an Indian Malaysian university student.
One way for me to gain access to the world beyond the nationalistic and ethnicallybased Malaysia is by embracing the knowledge-society that the government itself is
trying to promote. No country can survive by promoting only one ethnic group. Also, the
government has a problem with their policy, because who are the major players on the
Asian scene? It is India and China - two countries that Malaysia's minorities come from.
So is there any room for traditional and ethnic-minded Malaysians outside Malaysia?
The answer is no. (Indian Malaysian university student (Swensson 2014:2))

Unlike for the Malays, for whom the pursuit of modernity values and cosmopolitanism are to a
large extent in concert with official nation-building goals, for non-Malays, it is precisely the
prevention by the state for full participation in these goals that they seek to avoid in the
pursuit of modernity values. One way to bypass the race-based limits imposed by "Malay
special privilege" is to tap into international networks, foreign companies, more hospitable
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locations overseas, and increasingly, engage in the more deterritorialized processes of
globalization, such as becoming a member of the "knowledge-society" through education.

We can use two concepts from the transnationalist literature to help better understand the
kinds of strategies used to harness such opportunities. These are the ideas of "flexible mobility"
(Nonini & Ong 1997) and "capital accumulation" (Bordieu 1986, Nonini & Ong 1997), both of
which by definition, lessen the potency of Malay dominance. I will discuss them mostly in
relation to the Chinese since they are perceived as 'leaders' of this transnationalist attitude (cf.
Mahathir's comment about "Chinese business skills and dynamism"). However, the strategies
are by no means confined to one race or only to non-Malays, nor are they successfully achieved
by all Chinese.

"flexible mobility" refers to transnationalist movements of capital, markets, peoples, workers,
and communications across and in spite of geopolitical and cultural boundaries, and in so
doing, deliberately or inadvertently sidesteps the policies and doctrines of governments to
locate and contain their population within such boundaries. This attitude is not new to the
Chinese diaspora in Southeast Asia as the earliest engagement as traders as far back as the
1400s “fell outside the control of their own [Chinese] government” and typically proceeded by
the establishing of “their own relations with other authorities” (Troiki 1997:64). Similarly,
during the European period where they were more settlers than sojourners, it was also their
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practice of cross-border mobility which helped make them so useful and successful in their
middlemen trading roles and entrepreneurial undertakings (Nonini & Ong 1997, Nagata
1979:25).

In the current and recent eras, the imagined transnationalism does not only include economic
rewards but global belongingness that eludes the limitations imposed on them by the nationstate. Strategies involve moving between national spaces, seeking tactical advantage, for
instance, in countries where it is possible, if not easier, to gain education and occupational
positions, even become a resident or citizen (Ong 1993 as cited in Nonini & Ong 1997:23). As
an example, the numbers of highly-skilled Malaysians, most of whom are Chinese, who
emigrate or work overseas, mostly to developed nations, are amongst the highest of any
country in the world, and 60% of those who go abroad for university do not return (World
Bank Report 2011). The most popular destinations for university are Singapore, Australia and
New Zealand. Of the non-Malay participants in this study, who are by no means members of
the elite, all except two studied overseas in some capacity.

Another strategy involves accumulation of “capital", which includes not only material wealth,
but also other kinds such as “economic, cultural, symbolic, educational, social and linguistic"
(Bourdieu 1986). "capital" represent “culturally defined resources that can converted into
personal power, thereby supporting one’s life chances or social trajectory, e.g., “educational
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capital of a university degree can be converted, under specific conditions, into economic capital
(wealth), social capital (prestige) etc”. Here, only educational and linguistic capitals are
discussed as they directly relate to the acquisition and use of various languages.

For non-Malays, one main reason educational capital is highly sought after is that it allows
circumvention of the educational and employment constraints placed by the Malaysian nationstate and maximizes benefits in the globalized world. For instance, parental response to the low
number of places available for non-Bumiputras in local universities in the 1980s and 1990s
include sending their children overseas. However, even with the opening up of the education
sector to private colleges, the practice is still very popular, given that overseas universities,
especially in Anglophone countries, continue to be prized not only for acquiring but for
potential other gains, i.e., ‘capital’ in residency and/or citizenship in these countries, thereby
increasing mobility, security and opportunities in Malaysia as well as overseas (Nonini 1997).
More recently, local fee-paying private colleges established by non-Malays or in partnerships
with overseas universities, in which the language of instruction is usually English, if not,
Mandarin, contrasting with Malay used in public universities, have also been popular (Lee &
Nagaraj 2012:223). That education is used to define a successful Chinese from one who fails is
suggested in (2.9):
(2.9)
1
2

Manom

And after that,
I work with another Chinese,
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3

Rosliana

Ah

4

Manom

Also not educated,

5

but he don’t know how to respect.

6

Everyday // using a bad word.

7

Rosliana

@@@

8

Manom

And when I ask him <Q why you use a bad word? Q>

9

<Q Saya tak pakai tie ma33.
1sg NEG wear

DP

Saya tak sekolah punya orang. Q>
1sg NEG school ASSOC person

‘I do not wear a tie. I am not an educated person.’

The quoted speech in line 9 is particularly revealing. Success for the average non-Malay
Malaysian has long been viewed as a white-collar profession. Apart from businessmen, the
shang ‘merchant’ class (capitalists, tin-miners, large-scale plantation owners, bankers etc), the
highest social rank is occupied by an educated elite of the upper professional class, e.g.,
doctors, lawyers, engineers etc. In (2.9), the educated is symbolically represented by the image
of "tie wearing". The man Manom is telling Rosliana about excuses his use of bad words by his
lack of education, a reason that is well-understood in the community. The stereotyped Chinese
who fails to become successful in urban living is associated with failure in education since this
hampers the inability to get a good professional job.

Educational capital is closely aligned with linguistic capital. Since economic success and
acquiring personal power in Malaysia involves the capacity to negotiate and manipulate
multicultural and multilingual symbols and markers, the goal of successful language
acquisition, at least as practiced by non-Malays, especially the Chinese, has long been
multilingualism. The nature of Chinese economic activity that emerged from British Malaya
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changed, with the majority involved in middlemen roles and small-scale retailing operations in
urban areas. Flexibility in linguistic repertoires was an advantage, especially the kind of
multilingualism that allows ready ‘crossing’ between codes (David 1999), with the standard of
competence the ability to succeed in a range of social interactions. The present desire simply
signals a transition of what languages are highly prized, determined by which languages allow
the imagined ease of communications when crossing global and other networks. For the
Chinese, failure is usually depicted as non-acquisition of English since it has long been known
that employers favor candidates who have (international) English in their repertoire (Lee &
Nagaraj 2012:224). However, gaining Malay, and now, Mandarin, at some point, is also prized.
Malay is obviously required in interactions with government and Malays. Unless one is
completely Chinese-educated (one possible pathway is through private local Chinese high
schools and university in Taiwan, which would of course mean bypassing the ideologies and
structures of the Malaysian nation-state altogether), success in public high schools, where the
medium is Malay (or in English prior to the 1970s), is crucial (and where the language for
social interaction for non-Malays is English). For those from primary schools where the
language of instruction is Mandarin, secondary school drop-out rates are high (Chow 2008 in
Lee & Nagaraj 2012:221). Incompletion of education in terms of dominant ideologies is
therefore associated with the inability to thrive in Malay-medium high schools, and/or the
failure to acquire English. Note that it is always possible to gain competence in the various
languages outside of Pre-K-12 education. Of the participants in this study, Liza and Patricia
acquired Mandarin as adults, as did Karen, English. Liang's Malay was also acquired that way.
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Unlike the Malay dominant culture model, each language's worth is not always associated with
race or sub-ethnic identity, but accessed more pragmatically as its potential as capital. The
original clan-based social organization has long been disintegrating as a social organizational
force although traces are reflected in the presence of the various Sinitic languages, which can
be traced to clan-based migration patterns. However, clan identity is rarely encountered in the
city (Tan 2000). Language acquisition and maintenance patterns by members of the Chinese
population reflect this trend. English has long been established in urban centers such as KL, and
has been tied to good job prospects, modernity and cosmopolitanism, as demonstrated in the
previous section. Like Malay recognition of English's capital potential, English is highly prized.
It has represented at various periods "a function of acquiring status, influence, and power"
(Wang 2001:66), being Western, and the modern way of thinking (Tan 2000). Being
"cognitively comfortable" with English for non-elite non-Malays appeared earlier than for
Malays. All things equal, English, rather than Malay, is used for social interaction amongst nonMalays (Kärchner-Ober et al 2011:177). Apart from cultural reasons, the use of Cantonese as a
lingua franca arose so that Chinese who are unequally competent in the various Sinitic
languages had a means of communication. For example, the Chinese who move from nonCantonese areas to KL will pick up Cantonese - the local lingua franca (Tan 2000), as this
makes easier entry for membership into the KL Chinese community. There is also little
resistence to language shifts that yield greater capital, e.g., trend towards the use of Mandarin
instead of Cantonese in the next generation (cf. Tan 2005:42 for Singapore), even the
abandoning of a Sinitic language for English/Malay bilingualism altogether. School enrolment
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preferences now reflect parents' desire for their children to obtain English, Mandarin and Malay
trilingualism (Lee 2011), often from pre-school onwards (Banks 1993). For instance, over 90%
of Chinese students are enrolled in primary schools where Mandarin is the language of
instruction (Tan 2007:20). While there are cultural and educational reasons "...because of the
relative autonomy of these institutions and the perceived superiority of the environment"7, it is
Mandarin's worth as an internationally significant language because of the rise of China that
has led to its recent increased popularity. The worth of trilingualism is recognized even by
other races, as indicated by Anwar Ibrahim's speech (pg.43), and by the excerpt (2.10).
Rosliana asks Manom, an Indian Tamil, why she persists in sending her 9 year old daughter to
a Mandarin-medium school.
(2.10)
1

Rosliana

Also what make you send your daughter to the Chinese school?

2

Manom

I want her to conquer the language for her future.

Enrolment of Tamil Indians in Tamil primary schools stands at approximately 50%, with most
of the rest in Malay-medium schools. The decision by Manom to send her daughter to a Chinese
school is based on her desire for her daughter to transcend the limits placed on their race
within the current national climate. Tamil Indians, especially from rural backgrounds, are
marginalized and often poorly educated so the perception is that a Tamil language primary
education may provide one with ethnic identity but arguably fewer opportunities than a
Chinese primary school education followed by Malay high school. Manom is therefore

7

"BN grappling with resurgence of Chinese schools" The Malaysian Insider. 9 April 2012.
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following the same enrolment preferences as many Chinese, whose trajectory is imagined
global belongingness. Partaking in acquiring trilingualism is not supported by national ideology
at present since official concerns are still very much to do with promoting the Malay language
only, so in a sense such actions are possibly subversive to the dominant culture.

For most non-Malays nevertheless, especially those whose goals include Malaysian
belongingness, Malay is viewed as important. It is still an intergroup code for interactions with
Malays, officials, and others who are not conversant in English or Cantonese. Below, Mariam,
the Malay from Example (2.6c) who runs the Malay kindergarten, tells Rosliana that she has an
Indian child whose parents have enrolled him in Saniah's kindergarten to expose him to Malay
in pre-school since English is their home language.
(2.11)
1

Mariam

Bapak dia Joseph or something.. Bryan Bryan Bryan Joseph.
father 3sg
'His father Joseph or something... Bryan, Bryan, Bryan Joseph.'

2

Rosliana

Hm.

3

Mariam

Because the the parents both er speaks er Ma- the parents er speaking English to
the child at home.

4

Rosliana

Hm.

5

Mariam

So they wanted the child to be exposed to Bahasa.
Malay

6

Rosliana

@

7

Mariam

That’s why they sent here,

8

see when they discovered that it is a Malay tadika

kan?

kindergarten right
9

Rosliana

Ah ah.
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Presumably, the Indian family in this excerpt wants still to participate in the dominant
Malaysian culture and their child's knowledge of Malay is a part of this. However, the picture
of language acquisition practices in KL that emerges is that great variability exists even within
a race. This is because parents and individuals make decisions about acquiring language(s) and
multilingual repertoires based on their personalized priorities. It is also clear that the education
system somewhat perpetuates this variability, with parents utilizing the availability of
instruction in various languages as a means of exposing their children to the multilingual mix
desired in order to participate in national and global belongingness.

In regard to Malay, one of the outcomes of its contested status as a modernity value is that
despite its official role as national language, the inability of non-Malays to participate
extensively in nation-building activities leaves little incentive for many to acquire Malay in
depth. Therefore, although most speakers are competent in Malay, the degree to which the
language is learned depends less on its importance to one's identity but on its worth as capital.
For many older participants in the study, Bazaar Malay is adequate since regular interactions
occurs mainly in the marketplace, government offices, and with domestic help. For younger
participants, the Standard Malay learned at school is likewise enough. Furthermore, Mandarin
and even Cantonese may be prioritized ahead of the national language because of access to
opportunities and relatively deeper social interactions conducted in these.
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Again, as with Malay cosmopolitanism, the goal here is to examine what non-Malays do with
the languages surrounding them. English enjoys the highest status amongst cosmopolitan nonMalays. However, access to other networks through linguistic capital is important for
managerial, middlemen or business roles in the wider community, and multilingualism is
practiced extensively. Although Chinese success is an idealized image, that this race is
considered the most successful of the three is reflected in the constant attempts in national
discourse to emulate their practices. Yet, at the same time, “Malay distrust of Chinese economic
power was, and still is, the main source of conflict between the two groups” (Tong 2010:83).
The official response - increasing Malay dominance, ironically, simply pushes the Chinese
further along towards the commonly prized goal of global belongingness.

To summarize, cosmopolitanism and modern values for non-Malays are often tied to access to
opportunities not merely in KL or Malaysia but internationally. In KL, alongside the lingua
franca, English is particularly prized. Mandarin, as the pan-Chinese lingua franca and language
of education across the Chinese diaspora, is gaining currency and beginning to be increasingly
used amongst the population. The peripheral role in nation-building and the lack of a singular
acceptable Malaysian identity has decreased the worth of Malay, as demonstrated by its
absence as an intragroup code.
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2.4 Position and status of Kuala Lumpur in the Malaysian nation
In this section, I provide a brief introduction to the location of this study. First, general
demographic and background information about the city is provided. Second, I provide some
socio-historical details, in order to demonstrate that the social interactional history of KL
reflects long-term activation of the schemas.

Kuala Lumpur is the capital city and major industrial and commercial center of Malaysia.
Greater KL (or the older name "Klang Valley") includes the city of KL, a self-governing federal
territory, and a growing sprawl of outer suburbs comprising townships in the neighboring state
of Selangor, as indicated in Figure 2.1 below.
Figure 2.1: Greater Kuala Lumpur (from The Sun Daily newspaper 19th July 2013)
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Besides the city of KL, the oldest parts of Greater KL are parts of Ampang, and the adjoining
Selangor township of Petaling Jaya ("PJ"). As indicated by Figure 2.1, the expansion of Greater
KL has occurred in all directions, largely spreading into the neighboring state of Selangor.

The total population of Greater Kuala Lumpur is just under 6.9 million in 20108, with just
under 1.6 million in the city of Kuala Lumpur itself). The area is the fastest growing in the
nation because of work opportunities, and many residents are first-generation (Sardar
2000:125). Greater KL enjoys good public transportation and express way systems, the result of
ambitious infrastructure building by government to link all areas in order to facilitate economic
growth. This allows residents ready access to most areas without difficulty, and indeed,
individuals are not confined to their local neighborhoods and commuting is a part of daily life.

The makeup of KL's population represents trends in urban demographic shifts nationally.
Importantly, although both Malays and Chinese have been present in KL since its earliest days
(Gullick 1983), the latter was always numerically dominant until recently. In the 2010 census,
Malays (including other Bumiputra groups) comprised 44%, and the Chinese, 43.2%. Indians
made up 10.3%. Despite the shift in numbers for Malays and Chinese, they still contrast with
the general Malaysian population of 60.3% Malay, 22.9% Chinese, and 7.1% Indian.
Historically then, KL was always Chinese-dominant, reaching all-time highs at the turn of the
8

2010 census. All demographic figures are from this report unless otherwise stated.
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20th century, e.g., comprising 72% of the population in 1901 (Butcher 1979:17), then steadily
falling to over 50% in the 1970s (UNESCO Report 1972:6), and decreasing further still. The
Indian population, which had hovered between 8-11% of the population since the 1970s
(Sandhu 1993:159), has also been decreasing. The current trend of shrinking numbers of nonMalays in KL, and nationally, is significant sociolinguistically, now and into the future.

There is also a sizeable population of foreign residents in Kuala Lumpur that should not be
discounted because interactions with them are a normal aspect of social life in KL. NonMalaysian Asians number over 2 million legal and an estimated 1 million illegal, with the
majority living or working in Greater KL. They work mainly in unskilled and physicallydemanding positions, as domestic help, and in the service industries. Over 50% are
Indonesians, with Bangladeshis, Thais, Pakistanis and Filipinos amongst other Asian nationals
prominently represented. The presence of foreign professional expatriates - so called "foreign
talent", and retirees from various developed countries, are also highly visible. Therefore, it is
not unusual for locals to interact with foreigners in both public and private spaces.

Not surprisingly, narratives that account for historical and present-day KL often reflect the
various contestations surrounding nation-building, and alternate histories interpret the
respective roles of the Malays and the Chinese, differently (Yat 2013). The town of Kuala
Lumpur came into existence with the setting up of a few Chinese shops in 1858 to support
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Chinese tin-miners who began mining the surrounding area in 1857 under the patronage of a
local Malay chief, Rajah Abdullah. Under the third Kapitan Cina, Yap Ah Loy, KL was
transformed into a thriving town, and until 1980, he was regarded as the founder of KL.
However, in the 1980s, he was officially removed as founder of KL and instead, the local Malay
chief was officially inserted. This, and subsequent nation-building activities, e.g., changing the
original Chinese street-names to Malay, have virtually erased the centrality of historical
Chinese presence in KL to a 'Chinatown' type status, i.e., an ethnic minority enclave within an
overall dominant culture. Since then, Yap Ah Loy, his wealth, entrepreneural and
administrative skills, and his central role in building KL, have become legendary in the shared
memory of Malaysian Chinese, as a way to symbolize significant Chinese input in developing
urban Malaysian spaces (Yat 2013:112-113).

The reputation of the Chinese as leaders in urban living had its origins in the British Malaya
period, and the emergence and growth of KL up to the 1930s is typical of the pattern of urban
growth, which is essentially a Chinese-dominant town fueled by tin-mining and the emergent
rubber industry. British engagement in the Klang area began in 1874 with local Malay chiefs
agreeing to the implanting of a British official 'Resident', to control conflict amongst
Malay/Malay and Chinese/Malay miners that emerged in the 1860s. At that time, the
population comprised about 1000 Chinese and 500-700 Malays (Gullick 1994:7). Opening up
British Malaya led to a population explosion in all areas under administration. In the Federated
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Malay States, the population grew to 419,000 in 1891 and then to 1,713,000 by 1931.
Significantly, while the number of Malays more than doubled, as a proportion of the overall
population, it fell from 55% in 1891 to 31% by 1931, while numbers of Chinese grew to 42%.
Although some Chinese immigrants came to work in tin mines and as laborers in rubber
estates, the overwhelming majority in that period were involved in trade, commerce and
urban-based activities. In KL, the population of Chinese swelled, peaking at 72% of the
population in 1901. The importing of Indian workers from 1905 onwards added what was to be
the third race into the mix, and primarily because of this injection, by 1931, the proportion of
Chinese fell to 62%. Indians made up 23% of the population, and Malays 10%. The much
higher numbers of non-Malays reflect the character of urban centers in British Malaya and even
post-colonial Malaysia, which has been described as “Chinese or non-Malay islands surrounded
by a Malay sea” (Rao et al 1979:19). Rabushka 1973:38 observed of KL in 1969 that the city
"could pass for a Chinese city located almost anywhere in Asia where the Chinese are heavily
concentrated in urban areas". That KL in its earlier period was very non-Malay is
sociolinguistically important.

The nature of social organization in KL reflected the Malayan 'plural society' discussed
previously. Except for officials, areas of residence for the majority of the population were
segregated by race (Rabushka 1973:40). Apart from the royal families, Malays were largely
government employees, e.g., police, army, and lived in the old Malay quarter, further out north
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in Kampung Baru, a 'village' built at the fringe of the city for them (Yat 2013:47). The Chinese
were involved in entrepreneurial enterprises as well as urban-based activities, and lived in
identifiably Chinese shophouse structures in their own 'Chinatown' quarter. The Indian
population varied in sub-ethnicities and specializations. Over 50%, most of them Tamil Hindus
from South India, worked and lived in rubber estates. Others, living in a separate quarter of the
city close to work, were public utility laborers and rail workers; Sikhs and Punjabi Muslims
were employed in the police force; North Indians were used as Malay States Guides (1896),
Sinhalese as clerks, and Chettiars as money-lenders (Gullick 1994:36-37). Europeans lived in
large houses in prime hilly areas that overlooked the town below. As one British resident at the
time commented of the segregation, "That is the most significant feature of our life in this
country. That we all live in compartments and only occasionally do we scramble over the
diving walls" (Butcher 1979:167). Spatial segregation has therefore been an aspect of social life
and mental models of this local knowledge can be used to contextualize present-day encounters
in ordinary KL residents' lives, e.g., (2.2c).

Residence governance also treated the races as separate communities, laying the foundation for
political segregation under the nation-state. The traditional Malay ruling hierarchy was
retained and "in some ways, even strengthened under British rule" as the position of the
aristocracy in relation to the Malay rakyat ‘people’ was stabilized (Butcher 1979:8-9). They
were provided with a steady income in the form of taxes from the economic activity generated,
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and recognized as the ruling class - "Native Magistrates" that governed the Malay population.
Supported also was the ideology that Malays were 'local', and the other two races, 'immigrant';
initially, administrative issues were by default negotiated through Malay chiefs, and "Malay
religion and custom" were singled out as areas that remained outside British sphere of
involvement (Butcher 1979:5). Separate schools were set up for children of Malay aristocracy,
and the rakyat. The former received English education, and the latter, a few years of basic
education in Malay to help them become "better farmers and fishermen" (Butcher 2005:9).
English was not taught; there was no point "to attempt to give the children of an agricultural
population an indifferent knowledge of a language that to all but a very few would only unfit
them for the duties of life and make them discontented with anything like manual labor"
(Swettenham 1890 in Annual Report of Perak 1890 as cited in ibid 9). The British model
therefore extended the divide between the ruling elite class and rakyat by a linguistic factor.

In relation to the Chinese, the aim was simply to provide a secure environment for their tinmining and other capitalistic endeavors, collecting government revenues from tin export duty
and sale of monopolies (e.g., for manufacture/sale of spirits, opium, running of gaming-houses
and pawn shops etc) to Chinese capitalists (ibid 9-10). Apart from allowing non-Malays to enter
English-medium schools later on, the Chinese were left to organize their own education, which
in the first half of the 20th century, blossomed (Tan 2000). These schools were strongly
influenced by educational practices in China (and later Taiwan) and taught a mix of traditional
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Chinese subjects such as Mandarin and Confucian thought as well as modern ones such as
science, geography and English. More importantly, they instilled in the students a Chineseoriented focus and continued Chinese cultural affinities.

Indian laborers were already being imported into British Malaya for sugar and coffee
plantations from the mid-1800s onwards. At the turn of the twentieth century, the British
intensified importing large numbers of poor illiterate Indians, mostly Tamils originating from
the area around Madras (Rao 1979:41) through an indentured labor scheme. By 1931, Indians
comprised 22% of the Federated Malay States, with over half living in plantations and estates.
Plantation schools provided Tamil-medium Indian type education, leaving students completely
unequipped with and unacculturated to Malaysian life. In addition, plantation life, especially
after improvements in working and living conditions, created an Indian village atmosphere,
hence provided little incentive for residents to leave and in the future, would hamper "social
progress and modernization" for such residents (Rao 1979:42). Apart from indentured laborers,
numbers of English-educated Indians, including non-Tamils, who specialized in a number of
occupations, as discussed above, voluntarily emigrated to Malaya.

Under British rule then, the idea that each race had its proper 'place' became an organizational
structure. Separate groups of English-speaking Asian elites emerged in all three ethnic
communities (Wang 1970 reproduced in Wang 2001:63). The Malay ruling class held tight
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political associations with the British administrators, while Chinese and Indian elites comprised
prominent and wealthy businessmen. The "immigrant groups" were more transnationalist in
their interests, e.g., they were more interested in political developments in their respective
homelands. Even the long-held distrust by the Malays relating to Chinese subversion had its
roots in this period. The rise of ethno-Malay nationalism in the 1930s was more a response to
concern about the growing Chinese population and their emergent economic prowess (Butcher
1979:22). As Butcher noted, the British had already reported the Chinese as having become
"insolent, independent, and even conceited in their relations to Europeans".

It is clear then that in KL, the pattern of social organization reflects that of the plural society
which emerged in British Malaya. Each community operated somewhat independently of the
others, that under British rule, there were two classes of Malays, the ruling class and the rakyat,
a commercially-oriented semi-autonomous Chinese community with diverse sub-categories
depending on clan, occupation, language and education, and an Indian population comprised
largely of indentured laborers but also an educated professional urbanites. The Chinese were
overwhelmingly the largest and economically the most successful segment of the population,
and Indian urbanization consisting of laborers and English-speaking administrative staff
increased. The linguistic legacy of the British was the emergence of English-speaking Asian
elites from all three ethnic groups, and increasingly, the use of English as a lingua franca
amongst the English-educated and some Malay variety as the Malay intragroup code as well as
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the inter-group code amongst the non-English-educated. Amongst the Chinese, Cantonese
served as the lingua franca.

Independence from the British in 1957 left the politically-dominant Malays and the
economically-dominant Chinese to contest the basis doctrines of the nation-state. KL has been
the main focus of reimaging efforts by successive governments, and the major destination for
relocating Malaysians. As Sardar 2000:46 mentioned, it is in KL that is represented "… all the
strands of which Malay life and Malaysian history is composed and reflects, more than
anywhere else in Malaysia, all the consequences, effects, contradictions and conundrums of a
modern nation". The emergent high-contact ecology is unique in present day Malaysia due to
its status as the commercial and political capital, the increasing numbers of urban Malays, and
the degree and nature of interactions amongst the three races. Global aspirations for the city
continue with the ambition for Malaysia to be fully-developed by 2020, with official goals that
"put KL on the world stage" via further transformations of Greater KL into "one of the top 20
most livable metropolis globally, and top-20 in terms of economic group"9. Contestations of
nationalism and nation-building, and the discursive practices that have resulted from attempts
to reconcile the three social schemas are unquestionably the most visible here.

9

Official website of Greater Kuala Lumpur/Klang Valley. Greater Kuala Lumpur/Klang Valley. Ministry of Federal

Territories. Accessed: 21 Dec 2014
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KL therefore is richly diverse in the quintessential Malaysian way, and possibly where the three
races interact most extensively. Some of the multilingual usage patterns found in KL are
certainly found in other urban areas such as Georgetown and Melaka, and in Singapore,
previously part of British Malay, but the social conditions are not entirely equivalent. Even
though all urban areas had and still have large numbers of Chinese, in many of the more
studied locations, Hokkien, not Cantonese, is the main Chinese lingua franca. Yet the influence
of Hokkien is not absent given that it is the largest Chinese sub-group in KL (Tan 2000). Also
important is the place of the urban Malay in this mix. It is apparent that urbanization processes
began in and are most advanced in Greater KL, where they constitute approximately 50% of
KL's population. As Bakar 2009 comments, the vernacular speech that is “KL Malay” has
English as a significant source of influence. In addition, most linguistic research of this region
(recognized as part of what is called ‘Monsoon Asia’ or ‘Indian Ocean’ trading route) has
concentrated on contact languages formed in the entreport cities of the earlier emerged Straits
Settlement areas (Singapore, Malacca, and to a lesser extent Penang). KL emerged as an urban
center some fifty years later. Patterns of social interactions and linguistic norms that emerged
in this city remain largely unexplored.

2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the social conditions under which KL residents live were detailed, through three
social schemas that have organizational relevance. These were "Malaysia’s diverse groups",
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"Malay special privileges" and "cosmopolitanism", all of which are important to social
interactional activities in Kuala Lumpur. Previous studies, speeches and statements by
prominent Malaysians, and conversational data from participants indicate that these social
schemas are consistently interwoven in their activation by KL residents to frame events,
encounters and topics of discussions in conversations as well as in formal speeches that touch
on various aspects of Malaysian society. While "Malaysia's diverse groups" and "Malay special
privilege" are entrenched in the world view of Malaysians in how they fundamentally organize
social networks, they are now integrated with cosmopolitan themes in the contesting of status,
privilege and power in Malaysia.
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Chapter 3 – Multilingual Usage Patterns in Code Selection Practices
3.0 Introduction
In this chapter, I describe the methodology and data used in this study. I also discuss some
theoretical points assumed in the analyses of multilingual usage patterns in subsequent
chapters, where methodologically focusing on interactional elements – situational aspects and
local context (i.e., sequential organization), demonstrate such usage patterns can reflect macrolevel social schemas such as those introduced in Chapter 2. While Chapters 4-5 detail ways in
which particular linguistic items find their niches in the KL ecology, here, I examine code and
language choices (i.e., at the level of what has been called "code-switching"). In Section 3.1, I
discuss some methodological issues, including terminology, the data collection process and the
presentation of data. In Section 3.2, I discuss how the social schemas emerge in the discursive
practices of code-switching individuals in KL. In Section 3.3, I focus on the connection between
code-switching practices and the type of shared usage patterns across codes and languages that
will subsequently be discussed. In 3.4, I provide a summary of the chapter.
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3.1 Methodological issues relating to the data
3.1.1 Terminology
In high contact environments where language mixing is normal practice, and emergent
grammars typically display much typological convergence and tremendous variation,
categorizing speech into distinct languages is difficult (cf. Ansaldo 2009, Gumperz & Wilson
1971). For research purposes, and following what participants actually do, it is necessary for
the terms ‘code’ and ‘language’ to be defined as relevant to the KL context.
(1) ‘code’ assumes speech distinctions thatare socially meaningful to speakers, and do

not necessarily comprise a wholly discrete linguistic system. E.g., Bazaar Malay (or
‘market Malay’/’bahasa pasar’ (Malay) as locals call it) is an intergroup code used
primarily for communicating in the marketplace and with non-Malays who are
primarily non-Malay-educated. It has some crystalized features but its ‘grammar’
tends to fluctuate because the community of speakers, who are not in a process of
becoming a distinct social group, can legitimately bring in features from the various
languages in their repertoires. Importantly, it is a 'code' because it is recognized by
participants as such, via labeling, and clearly has a distinct social status and
functions in KL (Collins 1989:244). 'code' also allows for genre and register
differences, and more broadly, dialectal styling, within a language (Coupland 2007),
e.g., colloquial or local as opposed to more international English varieties.
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(2) ‘language’ unless stated otherwise, refers to ‘lexifier language’, and not necessarily

to an identifiable linguistic system in a monolingual sense. There may be more than
one variety/code of a lexifier language, e.g., Bazaar Malay & KL Colloquial Malay
(native to Malays) are both Malay lexifier varieties but constitute separate codes. No
attempt is made here to categorize languages as distinct grammatical systems, as
that is outside the scope of this investigation.
(3) ‘medium’ following Gafaranga 2007 (also Gafaranga 1999, 1998), is the unit of

analysis of code-switching, and can be a code, a language (distinct grammatical
system), or a lexifier language. The reason for introducing ‘medium’ is to have a
code/language neutral term that can be used to identify the base language in an
interaction. It reflects observations Gafaranga and also others (e.g., Meeuwis &
Bloomaert 1998, Gumperz 1982) have made about the suitability of using ‘language’
as conventionally defined from a monolingual perspective, in bilingual, especially
contact, situations.

There are two advantages of adopting a language-blind unit of analysis. First, by focusing on
medium-of-interaction rather than language, there is a shift from a pre-defined idealized notion
of code (or language) to one that is participant-defined – whether monolingual or bilingual. In
other words, a code selected by participants is not necessarily the same as the notion of
‘language’ as a distinct monolingual grammatical system. As mentioned, this is particularly
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important in the KL context since the idea of distinct languages, especially in the cases of
English and Malay, is an abstraction or umbrella term for a number of socially-differentiated
codes. Second, there is a difference in how participants (hence analysts) should treat
alternations within a medium. ‘medium’ allows the possibility of a base language where codeswitching intra- and inter-sententially itself is normal, in that it is impossible to identify such
speech as two distinct languages. These ‘mixed language codes’ have been observed amongst
some bilinguals, e.g., Gafaranga 2007, Swihart 1992; see also Myers-Scotton 1993’s notion of
‘sequential unmarked code-switching’ and Auer 1999’s concept of "language transfer". As
pointed out by Gafaranga, such instances are unnoticed by the speakers themselves, and are in
this sense “language blind”. Gafaranga 2007:139 provides the example (here as (3.1)) of
French/Kinyarwanda mixing used as a medium by educated Rwandese:
(3.1)
A:

X nawe ati non (.) ça ne peut pas marcher comme ça (.) Nawe avec sa faction baravuga bati pour
commencer bariya bantu b’ab depites-bariya batowe- ntuza- ariya matora yabo turayanuye
(annuler) (.) puisque ils se sont

A

c n

its (.)

’ a

a ti ((laughter))

Then X said no (.) it can’t work like that (.) then he and his faction said to start with the socalled MP-s – those who’ve been elected- something- those elections we declare them invalid (.)
because they misbehaved (.) towards to party

This excerpt is from a conversation among educated Rwandese, who routinely mix French (in
italics) with Kinyarwanda (plain text) and rarely use just one language with each other. All are
proficient in both languages. As pointed out by Gafaranga, in such instances, language
alternations between French and Kinyarwanda are unnoticed by the speakers themselves.
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‘notice’ here refers to whether speakers have selected a particular item for some interactional
reason or not. (See Section 3.2.)

Mixed language codes are commonly found in the data. Following Asmah Haji Omar 2012:166,
those involving English are labelled as X-English codes, where X stands for one or more
languages other than English. For instance, the data (and previous research, including ibid 168)
suggests that some bilingual Malays in urban areas often use a Malay-English mixed code
amongst themselves, as in (3.2).
(3.2)
1

Faizal

Oh aje.. you tolong cakap kat dia I busy gila babi ah
DP

please say

LOC 3sg

crazy pig’ DP.

‘Oh you please tell her I am busy like crazy pig.’
2

Tak sempat nak reply pun dia punya ini.. apa.. message.
NEG time FUT reply even 3sg POSS.. DEF what.. message
‘No time to reply even her the what message.’

3

X dia ada ding I
3sg PERF ding I

dekat Facebook tadi.
LOC Facebook just now.

‘She did ding me in Facebook just now.’
4

(SNIFFLING) Ah.

5

Ah, this nose is killing me man.

6

(COUGH)

Faizal uses both Malay and English lexical items in this excerpt. There is no evidence that the
language alternations have any kind of interactional or socio-pragmatic value arising from the
local context. (The appearances of English pronouns is meaningful and this is discussed in
Chapter 4.) It is suggested by Asmah Haji Omar (ibid 169) that for ethnic Malay speakers of
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Malay-English, the presence of both languages separately contribute some social and cognitive
"comfort", perhaps in the sense that they represent a hybrid Malay and cosmopolitan identity.
We see similar mixed codes in the data - Cantonese-English and Hokkien-English are common
with the Chinese, and Tamil-English (and Malay-English) with Tamil Indians. Note that nonEnglish mixed codes, e.g., X-Mandarin, X-Malay, are also used, although with the sample of
participants used in this study, rarely encountered. For instance, X-Malay codes, particularly
Tamil-Malay, were also produced in one primary participant’s interactions. This data is
interesting and deserves attention but has not been included in this dissertation due to my
limited knowledge of Tamil and the social environments in which such mixing would have
emerged, and the need to limit the scope of the study.

It is hoped that defining the various terms as discussed is consistent with what speakers are
doing, and will make the multilingual data clearer to other researchers. When we do have
speakers switching between distinct grammatical systems, not only do their code-switching
practices display what Myers-Scotton 2006 calls "classic codeswitching", which "includes
elements from two (or more) language varieties in the same clause, but only one of these
varieties is the source of the morphosyntactic frame for the clause (pg 241)", but also "composite
codeswitching" – "bilingual speech in which even though most of the morphosyntactic structure
comes from one of the participating languages, the other language contributes some of the
abstract structure underlying surface forms in the clause" (pg 242). In many other instances
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however, grammatical structures are not distinguishing features, e.g., because of typological
convergences, and it is only through lexifier language differences that we can identify one
medium from another.

3.1.2 Encoding of language in the data
In examples, lexifier language (Malay, English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Hokkien and Tamil), if
the origin can be determined and is relevant to analysis, is differentiated. Following from the
discussion above, one obvious limitation of this practice is that the distinction between noticed
and unnoticed (mixed language) usages can be blurred. Also, identifying the lexifier language
does not necessarily reflect the code or medium used. However, with the exception of such
mixed language codes, a code or medium does in many respects correspond to noticed usages,
i.e., speakers do seem to use lexical items as opposed to less overt features such as grammatical
units, to differentiate local codes/languages, although see the concluding chapter for examples
that may contradict this. For instance, speakers will categorize their talk as English if they are
using English as the (main) lexifier even when grammatical and phonological features point to
great influence from other languages in the contact. An example is (3.3), where the English of
Clive, a 9 year old Chinese boy, shows a number of locally-evolved information structure and
grammatical strategies (mostly following Hokkien). As shall be discussed later in this chapter,
the linguistic and cultural backgrounds of one’s co-participant(s) are prioritized when settling
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on an appropriate language/code. Here, Clive is seemingly aware that he is responding to a
question asked by a monolingual English speaker who is non-local (non-Malaysian).
(3.3)
// - topic in topic-comment structure
1

Gary

How was Taiwan?

2

Clive

Taiwan // cold.

3

We all go to the mountain got

volcano right,

POSS
4

the water is still cold,

5

I go

put in ((shows his hand in downward motion)),

PURP
6

then I feel very cold.

7

After,

8

for a while got

smoke,

EXIST
9

that time // got

put my hand // very hot ah11.

COMPL

DP

‘We all went up to the mountain that has a volcano right. The water ((in the
geyser)) was still cold. I put in ((my hand)), then I felt very cold. After, there was
smoke ((gases from the geyser)) for a while, that time, I did put in my hand, it was
very hot.”

Here, only English lexical items are produced, suggesting that Clive is deliberately selecting
English as the medium of interaction. Moreover, there is a noticeable absence of discourse
particles, except ah11 (signaling the end of his narrative) in line 9, which is unusual for
colloquial Malaysian codes. Again, it suggests that his speech has been adapted in recognition
that his addressee is a non-local.
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However, many of the constructions he uses to structure information are common to local
Malaysian codes. That they may be difficult for non-locals to decode appears unnoticed by
Clive. In general, word order rather than grammatical items such as conjunctions and
relativizers are used to structure intra-clausal information. In lines 2 and 9, topic-comment
structures are used to order information. The topic-comment structure in line 2 is quite
straightforward (“Taiwan” is the topic, and “cold” the comment) but that of Line 9, an event
introduced in line 6 – smoke appearing in the geyser, is more complex. The juxtaposed series of
phrases and clauses can be viewed as a topic chain (characterized by two or more topic-linked
clauses (Li 2005) or multiple nested topic-comment structures (Bao & Aye 2010). Evident also
are other locally-evolved grammatical constructions - go as a purposive in a serial verb
construction (line 5), which frequently occurs in Sinitic, and various usages of got, as a
possessive verb in Line 3, an existential verb in Line 8, then in Line 9 as a modal that
emphasizes completion of the event of the main verb. got is documented for colloquial
Singapore and Malaysian Englishes, e.g., Lee, Ping & Nomoto 2009, Bao 2005:248-249, and
some usages are shown to be relexifications of equivalent items in southern Sinitic languages.
So, having been asked a question by a non-local, it is suggested that Clive wants to respond in
the same lexifier language. Since he does code-switch and use mixed codes depending on who
his co-participants are (as indicated by other exchanges recorded), it is likely that his selection
of medium is deliberate. His maintenance of a single lexifier language and disregard of more
covert linguistic structures such as grammatical constructions is not unusual in the data
(although adults usually have some international English constructions in their repertoires and
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use them). Regardless of what grammatical features are used, the 'medium' in (3.3) is analyzed
as English, following the speaker.

Another limitation of encoding lexical units in a lexifier language is that we are forced to select
a lexifier language for all lexical items and particles. But not every linguistic item is readily
categorizable as belonging to one lexifier language or another. Some, for example, discourse
particles such as lah (examined in Chapter 5), has been entrenched in the Malaysian
multilingual environment so extensively that it cannot really be considered as belonging to any
one language. Even in cases of items that are clearly traceable to one language, e.g., the
discourse particle ah24 (also in Chapter 5) originated in Cantonese, its usage is widespread, in
all codes. In these instances, I encode such items in the lexifier language of the preceding item.
Some borrowings that have semantic content require more individualized interpretations and
depend on what speakers are trying to achieve interactionally. For example, usages of
originally English aunty as a term of address appear across all languages, with several sociopragmatic readings possible, based on what a token is indexing. (See Chapter 4.) Lexifier
categorization is therefore somewhat dependent on my interpretation of the data. As much as
possible, I have tried to ensure the encoding is consistent with the local interactional context.
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3.1.3 Sampling and participant information
As detailed in Chapter 2, urban areas in Malaysia, especially the capital city Kuala Lumpur, are
multiethnic and multilingual social landscapes. The focus here is to examine multilingual usage
patterns constituted from Malay, English and Sinitic (Cantonese, Southern Min and Mandarin),
in order to capture how language variation and use can reflect the three salient social schemas.
Because of the true nature of 'Malaysia's diverse groups', in which are contained sub-groups, all
of which may have distinct multilingual usage patterns, and because of speakers’ varying
memberships in each community of practice, it is difficult to get a sample of KL speakers with
repertoires that equally represent the codes and languages that are present in KL. In fact,
individuals, especially non-Malays, almost never are equally exposed and experienced in any
single language or code. In any case, the sum of daily encounters for KL residents is typically
multilingual in nature, and interactions are usually not with those who have the same range of
repertoires, even between family members. (In fact, these aspects of the KL landscape actually
contribute to the multilingual patterns of code selection there, as Section 3.2 argues.)

Because multilingualism is the norm, the assumption underlying selections of ‘primary
participants’ – those who agreed to have some of their daily interactions recorded, was that the
data collected would include multilingual interactions. The only criterion used in the selection
of primary participants was that all three races would be represented. Individuals were chosen
partly dependent on who was willing to subject their routine interactions with others to 5-15
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hours of recording. While individual educational and life experiences varied, all primary
participants constitute a representative sample of the working and middle-class in KL, the
majority educated to least to high school level (and university education was not as relevant
for older participants) and aged between 20 and 82. All are natives of KL or have lived there
for at least 10 years. In total, there are 15 primary participants - 6 Chinese (4 Cantonese, 2
Southern Min), 4 Malay, 3 Indian (2 Tamil, 1 Singhalese) and 2 mixed Chinese/Indian (1
Hokkien/Tamil, 1 Hokkien/Sri Lankan)). All but one is at least bilingual in that their
repertoires included some kind of English and Malay lexifier codes. The exception is a 20 year
old Chinese female who speaks English exclusively. All of the other Chinese participants are
competent in at least two Sinitic languages, as well as Malay and English lexifier codes.
Repertoires of the Tamil Indians include Tamil, Malay and English, and the Singhalese
participant, English and Malay. The two mixed Chinese/Indians also use English and Malay.

3.1.4 Data collection procedures
For each primary participant, naturally-occurring encounters during the course of two or more
days were recorded by the primary participant, or by me. Following this procedure enabled
sampling the range of codes and languages used by each primary participant as they interacted
with different individuals and groups in a range of typical daily settings. Interactions were
usually conversations, but also included informal meetings, and exchanges in the marketplace.
Permission from other participants in an exchange was sought either before or after a
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recording. Recordings involving those who did not want to participate, or containing sensitive
information, were deleted.

3.2 Social interaction & multilingualism
In this section, I explore how language alternation patterns by KL speakers have partly emerged
from the social conditions of the wider context. In the previous chapter, the salient social
conditions relating to KL were detailed. Such schemas were shown to organize and interpret
social action and events, e.g., as the many studies on their application in the socio-political
realm, e.g., Daniels 2005. Language use and social are intimately intertwined, and since usage
patterns evolve in the particular social circumstances of a community, this necessitates
discussion of their emergences in their own social context (Agha 2007, Stroud 2011, 2004 etc).

In that regard, one important claim of this dissertation is that the explanation for code
selection, or, more generally, selection of linguistic units, ought to include relevant background
information, e.g., social, personal and situational details that set the interactional context for
the use of a particular code or feature. As van Dijk 2008, 2009 elaborated, the idea of
contextualizing language use is an integral aspect of a number of approaches, but the concept
of ‘context’ is defined or delimited in a variety of ways. (See van Dijk 2008, 2009 for extensive
summaries of various perspectives.)
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Research into social relations and language use has shown that social schemas that are relevant
to the construction of identities often interact with linguistic units and linguistic systems as
indexical values, in processes of what Agha 2007 call “enregisterment”. How individuals are
routinely referenced in some definable group, whether community, society or by language,
provides immediate access to salient social categories in the culture, or “stereotypic social
indexicals” (Agha 2007:278) that relate to human relations.Interactional histories, relating to
languages and speakers, are also important because as Gumperz 1992:376 wrote, “linguistic
variability directly reflects the history and the quality of social relationships among
interactants”. So while code choices are dynamically co-constructed by participants during
interactions and attain meaning only within that interactional context, e.g., Stroud 2002, 1998;
Sebba & Wootten 1998, patterns of code selection are also “cultural constructs, produced by a
group of people using, or orienting to and/or talking about, a particular set of linguistic
features, in a process that also constructs the group itself (Gal & Irvine 1995)”.

In this regard, code choices should in some way reflect the various social schemas operational
in the KL social context. Recall that Malaysianness and social relations are heavily contested by
conflicting imaginings. On the one hand, rigidly-defined ethnicities are invariably ascribed to
individuals, and stratification is intensively practiced. On the other hand, social relations are
also subject to accommodative acts arising from hospitality and sensitivity, and the practical
need to accommodate the extensive variability in social and linguistic repertoires of individual
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participants and communities. Speakers accommodate by shifting some aspect of their speech
to another code to converge with that of another or other participants (Giles 1973, Burt 1990,
Giles & Coupland 1991). In the city, "Malaysia's diverse groups" can also be mitigated by
mental models that access modernity values. Social practices (defined as “practices [that] act to
increase the ease and depth of interaction within the communicating group”) range from those
that have the goal of “foster[ing] a sense of group identity and belonging” ((ibid 376) to those
that ease the tensions and challenges of daily navigations across multiple out-groups in an
underlyingly tense social atmosphere.

One consequence of this rigid yet flexible quality in social interaction is that it makes
interpreting a usage pattern or code selection potentially very difficult, let alone generalizable.
Consider the following excerpt (3.4) from a newspaper article in 201110, which contains the
assessments of a frustrated Deputy Prime Minister and Education Minister, on code selection
choices made in official public and high status private events.
(3.4)
Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin said today that many Malaysians appear to be
ashamed of speaking Bahasa Melayu [Malay] so much so that the national
language seems to be marginalised in the country
…
When I was in China, everybody there spoke Chinese. People in Japan also
speak their own language. They will only resort to English when they want to
speak to you personally.

10

"Muhyiddin On The Price Of Shying Away From Bahasa Melayu." Education News Update. Bernama.com. Bernama.

April 25 2011. 07 August 2014.
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…
I think that it boils down to attitude. Perhaps using a language other than
English is not that glamorous, as if Bahasa Melayu is a low-class language,
…
He observed that English seemed to be the preferred language at many public
and private sector events, including government functions, despite the fact that
the grasp of the language among Malays and non-Malays had improved.
The deputy prime minister also took a swipe at event organisers who chose
English over Bahasa Melayu at functions where "only two or three Westerners"
were present.
He pointed out that legislation to promote the use of Bahasa Melayu had been
put in place, but people may accuse the government of being inconsiderate if
action was taken against those who flouted such laws.

It is clear that Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin's position on language use in official events is based
on the construction of imagined Malaysian nationalism as fundamentally Malay, in which the
Malay language serves as the national language. His frustration centers on the encroachment of
English in niches that a 'national language' is supposed to occupy. He mentions that this obtains
in other societies, e.g., Japan and China (although register differences are likely to replace
language distinctions). It is not surprising however, given the contesting of fundamental
nationalism identities and statuses in pluralistic multilingual Malaysia that there are a range of
code selection norms even in one social setting. In official public events, the use of English
becomes a possibility because the language's indexicality values - ethnic neutrality, modernity,
non-localness, and status, or a mix of these, are also entrenched, and can be prioritized. From
his perspective of contesting schemas, the speaker does assume the main reason for the
deviance from Malay is the contested status in which internationalism competes with
nationalism for dominance. That is certainly a possibility, however, code selection practices,
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while prescriptively rigid, are in practice, remarkably flexible and accommodating to
participants’ preferences, prioritizations, and linguistic competences, as will be demonstrated in
the next section.

I suggest that heightened accommodation by code selection is due to the conflicts contained in
the various salient social schemas and socio-pragmatic practices. The imagining of a Malaybased Malaysian nationalism is rigidly-defined but political dominance is subverted by
placements of other social capital in other groups and identities, all of which can be selected.
The accommodation to other schemas is exercised at the highest level, as indicated by the
Deputy PM’s own comments in the last paragraph – laws are in place to promote the use of
Malay but “but people may accuse the government of being inconsiderate if action was taken
against those who flouted such laws”. This flexibility of course sanctions the legitimacy of other
social priorities.

The either-or determination suggests there to be a one-to-one correspondence between code
and social value but “social structures and therefore social identities are not fixed and stable
objects out there waiting to be correlated with linguistic objects” (Gafaranga 2005). This is
even more true in KL. Such practices extend into other areas of officialdom as well. It was
noted that in national schools, major math and science school exams are currently written in
Malay but students may provide answers in English if they prefer. In other words, "Malay
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special privileges" is currently used to determine the language of exam questions but
accommodates to students who prefer to answer in English, the language of modernity,
although a particular student's preference for English may be for a range of reasons. Also, the
selection of Standard Malay as national language does not void the fact that Malay is still
closely identified with ethnic Malays and under "Malaysia's diverse groups", it would be an
imposition to force non-Malays to use it), particularly since not all Malaysians are competent in
Malay (an ascription of incompetence that again encourages accommodation).

Specifying how such social relations actually interact with multilingual usage patterns can be
approached from a number of theoretical perspectives. Since we are interested in multilingual
usage patterns in real time, I turn to the research on code-switching, which seeks to account for
medium alternations by multilinguals at various levels. In particular, some methodological
procedures from social-interactionist (Myers-Scotton’s terminology) approaches, are adopted.
By “social interactionist”, it is meant approaches that have

developed from the

ethnomethodological tradition (Garfinkel 1991, 1967; Gumperz 1982), where the central focus
of investigation is on language use as social action - language choices arising through
collaborative efforts of speakers during interactions. Social action, including language use,
occurs in particular interactional and situational contexts so accounts of data must include
"how they organize, and are organized by the empirical circumstance in which they occur"
(Heritage 1984:141).
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Within interactionist accounts, there are two theoretical positions relating to how social
schemas interact with language use. Identity-related explanations such as Gumperz 1982’s “wecode/they-code” theory, or Myers-Scotton & Bolonya 2001, Myers-Scotton 2000, 1993’s
Markedness Metric Model (MMM), proposes that speakers select units from a code in order to
index particular social values associated with those codes. In contrast, organizational
approaches (beginning with Auer 1984, also Li Wei, Gafaranga) uphold conversation analytical
assumptions and procedures (Sacks 1974, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974, Schegloff 1977 etc), to
provide local context (or sequential) explanations for switches. An alternative to Auer’s
approach by Gafaranga 2007 maintains the criticalness of the local context but allows order by
contrasting mediums to be the unit of analysis. The approaches are summarized by Gafaranga
2007 and reproduced in Figure 3.1. (Note that he groups organizational and identity-related
approaches as "socio-functional".)
Figure 3.1: Studies of language alternation (from Gafaranga 2007:35)
Local order (Auer
1984)
Organizational
explanation
Overall order
(Gafaranga 1998)

Grammatical
perspective
Study of language
alternation
Socio-functional
perspective
Identity-related
explanation

We/they-code
(Gumperz 1982)

Markedness metric
(Myers-Scotton
1993)
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There has been considerable debate about whether organizational or identity-related
explanations can provide better socio-interactional accounts of code-switching. See for example
Myers-Scotton 2000, Li Wei 2005, Gafaranga 2007. Focusing on this issue is beyond the scope
of this study. Here, it is assumed that as the identity-related explanations hold, codes and
languages are indeed marked or unmarked in terms of existing power relations in the
community, in other words, there are social norms and practices and to groups which codes are
enregistered. However, as the organizational explanations (and others, e.g., Stroud 2002) have
pointed out, the analyst cannot assume that speakers are always (to some extent) indexing such
enregistered values whenever a particular language or code is selected. It is too simplistic to
ascribe a one-to-one relationship between language/code switches and social values, in the
sense that switches can always be explained by a "one-situation one language" (Gafaranga
2007) interpretation. This is the case even with schematic representations that are perceived as
dominant in a community. Moreover, some instances of code-switching can be explained at the
level of conversational structure, and such alternations are not aimed at accessing the wider
context in any socially meaningful way.
3.2.1 Socially-based explanations
In discussing one example of a socially-based explanation, the Marked Metric Model (MMM)
(Myers-Scotton & Bolonya 2001, Myers-Scotton 2000, 1993) in particular, I demonstrate how
socio-cultural values are thought emerge in code choice in inter-epidosal contexts. MMM holds
the position that speakers are rational actors and "what ultimately sets linguistic choices in
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motion is speaker intention and calculation to optimize rewards" (Myers-Scotton & Bolonya
2001:2). Individuals are actors who make decisions on language choices and these decisions are
constrained (or ‘filtered’ in her terms) by certain external and internal limits set by social
contexts and cognitive structures, respectively. Social context for any given individual includes
“macro-societal features, such as the dynamics of group relations; they also include all
participants’ social identity features (e.g., age, sex, socioeconomic status, ethnic group
memberships) and their social networks" (Myers-Scotton 2000:1260). Included also are
discourse related features such as choices that arise from the conversation analytical approach.
All such relevant factors together amount to an individual’s "linguistic repertoire". The internal
filter is cognitively defined as a "markedness evaluator", not fully under conscious control and
is based on an individual’s sum experience of language use. Its role is to evaluate choices in the
overall set of available options in terms of markedness in a given interactional type.

Evaluation is based on the third filter, which is rationality. Rationality in the context of making
language choices is defined in terms of cost/benefit analysis. The MMM (in terms of a Rational
Choice model) views an interaction type as carrying sets of associated social values, including
linguistic choices, called Rights and Obligations sets (RO sets), that are derived from situational
norms. "[A] linguistic choice is the index of a specific RO set for a specific interaction." (MyersScotton 2000: 1263) When speakers select that language or code, they are usually but not
always indexing the associated RO set in some way. Every interactional context that occurs
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regularly, whether defined by topic, situation, participant-related etc, has choices that have
some position along a markedness continuum. Unmarked choices are associated with societal
norms, i.e., widely expected, in that society or context. Societal norms have developed because
of the sum rational code choices of individuals for a particular interactional type, and speakers
will usually choose the unmarked choice because experience has shown that this is usually the
best choice. However, since every situation is unique and individuals make choices based on
this and other factors, marked choices can also be selected. (In many ways, this corresponds to
the idea of preference-related code choice in the organizational approaches.) Note also that
Myers-Scotton (2000:1266) asserts that norms are not static in that they can be renegotiated by
speakers or evolve as society changes. Example 3.5 (from Myers-Scotton & Bolonyai 2001: 2021 originally from Li & Milroy 1995:288, Li 1995:205) demonstrates how the MMM assesses
instances of code choice. A is the mother of B, a 12 year old boy. They live in an immigrant
Chinese community in the UK where both Cantonese and English are used.
(3.5)
Cantonese in italics
1

A

Finished homework?

2

B

(2.0)

3

A

Steven, yiu mo wan sue?
‘Want to review (your) lessons?’

4

B

(1.5) I’ve finished.

The boy is playing on the computer. The mother begins by asking him whether he has done his
homework, in English. The response is silence. The mother then switches to Cantonese. After
some more silence, the boy responds in English. A Rational Choice analysis begins with
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assuming macro-level information, in this case that language preferences are present in crossgenerational communications, with the older generation preferring Cantonese and the younger,
British-born selecting English. The mother’s unmarked language is Cantonese and the boy’s,
English. This produces the RO sets in Myers-Scotton & Bolonyai’s analysis. The mother is
interpreted as beginning with a marked choice – English, i.e., suspending her unmarked RO set.
Their analysis is that this choice could have occurred because of a number of reasons – because
this choice is linked with “associations of English as ‘the language of authority’ in the Tyneside
community (Li 1995)" and hence serves as a way to project power and distance for the mother
(pg20), or it could be a means of being deferential to the boy’s preferred language in order to
achieve her goal of getting him to do his homework. (This is on the basis that marked choices
are noted for their departure from extant social norms but necessarily ambiguous because the
speaker is attempting to renegotiate existing norms.) When the mother does not receive any
response, she switches to Cantonese, her unmarked choice. This course of action is due to a
cost/benefit analysis made by the mother. She now uses an unambiguous language choice in
order to achieve her goal. She is successful because the assertion of her authority is recognized.

It is clear that the analysis is based on the view that participants access RO sets that are based
on social norms and in this way, index social categorizations in their community. We may want
to be careful, however, that interpretation of why a speaker chooses a particular medium is
actually an instance of indexicality. One problematic issue with the methodology is that the RC
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model has a top-down approach in terms of the data (see Li Wei 2005's critique) but
individuals do code-switch for a variety of reasons and it is not always the case that an identity
analysis is the most appropriate. In the case of Example 3.5, there is no evidence of language
preference (for either mother or son) and code-switching could be for an organizational reason,
i.e., contrastive effect that reiteration by an alternative code can bring about (see next section).

More generally, speakers do not always act in the same way for the same reasons all the time.
Code-switching is just one of a number of available tools which may or may not be utilized to
achieve some social act. However, the RC model "treats deliberation as if it were transparently
rational and therefore of little explanatory significance" (Li Wei 2005:379). Li’s conclusion is
that we should bring identity-approaches into the analysis only if there is evidence that this is
relevant to participants in the local interactional context.

3.2.2 Organizational explanations
In this sub-section, I detail some theoretical assumptions of organizational approaches and
some methodological practices that are used in the dissertation.

Organizational approaches are based on an integration of some of the key principles of
ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967) and conversation analysis. Ethnomethodology studies “the
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body of common-sense knowledge and the range of procedures and considerations by means of
which the ordinary members of society make sense of, find their way about in, and act on the
circumstances in which they find themselves" (Heritage 1984:4). Individuals are conceived as
social actors whose activities can be analyzed in terms of the norms that are practiced in their
community. Since individuals of a community usually comply with them, social action can be
thought of as orderly in this sense. In ethnomethodology, norms are thought of as "schemes of
interpretations" and these provide individuals with models for normative action. Norms do not
have to be complied with but a deviant act is still interpreted in terms of the relevant norm.
Social action occurs in particular interactional and situational contexts so accounts of data
must examine "how they organize, and are organized by the empirical circumstance in which
they occur" (Heritage 1984:141). The scope of social activity is open-ended in the sense that it
can include any area that is governed by social norms.

Conversations are viewed as a type of social activity and understanding them is fundamentally
to do with understanding utterances as social actions in their contexts, i.e., talk proceeds
"against a background of who said it, where and when, what was being accomplished by saying it
and in the light of what possible considerations and in virtue of what motives it was said
[original italics]” (Heritage 1984:140) While this implies that situating language use in its
proper (local) context is crucial, the question of what level of analysis is relevant and sufficient
is left to the analyst. The two organizational approaches examined here differ on what "local
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context" extends to and the level at which analysis should be conducted. First, I will look at
Auer’s local order approach and then the more expansive "overall approach" proposed by
Gafaranga.

3.2.2.1 Local order approach
Both approaches have their roots in conversation analysis, but Auer’s local order approach
focuses on the aspect of CA that holds the “turn constructional unit” (TCU) (Sacks 1974), as
instrumental to analysis. TCUs do not correspond to any one structural type, e.g., sentence,
clause, phrase or lexical item, but are defined functionally, as "units of action" (Drew 2005). "It
is the ability to ‘do’ something, be it proposing, requesting, accepting, showing surprise, or
whatever, that makes a sound or string of sounds into a TCU" (Ten Have 1999:112 as cited in
Gafaranga 2007:122). In very closely-related turns, i.e., adjacency pairs (Schegloff & Sacks
1973), a preferred response is an action that is expected. In the example of the greeting, a
preferred response is a return of the greeting and a dispreferred response is, e.g. silence or
some other non-reciprocal action. This idea of preference in conversation analysis (Pomerantz
1984 etc) is a close parallel of ‘norm’ or ‘scheme of interpretation’ in that they both relate to
normative action.
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Since conversation flows in temporal order, examining the local context surrounding a turn or
TCU is important since a preceding action (turn) is likely to influence the next speaker in terms
of orientation and fit. The clearest cases of preference are adjacency pairs. In each adjacency
pair, there is an expected second part, and this is the preferred option, and so the exercising of
an unexpected option is deviant. Preference/dispreference is differently signalled in the
conversation structure and the difference can be viewed in terms of markedness. "Preference is
a structural notion that corresponds closely to the linguistic concept of markedness. …
[P]referred seconds are unmarked … dispreferred seconds are marked. (Levinson 1983:307)”
Responses that are marked might include "significant delays, preface marking dispreferred
status, accounts of why preferred seconds cannot be performed” (Levinson 1983: 307) etc.
Analysts

can

therefore

use

signals

of

dispreference

to

determine

what

are

preferred/dispreferred responses in conversations, and as support to what are ‘schemes of
interpretations’ in particular conversational events. A simple example is the return-greeting.
Greetings are generally norm-governed and one associated norm is "if greeted, return the
greeting" (Gafaranga 2007:117), i.e., participants expect a greeting to be returned by a
reciprocal response. This does not mean that the addressee has to return the greeting but that
since the norm is to return one, a lack of a return greeting would be judged by participants of
the interaction as a deviant act and worthy of further notice.
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The idea that conversation is norm-governed was extended to bilingual talk (Auer 1984 etc).
Auer’s CA-based approach, which in many ways parallel ‘pure’ CA approaches (e.g., Schegloff)
rejects both top-down identity-related approaches as well as "dealing with language choice on
the macroscopic level of the base language of a whole episode or a major part of it". It instead
concentrates on a TCU’s local context - "describing and explaining patterns of conversational
code choice on a local basis, i.e., by analyzing speakers’ language choices for one particular
turn or turn constructional unit with reference to language choices directly or indirectly
preceding it, as well as in the consequences for language choice in the turns to follow (Auer
2000:137)". Crucial to his proposal is the introduction of a preference/dispreference that is
exclusive to bilingual interactions - a preference for talk in the 'sa e an a e’ (Auer 1984:23).
(Note that Auer’s language is the same as ‘medium’.) At the end of each TCU, speakers can
either continue to talk in the same language or change to another, with the preferred option to
maintain the language in use. (Switches can also occur within TCUs. See Gafaranga 2007:124125.) The underlying assumption here is that language choice (except where speakers are using
mixed codes and this is the ‘new code’) are themselves ‘language choice acts’ and ‘codeswitching is "divergence from the language of the prior turn or turn constructional unit" (Auer
2000:137). This implies that language alternation is an indication of dispreference, or serves as
a ‘contextualization cue’ (Auer 1995:124; see also Gumperz 1982). Evidence of this usage is
that instances of code-switching relevant to local context can co-occur with other dispreference
marking, as exemplified in (3.6), from Milroy and Wei 1995:148 cited in Gafaranga 2007:126.
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(3.6)
Cantonese is in italics and English in plain text.
1

A

Oy-m-oy faan a? A ying a?
(want or not rice?)

2

B

[no response]

3

A

Chaaufaan a. Oy-m-oy?
(Fried rice. Want or not?)

4

B

(0.2) I’ll have some shrimps.

5

A

Mu-ye? (.) Chaaufaan a.
(What? Fried rice)

6

B

Hai a.
(OK)

In line 1, the mother (A) asks the daughter (B) if she wants some fried rice. In line 2, B gives a
dispreferred response of silence, and again in line 4, indicated by the pause, and expressing her
desire for an alternative food choice. Importantly, dispreference is also indicated by language
choice as B switches to English. Hence apart from the dispreference marking expected from any
(monolingual) conversation such as lack of response, pauses and alternative accounts, the CA
argument is language choice can also be used and in this way, it is an additional resource
bilinguals have for use to accomplish some ‘social action’. As mentioned, the validity of the
analysis is based on the idea of preference for same language, otherwise switching to another
language would not be marked. This principle also allows selection of the ‘initial language’ to
be interpreted as affiliative or achieving participant alignment (in the sense of Schegloff 1979,
1968), suggested by line 6, where B affirms that she will agree to eat her mother’s fried rice in
Cantonese. If the use of English in this context is a deviant act, then the child’s alignment with
her mother’s code choice is an affiliative hence preferred act (Heritage 1984 cited in Gafaranga
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2007:126). The example demonstrates that language choice is orderly at the level of the TCU,
can be analyzed in the context of the preceding turn and can only make sense within the local
interactional context.

That language choice can signal contextualization cues and co-occurs with other dispreference
markers is further exemplified in (3.7) (from Li Wei 1998:164-165). This is an exchange
between two women. A is in her early-30s and B is in her mid-20s. Again, the two languages
involved are Cantonese (in italics) and English (in plain text).
(3.7)
1

A

…you go (.) you got another one?

2

B

Yatgo dou mo a?
(There isn’t even one (that satisfies you)?)

3

A

(2.0) mou a. (.) they [look
(There isn’t)

4

B

[For who? Waiman a?
(Is it Waiman?)

5

A

Hai a.
(OK)

6

B

Nigo le?
(What about this one?

7

A

(Looking at the one B gives her.)

The exchange revolves around A trying to find a suitable T-shirt for her son Waiman. A sets up
an adjacency pair when she begins by asking B if there are any more T-shirts, perhaps
dissatisfied by the ones she is looking at. B’s response is to counter with a question in
Cantonese and to this, A provides a dispreferred response, in a series of parts (in turn 3).
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Focusing on this, we note that first, there is a long pause, then a negative response in
Cantonese (mou ‘no’), a slight pause, and finally a switch to English to account for her negative
response. According to Li Wei 1998:165, we can interpret A’s language alternation as part of
the dispreferred response as it co-occurs with known dispreference markers such as pauses and
offers to account for disagreement. Hence a local order approach can account for instances of
language alternation such as these - the example demonstrates that bilingual speakers can
combine dispreference markers typical of monolingual conversations with language alternation
to contextualize a unit of action (in this case, a dispreference occurring within a TCU). In this
way, language alternation is a resource that bilinguals can use for local interactional purposes.

In Li Wei’s analysis of (3.7), he also introduces the concept of alignment of code choice as a
symbol of agreement between participants and a way for a speaker to return to a previous
language choice. According to Li Wei, a switch can indicate disalignment between participants,
brought about by the local interactional context, for example, B’s switch to Cantonese in Turn 2
and A’s switch to English in Turn 3. B’s switch into English in Turn 4 is analyzed as
convergence to A’s switch to English in Turn 3. However, the second part of her turn, which is
in Cantonese is not viewed as a response to the preceding turn but as "tying her back to her
own choice in earlier turns". The first turns (1-4) are signaled by language alternation as well
as dispreference marking as A and B work out the issue of finding suitable T-shirts for Waiman.
After this task is understood, both use Cantonese, signaling alignment.
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As mentioned, one of the premises of Auer’s proposal is that there exists a preference for same
language (medium) of interaction. That participants make the effort to agree on language
choice whether by accommodation or compliance either explicitly or implicitly has been
explored extensively by CA-based researchers (Auer 1984, Torras 1998, Gafaranga & Torras
1998, 1999). Below is an example (3.8) from the data where alternations are clearly working to
solve an interactional problem the participants have, trying to recall the names of some people
in their past. At the beginning of the excerpt, Rosliana and Faizal use Malay.
(3.8)
1

Rosliana

Eh macam-mana ah24,
why
DP
perempuan Punjabi dia boleh X tutup kepala dia macam pakai tudung?
female
Punjabi 3sg can
cover head 3sg like wear hijab
‘Eh why is it that a female Punjabi (sub-group of Indian) can X cover her head like
wearing hijab?’

2

Faizal

Apa dia buat?
What 3sg do
‘What does she do?’

3

Rosliana

Macam you ingat
Like

tak

siapa ni..

uh..

siapa ni…

siapa ni… I lupa

you remember NEG who this …uh … who this… who this...

‘Like you remember or not who uh who's this, who's this, I forget.’
4

Faizal

5

Rosliana

Apa bende tu?
‘What?’
Ni= Punjabi girl.
this
‘This Punjabi girl.’

6

Faizal

7
8

Ah hah.
Why?

Rosliana

This one my classmate,

9

this one.

10

Belvin.

11

Faizal

Oh Belvinda?
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12
13

She’s still with Segi?
Rosliana

I tak

tau

lah.

NEG know DP

14

I dah

tak- tak.. keep in touch dengan dia.

lama

PERF long time NEG NEG

with

3sg

'I don’t know. I haven’t kept in touch with her a long time.'
15

Faizal

Dia kawan dengan si-, who’s that Australian…
3sg friend with

this

‘She’s friends with who- who’s that Australian?’
16

Rosliana

Tara.

17

Faizal

Ah Tara.
Is Tara still in KL?

18

Rosliana

Tara er Tara // dia
Tara, Tara

3sg

buat Montessori course de.
do

already

‘Tara, er Tara, she did the Montessori course already.’
19

Faizal

I tak tahu.
NEG know
‘I didn’t know.’

The exchange begins in Malay with Rosliana asking Faizal a question about the headwear worn
by Punjabi women. In Line 2, Faizal is clearly confused about what she is referring to and
responds by asking for clarification. In Line 3, Rosliana tries to think of a Punjabi female they
both know as an example of what she is talking about, but forgets her name. Faizal continues
to ask her what she is talking about (line 4). In Line 5, Rosliana begins with demonstrative (i)ni
‘this’, deictically referring to the Punjabi girl she has in mind. The switch to English occurs
intra-turn as she ends with English girl. That this instance of code switching is significant for
the speaker is supported by the lengthening of (i)ni. Faizal follows her switch to English, and
they continue to speak in English until the issue is resolved. After the Punjabi girl is identified,
Rosliana returns to Malay (Line 13) to answer Faisal’s question about what the girl is doing
now. In Line 15, Faizal switches medium again to English for the same reason as Rosliana did 137
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he is struggling to remember the name of the Australian girl. He starts in Malay and switches
after he utters the first syllable of siapa ‘who’ - si-, and then finishes his question in English.
After Rosliana provides the name ‘Tara’, he continues to ask about her in English. They return
to Malay after the issue of Tara and the question about what she is doing is concluded.

By switching mediums, a contrast is “set off” or signaled, with the local context of the
conversation revealing what is being contextualized. The co-participants are collaborating to
resolve a problem they have, i.e., recall forgotten information. The important point is that the
switches are explainable by a sequential analysis alone. Identity explanations can have no
bearing on the switches here since both are Malay speakers and if the change to English is
socially meaningful, it is unclear what social value(s) are being indexed. Code-switching in
such instances are motivated by the local environment, in order to solve problems that are
encountered at that point. The co-participants presume that the same medium will be used so
that a switch is meaningful. Medium contrast is an additional resource that can be enlisted for
organizational purposes.

CA-based researchers also point out ‘same language preference’ as a signi cant consideration
has support from scenarios that involve ‘language negotiation sequences’ (Torras 1998, Cod
1998, Auer 1995 etc). A ‘language negotiation scenario’ occurs because speakers need to
establish a medium of interaction. In most conversations, the language is decided implicitly as
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participants usually settle on the issue ‘as part of the background business of making the
conversation work’ (Auer 2000:130). In other cases, language negotiation is explicit. An
example is (3.9) from Cod 1998 cited in Gafaranga 2007:140.
(3.9)
1

ENQ

Hola
(hello)

2

AS1

Hola
(hello)

3

ENQ

Hablas ingles?
(do you speak English?)

4

AS1

Yes

5

ENQ

Uh I’

ike t kn w s

ea

esses ike International house.

The exchange, which is located in a tourist office in Barcelona, Spain, is an example of a
service encounter. Service encounters are structured conversational events, which allow us to
more clearly locate explicit language negotiation sequences. Ventola 1987 provides an example
of a request structure with basically four phases, with initial greeting and salutation being
optional.
a. Offer of service
b. Request for service
c. Transaction
d. (salutation)
Because participants have no shared previous experience but need an interactionally-workable
language in order to conduct their conversation, they can conduct explicit negotiation
sequences such as in turn 3, ENQ asks the service provider ‘hablas ingles?’ ‘do you speak
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English?’ According to Gafaranga 2007:139-140, it is significant that these sequences are found
near the beginning of the interaction as a language of interaction needs to be worked out
before any service requested or transaction takes place. In this instance, the negotiation occurs
in turn 3, immediately after the greeting. The claim therefore is that alignment of language
choice is a matter of priority in bilingual talk.

There are some instances of explicit negotiation scenarios in the data, particularly with Chinese
co-participants since there is greater repertoire range amongst speakers and therefore more
competence and preference variations, and race cannot be used as a way to initiate language
negotiation. In (3.10), Michelle, a Cantonese Chinese from KL is in the southern state of Johor,
where the lingua franca for the Chinese community is Mandarin. She has stopped her car by
the side of the road as she wants to buy and eat some durian, a local fruit.
(3.10)
1

Durian seller

you

she-me chi

want what

ah?

like QP

'What would you like?'
2

Michelle

Kong fu-wa

mo uncle?

Speak Cantonese QP
‘Do you speak Cantonese, uncle?
3

Durian seller

(NODS) Sik lau-lin?
eat durian
‘Eat durian?’

The durian seller begins the exchange in Mandarin as he assumes that Michelle, clearly
Chinese, would speak the lingua franca. Michelle, who does not have Mandarin in her
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repertoire, asks the seller in Cantonese if he speaks Cantonese. The durian seller nods and
continues in Cantonese. The negotiation scenario is as predicted at the beginning of the
conversation since it cannot continue until a same language preference is achieved.

Even if language negotiation sequences do support same language preference, as Gafaranga
2007:134 points out, there is some tension between the strict local order approach advocated
by Auer and how language negotiation sequences are explained. Auer begins with the premise
that language negotiation scenes begin with "a disagreement between two or more parties
about which language to use for interaction, and ends as soon as one of them ‘gives in’ to the
other preferred language (1984:20-21)". The issue of contention is that if preference for same
language exists, is it a difference of alignment at the level of the TCU (as in the case of Li Wei’s
example) or in participant-related language choice (as in 3.7 and 3.8), and should we always
look for sequential explanations first? Auer allows for participant-related language choices,
which he identifies as different from discourse-related ones – “Is the language alternation in
question providing cues for the organization of the on-going interaction […], or about
attributes of the participants? (Auer 1984:12 cited in Gafaranga 2007:131)”.

Participant-related language choices are motivated by factors such as language competence and
political or ideological factors (Auer 1995:125), e.g., in (3.7) and (3.8), we can attribute the
language alternation to participant-related reasons. However, participant-related language
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choice is still analyzed in terms of the TCU. (3.11) is from Auer 1998:4-5. The exchange is
among young South American bilinguals who speak Spanish and German in Hamburg. W is
female and M is male. Spanish is in italics.
(3.11)
1
2

(25.0)
W

h a es?
(what time is it?)

3
4

(2.0)
→

wie sp t?
(what time?)

5

M

zwanziq nach elf;
(twenty past eleven)

6

W

h (2.5)

7

M

wann muß du hoch?
(when do you have to go? [i.e. to the university])

8

W

n - nich so fr h. Ich hab erst um vier Uni.
(no – not so early. I haven’t got classes until four.)

In line 2, W asks M the time in Spanish. There is a 2 second silence. According to Auer, W
treats this silence as indicating that she has used a dispreferred language, or at least not M’s
preferred language. Hence she initiates a repair in line 4, where she repeats the question but in
German this time. Auer analyzes this example as fundamentally discourse-related rather than
participant-related because a sequential explanation is possible. However, it seems that
participant attributes also play a part since M’s preferred language has not arisen from TCU
considerations but from a preference that is situated external to the conversation. Auer remarks
that in the context of immigrant children in Germany, the switch from a community language
to German in that direction indexes the statuses of the codes
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- German is "the ‘in-group’
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language of peer interaction'. So choosing the ‘right’ language "concords with the dominant
language choice of the children amongst themselves" (pg5). Auer mentions that discourse and
participant-related alternations are not strictly separated but since priority is placed on
sequential explanation, any co-occurrences should be analyzed first in terms of local
organizational processes.

A final example is (3.12), from Torras 1998:4. Torras (pg1) states that she "adopts the
participants’ own perspective through the study of sequentiality [orig. italics] (Auer
1984,1998)". The waiter (BA1) British, and the customers CU1 and CU2 are Spanish. (Plain text
is used for Catalan, italics for English and bold for Castillian.)
(3.12)
1

CU1 (to

Copa de whisky i: endavant [=! Laughs] !

CU2):

(a glass of whiskey and: let’s carry on [=! Laughs] ! )

2

CU2:

[=! Laughs].

3

BA1:

Qu vols?
(what would you like?)

4

CU1:

Erm uh one chupito of Jameson and some water please.
(Erm uh one shot of Jameson and some water please.)

5

BA1:

Sure thanks.

The example begins with the two customers speaking to each other in Catalan. The waiter
complies with their language preference of Catalan when he enters the exchange in turn 3.
According to Torras 1998:4, he relied on surrounding context in order to determine what
medium to use. Because he overheard the customers talking in Catalan, he complied or
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accommodated to their preferred language choice. CU1 however switches to English in turn 4,
and again, BA1 complies. Torras accounts for this by concluding that at turn 4, medium
preference is decided (by CU1) and so English is used for the rest of the exchange.

Torras’s conclusion relies on the view that in most service encounters, service providers comply
with the medium in which they are addressed, supported by BA1’s medium choices. Two points
can be made. First, although there is a sequential component to the language choices made, we
can also provide an identity-related or at least a participant-related explanation in which
accommodation takes place. This is suggested by Torras’s own comments about service
providers being generally compliant to customers’ preferences. The context in which we can
understand this generalization is not local order but as a "scheme of interpretation" (see Section
3.2.2.2) that exists beyond conversation. One way to attend to this issue is to assume
participants are negotiating identity ascription, e.g., Membership Categorization Analysis
(Gafaranga 1999). In service encounters, it is assumed that the service provider takes on the
identity of ‘service provider’ and the customer, that of a ‘customer’ so in this interaction, BA1 is
doing the ‘service provider’ and the CU1, the ‘customer’. The second issue relates to language
choice made by CU1 at turn 4. Torras does not provide an explanation for this switch to
English. It could possibly be that CU1 by interacting with BA1 realizes that the latter is a
foreigner and actually accommodated to him by making assumptions about the latter’s
language preference. This would of course require a different account of the interaction (either
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change the service provider-service receiver scheme or deem it irrelevant) and we would have
to take participant-related switching into consideration. Since participant-related switching is
important to account for the data, the type of explanation offered by Gafaranga’s overall
approach is used in Section 3.2.2.2.

The issue of how a sequential approach deals with the interaction of conversation-external
detail and local organizational processes is an aspect of a general criticism of local order CAtype approaches in general, not only those that focus on bilingual talk (see Benwell and Stokoe
2006 for a summary of issues, especially pp.63-64). Although Auer’s approach allows
background and socio-cultural details to inform the analysis, he states that "whatever cultural
or social knowledge may be necessary to arrive at a full understanding of code-switching
practices in a given community, its analysis first and foremost requires close attention to be
paid to the details of its local production in the emerging conversational context in which it
both shapes and responds to. (Auer 1984:2)".

A local order approach such as the CA-based one is valuable here because it demonstrates that
the local interactional environment can motivate language choices without appealing to social
or identity-based explanation for code switching. Where some wider social context seems
appropriate, conversational structure is at times sensitive to, and in fact, links up to the
relevant social and background contexts, there is some tension in local order approaches when
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it comes to linking conversational aspects to macro-level contexts in some instances due to the
theoretical assumption that sequential motivations have priority over social and cultural
knowledge in code-switching (Auer 1998:1, Li Wei 1998).

3.2.2.2 Gafaranga’s "overall order" approach
In the previous section, in discussing Auer’s local order approach and the instances of language
alternation that are motivated at that level, I pointed out that there were code-switching
instances that seemed to require an alternative or an extension to a strictly sequential
explanation. In this section, I use aspects of Gafaranga’s organizational approach (Gafaranga
2007, 1999), which he calls an ‘overall order’ perspective, in order to demonstrate how
speakers alternate between codes in multilingual conversations as organizational structure, and
can ‘do’ social identities via selecting codes indexed to particular social schemas. The approach
has two elements that are beneficial to drawing out code-switching patterns in the data: (1) the
use of medium as the unit of analysis, and (2) the introduction of a mentalistic aspect that
allows categorization via membership category analysis.

Gafaranga presents an organizational account that departs from a strict adherence to sequential
explanation. The approach addresses some of the issues that arise from holding to a
fundamentally local order explanation. His perspective mirrors Auer’s in that it provides a
structural approach based on the findings of CA and preserves preference for same medium
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(language), and because of this norm, alternations are distinguished by their inherent
“otherness” and thus are capable of serving as contextualization cues. However, instead of the
TCU as the unit of analysis and advocating a turn-by-turn investigation, Gafaranga views
language choice itself as having an organizational function in bilingual talk, one which is
analogous to the structured nature of some conversational event types. As we have seen, for
example service encounters proceed in an orderly way through a number of predictable phases.
Other well-discussed conversational event types are telephone conversations (Schegloff & Sacks
1973, Levinson 1983 cited in Gafaranga 2007:135) and emergency calls (Whalen et al
1988:344 in Gafaranga 2007:136). An example of an emergency call is (3.13).
(3.13)
1

Desk:

Mid-city Emergency

4

Desk:

Hello? What’s thuh problem?

5

Caller:

We have an unconscious, uh: diabetic

6

Desk:

Are they indiduv a building?

7

Caller:

Yes they are:

8

Desk:

What building is it?

9

Caller:

It’s thuh adult bookstore?

10

Desk:

We’ll get somebody there rightaway…

2
3

The notable aspect of this emergency call is the Desk’s response ‘What’s th h

b e ?’ in line 4

to the silences in lines 2 and 3. According to Whalen’s analysis, this response is related to the
participants’ recognition that in emergency calls, after any identification (line 1), the Caller is
expected to relate his/her problem to the Desk. As this did not occur, the Desk explicitly asked
about it. Because participants view such conversational event types as schemes of
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interpretation, i.e., an exchange proceeds smoothly if the anticipated phases are followed, an
instance of deviation from the expected scheme is interpreted as such because of knowledge of
the scheme.

Drawing on the notion of organizational structure as a scheme of interpretation, Gafaranga’s
model begins with the premise that bilingual talk has a ‘preference of same medium’, and once
a medium of interaction is established through implicit or explicit negotiation sequences, it is
used by speakers as a scheme of interpretation in a similar way. Any switch from this ‘initial
medium’ is potentially deviant. As in Auer’s model, the reasons for requiring ‘preference for
same medium’ are to ensure the conversation works. For the analyst, Gafaranga 2007:138 also
adds that they serve as a "point of reference where instances of language choice are identified
as deserving the researcher’s attention". Previous examples (3.11), (3.12) for instance, can be
reanalyzed through this approach. It is the “otherness” of another medium that signals
something worthy of attention. Here is (3.11) as (3.14):
(3.14)
1
2

(25.0)
W

h a es?
(what time is it?)

3
4

(2.0)
→

wie sp t?
(what time?)

5

M

zwanziq nach elf;
(twenty past eleven)

6

W

h (2.5)
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7

M

wann muß du hoch?
(when do you have to go? [i.e. to the university])

8

W

n - nich so fr h. Ich hab erst um vier Uni.
(no – not so early. I haven’t got classes until four.)

Focusing on the change in language used to German in line 4 from Spanish in line 2, a TCUlevel analysis claimed that what is noticed is at the TCU level. However, an overall approach
would claim that what is noticed is that the negotiated medium has been abandoned by W,
who uses German instead. The idea is that a switch in medium itself is enough as a cue to one’s
co-participants that something temporarily oriented to in the conversation is significant and
has to be attended to.

Since the unit of analysis is medium choice in Gafaranga’s approach, any alternation is going to
have to be dealt with so it is crucial that deviant instances be distinguished from language
mixing codes. We can then treat each instance of language alternation as either alternation as
the medium or alternation as deviance. One way to determine deviance is by use of deviant
case analysis (Heritage 1988). The medium of interaction can be found by examining which
languages are repaired or left unrepaired. An example of repairable deviance is in (3.15).
(3.15)
French - bold italics
1

SEC:

matriculated (.) and after this eh it has to wait (.) four five six jours eh- six-

2

STU:

days?

3

SEC:

days (.) after being matriculated
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Here, it is clear that English is the medium of interaction since the only word that is ‘noticed’
by participants and repaired is in French and it is explicitly targeted by both participants
exchanging it for English ‘days’. In this way, the medium of interaction – the norm, can be
determined. (3.16) is an example from the data. Liang, her sister Siew and brother Heng are
discussing some fruit that Liang bought from the market. In this excerpt, the medium of
interaction is English.
(3.16)
1

Siew

Is variety but I always XXX

2

Liang

One Chokanum.

3

Siew

Ya because I say this is for ta-seoi ge.
juicing DP
‘Ya because I say this is for juicing only.’

4

Liang

But lei yau- lei yau hei bei- er do you ask them er to give you.. take er for testing?
But 2sg did 2sg did 3sg give
‘But did you, did you give him er did you ask them er to give you take er for testing?’

5

Siew

No lah.
DP

6

Liang

Mo ah?
no QP
‘No?’

7
8

Siew

XXX
But anyway, I bought only about 4 K G today.

In line 4, Liang begins her question in Cantonese but does not complete it. She restarts in
English, the established medium, to complete the question. This correction contrasts with the
appearance of Cantonese ta-seoi ge 'juicing' (with emphatic discourse particle ge) in Line 3,
which is an unnoticed Cantonese item that is a lexical insertion for that utterance only. The
useful aspect of this perspective is the claim that not all instances of deviance are repairable,
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such as in the example just discussed. Notice that Liang disaligns and switches to Cantonese in
line 6. There are interactional reasons for alternations, for which repair is unnecessary. This
instance is not a repairable switch because it is an instance of ‘functional deviance’ (Gafaranga
2007). When Yu told Liang that she did not ask for any fruit to sample in Line 5, Liang's switch
to Cantonese, signals her disapproval of her sister's action. Disalignment with the established
medium is used as a contextualization cue of her negative reaction.

Another type of functional deviance is medium switching. Medium switching “occurs when
participants stop using one medium and negotiate to use a different one for whatever reason,
that is, it occurs when a new alignment at the level of language choice is established”
(Gafaranga 2007:147). By this definition, it is clear that medium switching relates to
(re)negotiation of the medium of interaction such as discussed in the previous section in the
context of language negotiation sequences. Take the example (3.17) from the data. Liza, a
Cantonese Chinese is at a vegetable stall she regularly buys from. The exchange begins in
Cantonese (English “green beans” is a lexical insertion here). The seller, Elaine, is busy with
someone else when Liza asks her whether there are any green beans.
(3.17)
1

Liza

Mo green beans hor?
No

DP

‘No green beans correct?’
2

…(10.0)

3

<L Mo green beans ah24 Elaine hao bu
No

DP

hao? L>

good NEG good
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‘No green beans? Elaine, how are you?’
4

Elaine

baau leh
plenty DP

lo-cin
bei lei ge.
bring-first to 2sg DP

‘Plenty, I’ll bring to you.’
5

Liza

Good.

6

Thank you.

7

Ni // hao bu hao?
You // good NEG good
‘You are well?’

When Liza receives no response as indicated by line 2, she repeats her question with a number
of attention seeking strategies, i.e., loudness, the discourse particle ah24, explicit mention of
the addressee’s name, and in the same intonation unit, asks Elaine how she is in Mandarin.
That she is trying to get the attention of Elaine is also suggested by the change in topic to a
personal question. The switch in medium then is clearly for an interactional reason - Liza is
trying to get Elaine’s attention, so it does not need to be repaired. It is clear that Elaine
understands that Liza is trying to get her attention in line 4 because she does not respond to the
greeting but tells Liza whether she has green beans or not. Further explanation about whether
the selection of Mandarin is significant cannot be answered here. While Mandarin has high
status in the non-English/non-Malay-oriented Chinese community as it is the language of
education, and Liza knows that Elaine is Chinese-educated, the exchange alone does not
present clear evidence that Liza is relying on social indexation to obtain a response from
Elaine. Similarly, the switch to English in line 5 by Liza to signal the closure of the topic, and
then the return to Mandarin, cannot be analyzed further here. Apart from in-depth exploration
of women's interactional history, the usages of three languages may suggest itself have social
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significance, i.e., reflecting the worth of 'doing' a multilingual identity. This issue needs to be
examined in much more depth than can be done here.

The point to be made about the analysis of code selection in KL is that we can account for some
instances of bilingual code-switching by examining its usage in organizing conversational
structure. In some instances, there is no need to introduce a wider social context and no
indexation of social values is intended by the alternations. However, it is also likely that social
relations are accessed in one way or another so that alternations do make sense, as the
following section discusses.

3.3 Evidence of social relations in medium selection
In this sub-section, I explore some of the ways in which the socio-cultural schemas described in
Chapter 2 emerge in the code-switching practices of KL speakers. I explore how the social
schemas emerge in (1) participant-related switching and (2) inter-conversational contexts.

3.3.1 Participant-related switching
As discussed in the context of language negotiation scenarios, information such as participants’
backgrounds as well as situational circumstances such as setting, domain and topic - aspects
that are external to the conversation, can trigger a new medium of interaction to be negotiated.
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This has been studied through a number of perspectives, e.g., situational code-switching
(Gumperz 1982) “participant related code-switching (Auer 1995), and “code alternation”
(Thomason 2001:136). Perhaps because of the diverse codes and languages available and
identity-marking differences in speaker backgrounds, participant-related switching occurs
frequently. Here, I use Gafaranga’s overall order along with the incorporation of non-local
cognitive aspects, i.e., membership categorization analysis (MCA) (Gafaranga 2005, 2001), in
order to demonstrate how participant-related information is critical to the code selection
practices found in KL.

MCA is one way of introducing wider contexts into explanation at a non-local yet
organizational level. This aspect of the CA-based approach, developed by Sacks (1974, 1966)
claim social identity to be “something that people do which is embedded in some other social
activity, and not something that they are” (Widdicombe 1998:191). Like performativity
theories (Stroud 2002), social identities are social resources an individual can use in
interactions with others, i.e., they are only locally relevant so analysis only makes sense in the
local interactional context. The placement of relevance as local is central to membership
categorization analysis because of the observation that participants “constantly fit themselves
and one another into ‘collections of things’” (Sacks 1974 cited in Gafaranga 2005:293).
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Applying this idea to language choice in bilingual or contact societies, the claim is the practice
of categorization by participants also proceeds along language choice lines so that they are
constantly ascribing themselves and each other as belonging to or rejecting membership into
categories as the conversation moves along, in terms that are not predictable from a static view
of the relationship between social categories such as ethnicity and language choice.

A simple example (3.18) demonstrates such a switch. The exchange is between a cake-seller
and the researcher. Until this interaction, the preferred medium negotiated through several
exchanges including this one, has been Cantonese. The conversation begins with Mei answering
my question about whether she is selling a particular cake that day.
(3.18)
1

Mei

Ohh.. kam-yat mo.
today no

2

(Points to another green cake) Si

3

mei
si
haven’t try

i

ko

lah,

Try 3sg that DP
ge-woh.
DP-DP

‘Oh.. today don’t have. Try that one. Haven’t tried!’
4

Sarah

Ho lah.
OK DP

5

Ngo-dei si ah.
1sg-PL try DP

6

Yat lap
One-CLASS

7

((POINTS TO SOMETHING ELSE)) I-ko

tak
lah.
enough DP
this-one

ha-mai tau-sa-pia’?
is it

tau-sa-pia

‘OK. We try. One is enough. This one, is it ‘tau sa pia’ (a kind of cake)?’
8

Mei

Hai loh.
yes DP
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9

Ho sik ge.
Good eat DP
‘Yes. Very good.’

10

Sarah

Hai-m-ai Penang lei
ge?
Is it
come ASSOC
‘Is it from Penang?’

11

Mei

12

M hai.
NEG-is
Ngo-dei i-do cho.
1sg-PL here make
‘No. We make it here.'

13

Sarah

14

Ngo ge ma
hai Penang yen ge.
1sg POSS mother is
person ASSOC
So-yi ngo chung-yi sik.
So 1sg like
eat
‘My mother is from Penang. So that is why I like to eat it.

15

Mei

16
17

Chit-le

ho-ciak ah ..

ho-ciak ah.

This-one good eat DP good-eat DP
Wa-lang
cho
u-nia ah,
1sg-PL make real DP
siang ka
Ghee Hiang e
like LINK
POSS
‘This one is very good, very good. Ours is genuine, like Ghee Hiang’s (famous
maker of this biscuit.’

18

Sarah

lu
si
2sg is

Penang lang
ah?
person QP

‘You are from Penang?’
19
20

Mei

M-si,
no
si chit-peng e
is here
ASSOC
‘No, I am from here.’

Upon hearing that my mother is from the northern state of Penang, in line 15, Mei switches to
Hokkien, the lingua franca for the Chinese population in Penang. Most code-switching
approaches would account for this switch via an identity or socially-based explanation, for
instance, a participant-related switch under the local order approach, where the contrast is not
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with the preceding TCUs but the previously negotiated medium.. An overall approach that
treats medium choice as the unit of analysis would interpret this switch as a change in MCA by
Mei. Prior to this, the negotiated medium, Cantonese, placed us both as participants of ‘doing’
local KL Chinese in which Cantonese is the default code. As new social information is
introduced into the conversation, i.e., finding out that my mother is from a Hokkien speaking
region, Mei reanalyzes and realigns in order to 'do' a Penang-based identity. The change is
performative in the sense that Mei is not Hokkien (line 19-20), and the switch to Hokkien
identity is only relevant in this interactional context - possibly a seller who is accommodating
to her potential customer to create more affinity.

We can also see the emergence of social context through another type of functional deviance
where the medium is suspended and is not repaired - where an alternation is triggered by
direct speech reporting, e.g., (3.19) from Gafaranga.
(3.19)
1

A:

ubu rero ab (.) buretse (.) abazayuruwa bagiye gutangira ngo (.)
fukuza munyarwanda (.) [( )

2

B:

[avec raison (.) [puisque turi imbwa

3

A:

[( ) ((laughter)) ariko

4

C:

avec raison (.) none se none wanzanira ibibazo iwanjye

1

A:

Now Zairians Zair (.) wait a minute (.) Zairians are going to start saying
kick out Rwandan (.) [( )

2

B:

3

A:

4

C

[rightly so (.) [as we do not deserve any respect
[( ) ((laughter)) but
rightly so (.) if you bring problems to my door
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In (3.19), participants use a bilingual medium - French/Kinyarwanda, as the medium of
interaction. They are discussing the Rwandan refugee situation at a time (October 1996) when
the Rwandan army has just invaded Zaire. Many Rwandan refugees live in Zaire and the
participants comment that Zairians might blame the invasion on these refugees and threaten to
kick them out. The noticeable act is that A switches to Swahili (bold underlined) in line 1 to
perform the task of direct speech reporting. Gafaranga’s analysis is that since the alternation
was done for an interactional (i.e., functional) reason, it is not repairable. His analysis
corresponds to Auer’s approach in that the function of the switch is the "otherness", that of
"setting off […] reported speech against its conversational (often narrative) context" (Auer
1995:119). He speculates that Swahili is a possible language Zairians might actually use, thus
the performative aspect of reporting speech is aligned with some indexicality value of the
individuals reported.

The use of code-switching to highlight two identities or different viewpoints appeared in
(2.7b), here reproduced as (3.20). Recall that Mariam and Rosliana are Malay are discussing
differences between urban and rural life, and that for Malays, English is indexed to the former,
and Malay, to the latter. It was pointed out that in retelling her conversation with a new arrival
to the city, Mariam reported her own speech in English, and the new arrival's, in Malay.
(3.20)
1

Mariam

So in a way it is a pity lah.
DP
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2

And that’s why er somebody one of the parent he was saying lah <Q Melayu dekat
DP
orang-orang duduk
people

Putra Heights

reside

KL suburb

ni

semua takda

DEM

all

Malay

LOC

friendly. Q>

NEG-EXIST

‘The Malay people living in Putra Heights are all not friendly’
3

Rosliana

4

Hm.
Walaupun duduk sebelah-sebelah je kan?
Even if
reside next door
only right
‘Even if we live next door to each other right?

5

Mariam

Ha’ah.. dia kata <Q tak friendly. Q>
3sg say

not

‘Ha’ah, she said ‘not friendly‘.
6

I said <Q what do you mean? Q>

7

Dia kata <Q tak macam kat
3sg say

not like

kampung. Q>

LOC village

'She said "not like in the kampung".'
8
9

I said <Q <% what do you expect? %> Q>
Rosliana

10

@@
Yah ke?
Yes QP
'Yes?'

11

Mariam

<Q You don’t expect them to be the same old lady in the kampung. Because the
kampung culture and the city culture is totally different. Q>

12

Dia kata <Q tak Puan Mariam Q>
3sg say

"

no Mrs Mariam

'She said, "No Mrs Mariam."'
13

Dia kata <Q kalau kita
3sg say ‘

14

if

pergi restoran

2pl(incl)

dia kata <Q dia tengok kita
3sg say

3sg look

tu

go restaurant DEM
ni

pun Q>,
also

pun macam Q> you know…

2pl(incl) this SM like

‘She said "If we go to the restaurant, ", she said, "they look at us like" you know’
17

Rosliana

Sesuatu je
like
DP
‘Like…’

18

Mariam

Ha’ah macam tak, tak mesra lah.
like
not, not approachable
‘Like not, not approachable.’

19

The word is ‘tak mesra’

tau.

not approachable/friendly know.
‘The word is ‘not approachable’, you know.’
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20

Rosliana

Ah ah.

21

Mariam

I mean they don’t show the the apa the smile on their face or like this.
what
‘I mean they don’t show the the what, the smile on their face or like this.'

22

No!

23

Dia tengok tu

buat tak kisah je

3sg look DEF do

kan.

not care DP right

‘The way they look (at you) is as if they don’t care right.’

Notice that even when preparing the hearer for direct speech, the alternation is present, i.e.,
the pronominal reference to the reported speaker and the direct speech marker are in the
respective languages, e.g., 'I said', line 8, and 'dia kata', line 12. Auer 1984, 1995 provides an
account that maintains a local explanation, that the function of the contrast is that of “setting
off … reported speech against its surrounding conversational (often narrative) context” (Auer
1995:64), so in this example, by using Malay, Mariam is “setting off” her conversation with the
parent against the immediate one with Rosliana. This is true. However, it seems that in some
instances where the link to indexicality values can be inserted, not only is medium contrast the
entire strategy but also the bringing in of salient themes present in the wider social context. As
was discussed in Chapter 2, the rural/urban distinction is present in the episodic memory of
ethnic Malay culture, with the Malay language and English identitied with each respective
position. Mariam's reported speech uses ascription to known identities out there in order to
highlight to her hearer, the new arrival's and their respective positions.

Cashman 2005:307-308 demonstrates a very detailed account of ascription to membership
categories in examining bilingual Spanish/English speakers in the US, in order to demonstrate
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that which identities are being 'performed' is often more subtle than the indexing of a maximal
identity. In the American context of Cashman's study, maximal ethnic identities would
comprise Latina and Anglo. However, close examination of the local context reveals that
connections of participants, social identities and language choice are not always so straight
forward, and situational conditions (van Dijk 2008) must be kept in mind. In (3.21), the
participants are members of a senior citizens program in Michigan, United States. They range
from balanced bilinguals to those dominant in either English or Spanish, and all know each
other well (except for the researcher who joins in the activities). The participants are playing
te a, a bingo game. Spanish is in italics.
(3.21)
From Cashman 2005:303. Yesenia – program coordinator (Y) and Ednita (E) call a game of
1

E:

te a.

el mundo
‘the world’

2

Y:

3
4

(1.0)
Y:

5
6

the world
the man with the world
(3.0)

Y:

e

n

es e

n

c n nh

b e aba

eteni n

‘the world is the world with a man below (.) holding it’
7

E:

la bola
‘the ball’

8

Y:

the ball

Only Y and E talk but note that there are other participants, including the researcher, an Anglo
and a monolingual English speaker. Y and E are both bilingual. During the game, E makes all
calls in Spanish, as in lines 1 and 7. Cashman’s rejection of the we-code/they-code opposition
means a disagreement with the view that E’s language choice is because of self-ascription to the
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Latino minority group (in the context of American society). Instead, her use of Spanish only is
interpreted as her particular trans-episodic language preference (in the sense of Auer 1984) for
Spanish, stemming from competence or ideological/political reasons, and perhaps limited to
this kind of social activity. Using membership categorization analysis, Cashman further
interprets E as categorizing herself in the immediate local social context (of Spanish/English
bilinguals and monolinguals) as Spanish-dominant and which "serves to group her together
with the other Spanish-speaking participants in the game" (pg307).

Y in contrast to E uses both English and Spanish, appearing to have a trans-episodic preference
for both Spanish and English. In line 2, she responds to E’s call by repeating el mundo in
English. Cashman notes that she does this even though the English-speaking players must have
understood el mundo as they are already acting on the call. She again repeats E’s call in English
in line 8. The interesting thing is that her switches are bi-directional. In lines 4-6, she switches
from English to Spanish, again repeating what was said in the first language. Cashman’s
interpretation of Y’s switches is that they are brought about by the local interactional context she is "dis-affiliating" herself with E’s stance of being Spanish-dominant and instead, is
affiliating with both groups (English/Spanish-speaking) under the identity of "senior citizen’s
program member" (pg307). Her role in the group is as facilitator, so it tries to include all
members regardless of ethnicity and language preference. Her switches therefore emerge from
the interactional context and are at the same time shaped by social considerations, in this case,
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participant-related categorizations. So for instance, her use of English (line 4) seemed to be
aimed at the monolingual English speaker in the group (i.e., the researcher) in what Auer calls
an "ascription of incompetence".

Cashman’s analysis demonstrates the dynamic characteristic of membership categorization in
the sense that it is an achievement that is temporary and dependent on the localized
environment. It also demonstrates that language choice is a membership categorization device
(Gafaranga 2007), i.e., it is used as a resource "to ascribe and accept or reject membership in
groups, or ‘collections of things’, the negotiation of which constitutes practical social action"
(pg307). This is clear from another example of Cashman, here reproduced as (3.22).
(3.22)
Ednita (E), Yesenia (Y) – program coordinator (Y), Marcy (M) among others, again playing
1

Y:

el gallo the rooster
(the rooster)

2

E:

3
4

ay ay ay ay ay ay ay
(1.0)

E:

tengo muchos roosters
‘I have a lot of roosters’

5

Y:

ch s ‘ st s’?
a

t f ‘ st s’?

6

E:

(3.0)

7

Y:

esa es una palabra nueva? rustos? Roosters
(is that a new word? roosters? Roosters)

8

E:

c

se ice rooster? rooster?

‘how do you say rooster? rooster?
9

Y:

Rooster

10

M:

Gallo
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te a

164
Rooster
11

E:

Rooster

12

Y:

Yeah

13

M:

Yeah

In this example, Y is the caller in the game. In line 1, she calls ‘rooster’ in Spanish and English.
E responds enthusiastically with ‘ay ay…’. Silence follows this. E then self-selects in line 4, and
provides an explanation for her response in line 2. Y finds E’s pronunciation of English ‘rooster’
troublesome and initiates a repair in line 5 by pronouncing the word in an exaggerated Spanish
way. E does not respond and there is a long silence. Y continues the repair in line 7 by asking E
if ‘rooster’ pronounced phonetically Spanish is a ‘new word’. Instead of replying to the
question, E introduces a side sequence in line 8 by asking Y a question, to which the latter
replies by pronouncing ‘rooster’ as it would be in (presumably standard American?) English. In
line 10, M offers the Spanish equivalent of ‘rooster’. E, however, in the next turn ignores M and
addresses Y, with a 'correct' pronunciation of ‘rooster’. In line 12, Y grants her approval to E’s
pronunciation, as does M in line 13.

Cashman uses this example to link local interactional context to wider social beliefs in the
American community. First, let us look at the local interactional context. The sequence clearly
focuses on E’s pronunciation of English ‘rooster’. Prior to E’s utterance of ‘rooster’, in calling
the game in both Spanish and English, Y is analysed as ascribing bilingual competence to
herself. Her self-categorization of English competency is supported by her questioning E’s
pronunciation of ‘rooster’. By doing this, she is also ascribing English incompetence to E.
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Cashman ties these membership categorizations to widely held community values in the
following way. One belief in the wider American community is that Chicanos and Latinos do
not want to learn English properly (pg311). She suggests that this belief is ‘talked into being’ in
the sequence by Y. In other words, the actions of questioning and correcting E’s pronunciation
of ‘rooster’ brings about this community belief so it becomes relevant to the local context, as E
is ascribed as a member of the Spanish-speaking English incompetent group. Participants in the
conversation are aware of such beliefs, not only Y by her initiation of repair but E’s as well,
e.g., her resistance to the ascription (turn 5 where she does not orient to Y’s repair, her
challenge to Y about her pronunciation, and her ignoring M’s correction in line 10) desire to
correct her own pronunciation. Cashman also points to non-verbal action as support for this as
after this exchange, E turns her chair away from Y and M11.

To sum up, indexing relationships between social schemas and language use are discursively
used by social actors, and relevance includes also situational circumstances that arise as the
interaction unfolds.

11

The article states that E turns away from Yesenia and Mary, and I am assuming that ‘Mary’ is a typo and should be Marcy.
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3.3.2 Social relations and code selection in KL
In order to introduce code selection norms that are representative of KL speakers, let us look at
‘language negotiation scenarios’, which, as discussed, occur at the beginning of an exchange
because speakers need a medium of interaction. In most conversations. The medium is usually
decided implicitly, with the first speaker usually basing his selection on what works in the past.
As the following examples of implicit and explicit negotiation scenarios indicate, KL speakers
tend to focus on race-based roles. These roles are aligned to languages or particular linguistic
units, thereby providing speakers with some norms in which to initiate the negotiation. Service
encounters highlight this particularly well since interactions are between strangers or at the
very least acquaintances, if transactions have taken place in the past. Table 3.1 contains
marketplace or other service encounters of three primary participants, demonstrating their
code choices with individuals from their own as well as other races.
Table 3.1 - Code selection norms in service encounters
Liang (Cantonese Chinese)

Rosliana (Malay)

Patricia (Hokkien Chinese)

Indian fruit seller (Malay)

Indian nut-seller (Malay)

Chinese grocer (Mandarin)

Fruit seller: Aunty, mango manis.

R: Ah..kakak, ini // er kalau saya nak

Grocer: Wo hai mei you da dian

('Aunty, mango sweet.')

beli=, macam mana kira ah ye?

hua gei ni, yin wei wo hai mei
na dao na ge.

Liang: Manis ah? ('Sweet?')

('Ah older sister, this // if I want to
buy, how do you calculate?')

('I haven’t called you yet because I
haven’t received that…’)

Malay vegetable seller (Malay)

Malay cobbler (Malay)

Chinese fruit seller (Hokkien)

Liang: Encik, setiap-tiap sini er jual

R: Ah pakcik boleh lihat kasutni? ('Ah

Seller: Cho ka anne ku // sa lang nia, lang
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ah? ('Mister, do you sell here every

uncle can look at my shoe?')

day?')

cho? ('Looking so long // only three
of you’re making for?')

S: No.

Chinese vegetable seller

Chinese DVD seller (English)

Chinese hawker (Cantonese)

Salesman: Yeah?

((P points to something.))

R: Er= new story? ('What new

Hawker: I-tit ah? …(3.0) Oi ah

movies do you have?')

hah? ('This? … You want?')

Malay assistant in bakery

Indian stationery shop assistant

Malay fishmonger (Malay)

(Malay)

(Malay)

L: Sorry XX berapa? ('Sorry XX

A: Ah tambi, ada glitter paper tak?

(Cantonese)
Liang: Jau lo wan-gwo mo? (Do
you have want I was looking for?)
S: Jau (Yes.)
Liang: Er m-hai, m-hai ginger,
ginger? ('Er not, not ginger,
ginger?')

how much?')
S: Ah XX dah. If dua saja sedikit?

P: Segar // apa hari ini? ('What is
fresh today?')

(Ah younger brother (in Tamil),
have glitter paper or not?)

Skarang- But skarang even tak
ada stock ah, belum sampai. ('Ah
XX finished. If two only, too few.
Now- But now even don’t have
stock, haven’t more.')

Chinese car salesman
(Cantonese/English)

Indian pewter Shop (English)

Indian clothes-seller (English)

R: This one er pewter.. OK ah24

P: I want the red.

L: I go car ah24 // mo- er

check.. good pewter?

condition hai- (That car, no- er

CS: Sarong ah?

I: Pewter, this one got card.. 45.

P: Sarong lah.

condition is-)

I: it’s already stitched already.

S: OK lah.
L: gei go owner before this? ('How
many owners before this?')
S: One owner.. Chinese ge. ('One
owner. Chinese one.')
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Friend (English)

Her grandson (half-German)

Liang: You long time not back?

O=h Felix/.. there’s some pomelo/

Friend: Er.. mm I don’t go back

you want/?

very often.

To daughter (English)

Liang: Aw. Why don’t lah.. Ipoh

P: It’s very healthy what // this

very nice place and

pomelo.

Friend: Very quiet.

Daughter: Is this the sour one?

Liang: Calm ma=h.

The alternations for each participant demonstrate that code selection strategies involving
strangers and acquaintances are based on participant information such as race, but also
ascription of other membership categories such as social role and presumed educational
backgrounds. The range of options include different languages. For the Chinese, various Sinitic
languages can be negotiated, depending on education, ancestry, place of origin and preference.

Participant-related alignment or accommodation is normal practice in KL. Below are two more
detailed exchanges that involve implicit negotiation scenarios. In (3.23), Liza and her husband
(both Chinese) are at an eatery. They discuss what they want to eat in a mixed CantoneseEnglish code (lines 1-4). However, when ordering, Liza switches to Malay when she addresses
the Indonesian/Malay waitress (lines 9-10). The waitress is also addressed as Malay kakak
‘older sister’, also indicative of alignment with race (see Chapter 4).
(3.23)
1

Liza

Nei
2per.sg

order mit-e?
what

'What are you ordering?'
2

…(2.5)
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3

What do you want to order?

4

…(2.0)

5

Richard

Won-ton mee. ((type of noodle dish))
Noodle

6
7

Liza

Ah.
Kiu ko

kakak

call DEM older sister

lei.
come

‘Call the ‘kakak’ over.'
8
9

…(2.0)
Kaka=k tolong!
please
‘Kakak please’

10

((Waits for server to come)) …(5.0)

11

Dua ini won-ton mee.
two this
‘Two this won-ton noodles.’

Extending Malayness to Indonesians who are living and working in KL is common as
Indonesians are perceived to be culturally close. What is interesting is that even for foreigners,
speakers make sense of the world around them by accessing salient mental models. It does not
mean that Indonesians are viewed as Malays but the ascription provides a way to understand
and negotiate a medium.

(3.24) provides an example of an explicit language re-negotiation scenario, again indicating
race-based participant-related code-switching. LV, a Chinese participant in an informal
meeting, wants to change the established medium of communication from English/Malay to
Mandarin because at that point, he is specifically addressing another Chinese.
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(3.24)
1

LV

Ah have to black and white everything.

2

Have to black and white.

3

So uhm BY,

4

so you have to do right,

5

umm.. ni

yao-

boleh cakap Chinese ah tak?

2sg want

can

speak

DP NEG

‘Umm..you want- can speak Chinese or not?’
6

Basha

Cakap..cakap..cakap
speak speak speak
‘Speak, speak, speak.’

In lines 3-5, LV transitions from English to Mandarin indicating that he is now directly
addressing BY, another Chinese, and begins in English, the established medium. He then repairs
and restarts in Mandarin (line 5). Then realizing he is moving to a less inclusive medium, he
restarts again, this time by asking Basha, a Malay who is chairing the meeting, in Malay,
whether he can speak in Chinese. In line 6, Basha gives him permission. Here, two racesymbolic alignments are performed, first, when he switches to Mandarin in order to address a
Chinese co-participant, and second, when he asks Basha (who is Malay) in Malay for
permission to switch. Even if we consider the switch of medium to Malay to have been because
of the role that Basha is playing, i.e., the chair, hence commanding respect, the way which he
is shown respect is through ascription to race. In both instances, LV could have used the preexisting medium, English but chooses to align to the race of the respective addressees.

Alignments that index race can be much more subtle, through the usage of even singular lexical
items within an utterance, as (3.25) (and exploration of address terms in Chapter 4)
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demonstrate. Here, Rosliana, who is Malay, is talking to a Chinese DVD salesman. First, notice
that she chooses English, not Malay, the other possibility, thereby ascribing the salesman as
non-Malay, and also aligns herself to English-speakingness. However, her English is noticeably
marked by Cantonese lexical items and particles, indicating that she is nevertheless
accommodating to the salesman in the way that she can since Cantonese is not in her
repertoire.
(3.25)
1

Salesman

Yeah?
…(7.0)

2

Rosliana

Er= …(0.1) new story?
(What new DVDs do you have?)
((SALESMAN BRINGS OUT SEVERAL ROMANCE AND ‘FEEL GOOD’ MOVIES
AND LAYS THEM OUT ON A TABLE.))

3

Rosliana

OK ah?
QP

4

Salesman

<F OK= F>,

5

Very nice,

6

for ladies.

7

Rosliana

@@

8

Man

Very good.

9

Sally

<@Who says we want this one?@>

10

Salesman

Yah

11

Rosliana

<@ You sure or not I like this kind of story=? @>
@@@@

12

Salesman

Want new story?

13

Oh.

14

New movie?

15

Rosliana

Yes.

16

Salesman

((shows new release movie))
Xname of movieX

17

Rosliana

[Ai]yeh I watch already (ai)yeh.

18

Salesman

Ok.
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19

Rosliana

Something else.
… (10.0s) (( Both distracted by phone ringing and talking at back of shop))

20

Rosliana

21

Leng-cai=,
suggest lah.
DP

The exchange shows that Rohana is accommodating to the Chinese salesman, by using what
she perceives as the kind of Malaysian English code used by the Chinese population.

Participant-related switching becomes important when participants conduct multirace interepisodal conversations. In (3.26), there is no reason the co-participants could not have
conducted their conversation in English or Cantonese, as all of them are speakers of both.
However, Estelle, who is self-designated as the facilitator in this exchange, chooses to address
each participant through ascribing them to different membership categories. Estelle is speaking
to two Cantonese Chinese girls, PY and SY (aged around 12-13) who are cousins, and their
Indonesian maid (Bintang) who has been with their family for 13 years. They are talking about
PY and SY’s family business, which is selling roast ducks.
(3.26)
1

Estelle
(to

2

Dia mak
sendiri buat?
3sg mother self
make

Bintang)

‘Does her mother cook (the ducks) herself?’

Bintang

Bukan.. er.. orang-kecil.
No

worker

‘No, workers.’
3

Estelle
(to
Bintang)

Oh orang ah=.
Oh person DP
‘Oh, workers.’
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4

Because dia emak

5

3sg mother DP
itu
jual MP Restoran.
DEM sell
restaurant
‘Because her mother sells to the MP Restaurant.'

6

7

ah24,

(to PY
and SY)

Tapi MP

Restoran

itu er

but

restaurant DEF

itik

pun very nice to eat.

duck

also

‘But the MP Restaurant’s er duck also very nice to eat.’
Dia.. MP Restauran // Jalan [Street name]

ko-tou ah24,

3sg.. MP Restaurant Street [Street Name] there DP
'It.. MP Restaurant // [Street Name] there.'
hei ge
Paking ngap yau
hou sik ge wor.
3sg POSS Peking duck EXIST good eat DP DP

8

‘Their Peking duck is really good.’

9

Then nei mami kong
DM 2sg mother say

lei-tei supply bei

hei ge ma.

2pl

3sg DP DP

to

‘Then your mother said that you supply them.’
Hei yau siu
kong bong lei mami lor-fong lah.
3sg EXIST roast say from 2sg mother supply DP

10

‘They do roast but say supply from your mother.’

As the example indicates, Estelle in the role of a facilitator places her co-intellocutors into race
categories in order to organize the conversational structure. When she addresses Bintang,
Malay is used, but Cantonese when directly addressing PY and SY. That she is structuring her
conversation through race roles is clear in line 7, where she transitions from Malay to
Cantonese. Elsewhere in the exchange as shown below, repetition through the two languages
when she wants to address the both of them is a strategy that occurs regularly in the data.
(3.27)
1

Estelle
(to Bintang)

macam mana buat?
How
make

2

Bintang

<XXXX>

3

Estelle

But lei yong mie

(to all)

‘How (is the dish) made?’
sin

2sg use what roast

guna apa untuk roast ini // oven ah?
use what for

173

this

QP

174
‘But you use what to roast, use what to roast this, oven?)

Here, in line 1, Estelle begins by directly addressing Bintang, asking how the dish (roast duck)
is made in Malay. After Bintang’s response (undecipherable), Estelle asks where they roast the
duck. The utterance begins with a code-neutral English discourse marker but. She first asks in
Cantonese directly addressing PY and SY, then repeats it in Malay. The interesting thing is that
both are part of the same intonation unit in a sort of topic-comment structure, where the
comment appears in a neutral language, and the question ends with a single question marker,
suggesting that she is addressing all her co-participants. As this example shows, speakers can
organize their conversational structure by categorizing different memberships to particular
participants.

Conversational structure that is organized by participant-related switching (via membership
categorization that is based on dominant social schemas) is quite common. In (3.28), we see
Cantonese and Malay, the former ascribed to a Chinese, Chan, and the latter, to an Indonesian
maid, Ros. Karen, who has the role of the manager, is a Chinese woman, and facilitates the
categorization of memberships. Here, they are talking about whether they need to purchase
some soup bones.
(3.28)
1

Karen
(to Ros)

2

Ros

Tulang?
Bones?
Ada.
‘Have.’
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Tulang dah tak ada.
Bone finish NEG have

3

‘Bones finished, don’t have.’

4

Karen

5

Ros

@@
Ais box peti tak ada.
fridge
NEG have
‘Fridge doesn’t have.’

6

Karen

7

Oh

tak ada ah?
NEG have QP
Mengapa?
why
‘Oh.. finished? Why?

8

Ros

Dah habis.
Already finished
‘already finished.’
…

9

Chan

Yu guo theng-yat mou..// mou // ngo bei nei yat zhek lah=.
If
tomorrow none // none // 1sg give 2sg one CLAS DP
ying wei ngiao hoi.

10

Because ask

already

‘If none tomorrow, none, I give you one. Because I asked him/her already.’
11
12

Karen (to
Chan)
(to Ros)

Yao ah,
Have DP
Banyak lagi kan?
A lot more right
‘Have. Quite a lot more right?’

13

Ros

Ada.
Have
'Have.'

Like Estelle in (3.27), Karen uses different languages aligned to individual participants to help
order the flow of the conversation. Language choice can also assist in interactional functions.
Below, in (3.29), when the conversation turns to whether they have sharp enough knives,
Karen uses Malay in line 2 (aligning herself with Ros, her maid, distinguishing between her
household and Chan’s) to make the point that those in her house are not sharp.
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(3.29)
1

Chan

Ngo bah dou hou dai bah
1sg CLAS knife very big CLAS

hou gau.
very thick

‘My knife is very big and thick.
2

Karen

Kita punya tak tajam one
oh.
1pl POSS NEG sharp ASSOC DP

3

Tak sangat tajam.
NEG very sharp

4

Ini // buat pun tak tajam one.
DEF
do also NEG sharp ASSOC
‘Ours is not sharp. Not very sharp. It, (the way it does (sharpen)), also not a
sharp one.'

It is possible for Karen to use Malay in this context because Chan has the language in her
repertoire. By separately aligning co-participants to different languages thereby establishing
two mediums of interaction, it is then possible to manipulate these alignments for interactional
purposes.

Membership categorization extends to referents as well. We saw examples of this in reported
speech patterns. In (3.30a-b), notice that indexing race is also extended to individuals.
(3.30a)
1

Rishi

2

Aiman

Where’s Aiyu gone to?
Jalan-jalan.
walk around
‘Walk around.’

3

Rishi

Why jalan-jalan?
walkabout
Ma[kan]?
food

4

'Why walk around? Food?'
5

Aiman

[Go] buy some lip gloss..(0.5) some- some Fisherman Friend.
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PURP
'Gone to buy some lip gloss... some some Fisherman Friend.'
6

Rishi

[Pe]rumpuan lah // they always got something to buy.
woman
'Woman // they always have something to buy.'

(3.30b)
1

Rishi

So elegant Puan Aiyu Cik Ayu [so elegant]
Mrs

Miss

'So elegant Mrs Aiyu, Miss Aiyu, so elegant.'
2

Aiyu

[Last day of work today]

3

Rishi

Last day of work ah?
QP

4

Wah after this <cantik xx> mu=m ah?
EXCL

pretty

QP

‘Wah, after this, pretty… mother ah?’

In (3.30a), when Aiyu, a Malay female is discussed, Malay lexical items are used specifically
when referring to her actions jalan-jalan, makan, or her, e.g., perumpuan. In (3.30b), when
directly addressing her, Rishi calls her by Malay address terms, and uses a Malay adjective
cantik ‘pretty’ in describing her appearance.

We also see categorization of talk being organized in alignment with medium of instruction,
which as mentioned in Chapter 2, is an area in the education sector that is held as important in
the Malaysian socio-political landscape. Medium of education is also aligned to the three
maximal identity categories via Malay, Mandarin, Tamil, with English race-neutral and indexed
to other social values. Because medium of instruction is so salient, switching to a particular
language that is aligned to some aspect of education is also common as in the following
example.
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(3.31)
Liza, Richard (husband) with kids (Victor 11 and Yen 9)
1

Liza

Hey how’s the (.) your class just now?

2

Victor

Yah, was quite (.) good because you

hen duo

ren

zai

na-bian.

EXIST very many people LOC there
‘there were many people there’
3

Liza

zuo shenme?
do

what

‘doing what?
4

Victor

dau-shi you
but

shi

EMP

ta-men shi

EXIST 3pl

hen

hen fei ah.

EXIST very very bad QP

‘but sometimes they are very rubbish.'
5

Liza

zuo shenme ‘fei’
do what

ah kong mit-e?

rubbish DP say what

‘Do what rubbish, what are you saying?’
6

Victor

Kwei-dei chai kong li- li-chek
fei
wa lah fei
dou wai si XX
3per-pl like say this this-CLAS rubbish word DP rubbish LINK bad
‘They like say this rubbish word, rubbish like bad XX.’

(3.31b)
1

Liza

Lei cho-zai

homework mei Girl?

You do-COMPL

yet

‘Have you done your homework yet Girl?’
2

Yen

Yah.

3

Liza

Cho-zai cho loh?
Do-COMP PERF QP?
‘You’ve completed it?’

4

Yen

Ah hah.

5

Liza

Ling lao-shi ge
leh?
Ling Teacher POSS DP?
‘What about Teacher Ling’s class?’

6

Yen

Ling lao-shi?

7

Liza

Hm.

8

Yen

Li lao-shi
ah?
teacher QP?
‘You mean Teacher Li?

9

Liza

Ah.
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10

Yen

Finish already.

11

Liza

Finish already ah?
QP

12

Yen

Ah.
Zuo liao.
do PERF
‘Finished’

13

Liza

Ok lah lei

revision ah?

gi-ki cho lei-ge

DP 2per.sg self

do 2per.sg

QP

‘You do your own revision ok?’
14

Yen

Hm mm.

15

Liza

Later tung er Mama
with

hei-dei

sek dinner ok?

grandma 3per.sg-PL eat

‘Later, we eat dinner with Grandmother ok?’
16

Yen

17

Victor

Yah.
Sudah buat kerja-rumah Bahasa tak?
PERF do homework Malay QP?
‘Have you done your Malay homework or not?'

18

Yen

19

Victor

Yes!
Sudah?
finish
‘Finished?’

20

Yen

Yah!

21

Victor

OK.

During the conversation, when Liza asks her children Victor and Yen about their Chinese
homework, Mandarin is used. Significantly too, when Victor asks his sister about her Malay
homework (line 44), he switches to Malay.

It was also noted in the previous chapter that we can distinguish between local and non-local
ways of using English. While discussing example 3.3, it was suggested that one way that
speakers move away from a local English is to suppress the use of discourse particles frequently
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heard in local codes towards international English. We see this again in 3.32, when Estelle is at
a party with both local and non-local party-goers. Apart from grammatical differences, there
are phonological and intonational characteristics that differentiate local from non-local English.
It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to explore this topic in detail, and no claim is made
here about whether the difference is at the lexical or prosodic levels. Here, I simply center on
how the pronunciation of one lexical item can be a symbolic representation of the two codes.
(3.32a)
1

Estelle

This is so44ba1,

2

Storey

What is this?

3

Estelle

This is so44ya1 sauce.

(3.32b)
1

Malaysian

What do you call this noodles?

parent
2

Japanese

Soba.

Friend
3

Estelle

Soba=.

(3.32c)
1
2

Estelle (to

Lei ge

// yat-tit tong lok

Matt, her

2sg POSS // bit

son)

The sauce // soya= bean sauce neh.

hei leh.

sauce pour 3sg DP
DP

‘Yours// put a bit of sauce on it. The sauce, soya bean there.’

For two syllable English words such as soba and soya where the primary stress is on the first
syllable and the second is unstressed, a Cantonese speaker tends to approximate the difference
in stress by pitch level, leaving the word with a High Low pitch accent, where the stressed
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syllable is High. We see this in Cantonese English of Hong Kong (Gussenhoven 2012, Luke
2000). Local Malaysian English is syllable timed, following other local languages, and lexical
pitch is not usually used to differentiate syllable structure when stress is removed (Lim 2007).
In the examples, pitch accent differences are used by Estelle, depending on who she is
addressing. In (a), when speaking to a non-local (Western) child, she pronounces the words
‘soba’ and ‘soya’ with a High Low pitch accent. In (b), when she repeats the reply of the
Japanese friend to the Malaysian parent, she ‘translates’ using a syllable-timed pattern where
the vowel lengths in both syllables are more equal. This is also present when she tells her son
Matt to put some soya sauce on his soba, (c). In (c), it is also clear she has shifted to a local
Malaysian code, as she uses a topic-comment construction and the local discourse particle that
signals a deictic direction to something or event in the conversation the speaker thinks is
obvious.

Note that usages of international and local Englishes are not only participant-related but also
register-driven. Moving towards international English can occur when situations are deemed
also more formal or distant, as in the following when Rosliana is addressing a mixed race
audience that includes non-Malaysians.
(3.33)
1

Alright uh… so far I would like thank you mummies and daddy because you can make it,

2

can come for our bbq party.
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3
4
5

Thank you Mr <NAME> This is er good support from Mr <NAME>’s family and uhm,E> ..
this is that you make it from the airport right?
Actually it is a good uh way if can show to the children so at least the children will see that
you participate or maybe contribute some event for with the school.

In terms of MCA, doing a formal register is related to membership into English education,
involving the use of educated English (sometimes called ‘international English’) to the extent
that one’s repertoire range allows. Register-related or dialectal aspects of Malaysian English are
not explored here except to note that local/non-local membership categorization does exist,
with local English codes marked by the presence of locally evolved features. (See Alsagoff
2010, which discusses a similar situation in Singapore.)

To sum up, in this sub-section, code-switching practices of participants in this study were
explored. It was shown that notwithstanding the availability of other schemas and strategies
that emerge through interpersonal relationships, the social schemas introduced in Chapter 2
are salient organizational tools used by participants to come to some agreement about
negotiated mediums in their interactions. Compared to other societies, the degree to which
participants can and do organize talk by such schemas is perhaps increased by the ‘rigidity’
with which Malaysian society is ‘officially’ organized. Even then, however, we cannot,
prescribe a ‘one-situation one-language’ type relationship between social relations and
language use because there is also a level of flexibility that underscores speakers’ code-
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switching habits, for instance, the recognition or presumption of varying competences in any
one code or language, and as detailed by the social-interactional approaches, switches can have
no social priorities beyond organizational levels.

3.4 Usage patterns of linguistic units in multilingual talk
While the previous sub-section focused on medium level switches, here, I propose that in
multilingual interactions, similar processes that show traces of the social schemas apply at the
level of individual linguistic items, even singular lexical items. The purpose is to point out that
the discussion of usage patterns of particular linguistic items (Chapters 4-6) can to a certain
extent, be carried out using the same or similar procedures that were done for code-switching,
i.e., with an interactional approach, close attention to the local environment, and in terms of
framing via social schemas.

In the previous sub-section, it was already noted that absence or presence of certain linguistic
units is enough to mark accommodation or alignment to situational or participant categories.
For example, it was noted in discussing (3.25) that by marking her English with Cantonese
particles and expressions, Rosliana is signaling accommodation to the Chinese DVD salesman.
And in 3.32, we saw another example, where Estelle uses pitch differences to move between
local/non-local English. Below, I demonstrate through Cantonese particle ma33, that traces of
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participant accommodation or alignment occurs not just by medium or language switches but
also by positioning linguistic units in strategic locations within the local context.

ma33 is a Cantonese discourse particle that can be found in local KL codes, not only in
Cantonese nor just other Sinitic languages. ma33 expresses ‘obviousness’ in the sense that it lets
the addressee know that the speaker thinks what has just uttered is commonly or widely
known, or should have been obvious to the addressee (Ansaldo & Lim 2012:200, Matthews &
Yip 1994:352). An important preliminary point to make about ma33 is that while it is found in
non-Cantonese environments, it is still very much indexed to Cantonese or Chinese more
generally if identity is only distinguished at the maximal identity group level. Examples in 3.34
show its presence in a range of languages, where it is used simply to express its discourse
function.
(3.34a)
1

Estelle

Kong-wa kong-wa.
speak
speak
‘Speak, speak.’

2

Mat

Ah co mie?
DP do what
‘What for?’

3
4
5

Estelle

Mo.
nothing
Sarah oi

luk-yam ngo-dei ma33.

want

record 1sg-PL

DP

Yan-wai kwei in linguistic ge
Because 3sg

DP

ma33.
DP

‘Nothing. Sarah wants to record us. Because she is in Linguistics, obviously.’
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(3.34b) Malay/English mixed code
1

Faizal

2

Ai (SIGH)
Doraemon tu wujud you kena feed dia dorayaki hari-hari.
D

DEF real

must

3sg dorayaki every day

‘If Doraemon is real, you’ll have to feed it dorayaki everyday then.
3

Rosliana

4

Dorayaki.
Ye lah.
DP

5

Dorayaki’s just a pancake ma33.

(3.34c) Hokkien/English mixed code
1

Karen

((Looking in son’s homework book))
Che
ka
khioq
i
chuan liao.
This LINK collect 3sg select PERF
‘This, already organized’

2

… (5.0)

3

Refer to the tau-cheng ma33,

4

chui
ah,
search DP

5

“gua yan" hamit

front

DP

few talk what
‘This, already organized. Refer to the front, look for “gua yan” whatever.’

In (3.34a), Estelle asks her son Matt to talk. When he asks why, she tells him it is because I
want to record them. The presence of ma33 in lines 4 and 5 indicates that this should have
been obvious or easy for him to work out, also countering any possibility that he might think it
is for an important reason. In (3.34b), the exerpt begins after Rosliana expresses her wish that
the Japanese manga character Doraemon is real. In response, Faizal comments that if it did
exist, she would have to feed it what it eats - dorayaki, a Japanese pancake, every day. His
utterance ends in discourse then, which implies that he thinks that she would not be able to
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cope with this chore. Rosliana’s response that dorayaki is just a pancake ends with ma33,
indicating that she disagrees that this task is difficult – dorayakis, despite being a foreign food
with an exotic name, are just pancakes after all, and they are simple to make. In (3.34c), Karen
is helping her son Clive with his Mandarin homework. They are trying to complete some
Chinese idioms. She tells him to look the idiom up because the idioms are ordered in the
textbook. As he doesn’t quite understand what to do, in line 3, she instructs him to look at the
front of the book, with ma33 indicating that it is obvious that is what he should do. The
examples indicate that ma33 as it is used in Cantonese also appears in a range of other
languages, and not just when speakers are Chinese. Even though it is still identifiably
Cantonese, its network of speakers has spread beyond the Chinese to the extent that usage does
not always “bring about” any kind of social information or membership categorization.

Now consider the examples of ma33 in (3.35), where the speaker alternates from the
established medium in the task of performing direct speech reporting. First, in Gafaranga’s
theory, reported speech is interactional so it is an example of functional deviance (thus is not
repairable). His analysis corresponds to Auer’s approach in that the function of the switch is the
‘otherness’, that of "setting off […] reported speech against its conversational (often narrative)
context" (Auer 1995:119) except that what is noticed is the contrast with the previously
established medium. While the speaker can theoretically construct reported speech that
includes contrasting ascriptions via membership categorizations, for the speaker as well as the
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producers of the reported speech, it is not essential for the performative task to be successful.
In the instances we look at below, however, membership categorizations are used, but its
relevance is only to each interactional context.

(3.35) is a discussion by Karen’s family, about attitudes of some KL people (most likely
Chinese) towards new suburban type middle-class residential areas (Valencia and Desa Park
City) relatively new developments quite far from the city center. It is Eddie, Karen’s husband,
who brings up the subject.
(3.35)
1

Eddie

Last time ah24,
DP

2

when er the first phase ah24,
DP

3

building the Valencia ah24,
DP

4

the new the XrichX say want to buy house in in Valencia one you know.
DP
‘Last time, in the first phase of building Valencia, the new rich said they wanted to
buy there, you know.’

5

Karen

Hm.

6

Eddie

You know people X say what you knowXXXX,

7

You know what they say,

8

<Q Ha this is low low er er second class people,
EXPL

9

is Sungei Buloh area ma33. Q>
DP
‘You know what people said, you know what they said “Ha this [people who buy
there] is low low class second class people would buy there, after all it is Sungei
Buloh area.”’

10

…(2.0)
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11

Clive

Then they all stay.

12

Eddie

But they all stay in in second class area already.

13

Last time the di-buy Desa Park City,
PASS

14

Say <Q This is er- low class people one

ma33,

ASSOC DP
15

Is er Kepong people stay one ma33.” Q>
DP
‘Last time those bought at Desa Park City, they say “This is low class people, is where
Kepong people live.”

16

Clive

There after stay // like,
XtandangX really good one o.
visit

DP DP

‘There, after they live there, they like it, their visit was really good.’

When it comes to reporting the speech of those who disparaged the new developments, Eddie
uses the Cantonese discourse particle ma33 repeatedly at the end of utterances attributed to the
reported speakers. On the surface, ma33 indicates that those who are disparaging the new areas
think that it is obvious that those areas are low or second class. In this usage, Eddie ascribes
snobbishness, old money and old KL to the disparagers through the use of the Cantonese
particle in these strategic positions. The effect is subtle but works because Cantonese is still
perceived to be the dominant Sinitic (dialect clan group) in KL, and in this interactional
context, represents the ‘old world order’, ‘the old city areas’ in the KL Chinese context. Eddie
does not use ma33 or any other Cantonese particles outside the quoted speech (with the
exception of the focus particle ah24 in lines 1-3, which has spread beyond Cantonese (see
Chapter 5), and this “otherness” sets the contrast between people like the disparagers and
others like him (who live in these areas, and furthermore perhaps who are also not Cantonese).
ma33’s appearances here are noticed. Its effect is to heighten Eddie’s mocking tone - these areas
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have now become desirable and the disparagers now want to or do live there. This is taken up
by Clive, in lines 11 and 16. When discussing Malaysia’s diverse groups as a schema in Chapter
2, sub-maximal identities of each race were mentioned but not detailed. This example hints at
the complexity of schematic representations if these were explored in greater detail since they
are aligned to distinct Sinitic languages.

ma33 can also be used to contextualize race. In (3.36) below, Manom, an Indian tells Rosliana
about the rudeness of a Chinese man she used to work with. She complains that he is
uneducated and disrespectful. In line 9, she cites his response to her question about why he
uses bad words.
(3.36)
1

Manom

2

And after that,
I work with another Chinese,

3

Rosliana

Ah

4

Manom

Also not educated,

5

but he don’t know how to respect.

6

Everyday // using a bad word.

7

Rosliana

@@@

8

Manom

And when I ask him <Q why you use a bad word? Q>

9

<Q Saya tak pakai tie ma33.
1sg NEG wear

DP

Saya tak sekolah punya orang. Q>
1sg NEG school ASSOC person

‘I do not wear a tie. I am not an educated person.’

Like (3.35), Manom depicts the man’s first utterance as ending with ma33. He tells her that it
should be obvious he uses bad words because he is uneducated. While he may have in fact said
this, that Manom includes ma33 in the reported speech suggests that she ascribes Chinese
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membership to him. Notice that its relevance is again limited to the local interactional context,
and is differs from its usage in (3.35).

In the final example (3.36), we see how ma33 is again relevant only in the local context,
however not in reported speech but aligned to a referent – ‘Eleanor’, a Chinese friend that
serves as the topic of this excerpt. The participants in this conversation are Malay.
(3.36)
1

Rosliana

Ooh tadi Eleanor ada reply lah.
just now

EMP

DP

‘Ooh, just now, Eleanor replied.'.
2

Faizal

3

Ah.
Is she in <X a placeX> already?

4

Rosliana

Already yah.

5

Faizal

So what XX<are they?> / semua X?
all

6

Rosliana

Hmm.

7

Faizal

No more Eleanor.

8
9

Only get to meet her o=nce.
Rosliana

Quiet lah.
DP

10

Faizal

So sa=d.

11

Rosliana

You beat on in the middle of the roses.. enough lah.
DP
‘You go on and on.. enough already!’

12
13

Faizal

Just one time ma=33
Mana cuku=p?
where enough
‘How can it be enough?’

In discussing Eleanor, from line 8 onwards, Faizal appears to be mocking Rosliana by
exaggerating his sadness that she has left KL. This is achieved by the lengthening the final
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syllable of utterances in lines 8, 10, 12 and 13, mimicking a Chinese strategy that emphasizes
regret or some other negative emotion. He does this in part to irritate Rosliana, and her
responses suggest that he achieves this interactional goal. ma33 appears in line 12 after
Rosliana tells him to stop going on about Eleanor. I suggest that in this performative act, the
referent’s race is indexed through the use of linguistic strategies that align with it. Just as in the
other examples, it is another way in which speakers can bring about wider context via MCA.

There are two reasons for bringing up the range of discursive acts that have been achieved with
Cantonese particle ma33. The first is to highlight what is assumed here - that usage patterns of
even a singular item can retain traces of the wider social context and can be used to do
indexing in the way that codes and languages have been shown to do. Second, in examining
ma33, it is also clear that we ought to proceed with analysis with similar caution when
interpreting relevance of the wider social context for a particular token. It is clear that
sometimes there are simply organizational reasons, e.g., at the level of the TCU or overall
order, for its appearance. However, if in fact participants in a conversation do not notice its
presence as being Cantonese (or are using any MCA in using it) and are merely focused on its
discourse function, then it suggests the particle is emerging as a locally-evolved feature,
accessible to speakers in more than one code or language. As will be explored in subsequent
chapters, two aspects of language use that emerge from the rigid yet flexible organization of
society are (1) adherence to alignment of language resources to the diverse groups and Malay
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privilege, and interpersonal strategies that manage this variation, e.g., accommodation, and (2)
linguistic units that span across languages and codes, to assist successful social action.

3.5 Summary
In this chapter, I provided details about the type of data, methodology, assumptions and
procedures that are important in this dissertation. The naturally-occurring conversations
collected for this study highlighted the fact that Kuala Lumpur residents are characteristically
multilingual, significant variation in repertoire range exists across individuals increasing
language contact, and that multilingual encounters and talk are very normal daily experiences.

I then proposed that the community’s maintenance and perception of diverse groups, in terms
of race, education and cosmopolitanism emerge in code/language choices, where negotiation of
medium regularly draw on one or more of the schematic representations introduced in Chapter
2. I also mentioned that language choices in the Malaysian context can exhibit some degree of
prescriptive rigidity because of the strict aligning of language to social groups, especially race;
however, at the same time, the data and other evidence indicate that the co-constructed
interactions by locals also have a noticeable flexibility in non-adherence to prescribed norms,
and in inclusion of elements from a range of languages.
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I then detailed the social interactional approach that will be used to draw out the meaning of
multilingual elements in code-switching as well as the usage patterns of linguistic units in
subsequent chapters. Social interactional theories of language use are centered on elements
important to the interaction as a type of social action. In the context of multilingual talk, the
focus is on the co-constructed activities of multilingual speakers.

One theoretical aspect of emphasizing the wider social context is that the analyst has to make
some assumption about how social meaning enters linguistic choices. In this regard, codeswitching and social relations, especially in bilingual environments, is a well-researched area. I
critique a number of perspectives from the social interactional approach, to show that they
differ in their assumptions about how social meaning interacts with language choices.

Approaches that are identity-based such as Myers-Scotton’s MMM theory, which proposes
direct indexation of social relations via language choice often encourage interpretations that
assume that a one-to-one relationship exists between social context and language choice. While
that may occur, we also have to provide theoretical space to account for alternations that
emerge from interactional factors. While at an abstract level, MMM does allow for this, it is
difficult to see how an analysis would proceed.
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In order to account for the data, procedures from what Gafaranga 2007 calls “organizational
approaches” will be used. Organizational perspectives, in their focus on order in emerging talk,
view conversations as a type of social activity and understanding them is fundamentally to do
with understanding utterances as social actions in their contexts. To quote Heritage again, talk
proceeds "against a background of who said it, where and when, what was being accomplished
by saying it and in the light of what possible considerations and in virtue of what motives it was
said [original italics]” (Heritage 1984:140). This allows close integration of situational and
interactional elements, especially Gafaranga’s use of MCA which assumes the usage of
schematic interpretations, which as especially noted, a situational factor - participant-related
characteristics, are elevated in language choice in KL conversations.

In the second part of the chapter, I examined code-switching patterns found in the data using
organizational approaches (local order and overall order) to show how social schemas actually
do interact with language choices in KL. In particular, the relevance of the social schemas
detailed in Chapter 2 to negotiated mediums and alternations to and from these in exchanges
was highlighted.

In the final section of this chapter, I briefly outline how interactional approaches and the
procedures outlined can also inform us about selections of linguistic units, the focus of the next
chapters (4-6). In particular, I examine the appearance of one single discourse item, Cantonese
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ma33 across various codes and languages, and demonstrate that they mirror the discursive
patterns found for code-switching.I then propose that even singular linguistic units can be used
for interactionally-meaningful purposes, and in the following chapters, this hypothesis is
further explored.
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Chapter 4 – Usage Patterns of Person Reference Forms
4.0 Introduction
In this Chapter, some usage patterns of address and reference (henceforth ‘reference terms’ for
both address and referring forms) practiced in KL are discussed. Here, ‘address’ refer
specifically to the linguistic forms used by speakers to other participants in an interaction,
whereas ‘reference’ includes third person. Both convey socio-pragmatic information that
operate from similar principles (Stivers 2007, also Agha 2007 350-352), except that variability
for third person references are conducted on a triangularity of the Speaker, Addressee and
Referent (Levinson 2007, 2003). The purpose is to demonstrate through person reference forms
that (meta-)pragmatic principles in KL show traces of the social schemas discussed –
“Malaysia’s diverse groups”, “Malay privilege” and “cosmopolitanism”. In addition, by
examining occurrences in interactions, it is shown that again, just as in code selection, person
reference terms from the languages in contact are accessible to all speakers, even those who
might not be identified as ingroup users of that particular language.

Furthermore, usage patterns suggest that categorization of forms by lexifier language is
sometimes insufficient because the patterns have evolved due to interactional considerations
particular to multilingual KL, if not the Malaysian, contact situation. Norms that govern
reference term selections involve the negotiation of suitable person reference forms through the
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complex melding of macro-social preoccupations as well as interpersonal relationships. Two
aspects of this behavior are examined, (1) usage patterns related to the inherent heterogeneity
in this high contact society, and (2) forms that have either conventionalized or enregistered
usages.

In 4.1, I discuss how examining person reference selection fits into this investigation of
code/language selection in KL. In 4.2, I provide the inventory of the forms found in the data,
listed according to the original source language. In 4.3, I provide detailed analyses of some
usages from the data. In 4.4, I analyze an interaction that displays how the local interactional
environment can ‘bring about’ the selection of certain forms. In Section 4.5, I summarize the
findings.

4.1 Theoretical Points
As discussed in the previous chapter, and throughout this dissertation in general, close
attention is paid to the interactional environment through looking at local context. Here, I
mention some points that are specific to this topic. Important is the assumption that person
reference forms arise out of (meta-)pragmatic considerations.
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Interactional accounts of person reference emphasize the contribution of the local discourse
environment in ‘bringing along’ any socio-pragmatic information, i.e., speakers as social actors
perform acts by selecting certain forms at certain positions because of the immediate local
interactional activity. In providing an interactional account of usage, it is important at the
outset to situate both the speakers and their interactional activity within their community
because available forms are to a large extent guided by typified conventions of that
community.

Person reference forms and systems have long been strongly associated with conventionalized
socio-pragmatic norms in a community since “… reference to person is a fundamental
phenomenon at the intersection between language and social structure” (Stivers, Enfield &
Levinson 2007:2). How individuals are routinely referenced in some definable group, whether
community, society or by language, provides immediate access to salient social categories in
the culture, or “stereotypic social indexicals” (Agha 2007:278) that relate to human relations.
Early research, e.g., Gilman & Brown 1958, Brown & Gilman 1960, Tripp 1972, and many
others, demonstrated that address forms in particular, were linked to particular construals of
social universals such as politeness, formality and social distance but more recent work has
pointed out that indexicality in person reference operates in a more reflexive way than such
research had assumed (e.g., Agha 2007). Some others also demonstrated that the role of
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situational factors such as speaker backgrounds and preferences, and settings (Braun 1998),
also operate as metapragmatic boundaries.

While repeated human to human interactions in general results in non-random ways of dealing
with each other, cross-cultural investigations show that a community has distinct
organizational patterns of socio-pragmatic principles (or Agha’s metapragmatic stereotypes)
that operate on speaker selection. Some patterns can be viewed as ‘default norms’ in the
community, and provide for the speaker and hearer, cognitively compact ways that
automatically express anticipated pragmatic information. They
…publicize key cultural values every time they are used. By giving off information about
relative social positioning, these habitual person-reference formats display speakers’
commitments to socially generalized values, and through this help in reproducing,
maintaining and stabilizing those values. (Enfield 2007:99)

According to Enfield, default address terms are typical standard terms used by speakers in a
particular environment, and are treated as unmarked (expected) in the culture and by the
speaker. Their unmarkedness is underpinned by social conventions of usages in the particular
community. So in English in an Anglophone community for instance, pronominal usage of
I/you/he etc, is the default anaphoric reference terms and are status-neutral, reflecting or
indexing of an egalitarian orientation in the culture. In other cultures, pragmatically unmarked
forms may obligatorily encode social relations between or amongst participants, e.g., fictive
usage of kinship terms. Enfield, for example, argues that person reference in Laotian society
fundamentally reflects strict verticality, hence instantiations of this organizational principle
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such as the elder-junior relationships serve as default or ‘unmarked’ forms in the explicit of
encoding. The idea of pragmatic markedness therefore must be situated within the practices of
a community.

The concepts of default norms and stereotypic social indexicals (see also Labov 1979) are
certainly pertinent to this investigation but the elaborations of both have been based on
evidence from communities that are relatively culturally or linguistically homogeneous, or at
least a society that is organized in such a way that a clear dominant social majority with a
definable language or dialect is identifiable, e.g., a Lao community (Enfield 2007), RP English
(Agha 2003), Pittsburghese, a variety of American English (Johnstone 2013 and references
contained therein) American English, e.g., Ervin-Tripp 1972, kin terms in Thai communities
(Howard 2007), and the many works on French tu/vu forms. As argued, a fundamental and
pervasive organizational principle of Malaysian society operating on person reference is
heterogeneity (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller 1985:5), encapsulated here by "Malaysia’s diverse
groups" (Chapter 2). This, in a very real sense, translates to being a metapragmatic guide that
operates in many aspects of linguistic behavior, none more so than areas that directly access
social categories (as favored by identity-related approaches discussed in Chapter 3.) Primary
categories for potential indexicality are race in the form of the three maximal identities but
broadly construed (since other patterns of reference forms operate also on finer-grained
distinctions within these communities), educational (language) differences, occupations, and
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conventionalized oppositions related to ‘cosmopolitanism’, such as traditional versus modern,
and local versus non-local (foreign). Unlike many enregistered speech patterns, locale is, at
least currently, insignificant, and class can be reduced to educational history. The resultant
complexity, where multilingualism and multiculturalism mingle without a clear dominant
social trajectory that applies to all participants, makes it all the more important to recognize
that selection of forms adhere to salient macro-social categories, yet is mediated in each
interaction. Needless to say, because of the cultural preference for heterogeneity, the range and
numbers of possible variant forms, from which speakers can perform acts of identity and take
stances, are increased. Outgroup members are also able to more freely use and manipulate
forms associated with other groups yet remain somewhat unnoticed since that strategy is
typical, unlike in societies where affiliations of codes to certain groups of speakers translate to
a much stronger barrier to outgroup member access, so that ‘crossing’ or ‘passing’ that
Rampton speaks about, is not the norm, hence noticed. The approach taken here argues that
there are clear cultural norms guiding person reference, but they underspecify in relation to
what forms ought to be used in any situation or interaction, because there are suborganizational principles operating on speakers that determine the forms chosen, and as noted
previously, a degree of flexibility that relaxes any prescriptive norms.

To cater to this, a flexible approach to the association of metapragmatic principles to the forms
themselves is taken, in which there is underspecification of the actual forms used. For example,
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the strict concern with the elder-junior verticality in Lao is also a cultural preoccupation of all
three maximal group identities. The cultures of all three maximal identities share an
orientation towards "authority ranking" (Fiske 1992 as contained in Enfield 2007:100), and
prefer forms that express a relative rather than absolute frame of reference (Levinson 2003), for
which kinship terms are highly suitable. Therefore, in most every-day interactions, expressions
of person reference are still likely to encode asymmetrical positioning between speaker and
addressee (and in the instance of third person reference, favor forms that demonstrate similar
relationships with either speaker or addressee). The exception is where interlocutors choose to
categorize themselves or the other by the modern more egalitarian norms. Forms actually used
however, will be guided by interactional or situational properties, which may foreground
specific salient categories such as differences in age, occupations, educational levels and race.

4.2 Person reference forms in the data
In this section, I provide an inventory of the forms found in the data, and a brief discussion of
usages in each language. These include personal pronouns, kinship terms, titles and other
expressions. None are particularly unusual in that they are all regularly used in KL.
Categorization is by the original lexifier language, and signifies no suggestion that a form
‘belongs’ to that one language. By tabulating the forms, especially those in Malay, it is not
intended to mirror how speakers actually use them as the range of acts speakers reflexively do
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with each form requires extensive exploration of their appearances in interactions, and while
subsequent sub-sections provide samples of such acts, it is in no way adequate for a thorough
account of performing via person reference in KL. Another drawback of categorizing them by
language is that it suggests that that form selection operate strictly by language, which in KL, is
of course only a partial motivation. Moreover, some forms are enregistered to certain groups of
speakers rather than a language, and others are used irrespective of the languages/code of
communication, e.g., English Aunty/Uncle.

The inventory is also not exhaustive but strongly reflects the repertoires of the ’middle-class’
participants in this study. A wider study incorporating other communities of practices in KL, or
Malaysia, would reveal other terms and further richness in their manipulations by speakers. If
we were to examine Malay person reference systems as used by Malays in largely low contact
environments for instance, we might find forms that signify register differences beyond what
the data here can exemplify. Similarly, focusing on Chinese and Indian sub-ethnic communities
would yield further forms from a number of languages and usages that are not dealt with here.

Tables 4.1-4.3 list forms commonly used in each language found in the data, with the exception
of English. Apart from true pronouns, common kinship terms are provided as fictive usages of
these serve as default person reference forms and can compete with pronouns in the same or
similar environment, e.g., non-initial usages. (Another strategy in this environment is argument
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ellipsis.) However, further demonstrated, availability of both as default forms and
transferability of norms associated with educated/international English usages) allows speakers
to discursively enlist forms for stance-taking and other interactional work.

Table 4.1 displays the three Sinitic languages that were found in the data. Cantonese forms are
obviously the most publicly visible, given the language’s role in the creation of a lingua franca
of the Chinese population in KL. In all languages, usages of fictive kinship terms and argument
ellipsis are prolific, perhaps due in part to the traditional social barrier to the usage of
pronouns as address terms (Chao 1959:217). While the influence of English address
conventions have decreased this practice and certainly second person pronouns appear as
address terms in the data, studying this change is beyond the scope of this study.
Table 4.1 - Sinitic Address and Person Reference Forms
Language

1sg

2sg

3sg

Kinship Terms

Others

Cantonese

ngo5

lei5

keui5

ma1ma1 ‘mother’, ba1ba1 ‘father’,

siu2-ze2 ‘miss’,

ze4ze2 ‘older sister’, mui4-mui2

leng1-neoi2

‘younger sister’, ko1ko1 ‘older

‘pretty girl’,

brother’, po4-po2 ‘grandmother’, a-

‘leng2-zai2

kung1 ‘grandfather’, a-ku ‘aunt’, a-suk

‘pretty boy’

‘uncle’, zai2 ‘son’, neoi2 ‘daughter’
Mandarin

w

n

t

n/a

la sh ‘teacher’

Hokkien

gua/wa

lu1

i3

ma3ma3 ‘mother’, pa3pa3 ‘father’,

tauke-neo ‘lady

che3che ‘older sister’,

boss’

1

sio4mui1‘younger sister’, ko3ko3
‘older brother’, ti3ti3 ‘younger
brother’, ama2 ‘grandmother’,a-kong5
‘grandfather’, a-i6 ‘aunt (maternal), ako1 ‘aunt (paternal)’, a-ku1 ‘uncle
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(maternal)’, a-peɁ ‘uncle (paternal –
older than father), a-chek ‘uncle
(paternal -younger than father)’
Notes: (1) Pronouns are pluralized by attaching the relevant plural suffix: Cantonese –dei6, Hokkien –
lang2 ‘person’, Mandarin -

n. In some Hokkien varieties, lang is fused with the singular pronoun

generating lexical plural forms guan ‘1pl’, lin ‘2pl’, in ‘3pl’, however, these are not typical in the varieties
used by the participants of this study. (2) Reflective of the Chinese population generally, whose ancestry
is in southern China, Mandarin is not the home language of the participants of this study, and no
Mandarin kinship terms were used.

Kinship forms are complex and traditionally highly specific in encoding one’s position in the
clan or extended family, marking for lineage, patrilineality/matrilineality, order in family etc.
Although this level of specificity has long begun to break down, vestiges of the practice is
visible, e.g., in the Hokkien forms. Similar forms in Cantonese are still used by those whose
home language is Cantonese, e.g., saam-po ‘third grandmother’:
(4.1)
1

Choong

Ran away loh.
DP

2

Saam-po

ran away.

third-grandmother
‘Ran away. Third grandmother ran away.’

Choong, whose family’s home language is Cantonese, refers to his "third grandmother", as the
referent was the third ‘wife’ of his grandfather.

Tamil-originated terms are adstrates in the KL environment and are regularly heard amongst
some Tamil speakers or are used to address an Indian perceived to be traditionally-oriented or
non-English educated. In the data, only kinship terms were used amongst Tamils as well as by
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non-Indians who selected them to align with their addressee or recipient. Tamil forms, in
general, appeared infrequently in the data because of the shift to English as home language in
educated Indian communities.
Table 4.2: Tamil Address and Reference Terms
Tamil

1

2

3

Kinship Terms

n/a

n/a

n/a

appa ‘father’, amma ‘mother’, akka Ɂ ‘older
sister’, anna(n) ‘older brother’, tambi
‘younger brother’, tangachi ‘younger brother’,
tatha ‘grandfather’,

a a Ɂ ‘orig. maternal

uncle’, athai ‘aunt’
Notes: Only the Subject pronominal forms are given. In practice, pronouns are rarely used as terms of
address, especially at the beginning of an interaction. There are also suffixes that are attached to verbs to
indicate politeness to addressees.

While sharing the preference for relative frame of reference and verticality of the other
languages (see Cooke 1968 for this typological congruence in Asia) the traditional Malay
pronominal system is much more complex in its encoding of sociopragmatic information, and is
subject to register shifts (Asmah 2009). Yet standard textbook descriptions (e.g., Othman &
Atmosumarto 1995/2004, Asmah 2009) and inventory lists such as Table 4.3 (following Asmah
2009:88-89) below, rarely address this aspect adequately, especially the unavoidable register
subtleties in pronoun usage.
Table 4.3 – Malay Address and Person Reference Forms
Malay

Respectful

Neutral

Low/Intimate

First

Saya

saya, kami

aku/ku

Kinship Terms

Titles

bapa ‘father’, emak

Encik ‘Mr’,

(excl.), kita
(incl.)
Second

Tuan ‘sir’,

anda, saudara,

kamu/mu,
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Puan
‘Madam/Mrs’

saudari

engkau/kau,

‘mother’, kakak (kak)

Mrs’, Cik

awak

‘older sister’, abang

‘Miss’

(bang) ‘older brother’,
adik (dik) ‘younger
sister/brother’, datuk
(tuk) ‘grandfather’,
nenek (nek)
‘grandmother’ pakcik
(cik) ‘uncle’, makcik
(cik) ‘aunt’
Third

beliau, beliau-

dia, ia, -nya

beliau

mereka (pl)

Notes: (1) In spoken Malay, it is common to use the dia even for plural or to attach orang ‘person’ to the
3rd person singular form to pluralize, e.g., dia-orang ‘they’ (cf. Hokkien –lang). (2) ia is found in the
written form only (pg89).

The linking of form to meaning in this way, which is similar to what is taught in school, does
not indicate the range of acts performable for each form. For example, anda is taught in school
to be the neutral form yet as Asmah 2009:88 notes, anda is mainly found in advertisements,
letters and circulars, and rarely in conversation, regardless of the respective statuses of speaker
and addressee. While an investigation into address norms in Malay is beyond the scope of this
study, it is worth mentioning because there is a disconnect between prescriptive norms and
their usages in everyday conversations, by both Malays and non-Malays. While the issues for
each are distinct, they arise from the fact that the neutral forms of first and second person are
limited in suitability for oral communications between human interlocutors who want to
perform a variety of interpersonal relationships and stances that subtly project a multiplex of
social categories such as status, and degrees of distance. (Such nuances occur in Malay
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languages in general. For instance, see Englebretson 2007 for an analysis of usages of first
person forms in Colloquial Indonesian.)

The pragmatic complexity of the Malay reference system has long been recognized, and has
even proven to be difficult to manipulate for many urban non-Malay Malaysians, the majority
of whom first exposure is via textbooks at school rather than through intensive personal
interactions with Malays, and miscommunications are regular occurrences, as the following
account in (4.2) below suggests. Here, Manom tells Rosliana, a Malay female, about her
communications with a 9 year old Chinese girl, whom she feels has transgressed social
expectations in her usage of kamu ‘2sg’ when addressing her.
(4.2)
1

Manom

2

Ah,
so the way she don’t know to put the respect word <Q Aunty dah

makan ke?

Q>
PERF eat

QP

‘Ah, so the way she doesn’t know how to put the respect word – “Aunty, have you
eaten?” (Note: ‘Have you eaten?’ is a common greeting in Asian cultures.)
3

Rosliana

4
5

Ah.
Like that.

Manom

<Q Aunty dah
PERF

makan ke? Aunty apa khabar? Q>
eat

QP

how.are.you

‘"Aunty, have you eaten? Aunty, how are you?”'
6

We // Malay //,

7

Rosliana

Ah ah.

8

Manom

whenever I step into Malay house, I will salam their hand. I will kiss their hands.
greet

9

That’s why when whenever we go to the some other race’s,

10

we must go to their their culture.
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11

We go in to their culture.

12

Rosliana

@

13

Manom

Whenever we go to the Indian house,

14

enter to the culture.

15

That’s the way we are respect each other.

16

But no ‘kamu’.
2sg

17

Whenever she talk on the phone,

18

er <Q Aunty ah Q> she will call me Aunty first <Q kamu ada

rumah ke?

2sg EXIST house QP
Saya nak

ambil buku dengan kamu. Saya dekat rumah kamu.’ Q>

1sg want bring book to

2sg

1sg LOC house 2sg

'Are you at home? I want to bring a book to you. I am at your house.’
19

So I don’t know whether I’m her friend or my daughter’s friend.

In colloquial Malay, kamu ‘2sg’ is a pronominal form used between intimates or those who are
familiar with each other. It is considered rude when used to address someone older than
oneself, so for the 9 year old to address Manom by this form is unacceptable. As Manom
indicates (in Lines 1 and 5), the appropriate address form would have been to use the kin term
Aunty fictively in place of a Malay pronoun. The social miscue demonstrates complexity on
many levels. First, it is likely that the girl intended to be polite, as her initial address term was
Aunty (Line 18), which indicates respect for an older woman, especially of one's mother's age.
Second, her usage of kamu and saya ‘1sg” (line 18) for herself, suggests that although she uses
Malay lexical items, the politeness strategy is culturally Chinese. Chinese pronouns do not
encode relative hierarchy, and presumably she has been taught the Malay ones at school,
where register differences practiced in colloquial Malay, is not taught. Third, it is clear that
pragmatic sensitivity is highly salient in Malay pronominal usage patterns since Manom has
brought this example up to demonstrate a social point about the lack of accommodation of the
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Chinese to the dominant culture. Through this example, it is apparent that Manom's grievance
is locally relevant only. Manom is actually a Tamil Indian but as we have seen by previous
examples, she ascribes Malayness to herself in various ways when discussing the Chinese
negatively. In this instance, she uses the pragmatic sensitivities of the Malay address system to
convey the perceived ignorance of the Chinese toward the dominant culture.

4.2.1 English person reference forms
In addition to these, English person reference forms are frequently found in the data. They
seem to be used in two ways. First, conventional usage patterns for English person reference
forms are found, no doubt due to the sizeable numbers of English-educated, English-speaking
networks, and the visibility of foreign professionals working in KL. Second, some English forms
are enregistered to social relations that have emerged in the local context, particularly those
evolved from aspects of urban living that could not be easily subsumed under pre-existing
forms. English, or through X-Englishes, in its role as intergroup codes for educated individuals,
and its association with modernity, provide a ready source of forms through which locals can
innovate and adapt to their local context. Usage patterns for English person reference forms are
therefore particularly interesting in KL because they possibly fulfill niches in urban networks
that call for cosmopolitan (either race-neutral or non-hierarchical) forms.
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4.3 Socio-cultural metapragmatic norms
4.3.1 Alignment with race
As might be expected given Malaysia’s preoccupation with race, defined in terms of the three
maximal identities, the strategy of using forms that encode race (through perceived languages
indexed to those races) is typical. The following examples show that speakers can select forms
that align with the race of the addressee or recipient. In (4.3), Rosliana, a Malay female,
addresses a younger Tamil male shop-assistant in a stationery store. She communicates in
Malay, the intergroup code used when a speaker perceives the non-Malay hearer as uneducated
in English, but selects a Tamil kinship term.
(4.3)
1

Rosliana

Eh..tambi
younger brother

ada
have

sticker kanak-kanak ke?
children

QP

‘Eh younger brother, do you have children stickers?’

Preference for recipient-associated forms such as this is pervasive. Rosliana could have used the
equivalent Malay kinship term adik, which would have simply indexed the elder-junior
relationship but not race. Either form in this interaction would be considered normal and
appropriate.

In order to demonstrate that this is expected behavior, consider the following example (4.4),
which was (3.30b), in which alignment to the race of the addressee/recipient is performed in a
more elaborate way. It was noted that when Aiyu, a Malay woman, was discussed by her three
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male colleagues, they indexed her Malayness by employing Malay lexical items in various
places during the conversation.
(4.4a)
1

Rishi

2

Aiman

Where’s Aiyu gone to?
Jalan-jalan.
walk around
‘Walk around.’

3

Rishi

Why jalan-jalan?
walkabout
Ma[kan]?
food

4

'Why walk around? Food?'
5

Aiman

[Go] buy some lip gloss..(0.5) some- some Fisherman Friend.
PURP
'Gone to buy some lip gloss... some some Fisherman Friend.'

6

Rishi

[Pe]rumpuan lah // they always got something to buy.
woman
'Woman // they always have something to buy.'

When Aiyu returns from window-shopping, Rishi complements her on what she is wearing,
addressing her using Malay titles. He first uses the respectful Puan ‘Madam/Mrs’, then realizes
that Cik ‘Miss’ is more appropriate due to age, and corrects himself.
(4.4b)
1

Rishi

So elegant Puan Aiyu.. Cik Aiyu [so elegant]
Madam
Miss
‘So elegant Madam Aiyu er Miss Aiyu, so elegant.’

2

Aiyu

[Last day of work today.]

3

Rishi

Last day of work ah?
QP

4

Wah after this cantik XX mum ah?
DP

beautiful

QP
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In the instance where addressee or recipient is Malay, on the one hand, the identification of
Malay as the language of the Malay is so strong in the community that the use of a non-Malay
term, e.g., Mrs Aiyu or Miss Aiyu, may be viewed as insensitive or inappropriate. On the other
hand, a 'modern Malay' may want to be addressed using an English form, and selecting a Malay
form may be deemed to associate that individual with kampung or non-cosmopolitan values. It
is therefore sometimes difficult. In contrast, there are fewer issues when selecting English
address forms for Indians and Chinese, since modernity is seldom under contest and is
evaluated positively.

Speakers also align their code choice to topics in educational domains, which are demarcated
along four language based lines. In (4.3), a teacher associated with Mandarin-medium school is
referred to by her Mandarin honorific laoshi ‘teacher’ even when the conversation is in a
Cantonese-English code (4.5a) and English (4.5b).
(4.5a)
1

Liza

Lei zou-sai

homework mei ge?

3sg do-COMP

QP QP

‘Have you finished your homework?’
2

Yen

Yah.

3

Liza

zou-sai
zo?
Do-COMP PERF
‘Done already?’

4

Yen

Aha.

5

Liza

Ling lao-shi go leh?
teacher DET DP
‘What about that (the work) for Teacher Ling?’
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6

Yen

Ling lao-shi?

Clive

Neh today I saw Li Lao-shi you know.

(4.5b)
1

DP

Li Teacher

‘Today, I saw Teacher Li.’
2
3

…(2.0)
Karen

Na
ge
Which CLAS

Li lao-shi?
Li teacher

‘Which Li Lao-shi?’

In (4.5b), Karen's entire reply is in Mandarin, demonstrating that the kind of referent anchoring
that was seen in (4.3) is quite commonplace.

The previous examples are default forms that are unnoticed by the interlocutors. The next few
examples demonstrate that speakers can use alignment to race for stance-taking. Rosliana, of
Example (4.3), is shopping in a suburban area. She visits a number of local shops and stalls in
one of the few more ethnically-mixed areas in KL. Both the buyer and seller roles have
incentives to create a pleasant interpersonal relationship. For the buyer, when buying from
individual sellers in stalls and small shops, prices and quality tend to be vary, and one has to be
aware of being cheated. At the same time, sellers also want to create a warm atmosphere for
potential repeat customers.

(4.6a-c) are excerpts from a short exchange in Malay between Rosliana and Prima, a female
Tamil Indian nut-seller who looks approximately 10 years older than the former. Traditionally,
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sellers of nuts and savoury snack foods are Tamil Indians, whose temporary stalls are set up in
markets as well as at roadsides of busy shopping areas. Rosliana, who is interested in
purchasing some snacks for Hari Raya, a major Malay festival, approaches Prima, whom she
has never met. The discussion centers on the types of nuts and snacks Prima sells, and their
prices. The focus here is on the forms Rosliana uses throughout the exchange, especially on the
alternation between Malay kakak ‘older sister’ and akaɁ, the Tamil equivalent. (The terms are
similar because Malay kakak is derived from Tamil. Some speakers omit the final glottal stop in
Tamil aka Ɂ . I have left it in here to reflect Rosliana's speech.) The exchange is initiated by
Rosliana. Her code selection is Malay, likely because she does not speak Tamil and it is not
expected that a Tamil nut-seller, presumably with limited education, would be comfortable in a
code involving English. For non-English speaking Malaysians perceived to have had limited
education, the default interethnic code is Malay so Rosliana’s choice of Malay is not unusual.
(4.6a)
The relevant forms are is underlined.
1

Rosliana

Aa..kakak,
older sister

2

ini er= kalau saya nak beli= macam mana kira
ah ye?
this
if
1sg want buy
how
calculate DP DP
‘Older sister, this (pointing to particular type of nut), if I want this, how to
calculate the price?’

Rosliana begins by addressing Prima as kakak in Malay, and referring to herself as saya ‘1sg’.
Her opening address forms conforms to expected social conventions: kakak is the unmarked
default kinship encoding Rosliana’s junior position in terms of age, and her choice of 1sg
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pronoun saya when referring to herself is typical in interethnic conversations, with strangers or
in formal situations, and is appropriate for a speaker who is younger than the hearer. (saya is
the default 1sg form used throughout the exchange by both Rosliana and Prima. I suggest that
in this setting, the other Malay option aku is too intimate for strangers, as it is used mostly in
Malay ingroup intimate environments. Rosliana, whose active repertoire includes the
egalitarian English I/you never uses them here, presumably because of the respective roles she
has ascribed to her co-participant and herself.) Once the discussion is underway, approximately
30 seconds into the exchange, Rosliana switches to the Tamil form akaɁ.
(4.6b)
1

Prima

Sera- seratus gram.
100
‘100 grams’

2

Rosliana

Seratus gram.
100 gram
Semua kalau seratus gram sama harga ke akaɁ?
All

if

100

gram same price QP older sister

‘Is it the same price for 100g for all of them, older sister?’
3

Prima

Tak sama.
not same
‘Not the same.’

Notice that it appears when Rosliana asks Prima a question rather than when a 2nd person
pronoun would normally be used. Using the Tamil form aligns to Prima’s race, and is an
example of accommodation to "Malaysia's diverse race". The potential result is the creation of a
more intimate and warm interactional atmosphere. Tamil akaɁ appears once more, in the same
position, shown below in (4.6c), Line 12. After being told the prices, which she considers a
little on the high side, Rosliana teasingly questions a serious Prima by exaggerating her
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disbelief that the specialty snacks are homemade and not from a factory. Homemade is
considered better quality so Rosliana wants to be sure that Prima’s snacks are really
homemade.
(4.6c)
1

Rosliana

2

Nam-belas ringgit.
Sixteen
dollars
Ini kakak
memang
buat sendiri yek?
this older sister of course make self DP
‘$16 dollars. These, kakak (you) of course make yourself?’

3

Prima

Mak
buat.
mother make
‘My mother makes.’

4

Rosliana

Semua?
all
‘All?’

5

Prima

Ah.
yes
‘Yes.’

6

Rosliana

Um ye ke?
DP QP
‘Really?’
@
Saya macam tak percaya.
1sg like
NEG believe

7
8

‘I don’t believe it.’
9

Prima

10

Rosliana

Eh?
Bukan order dari kilang ke?
Not
from factory QP
‘They aren’t ordered from the factory?’

11

Prima

Takdelah.
no
‘No!’

12

Rosliana

Betul ke @@ akaɁ?
true QP

older sister

‘Really older sister?’
13

Prima

Betul.
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true
14

Boleh cuba boleh rasa.
can try
can taste
‘True. You can try it.’

The appearance of akaɁ seems to signal Rosliana’s continued attempt at creating a warmer and
more familiar atmosphere, to soften her questioning. That the kakak/akaɁ alternation is
interactionally significant is supported by Rosliana’s continued usage of Malay kakak in
positions where there are no positive stances, as in line 2 in (4.6c) above, and (4.6d), below.
Here, kakak appears instead of a 2nd Person pronoun, since the use of pronominal forms to an
older person would be considered rude.
(4.6d)
1

Rosliana

Kalau macam saya nak tempah untuk Hari Raya kakak
ada
if
like
1sg want order for Hari Raya older sister have
contact ke ada tak?
contact QP have not
‘If like I want to order for Hari Raya, kakak is contactable or not?

2

Prima

Ada ada
selalu sini.
EXIST EXIST always here
‘Am am always here.’

It is notable too, that stance-taking by switching to another language is simply one option a
speaker can exercise. In (4.6e) below, Rosliana finishes the exchange by calling Prima kak, the
shortened, more intimate form of kakak (Asmah 2009), after establishing some relationship to
be the latter’s customer in the future.
(4.6e)
1

Rosliana

Oh ok so..nanti
later
kakak

saya akan telifon Encik Kumaran lah,
1sg will phone Mr
siapa

ke?

218

Kumaran DP

219
Older sister
2

‘Oh ok so, later I will phone Mr Kumaran… what's older sister's name?’

3

Prima

Prima.

4

Rosliana

Prima?

5

what.name QP

Sedap nama Prima,
nice name

6

ok thank you kak,
older sister

7

nanti saya akan call.
later 1sg will
‘Prima. Nice name Prima. Ok thank you older sister, later I will call.’

The exchange between Rosliana and Prima demonstrates that speakers can shift to use forms
that align to race to resolve local interactional problems. Here, it is used to signal a desire for a
change in interpersonal relations, in this instance, closing social distance between a customer
and seller, by selection of a form that aligns to the hearer’s race. In terms of MCA, Rosliana's
alignment gives her membership into the Indian race. This is possible because of the
entrenchment of "Malaysia's diverse groups" into the three races and the indexing of particular
languages to each race is so salient.

Alignment with race in stance-taking is again used during Rosliana’s exchange with a male
Chinese DVD seller. It was mentioned when this example was discussed previously that buying
a DVD in a local shop or stall often involves banter between a seller and buyer about movie
suggestions, new offerings, as well as quality, if the items for sale

include illegally made

copies. It was noted that from the beginning, she attempts to narrow the social distance of an
interethnic stranger-stranger encounter, by inserting linguistic as well as intonational elements
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approaching those typical of Cantonese. Such elements, such as syllable lengthening in Lines
15, and 22, and increasing the usage of Cantonese discourse and exclamation particles, e.g.,
aiyeh, all show frustration (So 2002:5). What is of particular interest here is her choice of the
address term leng3-cai2 ‘handsome fellow’ in Line 15.
(4.7)
1

Salesman

Yeah?
…(7.0)

2

Rosliana

Er= …(0.1) new story?
(What new DVDs do you have?)
((SALESMAN BRINGS OUT SEVERAL ROMANCE AND ‘FEEL GOOD’ MOVIES
AND LAYS THEM OUT ON A TABLE.))

3

Rosliana

OK ah?
QP

4

Salesman

<F OK= F>,

5

Very nice,

6

for ladies.

7

Rosliana

@@

8

Man

Very good.

9

Sally

<@Who says we want this one?@>

10

Salesman

Yah

11

Rosliana

<@ You sure or not I like this kind of story=? @>
@@@@

12

Salesman

Want new story?

13

Oh.

14

New movie?

15

Rosliana

Yes.

16

Salesman

((shows Rosliana new release))
Xname of movieX

17

Rosliana

[Ai]yeh I watch already (ai)yeh.

18

Salesman

Ok.

19

Rosliana

Something else.
… (10.0s) (( ALL DISTRACTED BY PHONE RINGING AND TALKING IN BACK
OF SHOP))

20

Rosliana

Leng-cai=,
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suggest lah.
DP

Prior to Rosliana’s turn in Line 15, the seller had been suggesting a number of movie titles, all
of which Rosliana rejected as either romantic sop or ones that she had already watched. 10
seconds of silence ensues, as the DVD seller appears ready to give up. To urge him to continue,
Rosliana addresses him as leng3-cai2. leng3-cai2 and the female equivalent leng3-neoi2 ‘pretty
girl’ (lit. ‘pretty daughter’) are terms regularly used by Cantonese Chinese to each other,
whether with friends/family, or strangers, as in marketplace exchanges. In either setting, the
recipient of the address term need not be good-looking nor does the Speaker/Addressee have to
be of opposite sexes, because the stance projected is one of warmth and positivity towards the
addressee. It has interpersonal significance as it can signals a kind of playfulness, especially
when used amongst friends and family, or familiarity/localness (see Section 4.4.3). When used
in a trading situation, it may be a strategy by a buyer to get a better price, or by the seller to
get the buyer’s custom, as in (4.8). In this scenario, Joane, a Chinese female, is on her daily trip
to the market. She passes a food stall that she regularly buys from. The female seller calls to
her in Cantonese.
(4.8)
1

Seller

Leng-neoi kam-yet sik meye ah?
Pretty-lady today
eat what QP
‘Pretty lady, today eat what (from my stall)?’

The choice of leng-neoi both projects familiarity and warmth towards the Addressee, and is
regularly encountered in Chinese recipient exchanges in KL. There appears to be a
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metapragmatic strategy to use formal terms to index foreignness, as the following example
might suggest.
(4.8b)
1

Durian seller

Gau

ma siu-ze?

Enough QP miss/lady
‘Enough, miss?’
2

Michelle

Gau
lah.. gau
lah.
enough DP enough DP
‘Yes enough.’

3
4

…(10.0)
Durian seller

Lei bin-dou lei
ge?
2sg where come DP
‘Where are you from?’

Michelle is stopped by the roadside stall outside of KL and has purchased a durian, a local fruit,
to eat. Before this excerpt, Michelle had expressed her preference to speak in Cantonese, after
the durian seller begins in Mandarin (3.10). After she is done, the durian-seller asks her if she
had enough. She is addressed by siu-ze ‘miss’, a polite and pragmatically distant term for a
young(er) woman. That he has concluded that she is not from the local area is supported by his
question to her in Line 4.

The use of reference terms that index race can be so pervasive as to become enregistered in the
community. One instance is the Malay kinship term kakak ‘older sister’ to address Indonesian
female workers, especially full-time maids, by all races and regardless of language spoken. The
strategy is an extension of the fictive usage that is already commonplace in Malaysian culture,
and the specific relationship of ‘older sister’ deictically relates the Indonesian female, who are
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often younger than the mother, to the child/ren of the household, so it is in a sense,
teknonymous, especially since the adults of the household will also use the term. The numbers
of Indonesian females who fill such roles in Malaysia are high, and kakak has now become a
term used to address or refer to Indonesian female workers in general, e.g., (4.9), where Liza, a
Chinese female in her 40s and her husband are in a restaurant. Their conversation is in
Cantonese and English.
(4.9)
1

Liza

Nei

order mit-e?

2per.sg

what

'What are you ordering?'
2

…(2.5)

3

What do you want to order?

4

…(2.0)

5

Richard

Won-ton mee. ((type of noodle dish))
noodle

6

Ah.

7

Kiu ko

kakak

call DEM older sister

lei.
come

‘Call the ‘kakak’ over.'
8
9

…(2.0)
Kaka=k tolong!
please
‘Kakak please’

10

((Waits for server to come)) …(5.0)

11

Dua ini won-ton mee.
two this
‘Two this won-ton noodles.’

In this excerpt, Liza and her husband are deciding what to order. Once they have decided, she
asks her husband to call over the waitress. The evidence that kakak is enregistered is that it is
in the position of a common noun, qualified by the determiner ko ‘that/the’, and this kakak is
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not a maid but a helper in a restaurant, hence there can be no association with a child. In Line
9, Liza addresses the woman by kakak. At this point in the culture, it is a marker the stereotype
of an unskilled female worker, especially from Indonesia, and co-exists with the alternate sense
of default kinship term for ‘older sister’ in Malay.

While the above examples dealt with alignment to the three main races, broadly construed,
alignment is also possible whenever there is social indexicality potential that can be construed
by language, such as between Sinitic languages. (4.10) demonstrates a case in which Hokkien
speakers use identity differences stemming from Chinese subgroup differences in their
interaction. In Line 3, Edward, Clive’s father, refers to the woman who used to mind Clive after
school as ‘your po4-po4’. po4-po4 ‘grandmother’ in Cantonese, is used fictively, and is likely to
be Clive’s default address to the woman, who is of grandmother’s age in relation to him.
(4.10)
1

Edward

Clifi.

2

Clive

Hm?

3

Edward

Your po4-po4

say that miss you very much hoh.

grandmother

DP

‘Your grandmother (the old woman who used to look after Clive) said that she
misses you very much right.’
4

Karen

((chuckles))

5

Clive

Don’t know.

6

I saw her then I call her lah.
DP
‘If I see her, I will greet her.’

7

Karen

Titi

bo

Younger brother NEG

call i

meh?

3sg DP
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‘younger brother, (you) haven’t greeted her?’
8
9

...(2.0)
Karen

Mo deoi the po4po4

ah?

NEG face

QP

grandmother

‘You haven't seen the popo?’
10

Clive

Mo4.
no
‘No.’

11

Unless chut-khi

kiu i

nia oh.

go out-COMP call 3sg DP DP
‘Unless I deliberately go out to greet her.’

From the use of the Cantonese form, we can infer that the 'grandmother' is Cantonese. If the
kinship term had been bare rather than possessed (used as a name), the usage would be
pragmatically unmarked since it is expected that Clive use an address term that encodes the
elder-junior relationship, and optionally the social category by way of language, if available.
That the kinship term is possessed (recipient-associated) and the deictics provides context so
Clive knows which po4-po4 is referred to, together with actual presence of a Cantonese form in
a Hokkien family, however, suggests that its occurrence in this position in the interaction is
pragmatically meaningful, as according to the principle of recipient design in alternative
recognitionals (not default forms), the speaker’s selection is motivated by how best to achieve
whatever interactional activity is being done (Stivers 2003, Sacks and Schegloff 1979).
Specifically, recipient association in possessed forms of third person reference has been shown
to shift the “domain of responsibility” to the hearer (Stivers 2003:73). In this instance, the
achievement of the recipient possessed fictive kinship term by Edward is to create a domain of
association, of the po4-po4 with Clive. The po4-po4 is outside their family as she is not Clive’s
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real grandmother and since they are not Cantonese, the appropriate term would be Hokkien ama2 ‘grandmother’. Edward deliberately uses the possessed form with 2sg possessor pronoun to
situate the po4-po4 with Clive, in order to set up his teasing of the latter. To have an old nanny
when very young is not uncommon in the culture but Clive obviously does not want that sort of
relationship anymore, as indicated by his nonchalant response in Line 6 when Edward suggests
that the po4-po4 wants to see Clive. That Edward is teasing Clive is supported by Karen’s
chuckles in Line 4. Karen then asks Clive if he greets her (a polite gesture expected of a
younger to an elder), and he provides a dispreferred response of silence (Line 8). Karen then
repeats her question but this time, using some Cantonese – the language associated with the
referent, as well as encouching po4-po4 in a demonstrative-prefaced description (pp94-95),
which distances or dissociates the referent from both speaker and addressee. Clive replies, in
Cantonese. By this interaction, it is shown that speakers can combine default forms aligned
with race with strategies to achieve some interactional goal.

To summarize, using forms that align to the addressee or referent’s race, just like language or
code switching, is normal behavior in KL. Some usage patterns have become default norms in
the community and are unnoticed by participants, or they can be used when locally relevant to
the interactional environment.
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4.4 Aligning with ‘localness’
In Chapter 2, it was mentioned that in KL, daily encounters with foreigners or non-locals are
ordinary since numbers of non-locals are not insignificant in KL. Added to this, many
occupational niches involving semi- or unskilled labor, e.g, maids and restaurant workers,
consist predominantly of foreign workers, primarily from Indonesia, but also other South East
and South Asian nations (World Bank Report 2011). It is also a regular occurrence to interact
with professional foreigners from various countries. It is therefore virtually impossible not to
come into contact with a foreigner as one goes about one’s daily activities, but more than that,
contact is regular, if not enduring, thus obliging current conventions of social relations to in
some way, provide clear paths in which to conceptualize local to non-local interactions. As
discussed in the previous chapter, one influence on negotiated code choice is the speaker’s
perception of the degree of localness of his interactants. Apart from code choice itself, speakers
will often de-Malaysianize their speech patterns in quality, e.g., selecting variants associated
with international than Malaysian English, especially in intonation, lexical choices and
grammatical patterns, and decreasing the frequency of occurrence of others, e.g., Malaysian
discourse particles.

Person reference expressions can also select for localness, which in effect, conveys a certain
sense of familiarity. To a large extent, such forms instantiate interpersonal relationships that
have evolved sociohistorically out of reflexive usages that deal with locally-salient culturally
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preoccupations, so race-based forms such as of the previous section, have the potential to index
localness. By the same token, English forms seem to have the potential to project distance
appropriate to interactions with foreigners. In order to explore some strategies used by both
local and non-local participants, examples from exchanges between local and non-local service
providers of semi- or unskilled labor, in particular, between Chinese Malaysian females and
their maids/cleaners, are provided. It is typical that households pay for someone to clean their
houses so these scenarios are recurring experiences in the lives of individuals as well as in the
culture.

The first excerpt (4.11) is an exchange between Masita, a local Malay part-time maid and one
of her clients. In the Malaysian context, a full-time maid lives in the home of her employer, and
a part-time maid goes to her clients’ homes at pre-arranged times to clean. ‘Part-time’ does not
indicate that a maid only works part-time but simply that she is not attached to one single
home. ‘local’ refers to a person of Malaysian origin and ‘foreign’, to a non-Malaysian. Here,
Masita is at the home of one of her clients, Liza, who is a native KL Cantonese Chinese. Masita
has been cleaning Liza’s home for over two years so this interaction represents yet another
event in their particular discursive histories.
(4.11)
1

Liza

Eh Masita,

2

Masita

Yah?

3

Liza

Eh=.. ja- ..<CR ˋsapu saja ah/ CR>,
sweep only DP
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‘Eh sweep only ok’
4

Masita

5

Liza

Ah.
‘Yes’
<F jangan cuci hari ini,
don’t wash day this
‘Don’t wash (the ground) today.’

6

Masita

7

Liza

<P Yah. P>
tak ada air
tahu F>
NEG have water know
‘there’s no water, you know.’

8

Masita

Oh yer tauke-neo?
DP boss-wife
‘Really, lady boss?’

9
10

Liza

Oh you tak

tahu ah?

NEG know
Hingga Kampung=, Cempaka=
until
‘Oh you didn’t know? Until Kampung.. Cempaka (places in KL)’

The exchange begins when Liza notices Masita starting to clean the floors outside the house.
She tells Masita to sweep only, i.e., not proceed with the usual follow up water spraying. Note
that she addresses Masita by her first name. Her subsequent speech is characterized by syllable
lengthening and increasing loudness, common focusing strategies in Cantonese speakers
regardless of language, which while implying intensity does not necessarily convey any
negative emotional state (Flynn 2003:97-98). Although Masita’s responses in Lines 4 and 6
align with Liza’s requests, her tone contrast with Liza’s in being quite weak and soft, so
although she provides preferred responses, which in her role as the cleaner would be expected,
she appears confused. Finally, in Line 7, Liza offers an explanation for her instruction. Masita’s
response in Line 8 indicates surprise, Oh yer ‘Oh really?’, confirming that she was not aware of
the imminent cut to the water supply. At this point of the exchange, she explicitly adds an
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address term tauke-neo, ‘Oh yer tauke-neo? Her enlisting of an address form at this position is
locally meaningful - it signals she is seeking for further explanation from Liza on the situation.

Masita’s selection of tauke-neo is Masita’s standard way of addressing Liza. It is an interesting
choice because it signals that she indexes Liza in terms of a very specific locally-constructed
identity. tauke-neo term is of Southern Min origin – a compounding of tauke ‘boss/businessman’
and neo ‘wife’. Apart from its literal meaning, it is present in Malaysia (and Singapore) with
two distinct senses. First, primarily within the Chinese community, it refers to a married lady
of leisure (non-working wife of a well-to-do husband), and depending on context, can be a
positive or negative ascription of someone. Second, perhaps a legacy relating back to the old
Bazaar Malay speaking world, i.e, any area/period with high contact between the Chinese and
Malays where Southern Min came into contact with Malay, usage typically means ‘lady boss’,
and although unstated, the referent or Addressee is assumed to be of Chinese origin. Masita’s
choice of tauke-neo for Liza represents a "semiotic encounter" (Agha 2007:10), that taps into
either or both these very locally-evolved long-entrenched cultural identities that encodes
asymmetry as well as race. It does not necessarily indicate that she has full knowledge of the
term’s history but it does suggest that she categorizes Liza as a member of a particular subgroup in the local community, and by her enlisting of it, her own position in their relationship
is revealed. The idea of Liza as 'boss' renders the usage instantly respectful and indicates the
hierarchical nature of their statuses. This asymmetry is supported by Liza’s addressing Masita
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by her first name. Regardless of this, the nature of their interpersonal relationship is defined as
very local and this reduces social distance between the two yet at the same time, it is nonintimate because of the inherent asymmetry.

The use of the very local expression tauke-neo can be contrasted with English

a’a , by an

Indonesian maid Nus to her Chinese employer, Karen, in line 5 of (4.12) below. Karen and Nus
are discussing some guava fruit that they bought, with another Cantonese lady who works for
Karen (who was listening in this part of the conversation). The exchange is, again, in Malay.
(4.12)
1

Karen

Lewat tepi, barang dia tak berapa cantik lah.
Past but thing 3sg NEG much good DP
Like kita

2

beli itu guava.

1pl.incl buy that guava
Koi di..
Open PERF

3

‘Last time but their fruit is not that fresh. Like the guava we bought. We
opened them…
4
5

Nus

Itu saya potong tadi..
dia sudah tak cantik semua.
DEM 1sg cut
just now 3per PERF NEG good all
Tadi

you ma’am kan nampak. You kan ?

Just.now

DP see

right

‘The ones that I cut just now, they are not fresh, all of them. You saw them just
now right?

Here, the interest is in Nus’s usage of

a’a . (An explanation for the appearance of you is

provided in Section 4.3.2.) In all varieties of English, usage of

a’am is typically respectful and

formal, and creates a certain distance between the addressee and speaker. In Malaysia, English
address terms such as

a’a , sir and even titles such as Mr/Mrs/Madam are used by locals to
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address Western foreigners or those perceived having a high status by international standards,
e.g., Japanese or Koreans, or by English-speaking workers such as Filipina maids to their
employer. In these instances, the addressee is stereotyped as a foreigner with international
status it indexes distance resulting from the speaker and referent are not in a local relationship,
perhaps derived from the usage of

a’a

or madam addressed as a local speaker uses as a

respectful term to a female foreigner i.e., a non-local, who is older and has higher status than
self. Although Nus has been a full-time maid in Karen’s household for four years, she continues
to use

a’a

as a respectful term for Karen, indicating the distance between them. That

a’a /sir is becoming enregistered in this role is suggested by the fact that Nus does not speak
English and Karen is not English-educated. Also, it is unlikely that a local Malay maid would
call her local employer

a’a . The default strategy is to use a kinship term fictively such as

Malay makcik ‘aunt’ if the addressee or referent is Malay, or the English aunty, as Masita and
Liza do (4.13a-b), when referring to another of the former’s clients, who is also Liza’s friend.
(4.13a)
1

Masita

[Aunty Kerry=] dia telefon

sana <X ini X>

3sg telephone that here
‘Auntie Kerry telephoned to say it’s like this there.’

(4.13b)
1

2

Liza

Tak tah-.
NEG know
‘Didn’t know’
<CR Oh Aunty Kerry.. ah24 // Aunty Kerry tak ada. CR>
DP
‘I don’t know. Don’t know. Oh Aunty Kerry doesn’t have (water).’
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In these examples, Masita refers to another of her Chinese clients as "Aunty Kerry", as does
Liza. (The enregisterment of English aunty is discussed in Section 4.5.) This strategy of course
reflects the use of the default norm for a woman older than speaker.

4.5 Alignment of English forms with ‘modernity’ and ‘cosmopolitanism’
In this section, some enregistered English reference forms are discussed. It is argued here that
due to the position of English in KL, the growing cosmopolitanism of KL community and the
relatively egalitarian default norms of its pronominal system, has provided sources for speakers
to create a constellation of forms suitable for the emergent “modern”, i.e., non-traditional,
orientations. Importantly, the language and the forms span across all races.

The alignment of English forms with status, modernness and cosmopolitanism has been
ongoing for decades, and is partially differentiated according to race, for example, the tendency
to adopt English or Western sounding names is mostly by the Chinese, regardless of whether
they are Chinese or English-educated. (Almost all participants in this study provided me with
their English names.) This practice though is not unique to Malaysian Chinese, and is present in
former East Asian British colonies such as Singapore and Hong Kong (Chan 2002:280,
Matthews 1996:403-405). To conclude that the practice is simply to mimic the British is
missing the indexicality potential of the hybrid social identities that have evolved from British
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colonization and English-language education. Situating such usages in interaction reveals that
the practice must be contextualized within the Malaysian Chinese culture, for example, the case
of 9 year old Clive, who is the son of primary participant Karen. In (4.14), at the beginning of
the interaction, Clive speaks into the recorder when he sees Karen turn on the audio recorder.
He

announces that his name is “Clive” ([klaɪf] v->f as there are no voiced fricatives in

Hokkien, which is the default phonological system used by all participants).
(4.14)

1

((Karen plays with the recorder))
Karen

Oh anne kuan record ah.
like this

DP

‘Oh, this is how to record.’
2

Clive

3

((into recorder)) Hello.
@@@@@

4

Clive

((leans into recorder)) My name is Clive.

5

Karen

Clifi (..) zuo gongke=
do homework
‘Clifi, do your homework!’

Clive’s calling himself ‘Clive’ is very revealing because English (Anglo or Westernized) names
do not necessarily reflect a framing of absolute reference (Levinson 2003), in the sense that it is
devoid of identity information (in the sense of Searle 1997[1958] contained in Stivers et al
2007:4), i.e., proper names refer to individuals “but only at the cost of specifying identity
conditions every time reference is made’ (pg 591). Having or accepting an English proper name
in the Malaysian context is itself a kind of performative act of identity by self or parents that is
associated in some way with tapping into Western ‘modernness’, as construed in the Malaysian
sense. The presence of English names has to be placed into the context of the Chinese naming
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system, which is still practiced today. Traditionally, a Chinese child is given and associated
with several vocatives (Chao 1959). The formal name is a two character (two syllable) Chinese
name given at birth, and it serves as her formal or 'school' name. In childhood, a pet or "milk
name" is used by family and intimates. Pet names can come from kinship relations, e.g., titi
‘younger brother (Hokkien)’, Clive’s petname, cai(-cai) ‘son (Cantonese), boy from English,
some word commonly used in the culture such as pao pao ‘beautiful’, or associated with the
formal name such as a diminutive. As the child grows up, they may also give themselves an
appellation or ‘courtesy name’, traditionally based on some relationship, semantic or historical,
or based on one’s formal name” (Chao 1959). English or Western-sounding names can also be
given at birth and/or be appellations. These names can be chosen by oneself or others, usually
family members or friends, and are standardly used by friends and in one’s professional lives.
“Western first names enable a feeling of friendliness without intimacy” (Matthews 1996:404),
since full Chinese names are reserved for official records.

This practice is distinct from those who are actually given English as well as Chinese names at
birth, but both signify a buying into or an indexing of Western-led modernity within the
conventional naming system. It conveys information about the person or at least the person
who selected the name, who can range from grandparent to parent, friend or self, and can
occur at any time in the lifetime of the person.
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Some children such as Clive who are given both Anglo and Chinese names can self-identify
with one or the other, or both, and as they grow up, this can change if their orientation
changes. So by announcing himself as ‘Clive’, he signals his preferential identity. His mother,
who wants him to begin his homework, follows his lead but addresses him with a typical Anglo
hypocoristic form of Clive, "Clifi", (one syllable + /i/), which is associated with diminutive
form and babytalk (Simpson 2004:647-648). Calling him a perceived diminutive form ‘Clifi’
allows Karen to use his English name in a way that does not express the social distance that the
intimacy of a familial relationship requires, as her default address term for Clive is via his
petname, the diminutive relational form, titi ‘younger brother’ in Hokkien, formed by the
repetition of ti. In all instances where Clive is addressed by his English name by his parents, the
hypocoristic form is used.
(4.15)
1

Karen

Clifi got

now only got

have

how many?

have

‘Clive, you have now only have how many (questions)?’
2

Clive

((INAUDIBLE))

3

Karen

San

got already.

Three
‘Have three already.’

(4.16)
1

Karen &
Clive

Da [fa]
Big occur

2

Edward

Clifi

3

Clive

Hah?

4

Edward

Eddie now,

lei-ting.
thunder

‘Extremely angry (Chinese idiom)’
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5

Clive

Eddie ah?
DP
‘Eddie?’

6

Edward

[Ah.]

Clive

Finish.

(4.17)
1

((XXXXX))
2

Edward

Clifi.

3

Clive

Hm?

4

Edward

Your po4-po4

say that miss you very much hoh.

grandmother
‘Your po-po (old woman who used to look after Clive) said that she misses you
very much.’

Similarly, the family calls upon other default terms when appropriate to index various
relationship indexicality potentials. In the following two examples (4.18-4.19), Clive is
addressed or referred to as Cantonese zai2 ‘son’.
(4.18)
1

…(5.0)
((Father comes in))

2

Clive

Hi Daddy.

3

Leane

Hi Daddy.

4
5

… (5.0)
Edward

zai2 why now ah,
Son

6

DP

you learn all the bad habit ah?
Son

DP

QP

‘Son, why are you learning all the bad habits?’
7

Clive

..Aw I just wait you wake up morning ma.
DP
‘I was just waiting for you to wake up.’
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(4.19)
1

Clive

Wei today in Kumon hor,
Hey

2

DP

the paper ah,
DP

3

cut-tioq

wa hand.

COMPL 1sg
‘Hey, today in Kumon, the paper cut my hand’
4

Karen

Oh paper very sharp one.
ASSOC
‘Oh paper is very sharp.’

5

Clive

New paper.

6

Linda

Hamiq paper zai2-zai2 kong?
What

son

say

‘What paper is (Clive) talking about?’
7

Karen

No the A4 paper can cut one

lah.

ASSOC DP
‘No, the A4 paper can cut.’
8

Clive

New ma.
DP
‘It’s new.’

By using zai2 ‘son’, Clive is anchored to his parents, with his junior status emphasized. In
(4.18), zai2 appears in the salient initial position signalling that Edward is about to say
something serious, i.e., his annoyance at Clive, who has left his things strewn about. His
annoyance is clear by the fact that he does not give a preferred response to his children’s
greeting. In (4.19), it is Leane, Clive’s sister who uses zai2 in the reduplicated diminutive form.
In this scenario, she is seeking clarification from her mother about the paper that cut Clive’s
hand. Her use of zai2-zai2 makes it clear that she is addressing her mother with Clive construed
as being in the latter’s domain. It is a term that her parent would use for Clive. It also serves a
practical function of ensuring that she expects the next turn to be her mother’s. This contrasts
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with the usual term used for Clive, Hokkien titi ‘younger brother’, which in this interaction,
could be taken to be addressing or referring to Clive. titi serves as Clive’s pet or milk name.
Since titi indexes intimacy in a Hokkien family, Karen can enlist it to convey an emotional
sense, as in (4.20).
(4.20)
1

Karen

Hm [ciaq liau
liau].
eat finish PERF
‘Hm, eat it all up’

2

Leane

[Liau
khua]
ha-miq?
Then look at what
‘So what are you looking at?’

3

Karen

Aunty Sarah ai

e.

want NOM
‘Aunty Sarah wants it.’
4

i-e

i

co

i-e

research e.

3sg-POSS 3sg do 3sg-POSS

NOM

‘Hers, it’s the research she is doing.’
5

…(5.0)

6

((Clive starts singing to himself))

7

Karen

Ti- Titi

kia-khi

lah,

8

[younger brother] hurry-ASP DP
m-ai
(anne) kuan lah,
NEG-want, like this DP

9

Aunty Sarah record e=.
NOM
‘Titi, hurry, don’t do like this, it’s Aunty Sarah’s recording.’

In this excerpt, Karen is attempting to get Clive to focus on his homework as he has stopped
working and is singing to himself (line 6). She appeals to him by calling him titi.
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To summarize, the giving or acceptance of English/Western names increases the social
stereotype indexicality potential. Apart from providing a new constellation of metapragmatic
principles which speakers can use to index participants, the existing system is also affected and
forms take on innovative niche functions. While the practice may be viewed as superficial and
annoying (e.g., Malay impressions as contained in Daniels ), it nonetheless serves a particular
purpose in a changing society, brought about initially by British colonization and presently, by
globalization and an international outlook. Coincidently, with the rise of China and Mandarin,
the practice of giving single syllable Chinese names and/or casting them in terms of Mandarin
phonological system rather than their ancestral Southern Chinese based languages, is gaining
momentum, while some others drop their Western appellations.

In any case, amongst non-Malays, for whom English and its associated indexicality potentials
have been present longer, identities that mayb include English forms or Western
metapragmatic principles, are simply a part of their overall construal of themselves, even for
the non-English-educated. Apart from the important role of English in their household, Clive
and his sister Leane, use English forms to address their parents as defaults, and the parents,
especially Edward, speaks to the Chinese in English. This is despite the fact that both Edward
and Karen are both Chinese-educated and did not learn English until their teens.
(4.21)
1

Clive

Mummy [ma:3mi1] look Eddie can-jia

yi-bai mi

pao // so slow also

participate 100 meter race
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can can jia

o.

participate DP
‘Mummy look, Eddie participated in the 100m race // so slow also he can participate.’

(4.22)
1

Clive

Daddy, can I sleep early because to- tomorrow I got practice?

(Note though that the phonological patterns of mummy/daddy adhere to Malaysian English –
[mami] and [dedi], with no primary stress, hence these English terms are localized within a
Malaysian (Chinese) context. Although it contrasts with the both Karen and Edward’s usages of
Hokkien ma1ma1 and pa1pa1 to their respective parents (who do not engage with the Englishspeaking world at all), the usage of English address terms in English-educated Chinese and in
KL in general, is typical and mirrored in data from the other Chinese as well as Indian
participants. Using English terms to address parents is common in Malaysia, especially amongst
the English-educated, and in areas such as KL, where English is pervasive and high status. So,
even though Karen and her family would not be considered English-educated, the children’s
usages of default terms mummy and daddy are not unusual, and parallels the family’s selection
of English as a major code to be used amongst themselves, as described in Chapter 3). It also
contrasts with both Karen and Edward’s usages of Hokkien ma1ma1 ‘mother’ and pa1pa1
‘father’ to their own parents, who live in other areas in Malaysia where English is not as
prevalent and/or English is not a part of their personal histories, as reported to me.
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The default terms used by all members of the family when referring to Clive and Leane follow
Chinese (and indeed also Malaysian) social norms, i.e., kinship terms tse-tse ‘older sister’ and titi
‘younger brother’ from Hokkien. This suggests that for the family, or at least the parents, the
code that has inherent intimate value, is still Hokkien. The unmarked default form used by
Karen for both Clive and Leane, however, conforms with the Chinese norm of calling each child
by his birth position relative to other children in the family. In this family, Hokkien terms are
used, titi ‘younger brother’ for Clive and for Leane, che3che 'older sister'.

Shifts may be much more subtle. As mentioned, traditionally second person pronouns, which
themselves do not index any stereotypical information unlike Malay, were not typically used in
environments that involve direct reference to addressee, and especially when directed from
lower to higher status intellocutors, the pragmatically encoded directness would be considered
inappropriate and even rude. The vast numbers of English-educated Chinese has meant that to
some extent, this usage has been normalized. However, instead of replacing kinship terms or
argument ellipsis as the default strategy however, speakers manipulate their appearances in a
systemic way in order to achieve local interactional goals. Furthermore, the transfer of sociopragmatic information is not necessarily in the usage of the English form you but in the use of
second person in any language. We can see the contrasting effects by examining the following
examples.
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(4.23a)
1

Karen

X Liao

Mummy chui-jing

Then

find out

X tim

cho chit-e.X

how do this-one

‘Then Mummy will find out how to do this.’

(4.23b)
1

Clive

Hm.

2

Karen

OK now cross it agai=n.

3

Ge you qian qiu lu

bo

cro=ss,

2sg NEG cross
‘You didn’t cross "Ge you qian qiu”.’
4

Mummy kiu

lu cross.

tell 2sg
‘I told you to cross it.’

In both (4.23a) and (4.23b), Karen, instead of using a pronoun, uses a term that relates her to
Clive, when she wants to stress some emotion. In (4.23a), Karen is getting impatient with Clive
as he is unable to finish this part of his work. He does not want her to help him at this point.
To stress that she nevertheless wants to help, she self-references using a kinship term.
Similarly, in (4.23b), in helping him complete the work on this Chinese proverb, she asks him
to cross out something (Line 2). He does not do it, so in Line 4, she refers to herself as mummy
again and furthermore, explicitly uses the 2sg pronoun lu, contrasting the two. The pragmatic
effect is a command. Another example is (4.24).
(4.24)
1
2

Karen

“ge you qian qiu”,
Ka-lang

u

zi-ji de.

Everyone has own POSS
3

Neh,

4

zi-ji

de

chang-chu

lah.
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own POSS good points DP
‘Everyone has their own good points.’
5

zhi ge you suo-chang ge you te-se.
indicates have bad points have characteristics
‘Everyone has their own strengths. It indicates that everyone has his own strengths
and weakness.’

6

Like you u

what titi

have

7

bo.. bo
Not not

u

what,

younger brother have

siang ah.
same DP

‘Like you have what, titi has what, they're not the same.’
8

Clive

Yah lah,
DP

9

Che3-che

smart I I stupid

Older sister
‘Older sister (Leane) is smart and I am stupid’

In this example, Karen is replying to Leane’s question about what the Chinese proverb Clive is
working on - ge you qian qiu, means. Karen explains in the first five lines, that it means
‘everyone has their own strength’. Then in Line 6, she uses Leane and Clive as an example, by
comparing the two. She refers to the addressee, Leane, with you, but Clive, with his petname
ti2-ti2, creating more of an effect with the contrast in pragmatic effect. In Line 8, Clive follows
his mother in using a contrast of relative and absolute frame of reference for effect. This
indexes respect for his older sister.

In the above examples, it is the actual socio-pragmatic principle contained in English second
person ‘directness’, that has entered into Malaysian Chinese ways of construing reference,
especially second person. More research is required into determining the exact ways in which
this has altered the person reference system, especially terms of address, in the culture.
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Examining this, as well as its effect in Indian Malaysian reference patterns is also unexplored.
Below, I provide an instance of how the English pronouns I/you have entered the reference
system in the Malay used in KL.

4.5.1. English I/you as Malay address forms
In Malay or X-Malay interactions both between Malay-Malay and Malay-non-Malay speakers,
English I/you can be selected as default first and second pronominal choices between
participants. The particulars surrounding their appearances suggest that there are situational as
well as interactional motivations. Although usage is frequently heard in KL and according to a
participant of this study who is in her fifties, she has been using it for at least two decades. Yet
it is rarely mentioned in research on Malay speakers, one exception being Othman 2006, in
which the usage is determined to be a borrowing from English, and argued to be gender-linked
– females are more likely to use you/I than males, with typical occurrences competing in the
same communicative environments that aku/kau are found, e.g., conversations among close
friends, colleagues of equal rank, amongst teenagers, and sometimes from elder to younger/ or
when speakers are of higher status than addressee.
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Before these aspects are discussed, the environments in which the forms can occur suggest that
they are fully integrated in Malay or X-Malay grammar. First, I/you can appear in all argument
positions, as shown in (4.25)-(4.27).
(4.25)
1

Faizal

Oh aje.. you tolong cakap kat dia I busy gila
DP

please say

to 3sg

babi ah24,

crazy pig DP

‘Oh, can you please tell her that I’m busy like a crazy pig?’
2

Tak sempat nak reply pun dia punya ini.. apa.. message.
no time

to

even 3sg POSS this what.. message

‘No time to reply also to her this what message.’
3

ding I

X dia ada

dekat Facebook tadi.

3sg PERF ding

LOC

just now.

‘… she dinged me on Facebook just now.’

(4.26)
1

Mariam

Ah tengok apa tidur contact-lens mana
see

what sleep

tak

ada?

where NEG have

‘Ah, look at what when asleep with contact lenses, where there’s nothing?’
2

Rosliana

Lupa nak?
forget DP
‘Forgot (to take them out)?’

3
4

Mariam

Ah.. XXX,
Kalau you tidur dengan contact-lens memang mata you kena affected.
If

2sg sleep with

of course eye 2sg get

‘If you sleep with contact-lenses, of course your eyes get negatively affected.’

In Line 1 of (4.25), you and I both appear as Agent, and in Line 3, I as Patient. In Line 4 of
(4.26), the second you appears as a possessor of a possessed noun mata ‘eye’, and in this
instance (but not always), follows the Malay grammatical order of POSSESSED NP +
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POSSESSOR. Fairly complex pronominal phrases such as in (4.27) are also evident. Basha is a
Malay university student. Here, he is speaking in a planning meeting with other students.
(4.27)
1

2

Basha

Jangan risau ada
orang tolong dia,
Don’t worry EXIST person help 3sg
‘Don’t worry, there are people to help him.'
Cuma you dua orang yang Head lah.
Only 2sg two person REL
DP
'Only you two will be the Heads.'

3

Memang akan ada orang.
Sure
will EXIST person
'Sure there will be others.'

4

Bukan you dua buat semua punya.
Not
two do all
DP
'It isn't you two who will do everything.’

The phrase Basha uses [pronoun + number] has itself emerged from the mixing of
English/Malay, and the pronoun can be an English or Malay form. These examples demonstrate
that I/you seamlessly slots into any colloquial Malay construction. Second, note that regardless
of argument position, only the English Subject forms I/you are ever used. Also, third person
pronominal forms remain Malay, e.g, dia ‘3sg’ in line 1 of (4.27). These points favor an
interpretation of I/you serving not simply as instances of mixed language use, nor borrowings
from English, but as representative of some emergent social reality for Malay speakers.

In addition, also further study is required to substantiate this point, at least from this set of
data, it appears that I/you are Malay-Malaysian-led innovations. The excerpt (4.27) was
extracted from a two hour long student sports meeting containing a number of Chinese and
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Malay individuals. What is very evident from the pronominal selections of the Malay and
Chinese co-participants is that I/you are used almost always by Malay speakers, while the
Chinese ones (who seem to be Chinese-educated as suggested by their comfort in using
Mandarin when speaking to each other) selected the learned forms saya ‘1sg’ and awak/kamu
‘2sg’. Recently, Asmah 2012 ranked English as equal to Malay as a language of social
interaction in Malaysia, and notes specifically that in the social structuring of reference terms,
"English is “lighter” in terms of rules that order who speaks what to whom and in what context
compared to Malay. The honorifics and social levels embodied in Malay personal pronouns
appear most daunting to the uninitiated compared to the much simpler sociolinguistic rules in
English" (Asmah 2012:169). This applies to non-Malay Malaysians as well.

While the data from non-Malays seem to agree with Asmah, for the Malay population, the
geographic and demographic shifts that has occurred in the mass Malay (and non-Malay)
urbanization since the 1970s and this coupled with increased educational levels 12 and a shift
from traditional to white collar employment, have fueled the need for forms that represent new
interpersonal relations, as in the case of aunty/uncle discussed in Section 4.3.3 below (albeit
for the entire population). Not only has that meant an increase in contact with English or XEnglish, which serve as the commercial language and an important interethnic code, but also
exposure to non-Malays (locals outside the Malay world), Western cultural norms, including
12

As noticed by Platt & Weber 1984:134 for Singapore at that time. The concept of "educated" and "English-

educated" are often identical or at least conflated in Malaysia.
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patterns of interpersonal relations in the workplace and elsewhere. It is not surprising that the
practice of English I/you as default unmarked pronominal choices in spoken Malay is
widespread in KL, especially amongst middle-class and upper urban Malays (also noticed by
David Gil p.c.), and has spread to middle-class non-Malays in their interactions with Malays,
e.g., Karen in (4.28) below. For Malays, the hierarchical verticality of Malay forms is avoided.
For example, it enables Saniah and Rosliana to ignore their age difference (4.26 above). As
Asmah 1992:94 commented, Malays are "cognitively more comfortable in using the language
[English] in certain situations compared to using Malay". The cognitive factor comes from their
education in the language which makes them more comfortable when using the language in the
conduct of their professions’. For non-Malays, the awkwardness in using the same Malay forms
as outgroup members is bypassed. Specifically, English I/you forms provide speakers with the
ability to evoke a stance of status neutrality or egalitarianism amongst interactants, if they are
the default pronominal choices between two speakers, or has a limited role determined by the
interactional environment. Notice that the forms are inappropriate if your co-participant is not
likely to buy into the status-neutrality or are unaware of the sociopragmatic values it indexes,
as in (4.28), a conversation between Ariff, young cosmopolitan Malay male, and Siaw, a 70
year old taxi driver.
(4.28a)
1

Ariff

Uncle you sini kat

mana tinggal?

here LOC where live
‘Uncle, you where here do you live?’
2

Siaw

Gua tinggal di

sana.
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1sg live

LOC there

‘I live there.’

(4.28b)
1

Karen

2
3

Lewat tepi barang dia tak berapa cantik lah.
Past but thing 3sg NEG much good DP
Like kita

beli itu guava.

1pl.incl
Koi di..
Open PERF

buy that guava

‘Last time but their fruit is not that fresh. Like the guava we bought. We opened
them…
4
5

Nus

Itu
saya potong tadi..
dia
sudah tak cantik semua.
DEM 1sg cut
just now 3per PERF NEG good all
Tadi

you ma’am kan nampak you kan ?

Just.now

DP see

right

‘The ones I cut just now, they were not fresh, all. Just now you ma'am saw, you,
right?'

In (4.28a), Ariff is the passenger in Siaw's taxi. He begins their exchange by addressing Siaw as
Uncle (see comment on this address term in next section), a respectful term that indexes the
elder-junior relationship. Like Nus, the Indonesian maid, in (4.28b) who prefaced her use of
you to her employer with status-encoded

a’a , the hybrid address form allows Ariff to use the

English form but index the sociopragmatic value of the traditional system. (Contrast this with
Manom's disapproval when her daughter's friend addresses by using the same pattern "Aunty
kamu..." in (4.2).) Siaw’s reply uses an old Bazaar Malay form gua (originally from Hokkien) to
refer to himself, indexing his age as well as his educational status. This perhaps was a signal to
Ariff who for the rest of the exchange uses saya for himself or Uncle when addressing or
referring to Siaw.
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In other ways too, the availability of I/you has enabled speakers to enrich the person reference
system, analogous to the Chinese adaptation of the metapragmatics of English second person
pronoun usage. In conversations where I/you are default forms, the traditional intimate pair
aku/kau appear in interactionally meaningful places, such as in (4.29) and (4.30). (See
Englebretson 2007 for similar stance shifts within colloquial Indonesian.)
(4.29)
1

Rosliana

I cakap kat dia kena tukar-lah
I say

pantun tu // mana boleh pakai kucing.

LOC 3sg must change-EMPH pantun that // where can use cat

“I say to her must change the pantun (poem), how can cat be used?”
2

Cuba try yang ni.
try

this

‘Try this.’
3

<Q Dua tiga kambing berlari,
mana nak sama lembu berlari;
dua tiga boleh ku cari,
mana nak sama dengan kambing gurun. Q>

4
5

@@@@@
Faizal

You cakap macam tu?
say like

6

that

Lepas tu?
then?
‘You said like that? And then?

7
8

Rosliana

Aku rasa nantikan kalau dia tengok mesti
1sg feeling wait for if 3sg see
must

dia sengal gila.
3sg dumbfounded

Bodoh siot.
Stupid EXCL
‘My feeling is wait for if he sees it, must be he will be dumbfounded. Stupid!’

9

@@@
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The pretext to the usage of aku in Line 7 is quite lengthy. Rosliana tells Faizal that she saw a
version of a traditional Malay poem (pantun) on someone’s Facebook page. She decides that
what he did to the pantun was ridiculous so she added her own ridiculous version in the
comment section of his Facebook page. Faizal shows that he is shocked at what she wrote (lines
5-6). She then adds a personal comment in Line 7. Instead of using English I, which has been
the default in this interaction, she selects Malay aku when expressing her personal feeling,
creating the effect of intimacy in the stance she takes about what she did. In (4.30) below, she
again uses aku this time with the second person kau, when expressing very deep-felt emotions.
Rosliana begins by telling Faizal about an exchange with a parent at the preschool where she
works as a teacher. The parent asks Rosliana if she can check her child's shoe for dog pooh,
implying that Rosliana should clean it off if there is.
(4.30)
1

Rosliana

Eh… I tak boleh belah,
NEG can understand
tadi parents tu
When

kata apa kat

I tau.

DEM say what LOC

know

‘Eh, I cannot understand, when the parents say what I know.
2

Faizal

So what did she say to you?

3

Rosliana

<Q Eh later, can you check my son shoe ah? Er because I afraid that sh- he step
on the er er dog pooh ah. Q>

4

I

tengok muka dia kan,

1sg look

face

3sg right

5

no sure as <Q Eh kau

6

no sure as cakap ngan aku macam ni.

ni

betul ke tak betul ah? Q>,

eh 2sg this true QP NEG true DP
say

to

1sg like

this

‘I look her straight in the face, not sure like "Eh you // this (request) is real or
not?", not sure that (she) said to me like this.’
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Do I look like a Malay?

7

Er I look like a Malay de.

8

SM
'Er I look like a Malay already.'
@

9
10

Faizal

11

but first they have to respect that you are a teacher not a shoe cleaner.
You’re not a maid ok.

12
13

No first the parents have to know before knowing that you are Malay or Chinese

Eh hello.
Rosliana

In Malaysia I mean ok.. ini

a bit biased lah.. ok,

DEM
13

DP

Er.. Malaysian parents they have perception nah,
DP

14

When you be a teacher you need to be a cleaner,

15

you need to be a

16

Faizal

Only Kindergarten lah.
DP

17

Rosliana

18

Ah.
I mean Kindergarten nah.
DP

19

You need to be a cleaner,

20

You need to be their maid.

21

You need to be their.. uhmm nurse,

22

You need to be their doctor,

23

You know.. everything.

24

<Q I pay you let’s say I pay you for $550 for half day, you will make sure my
child not been touched by a mosquito or ants. Q>

25

Faizal

Cakap dia fuck off lah.
tell

3sg

DP

‘Tell them to fuck off.’
26
27

<Q Get your XX maid to work towards your son’s shoe ok, fuck yourself. Q>
Rosliana

I will help them with this if necessary.

28

Better go XX

29

@@

30

Aku akan tolong bila

if necessary ok?

1sg will help when
‘I will help when if necessary ok?’
31

That’s it.
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Rosliana is incredulous that as a Malay, for which dogs are taboo, she should have been asked
to do something like this. She recalls to Faizal how she looked the parent straight in the face to
determine whether such a request could really be happening. How she retells her reaction
through lines 4-8 indicates her incredulity. First, she uses the Malaysian English no sure as 'not
sure as' twice, which is a phrase that introduces the item of uncertainty, to frame her responses.
Interestingly, in framing what she is unsure about, she uses Malay aku/kau, first and second
pronouns that are used between intimates. kau appears in reported speech that is used to
convey her feelings, in which the parent is the addressee, while aku refers to herself in relation
to the parent. This usage highlights the performative nature of this conversational structure for
the hearer, in this case Faizal, as they contrast with the default English I/you pair. Given that
the offending parent is a parent of a child at the school, and Chinese, aku/kau would never
have been appropriate pronouns to have been used. It is uncertain whether the usage was
meant as a slight or to highlight Rosliana's emotion. However, it is clear that the effect is
realized by the difference in distance potential between the aku/kau and English I/you pairs.
Later on, in line 30, in response to Faizal who is obviously angry about this event, Rosliana
feels that his reaction is a little over the top. In conveying what she was willing to do in this
insulting situation, she again self-references using aku. This time, the sentence in line 30 is
actually a repetition of the English one in line 27. Notice that it is not only the pronouns I and
aku that are being contrasted but the English and Malay languages as well.
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In the data, usages of varied pronominal forms within a conversational episode is commonplace
in Malay to Malay conversations. It seems that pronominal choice is a strategy that Malays can
exploit for a range of interactional purposes. The localization of the English forms I/you forms
into the Malay system represents not only new social relations that arose in the urban context
but its appearance has also reorganized the system in terms of identity construction and stancetaking. The examples here suggest quite subtle yet salient pragmatic shifts are performed in the
reorganized system. In the data, no non-Malay used the traditional Malay intimate forms,
preferring to index intimacy by kinship terms. However, English I/you do appear in their
Malay. This is not surprising since the inherently egalitarian forms actually resolve a longstanding difficulty non-Malays have had with using traditional Malay pronouns. Ideally,
determining systemic patterns of pronominal and kinship usages amongst Malay-to-Malay and
also Malay-non-Malay interactions using a more extensive data set would be the next step.

4.5.2 Malaysian enregisterments of aunty
As demonstrated in the preceding sections, aspects of the person reference system from
international Englishes when transplanted into a modernity-driven culture, have high social
indexicality potential for a number of reasons: its association with ‘modernness’, ‘modern
values’, education and cosmopolitanism, its contrasting pragmatics, and its neutrality, e.g., no
ownership by any of the ‘three races’. English aunty (never aunt), which refers to a woman at
least one generation older than self, demonstrates that enregisterments of a singular person
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reference lexical item can have a sociohistory, projected as a “semiotic chain – a chain of
participant-linked semiotic events, not all of which are speech-events...” (Agha 2007:205). In
the instance of aunty, participant-link chains may not have just been within the geopolitical
space of Malaysia but transnationally, and therefore in some way, patterns of usage are
discursive, showing traces of influence from recently emerged processes in globalization as well
as locally salient social schemas.

The English kinship terms aunty/uncle are default interethnic/intercode vocative and reference
terms used fictively, to refer to individuals who are considered at least one generation older
than self. (Apart from mentioning uncle here and when relevant, only aunty will be discussed.)
As mentioned previously, the cultures of all three maximal identities share an almost
unbreachable adherence to the elder-junior relationship, so it is not surprising that a default
term indexing this social relationship might emerge. The appearance of English aunty/uncle is
widespread in urban areas, appearing in all codes and networks. They also appear in similar
functions in other parts of Asia that experienced British colonialization, e.g., Singapore (Wong
2006), India (Sailaja 2009:86, D’souza 1988, Parasher 1999), and Hong Kong (Bauer &
Benedict 1997:364).

Four usage patterns of aunty that currently co-exist are listed in Table 4.1. Note that it is
probably possible to identify finer-grained usage-based distinctions for one or more of these, for
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example, by race, however, except for cursory mentions, that extensive an analysis is beyond
the scope of this study.
Table 4.4 – Usage Patterns of English aunty
I (historical)

II

III

IV

Consanguine relations

Metaphorical

Metaphorical

Metaphorical

(Speaker and/or

(Speaker/Addresse who

Default Norm to all

Stereotype

Addressee English-

are familiar with each

including strangers

Referent

educated with the

other) with exception

(excluding Malays*)

characteristics

possible exception of

of Malays*); Vocative

linguistic and non-

Malays*); Vocative

typically Aunty+First

linguistic like style of

typically Aunty+First

Name

dress

Name
*Malays are also called by Malay equivalent terms makcik but see discussion below.

There has been little research on when each of these usages appeared but it is likely that aunty
for Speaker or Addressee’s mother’s siblings or other blood relations of that generation (I) and
(II) were first to appear, due to the rapid increase in uptake of English-education from the mid20th century, especially amongst urban Indians and Chinese. This trend was partially arrested
by policies of subsequent Malaysian governments to systematically convert all English
institutions to Malay-medium national schools (and universities) in stages from the 1970s
onwards, but by then English (or X-English) was already entrenched as a significant code of
interaction amongst the English-educated, especially in urban areas. Note that normalized
usages of aunty by English-speaking local populations were also found in India, another former
British colony that has been undergoing similar modernization transformations (Dasgupta
1993), and it appeared as an example of a borrowing in Hong Kong Cantonese in Cheung 1972.
English aunty

“functions as a marker of Westernized sophistication among the upwardly
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mobile middle classes in urban and semi-urban India” (Sridhar 1989:311). See also Vatuk 1982
for its appearance in Hindi in Agha 2007:373-375; also Sailaja 2009:86 D’souza 1988, Parasher
1999 for Indian English). While the work on indexicality ordering of usages of aunty/uncle by
English-speaking Malaysians in interactions subsumed under models I and II fall under,
according to one of the primary participants of this study, a Tamil Indian in her 80s who
attended English-medium school, they were already widely used by at least the 1970s. In the
conventionalized vocative, the addressee/referent’s first name is usually included in vocatives,
[Aunty/Uncle + FIRST NAME], as in (4.31).
(4.31)
Hokkien/English
1

Karen

Ti- Titi

kia-khi lah,

[younger brother] hurry DP
2

m-ai
(anne) kuan lah,
NEG-want, like this DP

3

Aunty Sarah record e=.
NOM
‘Titi, come on, don’t do like this, it’s Auntie Sarah’s recording.’

In (4.31), referencing Sarah as English ‘Aunty Sarah’ follows Clive’s default address to her,
established over an extensive history of interactions between the participants. There is a
question about what is actually being indexed to English-educatedness or ‘Westernization’, the
speaker or referent, which cannot be answered here. Further research into when the terms
became normalized (not just for English-educated) in the culture is necessary to determine
what social meaning, if any, is encoded in the usage. Historically, it may have been an
indicator of English-educatedness or Western orientation the extension of the usage to all age258
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appropriate individuals (II, III) has meant the indexing of any such social category is all likely
voided. (4.32) indicates that the diminutive form of aunty (with allographic –y/-ie) is always
used, here even when there is no particular referent.
(4.32)
1

Rishi

Look honestly I tell you ah24,
DP

2

WingMing ah24,
DP

3

when I look around at some of my uncles and aunties all ah24,
DP

4

I mean relatives and all that ah24,
DP

5

I’m convinced ah24,
DP

6

if they were born 20 years later // divorce already.

The diminutive form has a sense of being

child-centered (Wierzbicka 1992:236 in Wong

2006:465), suggesting that the usages represent an extension of the salient sociopragmatic
principle of the elder-junior relationship derived from a family-centered social organization.
Supporting evidence is in the extension of the usage to Filipina full-time maids, who are of
course English-speaking.

The pervasiveness of the principle to extend kinship affiliation in broader social relations are
also evident in maid address terms. I have previously mentioned the stereotyped usage of
Malay kakak 'older sister' for Indonesian maids and other workers. In a similar way, Filipina
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equivalents, who are perceived as English-speaking, are commonly addressed and referred to as
aunty.
(4.33)
1

Maggie

Anytime send the kids over.

2

We have the three aunties,

3

they have nothing much to do.

"aunties" refers to Maggies’s daughter’s three Filipina maids. By calling them aunties, they are
are anchored to the children of the house, and in this sense, considered part of the household.
Analogous usages in other locales that had a British-governed past, e.g., Hong Kong, are also
evidenced.
(4.34) (from ICE-HK English)
(a)
<#2:1:A> One of my distant relative Auntie Ming snatched me by my arm once when I arrive,
(b)
<#6.1:A> Auntie Ming is a housewife
<#7.1:A> Her husband, Uncle Sum is a taxi driver

That Asian usage converges on the diminutive aunty form suggests that the honorific terms
were initially reanalyzed by English-speaking locals, in order that the sociopragmatics align
with Asian-evolved cultural models that metaphorically extend kinship to others in one’s lives.
The reason for the examples from other geographically distinct locations outside Malaysia is to
raise the point that this is not simply a Malaysian-internal practice, and that there appears to
be a convergence of metapragmatic principle across certain parts of Asia. Since the diasporic
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South Asian (not only India) and Chinese populations of Malaysia are and have been in close
contact with other diasporic populations for centuries, it is unclear just whether honorific
aunty/uncle in Malaysia is an independent innovation or indicative of international participantlinked chains.

Fictive usages involving speakers and referents who are familiar with each other or whose
families are known to each other (II), or where they are in certain stereotyped social roles
where kinship is typically extended, e.g., in kindergartens, are also very common. (4.35a) is
situated at a music school for children. Michiko, who is Japanese, is a former student and
currently a university student overseas. She began lessons here when she was very young as her
parents decided to school her in an English international school in KL for PreK-12. Here, she is
visiting the music school to play in a concert. Lisa is the head teacher in the school. Since the
kids usually begin lessons at very young ages, they in an extended sense grow up there.
Participant roles of teachers and students at this school are framed in terms of an extended
family, which is common in KL. The standard vocative forms for teachers are [Aunty/Uncle +
First Name] as in ‘Uncle Rick’ and ‘Aunty Lisa’ in Line 4.
(4.35a)
1

Michiko

2
3

Yes she’s- I think she’s still teaching.
Can I ask you to turn the pages for me?

Lisa

Er yeah yeah yeah ok I’ll turn the pages.

4

Just give it a few minutes.

5

Uncle Rick went to take some

6

…(3.0)
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(4.35b)
1

Leila

2

Oh lovely restaurant,
Uncle enjoyed that.

Uncle Rick is a music teacher at the music school. In this instance, Lisa refers to Rick as Uncle
Rick, positioning the referent from the standpoint of Michiko. In (4.35b), Leila, a Tamil female
in her 80s refers to her husband as Uncle, again, we see transposed reference to the hearer,
who is a neighbor one generation younger than her husband.

The above examples demonstrate conventionalized usages that are unnoticed by speakers who
expect age/generational difference to be inherent in any vocative used by the junior to the
elder. Addressing Malays by the English terms if one is not Malay, however, is likely to be
treated as marked. As one non-Malay participant of this study (aged late 30s) remarked when
asked which forms she used to address locals: Aunty and Uncle for age above 50, to Chinese and
Indian. To Malay, Makcik 'Aunty' or Pakcik 'Uncle'. At least amongst the non-Malay population,
selecting a non-Malay term when addressing a Malay is seldom practiced, likely due to
perceived preference and sensitivity by the Malays to what is considered their language. What
Malays do when speaking amongst themselves is less clear. In (4.36), Rosliana (Malay)
mentions a Chinese makcik ‘aunty’ that she sees around her neighborhood (Line 4).
(4.36)
1
2

Rosliana

Hm.
Jarang-la macam last time,
rarely DP like
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3

I ada

saja

jalan-jalan

kan macam jogging,

EXIST only walk around DP like
4

I tengok la macam mana makcik ni
see

5

DP like

kan,

what aunty DEM right

dia suka lah,
she like DP
‘It’s very rare. Last time when I was jogging, I used to see this one aunty who
liked me…’

She uses the Malay form makcik to describe the referent, even though it is almost certain that if
she had directly addressed the woman, she would not have used Makcik but Aunty. The only
usage of Aunty for a Malay in the data was by a Malay. She refers to herself as Aunty in the
context of her son’s friends in lines 4 in (4.37) and she quotes her son’s friend as addressing her
as ‘Aunty’ in Line 11.
(4.37a)
1

Mariam

2

Because er I have so many of the students in Germany,
they come to my Hari Raya every year to the house kan,
right

3

so yang banyak yang in- integrate dengan Aunty semua XXX student itu.
REL many

REL

with

all

DEM

‘So many integrate with Aunty (me), all those students.’
4

Because I, I treat myself like a mother to them (..) so tak tahu XXXXXXXX
NEG know
‘Because I treat myself like a mother to them, so I don’t know…’

(4.37b)
1

Mariam

So my son XXX.

2

So one day I commented lah,

3

Er but I respond in German you see.

4

So yang kawan dia tak tahu that was Aunty you see.
REL friend 3sg NEG now
‘So his friend did not know that it was me (Aunty) you see.’
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8

Rosliana

@@@

9

Mariam

XXX

10

Rosliana

@@@ oh, no.

11

Mariam

‘Sorry Aunty.’

12

@@@

13

Dia tak tahu because no picture kan?
3sg NEG know

right

Of course these are instances of reporting so it is unclear what the speakers might have used.
However, that Mariam does refer to herself as Aunty at all suggests that the honorific term is
usable for herself. However, Mariam may be an outlier. She very obviously identifies with
modernness and cosmopolitan, in her dress, outlook and attitudes, is married to a foreigner and
divides her time between Germany and KL.

A further extension into an even more distant social network is to address those with whom
one is not on familiar grounds, or even total strangers, as in (4.38).
(4.38a)
1

Fruit-seller

Aunty,
mango manis.
sweet
‘Aunty, sweet mangoes.’

2

Liang

Manis ah?
sweet QP
‘Sweet?’

(4.38b)
Ariff, a Malay university student in his mid-20s addressing a 70 year old Chinese taxi driver.
1

Ariff

Uncle,
You sini kat mana tinggal?
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here LOC where live
‘Uncle, where around here do you live?’
2

Siaw

Gua tinggal di
sana.
1sg live
LOC there
‘I live there’

These instances indicate that association with Englishness and Westernized sophistication is
definitely absent. Especially in (4.38b), the taxi-driver is 72 and is obviously not Englisheducated.

What is unclear is whether the extension of the usage to one’s broader social network has
emerged from the English-speaking population. Sociohistorical evidence and the pattern of
participant usage point to another origin. Wang 2010’s research on the appearance of aunty as
a default term in Malaysian Mandarin suggests that it (as well as the pejorative sense discussed
below) began in the 1980s and originated in Hong Kong via the Cantonese popular culture
(Cantopop) scene, and this would support a position that it was adopted first by the Chineseeducated (and semi- or uneducated) population in Malaysia. The influence of Cantopop,
relatedly, the status of Cantonese from the 1980s onwards, on Chinese culture-oriented Chinese
disasporas everywhere, cannot be understated (Wong 2003). Transnational transfer of Hong
Kong Cantonese linguistic items into diasporic populations was common, for instance, Lim
2007 showed a link between the widespread adoption of Cantonese discourse particles in
Singapore English and the height of Cantopop influence from the mid-1980s to mid-1990s.
Default aunty/uncle may well have had its origin in Hong Kong Cantonese. Further
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investigation is required to determine the validity of this hypothesis. However, default
aunty/uncle is shown not to necessarily directly index any Englishness or Westerness at all. For
Singapore English, Wong 2006:453 reports that
… in Singapore English, the meanings of the social honorific aunty and the cultural
category aunty do not include the concept aunt. … while most or all Singaporeans
understand the meanings of these two related words, many of them (i.e. those who do
not speak English) would not know what aunt means. My Chinese-Singaporean mother,
who cannot speak English beyond a few words, uses aunty as a social honorific in her
Chinese speech but not the word aunt. For example, when I was younger, she would ask
me in Cantonese to refer to some of her female friends as aunty,…

In other words, Wong’s family’s exposure to aunt/aunty did not seem related to the original
reanalysis of the term by English-oriented speakers. Of course, this does not necessarily mean
that default aunty/uncle evolved internally, however, the emergence of analogous usages
(especially the pejorative) in three separate locales at around the same time seems a little too
coincidental. (This is clearer when the pejorative usage is examined.) The question that
remains relates to the sociopragmatic meaning of default term, if any. Did or does it “bring
along” with it, Western sophistication, or a Hong Kong equivalent?

The final typified model (IV) involves the pejorative usages of aunty/uncle, which I hypothesize
to be a reanalysis of (III) in the youth-culture of cosmopolitan areas that value modernity. Very
similar if not analogous usages are found in Singapore, overseas Chinese in Western countries
(e.g., UK, Australia), and in Hong Kong. Wong 2006 analyzes the usage of aunty in Singapore
(English) as a “cultural category”, a label that depicts certain behaviors as a social stereotype,
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as it relates to Singapore. Apart from “seniority in age” (pg456), an aunty also has certain
undesirable characteristics, such as “someone who is not very well-informed, probably because
she has undergone very little formal education…, [i.e.,] lowly educated, middle-aged
unemployed housewives or female menial job workers seem to be the archetype aunty” (pg457458), who are furthermore “… old-fashioned, they are not expected to be open to ideas or
concepts that many modern, Westernized people embrace or at least accept” (pg458), and not
“’hip’ or stylish” (pg459). Behaviors that can fall under the umbrella of ‘auntiness’ are relatively
broad, and therefore are open to reinterpretation of individual speakers.

For reasons relating to the social categories that participate in this stereotyping, there were no
instances of this use by non-Malays in my data, since almost all of the primary participants
were in their late 30s or over, i.e., potentially qualifying as aunties and uncles themselves, and
in addition, if the pejorative usages have entered via the Chinese-oriented population, its
frequency of usage may be lower. Examples are therefore from Malaysian blog sites (I have
ensured that all scenarios are in Greater KL).
(4.39a)
Where got such thing as choosing an Auntie car like Sylphy is a right decision , due to
suck big times in term of :
- handling (torsion beam without ESP/VSA/VSC)
- braking power (belakang drum brakes)
- very outdated interior and very auntie exterior...13

13

"17" Rims and Wheels". Autoworld.com.my. 9 Dec 2010. Post no.: 16.
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(4.39b)
Followed my mum to 5R this morning, it's a local so-called gym that caters mostly
aunties crowd. It's right in front of morning market so it's sorta convenient to the aunties
to drop by after their daily 'shopping'

14

(4.39c)
can i join u all for shopping??? 8O
sure i would like to join!!! u know i m very auntie lah wor... :?
i think the best time to go is in the morning market lor... very fresh!!! :mrgreen:15

(4.39d)
Then finally the auntie, friend of the handicap later was so mad and she took the
“bubble stick” and whacked them “HELLO. WE NO NEED TO SEE LAR LIKE THAT!” in a
very auntie slang of Cantonese. Hahahaha.

Malaysian (Chinese) examples indicate that speakers contrast between patterns behaviors
ascribed to the young and the old in similar ways to the Singaporean usages (but what counts
as aunty seems to be localized to some extent). Essentially, aunty behaviors are outdated, oldfashioned, and unconsumeristic. In (4.39a), the writer associates aunty simply with being old
and outdated. The look of a car can be aunty, and his view is that it is not good decisionmaking to choose such a car. In (4.39b), old ways such as going to the morning market to buy
daily food supplies instead of supermarkets are stereotyped as aunty behaviors. In (4.39c), the
girl ascribes auntiness to herself because she likes to go to morning markets. In (4.39d), even

14

"Sick Cat." A Little Bit of This and That. 19 August 2010, 6.13pm. 17 Dec 2014."The Fast and the Furious."

Lowyat.net. 20 Apr 2012. Post no.:3
15

"Mooncake Tang Lung Festival Gathering on 22/09" PJNet, 17 Sept 2007, Post no.: 467.
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styles of speaking Cantonese (with hints of uneducatedness) can be viewed as an aunty way of
speaking.16

Distinguishing between stereotyping via aunty/uncle and non-pejorative forms (when referring
persons not in the interaction) "denotation of expression" (Agha 2007:86-87) requires
knowledge of the contexts in which the utterances have occurred, or co-textual properties, i.e.,
usage patterns that are not only cognitive/sociocognitive but also semiotic acts and events in
the world. This is to determine whether the utterance in question conforms to the denotational
norm or not. For instance, evidence that Rishi’s referencing me as Aunty is likely an instance of
(II) in (4.40) is provided by the situational context.
(4.40)
(Rishi, Tamil Indian, speaking to his 10 year old daughter, Govinda)
1

Rishi

Finish your food faster.

2

Govinda

Why are you recording?

3

Rishi

There’s one Aunty lah she’s er: ___ D’s.. ___ D’s er:
DP

4

Govinda

Cousin,

5

Rishi

Cousin or somebody.

Govinda, a child, asks her father why he is recording and Rishi begins to tell her that it is for
an Aunty (line 3). First, the pejorative sense is unlikely here because there is no reason for
evoking a stereotype, especially since the hearer is a child, and Rishi is merely referencing me
as the reason for the recording. It is more likely that Aunty is expected from the standpoint of
16

"Meeting Jay again." vvens.com, 27 Dec 2009. 17 Dec 2014.
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Govinda, as I am of her parent’s generation. That this is probably an instance of (II), i.e., he is
extending the properties of kinship to me as part of his broader social network, may have been
because while we are strangers, he is a friend of a distant relative. And as examples of
pejorative aunty/uncle show, usages co-occur with acts that are indexed to typified construals
of uncool, traditional, or merely old.

As I have mentioned, more thorough investigations into stereotype aunty/uncle across social
categories such as race, and culture-oriented, as well as transnationally, are required. Apart
from the hint of slightly different conceptualizations of stereotyped aunty/uncle behaviors by
Singaporeans and Malaysians, here is some evidence that speakers can align stereotypes to
existing socio-cultural categories. While there were no instances of stereotype aunty/uncle by
non-Malays, in my data, there were two instances by Malays. In (4.41), Mariam is telling
Rosliana about one of her employees, a young woman who is from a traditional rural
background. The woman is incompetent in her work, although she does try.
(4.41)
1

Mariam

Ah XX tahu.
know

2

3

4
5

Saya berada.
1sg have
'I don't have.'
Tak boleh cakap tau!
NEG can talk you know
'Can't say much you know.'
We can’t really say much.
…(1.0)
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6

So that’s why education is ve:ry important.

7

Rosliana

Maybe you can send her for the short course?

8

Mariam

Mema=ng I plan to to send her for: during school holidays,

9

Of course

10

Rosliana

Hm.

11

Mariam

expose them for one week’s seminars every school holidays,

12

jadi dia akan belajar how to…
so 3sg will learn
‘So she will learn how to….’

13

It is like a motivational courses you know.

14

Rosliana

Hm.

15

Mariam

Kita upgrade dia punya knowledge from time to time.
1pl

3sg POSS

‘We help her upgrade her knowledge form time to time.’
16

But then it takes time lah,
DP

17

because when you are already set you know in your <TSK>

18

(..)

19

life ah jadi susah

tau.

so difficult know
‘That’s life. It’s difficult.’
20

And then dia berkawan pulak dengan orang duduk kat flat tu

21

3sg befriend also with
Jenis makcik pakcik.
type aunty uncle

people stay

semua.

LOC flat DEM all

‘Furthermore, she befriends all those people who sit around in the flats. The
aunty/uncle type.’

Mariam tells Rosliana that she is trying to upgrade the woman’s skills, but more importantly,
her attitude and values via motivational course (Line 10-12). She admits that ‘converting’ the
woman is difficult because the latter is set in her ways (Lines 16-19), i.e., the old traditional,
non-modern ways. Moreover, she is choosing the wrong people for friends (Line 21). Mariam
explicitly mentions the aunty/uncle type ‘Jenis

akcik akcik’ and associates them with hanging

around in their flats. Her construal of aunties and uncles here is very specific to the Malay
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population. It was mentioned in Chapter 2 that deliberate government-led social engineering
has led to an explosion in the number of Malays in urban centers, and that those who end up in
low cost government flats are stigmatized. Similarly, in (4.42), Rosana speaks of her
hometown, as very aunty.
(4.42)
1

Rosliana

That’s why I don’t like to live in my hometown because

2

Mariam

Where is your hometown, by the way?

3

Rosliana

***

4

Mariam

Oh, *** juga.
also

5

I see.

6

Hm.

7

Rosliana

Hm.

8

So um I I just don’t like the environment and the their mentality,

9

it’s totally like Aunty like that.

10

So er I like to live her because I’ve seen something new in my life.

Rosliana ascribes auntiness to her hometown, and contrasts its backwardness with KL. Again,
this is very Malay and can be contextualized within the social transformational event of
urbanization of Malays, although of course, migration to KL from small towns occur for
individuals from the other races in smaller places. These examples indicate that the Malay
version of the stereotype is recast in social concerns related to Malays, and interestingly, is
unrelated to referents ‘being old/er’, hence in the reanalysis, it has been decoupled from age,
but retains the idea that ‘traditional/pre-modern’ ways are outdated. (4.43) is an example from
the Internet:
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(4.43)
Im going to Smart Tag, but an aunty drove her car from left to right (Touch n Go)
without any signal...but she got signal after im fucking honk to her...nice dude, next
time use the fucking signal after any happened. Go back to your kitchen, your children
need you to cook, Do Not think this is your grandmother's road. 17

The writer describes an 'aunty' cutting in on him when he is about to enter a toll booth. The
language 'Go back to your kitchen, you children need you to cook...' suggests the offending driver
is Malay, and unable to be courteous and function in an urban setting. She should be in the
home as she cannot adhere to the social rules of the city.

Conflicting metapragmatic values in one form can trigger reanalysis (Agha 2007:336). From
the usages examined, aunty/uncle as pejorative expressions appear limited to those who have
constructed socially stereotyped ‘identities’ associated with modernness, cosmopolitan or even
Westernness, against a backdrop where traditional (previously conventionalized) cultural
models of behavior are still highly visible. Any act that has the potential to be situatable in the
old cultural models, can serve as an object of outdatedness, from consumer-driven practices
such as dress sense, eateries frequented and model of car driven, to attitudes and outlooks held.
At least for the general (perhaps East Asian/Chinese-originated) version of the stereotype,
many of the differences can be locatable along the dimension of time, the stereotype is
construed as an opposition between the young, those who have not reached middle age, and
the old, those who have. The potential for conflicting metapragmatics is therefore locatable
17

"An aunty driver in Malaysia". Youtube. 1 Feb 2013.
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within this community. While usage-based patterns of the stereotype aunty/uncle clearly
differentiate the pejorative and the non-pejorative, especially the honorific form, for at least
some, a breach in sociopragmatic boundaries has occurred, in the Chinese-educated community
(Wang 2010). One coping strategy is to enlist a competing form that is non-pejorative to
replace the default norm or honorific usage, for example, the enlisting of Mandarin -y ‘aunt’
(Wang 2010:35), an unstereotyped form (but perhaps a first order indexical indicating Chineseeducatedness) in the Malaysian Chinese-educated community. That the form has been selected
from another language is of course unremarkable in the Malaysian context, however, the choice
of Mandarin is perhaps also revealing, an indication of that the language itself has been
reanalyzed in the contact situation in a significance sense – it is not just as a language of
education but is now important for social interactional reasons.

Further investigation is required to determine how stereotypic aunty/uncle has spread more
generally. The Malay version discussed above suggests that it appears to have crossed racial
boundaries, although the discursive paths taken by ‘participant-linked chains’ to achieve this
remain seems to lean heavily toward the rural/urban distinction. Anecdotal evidence comes
from a Malay blog writer18 who gives advice on how to decide between calling a Malay older
woman Malay Makcik and English Aunty. The stereotypic characteristics listed for the latter
indicates that Aunty must be urban(e): lives in an established area of the city, possess enough of
18

"The Malay Aunty." The Urban Malay. Life Through the Eyes of a Young Malaysian Muslim. 12 August 2014. 16 Dec

2014.
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a command of English to use a mixed Malay/English code, have joined the ranks of the
aspirational middle-class, shops at high end supermarkets, keeps a certain amount of Western
ingredients in her kitchen, and has a cosmopolitan wardrobe. This suggests schematic blends "Malaysia's diverse groups" provides strands of differentiation of a general cultural category
auntyness, adding to the complexity of meaning in this high contact environment.

Apart from speaker-to-speaker chains, the role of mass communications and social media are
possibly important. Depictions of uncool and outdated aunties in advertisements are common.
(On Malaysian TV, it is common practice to air the same advertisements but dubbed in the four
different languages (Malay, English, Mandarin and Tamil). Again, as is typical in Malaysia,
which objects end up symbolizing stereotyped behaviors are re-construed, adapting the
stereotype to the community in which it is practiced. So, while not necessarily excluding those
stereotyped in the Chinese version, Malay stereotyped symbols include those not directly
associated with age but with failing in an urban environment, e.g., stereotyped behaviors of
government flat-dwellers, inability to cope in a modern workplace etc, as discussed in Chapter
2 and in the examples above.

Whether or not stereotype aunty/uncle is culturally significant in the English/Malay-educated
non-Malay communities is also unclear. And though not widespread, anecdotally, I have heard
such phrases as ‘sari aunties’, to describe Indian aunties. As discussed, it is likely that the
275
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honorific usage emerged within the English-educated local population. Since English kinship
terms operate at least as markers of English-education, which itself is of high status, whether
the conflicting metapragmatic values are noticed or problematic is interesting and requires
further research.

4.6 Summary
In this Chapter, I presented details of interactions where selection of person reference terms by
speakers in KL operates on indexing the heterogeneous metapragmatic principles that underlie
the organization of society in Malaysia. Speaker selectional strategies can choose to ignore
‘linguistically’ determined boundaries such as ‘language’ in order to anchor person reference to
suitable sociopragmatic values, which reflexively of course have led to patterns of usage that
continue such practices. More recent emergent strategies encompass the inclusion of educated
or international English forms and metapragmatic principles. We can see that many of these
patterns show traces of the social schemas that were discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. However,
as in code-switching practices, the examples indicate that usage patterns of person reference
forms

occur

discursively,

in

accordance
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with

interactional

demands.
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Chapter 5 – Some Usage Patterns of Discourse Items
5.0 Introduction
In this chapter, some usage patterns of three discourse items that are shared across languages
are examined. The first two, lah and ah24 (with 24 representing a low to high rising tone), are
frequently-occurring items in KL codes. The third, English discourse like (and its relexified
Malay counterpart, macam), is equally frequently-occurring but investigation is only on the
English/Malay codes. Typologically, what are examined are convergences in discourse
strategies, which of course are bound to occur given lengthy periods of interaction; however,
what is more important here are the interactional reasons for such usages across languages and
codes. In a way, they differ from usages of person reference forms in the previous chapter.
These were shown to display sensitivity to social conditions in KL, and Malaysia general, with
the social schemas discussed in Chapter 2 particularly salient to speakers when selecting
appropriate forms. In the instance of shared discourse items, it is ascription of shared
membership of interlocutors to some social category that enable conventionalized ways of
expressing pragmatic or discourse information to work.

In Section 5.1, I provide a brief outline of some relevant previous research and the theoretical
assumptions used. The analysis and focus here depart from many previous accounts in two
ways. First, they tended to focus on usage of a particular discourse particle in the context of a
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specific language; here, I demonstrate that many iden lszs2tified functions of both lah and ah24
are fundamentally not language specific but are multilingual interactional strategies, although
to different levels of entrenchment. lah has long been recognized as ubiquitous in Malaysian
codes and languages; ah24, while pervasive in KL - as demonstrated by the data, and some
other urban-based codes, may be a more recent innovation and not (yet) as distributionallyextensive. Second, the interactional approach here concentrates on the emergence of usage
patterns at the conversational event structure as this allows consistent comparison of usages
across speakers and codes/languages. From a social interactional viewpoint, as for person
reference, I show how multilingual contact can result in not just the borrowing of discourse
particles from one language to another, but usage fundamentally changes the ways in which
participants in a conversation negotiate and align with each other, regardless of language or
code used. Section 5.2 examines the discourse particle lah, and demonstrates that by treating
the central function as signalling “the speaker’s desire for the hearer to access and
accommodate a certain contextual assumption in the speaker’s cognitive environment” (Ler
2005:267), similar to Luke 1990’s analysis of Hong Kong Cantonese's lah55 as creating
"common ground" or shared understanding, we can demonstrate that the particle exist as a
singular item across languages and codes in KL’s multilingual environment. In Section 5.3, I
examine the usages of ah24 in KL codes. It functions in similar ways to Cantonese (h)ah (low
rising), and like lah, is widespread in KL’s contact environment. This, I propose, is a device
used by speakers to focus the hearer to what is proposed as significant at a particular juncture,
whether in the developing message or stance by the speaker. While it can be seen as a device to
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check understanding of co-participants like lah, unlike the latter, the sequential structures in
which it appears and its range of functions, are more limited. In 5.4, I discuss more recently
emerged common discourse elements in the Malaysian context, focusing on the various usages
of English like as an emergent discourse item in cosmopolitan KL.

5.1 Previous research & some theoretical considerations
Discourse elements have been shown to be especially transferable in contact and bilingual
environments (Matras 2000; Maschler 2000a,b; Salmons 1990; Weinreich 1963/1953:30), as it
is in the interactions of bilinguals (see Schiffrin and Maschler 2001: for references). While both
lah and ah24 are present across KL codes and languages, both are usually considered to have
originated in southern Sinitic languages (Lim 2007:447), even though it is not clear which, if
any one language, is the originating source of lah. While the origin is not crucial to the purpose
of this study, that previous research have argued for lah's origin in Hokkien (e.g., Richards and
Tah 1977), Cantonese (Besemeres & Wierzbicka 2003, Gupta 2006, Ler 2005), or general
Sinitic (Kwan-Terry 1978), and even outside Sinitic, Malay, e.g., Pakir 1992, indicates its
widespread appearance across languages. Since there is little diachronic research on the
pathways of spread in the Malaysian context and none have really addressed the role of
innovation in this multilingual community, no definite claim is made here about its origins or
development in KL codes, although Cantonese seems to have been highly influential. ah24 is
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much less studied than lah, and even more than the latter, its origin, usage and spread due to
contact are under-researched. It appears to be absent in non-Malaysian/Singaporean contact
Southern varieties, e.g., Taiwanese, and in colloquial Malay varieties that are not in contact
with Sinitic speakers. Like Gupta 2006 for Singapore English, I suggest that Cantonese has an
originating role but again, no claim will be made here, except that present day usage of ah24 in
the data closely match the Cantonese focus marker (h)ah24 (Yip & Matthews 2000:130-131;
Yau 1965).

Such discourse particles are heavily involved in interactional problem-solving across languages.
A variety of labels have been used for such phrase or utterance final discourse elements found
in Sinitic languages, amongst others, 'mood words', helping words’, ‘sentence final particles’
(see Luke 1990:1 for a general summary of earlier general research in the Chinese linguistics
and by Chinese linguists), ‘sentence particle’ (Yip & Matthews 2010), ‘final particle’ (Wu 2004),
‘utterance particle’ (Luke 1990). In the Malaysian and Singaporean contexts, more common are
‘discourse particle’ (e.g., Gupta 2006, Ler 2005, Lim 2004, Platt & Ho 1989), ‘discourse marker’
(Rajadurai 2007), ‘illocutionary particle’ (Goddard 2004), and ‘pragmatic particle’ (Gupta 1992
for Singapore English, Lim 2007). Here, the term ‘discourse particle’ is used.

Apart from research on usages in Sinitic in general, I also draw on previous work on discourse
particles in Singapore, since relatively little work has been done in a strictly Malaysian context.
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Also, many Malaysian discourse particles, including lah and ah (expressed in various tones and
with similar suprasegmental features), are also found in Singaporean colloquial codes, and
comparison of usages from my data and with those documented for Singapore, e.g., in Lim
2007, Gupta 2006, 1992; Ler 2006; Wee 2004; Loke 1988, amongst others, suggests that there
are extremely strong functional and motivational overlaps. This is not unexpected given the
early shared socio-histories of both countries, and continued significant contact, with
approximately 400,000 Malaysians, almost 90% Chinese, working and studying in Singapore.
and over 14 million visits are made by Singaporeans to Malaysia each year. However, the
largest and most influential Sinitic language in Singapore has been Hokkien, not Cantonese.
Regardless, lah and ah are frequently-occurring particles in Singapore English (Gupta 2004,
1992, and Daw 2005 in Lim 2007:462, that notes that ah (without a specific tone) is used
extensively in Singapore Bazaar Malay). I suggest that some major but subtle differences may
manifest in frequencies of usage of particular particles, exploitation of tonal characteristics, and
in the case of lah, positional preference in the utterance, although that will depend on speaker
variation as well. These differences do not impact on the key claims in this chapter.

5.1.1 Usage of discourse particles in KL codes
Discourse items, including those that are characteristically positioned utterance finally, such as
particles lah and ah24, occur extensively across all languages and codes. This was observed by
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Sardar 2000:105-106 for Malaysian English (although his observation is made specifically in
the context of KL):
This Malaysian English operates within a Malay, Chinese or Tamil mental framework
and is generally peppered with a free-floating vocabulary of, in themselves, meaningless
words…. The most common of these is lah. A brother of lah is the ah. The ah has a whole
hue of meanings depending on how and where it is used….

Although Sardar is not explicit about it (and he was not commenting as a linguist), the idea of
particles as ‘free-floating’ items that span across language systems hints at supporting the kind
of non-language specific, meta-discourse approach taken here. For a synchronic comparison, a
language-based approach is of limited benefit since, as mentioned, linguistic features regularly
occur across codes too frequently to be identified with one language. Traditional ideas of
‘language boundaries’ from the speakers’ and analyst’s perspective in this contact situation are
not reflective of the reality of these particles operating on the meta-discourse (socio-cognitive)
level. The other observation by Sardar that ah has "a whole hue of meanings…" (although pitch
differences do reflect functional distinctions) recognizes the importance of situational context
in determining meaning of a particular token.

The frequencies of occurrence of lah and ah24 across KL languages suggest that they have
evolved into shared discourse items for this urban center’s multilingual speakers. Cantonese.
Not all discourse particles have spread in such a way across languages and codes. It is therefore
not possible to index a certain race or any locally evolved social group in the way that ma33
can the lah definitely can no longer be identified with a particular language or group of
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speakers. ah24 is interesting in that some speakers do acknowledge it as an influence from
Sinitic (‘Chinese speakers’) even though it is widespread in KL codes and used by non-Chinese
speakers when speaking to other non-Chinese.

While both particles are ubiquitous in Malaysian/KL speech, this is not necessarily true of all
other discourse particles. Some are not so widespread, or are clearly identified with one
language, or rather a specific group of speakers, for instance, the various functions of ye(k)
with colloquial Malay or ethnic Malay speakers (Koh 1990:81-82); lor, wor, wah and ma33,
with Cantonese, or simply Sinitic - due to the spread of Cantonese particles regardless of Sinitic
language, within the Chinese community (cf. Lim 2007 on the spread of Cantonese discourse
particles to Singapore English) (See Section 5.4 for some discussion of this in the context of
other discourse items.)

If discourse items can be viewed on a scale that measures their degree of indexicality to one
group or speakers, language or code, in examining lah and ah24, the first can be thought of as a
general local Malaysian particle where usages cannot be identified with any one social group
while the latter appears to have a similar status in KL although perhaps to a lesser degree, and
not necessarily in other parts of Malaysia.
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5.1.2 Methodological Considerations
As summarized by Lim 2007, much of previous research on discourse particles such as lah, ah
and other discourse particles in the Malaysian/Singapore context has focused on the
importance of situational aspects in determining meaning via use of various pragmatic theories,
e.g., speech-act theory, politeness (Levinson & Brown 1987), implicature (Grice 1989) etc.
More recently, discourse particle usages in the Singaporean context have been treated within
the conversation analysis framework, e.g., Gupta 1992, Ler 2005.

For the purposes here, examining the interactional context is important. We can use
conversational structures to contextualize the usage of discourse particles (e.g., Gupta 1992,
Ler 2005 for Singapore English), examininng how social interactional problems encountered by
participants in conversations involve organizing the flow of speech into specific recognizable
structures (Heritage 1985:1). We can use this to show that the discourse particles is a device in
KL’s multilingual environment, can be established by demonstrating that usages occur in
similar sequential structures (where co-occuring linguistic elements, conversational cues and
other evidence appear in regular and orderly ways), regardless of language or code. Since
context is built up due to interactional factors, close examination of the surrounding text is
required - examples need to go back far enough into the conversation in order to be enough.
This differs from many previous accounts in that examples usually do not include the
surrounding conversational context, or if so, sparingly, e.g., and as a result, in some ways, does
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not enable adequate capturing of the context, nor the interactional goal(s) speakers are trying
to achieve.

A second reason for using a social interactional account is that it places the co-participants, not
a language, at the center of the analysis, in the sense that they are viewed as agents who
actively engage discourse-level devices to achieve various social interactional goals that they
encounter, or more specifically, “how people, in their dealings with each other, document for
each other what is taking place” (Wootton 1989:243 in Luke 1990:46). Finally, the
examination of emergent patterns of organization provides a way to ensure that claims of
similarity to non-Malaysian languages are accounted for, most importantly that functions of lah
found for Cantonese by Luke 1990 very closely equate those found in the data, as this work is
used as a springboard for the treatment of lah in the data.

This approach will also mean that we deviate from the kinds of examples that are usually given
as evidence of a usage of a particle discourse particle. Typically, only the utterance to which a
particle is attached is given. CA proposes that the appearance of an item flows from the
orderliness of the conversational structure, and in many instances, meaningfulness emerges
only from taking into consideration enough surrounding context.
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In summary, I will use conversational structures to contextualize usages of discourse particles
across codes and languages.

5.2 Malaysian lah
If there is a discourse particle that can be said to be enregistered to Malaysian (and
Singaporean) languages (Gil 2002, Goddard 1998), it is the particle lah /la/. As demonstrated
in Chapter 2, Malaysians often omit or minimize the usages of lah and other particles when
interacting with non-Malaysians. And as noted by Platt & Weber 1980:77 (cited by Goddard pg
161), foreigners will try to use it liberally in interactions with Malaysians. It therefore has high
socio-cultural currency as a Malaysian-wide strategy.

Apart from earlier strictly sentential accounts that treated lah in grammatical terms, e.g., its
usages indicating aspectual information such as “finality” and “completion” (Bodman 1955:46,
Lim 2007:460) which is associated historically to le in Sinitic generally (see van den Berg & Wu
2006), and usage as an emphatic or contrastive marker originating from Malay (e.g., Goddard
1998), that lah is crucial for interactional work between local Malaysians in informal genres, is
reflected in the many discussions or mentions of its appearances in various codes as a
discourse, pragmatic or illocutionary particle, e.g., Goodard 1998 for Colloquial Malay (variety
unspecified), Bell & Ser 1983, Gupta 1992 and Platt & Ho 1989 (mentioned in Wee 2004:118)
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for Singapore English, Baskaran 2004:1037 for Malaysian English, Bodman 1955 for Malaysian
(southern) Hokkien, and Bakker 2003:11,12 for Bazaar Malay circa 1940s). While many
previous accounts acknowledge lah’s appearance in multiple languages and codes, analysis
typically focused on its appearance in a singular language. Typical functions that have been
found for lah are summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Functions of lah by Language (from Lim 2007:460 unless stated otherwise)
Singapore

Malaysian

English

English

Draws attention
to mood or

attitude and

accommodation;
indicates

solidarity,

familiarity,

informality

[la24] is more
persuasive

[la21]is more

matter-of-fact

Creates

solidarity

Colloquial Malay

Bazaar Malay

Hokkien

empathy,

Provides emphasis

Indicates finality,

la55 indicates

(Goddard

1994);

emphatic marker);

exclamatory or

definiteness or

contrastive

device

Creates

face-saving device
emphasis;

(Gil 2002; Goddard
1998)

(like Malay lah

softens command;

indicates solidarity,
familiarity,

informality

completion,
confirming
meaning,

emphasis,

persuasiveness,
dismissiveness,
listing

Cantonese

general lack of
forcefulness;

softens command.
la33 like la55 but
less suppliant.
lah55 creates

common ground
between

interactants (Hong
Kong Cantonese
Luke 1990)

The identification of functions by language is somewhat misleading because those specified for
one language and not for another does not mean they are in principle excluded from the latter.
It is more an indication of how much research has been done in a particular language and
differences can also be due to varying theoretical orientations of the researchers. For instance,
lah in Malaysian English is somewhat understudied and we should not assume that ‘creating
solidarity’ is lah’s only function. Looking across the languages, we can sum up usages as
associated with a range of context-sensitive purposes such as to convey “exclamatory or
confirming meaning”, “emphasis, persuasiveness, dismissiveness, and to mark attitude and
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mood. Usages also can be thought of as containing pragmatic information, and its appearances
are stylistically associated with informality.

While identified functions of lah are quite varied, that meaning is largely context-driven and
interactionally relevant are clear. Wee 2004:118 calls lah a general particle that “convey[s] a
certain mood or attitude of the speaker”, and “exactly what mood or attitude is being conveyed
will depend on specific contextual factors, from which the addressee will have to infer. Gupta
1992 names lah as one of a number of particles that expresses a speaker’s degree of
commitment to an utterance. Classical pragmatic accounts of lah attempt to narrow down the
context by determining usages to be strategies to achieve certain acts - Wee 2004:119 and
others (Platt 1987; Richards & Tay 1977 as cited by Wee) suggest that in such instances, lah is
used as a solidarity marker, as attempts to ‘mitigate face-threatening speech acts’. Capturing
the essence of lah has also been treated in semantics, e.g., Goddard 1998, 1994’s account of lah
as an illocutionary device that intercepts the possibility of a misunderstanding on some level.

Goddard’s ‘definition’, as well as Wee’s analysis, makes it clear that lah is triggered by the need
to resolve some issue with co-participants in a conversation, i.e., there is a recipient-oriented
aspect to lah, and the speaker is aiming for participant alignment in some sense. Wee proposes
that it is not only a mood or attitude marker but that it “draws the addressee’s attention to
some mood or attitude of the speaker, and in doing so, also appeals to the addressee to act in
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such a way as to accommodate this mood or attitude” (pg 118). In other words, lah contributes
to solving the interactional problem of achieving cooperation amongst participants in some
matter, by signaling that this sort of work needs to be done.

Some researchers have pointed out that suprasegmental detail such as intonation, stress and
duration are important in signaling just what is being expressed by a usage of lah (Lim
2007:448 and references therein). With respect to colloquial varieties of Malay for instance, Gil
2002:20 writes that “it is clear that these intonation contours are an inherent property of the
form in question: it is simply impossible to pronounce lah without recourse to one or another
such contour”. Some researchers take it further and identify functionally distinct segmentally
homophonous lah particles that have contrasting tone pitch, e.g., Loke and Low 1988, - rise,
fall, fall-rise and rise-fall in Singapore English. That tone is used as a distinguishing mark
would not be unusual given the significance of tone in Sinitic - as an example, Luke 1990
distinguishes low, mid and high level pitches as contrastive for Hong Kong Cantonese lah (also
Matthews and Yip 1994:340). However, in the Singapore/Malaysian context, it is not so clear.
Other work examining the particle in the Singapore context support an alternative view (e.g.,
Gupta 2006: and references therein), arguing that it is the intonation that signals pragmatic
information such as degree of forcefulness or ‘assertiveness’, and because lah’s position is
typically utterance final, this allows it maximal interaction with the intonation contour, and its
involvement in signaling such information. This approach seems to account for the KL data and
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it will be assumed here largely because whether tone is a property of lah or the utterance for
this set of data remains undetermined since we are dealing with an environment with
convergences of tonal and non-tonal languages, and great variability in speaker repertoires. An
example is (5.1):
(5.1)
1

Rosliana

Malas lah cakap ngan you.
Idle

DP talk with you.

‘Idle talk with you.’

Rosliana’s utterance occurs after a disagreement with her co-participant about the
identification of something in their conversation. As the discussion was clearly not going to be
resolved, she moves from talking about the topic to making a value judgment about it. Fronted
malas ‘idle’ or perhaps ‘pointless’ in this context, indicates her stance on the conversation, and
emphasizes her frustration with their disagreement. Contrastive lah can interact with discourse
lah for the continuation of interactional activity in a particular way, and as will be shown in
the following section, where this text is elaborated more fully.

Goddard notes that a second usage of contrastive lah is that when attached to predicates, it can
trigger an inchoative reading from a normally stative one or have an effect of “suddenness or
abruptness” (ibid 150). This usage is not discussed here.
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While in general agreement with previous accounts of discourse lah, especially Wee’s and
Goddard’s, the analysis here departs from these crucially by attempting to capture more
specifically the contextual factors that motivate lah’s appearances. Whatever its roots (whether
its origin is Malay or the Sinitic languages), it has evolved into a crucial communicative device.
Framing the analysis in the local interactional context via patterns that emerge from sequential
ordering, as per Luke 1990’s account of lah55 in Cantonese, provides a way to conceptualize
and categorize ‘contextual factors’, which is important for detailed comparative analysis across
languages and codes. Although Luke 1990 deals with a non-Malaysian language, the types of
evidence he used demonstrate that lah’s role is to contribute to the achievement of shared
understanding can be extended successfully to lah in Malaysian codes.

Turning to Luke’s account of lah55, let us look at what is meant by an interactional device
speakers can use to establish “common ground” or “shared understanding” with coparticipants. He writes:
At the minimum, the particle provides a linguistic resource with conversation
participants can, at particular points in an unfolding interactional scene, document to
each other their assumption that what is being talked about is something known-incommon. (ibid 112)

The idea of establishing something known-in-common/common ground is elaborated as the
need of participants to ensure understanding or alignment is achieved at some junctures(s) in
the unfolding conversation. Such ground clearing or ground laying activities are important
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because subsequent utterances (or turns) are built on previously established common ground
and therefore adds to the smooth flow of the conversation.

The type of common ground to be negotiated among interactants varies, and Luke identifies six
sequential contexts that Cantonese lah55 appears in:
(1) Reportings, story-tellings, listings and instructions
(2) Understanding checks
(3) Adequacy of descriptions
(4) Utterances used to make requests, suggestions and advice (seeking mutual agreements
or proposed cause of action)
(5) Suffixed to agreement-seeking/agreement-giving tokens to signal common assessment
or judgment of some matter at hand
(6) Presence in pre-closings
As Luke notes, (1)-(3) can fall under the umbrella of ‘understanding checks, involving adequate
identification or recognition of “something being talked about” (ibid 111), so that the status of
that something is cleared up, i.e., “shared in common”. The ‘something’ can be any temporarily
oriented point such as a person, situation, event, etc. So lah, by its property of “displaying the
assumption of mutual recognizability, identifiability or understandability of one description or
another [it] contrubutes to the accomplishment of ground-clearing or ground-laying work
needed for the continuation, appreciation, or understanding of subsequent stages of some
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current project”. (4) and (5) deal with problems relating to participant agreement or stance on
some issue. Regardless, all are involved in some coordinated action that seeks “mutual
agreement” (ibid 112) on some point.

Demonstrating that KL codes are able to perform functions in similar ways to Cantonese lah55
will be somewhat limited due to the data in this study in the sense that not all codes/languages
will be shown in all these sequential contexts. However, while each of these types of
conversational tasks has some distinct organizational patterns related to their specific
conversational tasks, appearances of lah are characterized by co-occurring elements that
underscore that creating common ground is occurring. Strategies that mark emphasis, for
example, emerges as important to tasks involving lah, regardless of the sequential context.
Similarly, as Luke notes, lah is strongly associated with continuation and therefore patterns that
indicate cooperation or a lack thereof, are common.

For organizational reasons, I will discuss lah in terms of (1) understanding checks, and (2)
participant alignment.
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5.2.1 Understanding checks
Using lah to perform checking tasks is extremely common, and it can occur frequently in a
single exchange. An understanding check is initiated by a participant when some status of a
temporarily-oriented item in the conversation, e.g., a person, thing, idea, event, etc, is unclear.
Such issues need to be resolved before the unfolding conversation can progress. In this section,
I will demonstrate that lah’s involvement in understanding checks is widespread across KL
codes, and such usages, whether they occur in reportings, story-tellings, understanding checks,
listings etc, are functionally equivalent.

An organizational pattern of reportings is that they occur in a “step-by-step fashion, with the
co-participants pausing at several points in the reporting to check out their whereabouts”, i.e.,
to establish common understanding of “certain facts about times and places, people, situations,
etc” (Luke 1990:56). This involves coordinated ground-clearing at certain points, which can be
viewed as segmented “into chunks” (ibid 56) that deal with a specific matter being established.
One contribution of lah in such segmenting procedures is to signal confirmation of assumptions
that the speaker supposes to be known or held in common.

The fragment in (5.1) below can be viewed as a reporting project - a reporting of a ‘good class’
by Victor, an eleven year old Chinese boy, to his mother, Liza, who makes a series of
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assessments (via understanding checks) based on what he tells her. lah appears seven times,
used by both participants. The conversation is in Cantonese, English and Mandarin.
(5.1a)
1

Liza

Eh, how’s the (.) your class just now?

2

Victor

Yah, was quite (.) good because you

hen duo

ren

zai

EXIST very many people LOC

na-bian
there

‘Yah, it was quite good because there were many people there.’
3

Liza

zuo shenme?
do what
‘What did you do?’

4

Victor

dau-shi you

shi ta-men shi hen

but

is

EXIST

3-PL

hen

is very very

fei

ah.

bad DP

‘but there is, they are very very bad…’
5

Liza

zuo shenme ‘fei’
do what

6

bad

ah,
DP

kong mit-e?
say what
‘Do what bad, what do you mean?’

7
8

Victor

Kwei hai

kong i-zek

fei

3sg EMP
say one-CLASS bad
fei-dou
wai-si.
bad-COMPL wrong

wa

lah,

language

‘They had said this bad language…, bad, wrong ’

In (5.3a), in reply to her question, Victor tells his mother that the class went well. However, in
Line 4, he adds in a vague way that some people were very ‘bad’. fèi can refer to a range of
negative behaviors, e.g., ‘bad’, ‘wrong’, ‘trashy’, so Liza asks for clarification (Lines 5-6),
switching from Mandarin to Cantonese. In line 8, Victor confirms that fei relates to the usage of
'bad language'. As Luke mentions, lah has strong association with expectation (ibid 58). The
appearance of lah at the end of his utterance attempts to establish the position that Liza should
have assumed 'bad' meant 'wrong' language, with the effect that the limitation should lessen her
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worry about what was fei. He supports his position by additional clarification of fei in line 8 by
providing a more apt word.

As Luke commented, the achievement of reaching coordinated agreement is often signaled by
items that signal recognition or support, e.g., minimal continuers (ibid 58), approval silences
(ibid 59-60) etc. However, as (5.3b) below indicates, Liza (line 9) initiates an understanding
check, directly asking Victor if he was involved – ‘did Teacher scold?’. In line 10, Victor’s
response with a negation item suffixed with lah, attempts to establish the position his mother
should have been assumed - that no scolding occurred, with lah again serving to lighten the
mood, indicating that what occurred was not that bad. His mother, instead, responds by
repeating her question, suffixed by lah, indicating that she is seeking further confirmation. In
line 12, Victor replies with a confirmation item hai, and repeats that no scolding occurred.
Given this response, Liza indicates that common understanding of this issue has been reached
by ‘OK’ (lines 13-14), which is associated with acceptance or agreement with a prior proposal
or utterance (Fisher 2006:433), co-occurrence with lor, a Cantonese discourse particle that
signals ‘a completion proposal” (ibid 165) or resignation (Wee 2004:114). Here, it signals Liza’s
acceptance of Victor’s account, and topic closure, and in line 14, she introduces a new topic.
(5.1b)
9

Liza

Jau

bei Teacher lau mo?

did

by

scold QP?

‘Did Teacher scold you?’
10

Victor

Mo lah.
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no DP
11

Liza

Teacher mo

12

Victor

Hai
yes

lau

lah?

NEG scold DP
mo lau.
no scold

‘Correct did not scold.’
13

Liza

OK lor.
DP
‘So it’s ok.’

14

Then, then next week co mit-je?
do what
‘What will you be doing next week?’

As the rest of the exchange (5.1c) demonstrates, lah continues to be important in segmenting
the reporting and establishing the status of specific issues that are raised, i.e., ‘next week’s class
schedule’, ‘homework’, and ‘writing’.
(5.1c)
15

Victor

Next week ho-ci

jau

debate ah-.

looks like have
‘Next week it looks like we have debate.’
16

Liza

Jau

debate gah [ge-ah]?

EXIST

QP

‘There’s debating?’
17

Victor

M-oi mei
No not yet

lah.
DP

‘No, not yet.’
18

Liza

Lei homework leh // homework co-sai me?
2sg

DP //

finish QP

‘Your homework, have you finished it?’
19

Victor

This week mo homework.
no
‘No homework this week.’

20

Liza

Mo homework la=h?
no
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‘No homework?’
21

Victor

Ah.
Yes

22

Liza

Kwei gaau-co

lei ge=

3sg teach-COMPL 2sg POSS

writing mei?
QP?

‘Has he taught you writing yet?’
23

Victor

Ah… ya ah.
yes
Jau
gaau.
EXIST teach

24

‘Did teach.’
25

Liza

Ongoing ge lah?
DP DP
‘It’s ongoing.’

26

Victor

Hai ah.
yes DP
‘Correct’

27

Liza

Always ah?
QP

28

Victor

Ah,
yes

29
30

most of the time yah.
Liza

OK lah.

In the discussion of when debating is taught (Lines 15-17), Victor again uses lah to clear up
what he expected to be obvious - that the class had not begun debating, since he has remarked
that this would be next week’s focus. Liza uses lah in understanding checks twice more (lines
20 and 25). What is noticeable is that her checks co-occur with strategies that highlights each
issue to be resolved, i.e., in lines 16 and 25, the presence of the Cantonese emphatic marker ge,
and the lengthening of lah in line 20. And in line 30, Liza closes the reporting by signaling
acceptance once again with OK in combination with lah, indicating both closure of the
reporting, her approval with what her son reported, and a readiness to continue. It was
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noticeable that lah played an important role The points that were resolved needed agreement
of both participants before the conversation could continue.

(5.3a-c), as a reporting project with a number of understanding checks, demonstrates the role
lah can play in establishing common understanding. That the interactional task involves such
ground clearing processes is evident by recurring structures such as reiterations of the issue,
often as questions, and the co-occurrence of emphatic markers to foreground the issue.
Surrounding items that invite agreement or confirmation, signal resolution, and indicate
progression and continuation are also evident, e.g., confirmation elements and minimal
continuers.

The usages of lah in the above example, in which the participants are Cantonese Chinese native
to KL, mirrors those in Hong Kong Cantonese. As the following examples demonstrate, patterns
identified for lah are also in other languages and codes. Not only can speakers initiate
understanding checks but lah can be used as ‘understanding displays’ (Luke pg75), which
indicates addressee understanding of the issue being checked. (5.2) demonstrates this in a three
participant exchange, in which Hokkien, English and Cantonese elements are present. The
extract begins with the boy Clive telling his mother (Karen) and sister (Leane) that his hand
was cut by paper during a class. The presence of the Cantonese discourse particle hor indicates
that he is looking for sympathy or support (Wee 2004:123) from his addressees.
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(5.2)
1

Clive

Wei today in Kumon hor
hey

2

DP

DP

the paper ah,
DP

3

cut-tioq

hand.

wa

COMPL 1sg
‘Hey, today in Kumon class, the paper cut my hand’
4

Karen

Oh paper very sharp one.
‘Paper is very sharp.’

5

Clive

New paper.

6

Leane

Hamiq paper cai-cai kong?
what

son

say

‘What paper is (Clive) talking about?’
7

Karen

No the A4 paper can cut one lah.
DP DP
‘No, the A4 paper can cut.’

8

Clive

New mah.
DP
‘New one.’

9

Karen

i
3sg

paper new mah.
DP

‘His paper was new.’
10

new new paper e

cut-tioq.

can

COMPL

‘New paper can cut.’

By offering a supporting statement, Karen’s response in line 4 shows that she understands how
that incident could have occurred. Phrase-final English one, has long been present in some
Singaporean/Malaysian codes in various functions, e.g., as nominalizer, relativizer and
singulative (Wee & Ansaldo 2004:66-71), and has a similar range of functions as Hokkien
particle e. When it is present as a singulative, as it is here, the subject having a certain
characteristic is emphasized or marked as salient. Importantly, the singulative usage, which
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Wee & Ansaldo describe as “pragmatically-oriented” (ibid 69) is motivated by interactional
reasons; here, the property of sharpness of the paper is made salient in order to explain how
Clive could have been cut. In line 5, the latter adds to the explanation, remarking that what
was important was that the paper was new. In line 6 however, Leane, addressing her mother,
initiates a check, asking for clarification about what paper her brother is referring to. The
construction of Karen’s response has the goal of clearing up Leane’s confusion. It begins with
English no, not as propositional negation since Leane has not asked a yes/no question in the
preceding turn but as a discourse marker “to manage or mitigate disagreements” (Lee-Goldman
2011:15). In this instance, it flags that Karen will be attempting to provide clarity about the
paper. It is notable that phrase-final one appears again, before lah, to emphasize the point she is
making, that A4 paper can cut. In this utterance, lah completes Karen’s goal of demonstrating
that she can provide clarification about the type of paper that cut Clive. She receives support
from Clive, who repeats that the paper was new, ending with the Cantonese-originated
discourse marker mah, which “presents a piece of information or advice as ‘obvious’ to the
addressee” (Wee 2004:119). Karen reiterates this in lines 9-10, additionally inserting an
intensification strategy that can be used for emphasis - reduplication of adjectives, new new,
also present in other languages in the contact, e.g., Malay, Cantonese and Southern Min
(Ansaldo 2013, 2004:134; Wee 2004:114). The long silence that follows probably means that
the issue has been closed, and a new topic is opened in line 12.
(5.2) indicates patterns similar to the Cantonese example in (5.1) are used by co-participants to
resolve issues involving shared understanding. What is notably of contrast is that strategies
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from other languages, not just Cantonese, can be used in concert with lah to achieve similar
goals. For example, elements that mark salience or emphasis from Hokkien or Malaysian
English have become part of the multilingual mix that are integrated with the usage of the lah.

In (5.3) below, lah appears in a number of critical positions in a story-telling. One important
element in this type of text is the task of ground-laying, the establishing of certain items that
are integral to the unfolding story, by the story-teller to addressees. In the excerpt, in English,
Hokkien, and Mandarin, Clive tells his family about what happened to his friend Victor in a
track meet at school. lah appears in lines 2 to provide further context to the hearer, and
together with another particle ah24, signalling that there is more to come (which will be
discussed in the next section), is used by Clive to establish the beginning of the story.
(5.3a)
1

Clive

You know Victor ah24,

2

today lah,

3

bi-sai

ah24,

competition DP
4

he get almost zui hou yi ming

ah.

last one place

DP

‘You know, Victor, today, he got almost last place in the competition.’
5

Karen

On what?

6

Clive

On yi-pai

mi (.)

liang-pai

mi

100

metre

200

metre DP

ah.

‘In the 100 meter race and 200 meter race.’
7

[Yi pai
mi]
100 metre race
‘100 meter race’

8

Karen

[XXX]
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9

Clive

i

u

jip,

3sg EMP enter
‘He did enter.’
10

he get

Yi-pai

mi

100

meter

di

wu ming.

number 5 place

‘In the 100 meter race, he got 5th place.’
11

Er then liang-pai mi
200

he get

meter

di

san ming,

number 3 place

‘In the 200 meter, he got 3 place,’
rd

12

eh no di

si ming.

number 4 place
13

‘eh no, 4th place.’

Once the context is clear, Clive continues with the story. Then below, notice that lah co-occurs
with the Hokkien discourse particle o, which indicates seriousness or significance. In the
development of this part of the story in which Victor ends up spraining his leg, Clive introduces
each thought with o, and completes it by a lah-suffixed utterance.
(5.3b)
14

Then o,
DP

15

also same lah,

16

then o

afterwards for a while he one (.) can jia

DP
17

finish already lah.

participate

Then he fall down on the floor .. he he sprain his leg o.
DP
‘Then, also same, then afterwards for a while, he was by himself after he had
finished participating. Then he fell down on the floor, he sprained his left leg!’

18

Karen

Liao

an-chua lah?

then what DP
‘Then what happened?’
19

Clive

So many people fu him go out you know.
‘So many people admire him (fu - pei fu ‘admire’) as he went out, you know’

20

Karen

Then [i] bo

can jia

lah.

3sg NEG participate QP
‘Then he didn’t participate.’
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21

Edward

XX

22

Clive

i

be

can [jia ]

lah.

3sg NEG participate DP
‘He couldn’t participate.’

In line 18, Karen asks him what happened next, signals that she is following the story and
wants him to continue. Clive’s reply is marked with English discourse marker ‘you know’,
which in this case has the interactional function of “inviting the addressee to recognize both
the relevance and the implications of the utterance” (Jucker & Smith 1998:196 in Muller
2005:155). In using it, Clive’s response directly addresses Karen’s search for information via
lah. Again, lah is integrated with a discourse marker that is present in KL’s multilingual
community. The last two instances of lah, lines 20 and 22, demonstrate lah’s utility as a device
that helps in negotiating shared understanding. Karen’s lah-suffixed utterance in line 21 is an
attempt at predictng a possible ending to the story about Victor. Clive, however, rejects it with
his own ending, using a subtle change of negation semantics from bo 'didn't' to be 'cannot'. In
this example, we can see how lah’s association with continuation is used to further a storytelling along, assisting in ensuring that participants are aligned at each stage. We also saw lah
suffixed to a question that is a request for the story-teller to continue (line 18).
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In (5.4) below, lah is used to respond to a question that seeks for more information.
(5.4)
1

Rishi

Finish your food faster.

2

Govinda

Why are you recording?

3

Rishi

There’s one Aunty lah,
DP

4

she’s er: D’s.. D’s er:

5

Govinda

cousin,

6

Rishi

cousin or somebody.

Rishi frames the response to his daughter’s question about why he is recording their
conversation as a story-telling, as suggested by his usage of deictic one to introduce ‘Aunty’,
with lah suggesting that Govinda should accept his response and further, lays the ground for
further elaboration of just who she is. The pragmatic effect of creating mutual understanding is
the creation of solidarity.

In (5.5), lah appears in a listing, identified by Luke as a cluster of items that serve to establish
further shared understanding of a larger temporarily-oriented point in the conversation. The
conversation is in English and Malay. Prior to this excerpt, Mariam and Rosliana had been
talking about interracial mixing – ‘social integration’, or the lack of it, in their society. As an
example of contrast, Mariam mentions that young people, presumably of all races, do come to
talk with her husband and her (line 1). She then wants to make the point that she perceives the
lack of integration as arising from self-constructed barriers rather than stereotyped differences
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that are often brought up. In lines 8-12, she starts listing such barriers. lah at the end of each
example coordinates the listing and at the same time, provides support for her argument.
(5.5)
1

Mariam

They are very open to me.. they tell me their problems.. they er when they have
problem with their studies,

2

they come and see my husband you know, that kind of thing yah.

3

Rosliana

Hmm.

4

Mariam

It’s nice lah.
DP

5

And this is what I call er XX social integration,

6

that is.. the barrier actually comes from you yourself.. from within yourself,

7

it is not er

8

what we call ‘agama’

lah,

religious morals DP
9

they use agama lah,
DP

10

they use race lah,
DP

11

they use education lah,
DP

12

they use age lah as barriers to communication ah24,
DP

13

Rosliana

Ah ah.
‘Yes’

14

Mariam

For me there is no barrier to communication.
You yourself set the barriers.

15

Rosliana

Hmm.

lah here stresses that mutual understanding does not establish some objective position but is an
intersubjective proposition that invites the addressee to agree with the speaker. In a sense,
although the instances of lah (Lines 8-12) appear in a list, Mariam is seeking agreement with
her stance, and this example can be viewed as ground-laying for a greater goal of participant
alignment.
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In preceding examples, it was shown that speakers will use functionally equivalent strategies
that amount to recurring patterns associated with lah. Co-occurring elements that are
motivated by the need to establish common ground include those that mark emphasis. As
pointed out by previous researchers and here, the appearance of lah itself in a sense highlights
the problem that has to be resolved. Another strategy that can mark emphasis is to position lah
cliticized to a particular lexical item marking it as salient to the common ground sharing issue
at hand. This is demonstrated by the examples in (5.6).

In (5.6a), Mariam wants to suggest to Rosliana that the Internet transcends geographical
boundaries.
(5.6a)
1

Mariam

So that’s why like internet,

2

it is borderless lah I tell you.

3

You press je

(.)

only
4

So kalau you tak
if

5

kalau kat in Europe I tell you anything=lah on Earth we just
if

LOC

ada as parents you yourself don’t know

NEG have

@@
‘You only have to press. Even if I am in Europe, I can tell you anything on Earth.
So if you don’t have [the Internet] as parents, you don’t know...’

6

Rosliana

@@

7

Mariam

what is available on the internet.

8

Rosliana

Ah.
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The first instance of lah in line 2 is non-utterance final, and functions as a ground-laying
proposition. Non-utterance final lah is functionally similar to other strategies employed by
speakers to emphasize or focus on a particularly significant item rather than the entire
utterance. It can coordinate with the contrastive usage, as seen here. In Line 3, lah is cliticized
to anything, emphasizing the expanse of what the internet can include. The purpose is to
foreground that word or phrase, and contrast it with the rest of the sentence. This contrastive
usage appears to have its origins in colloquial Malays, as distinct from other usages of lah
(Goddard 1998:149). It is typically considered to be operating at the sentential level, attaching
to a fronted word or phrase. Apart from the presence of general properties associated with lah,
the effect of contrastive lah is the same as using prosodic means such as pitch or vowel
lengthening to highlight a particular element in the utterance. It seems to occur more
frequently with ethnic Malay speakers.

In the final example (5.7), some usages of lah working to establish identification in a
description are examined. In such projects, the central issue relates to misunderstanding or
disagreement on the identification of some temporarily-oriented description of something. In
the same way that lah helps to check understandings, we can see how placements of lah can
assist in co-participants’ attempts to come to mutually-agreed upon descriptions. The fragment
begins with Zaiful noticing that Rosanna is focusing on something painful on her nose.
(5.7a)
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1

Zaiful

Luka?
Blister
‘Blister?’

2

Rosliana

Yelah.
‘Yes’

3

Zaiful

Apa pasal?
‘Why?’

4

Rosliana

Pain ah.
‘It’s painful.’

5

Zaiful

You punya specs makan

you ke apa?

2sg POSS specs eat

you QP what

‘You glasses ate you (caused it)?
6

Rosliana

7

Ah ah.
‘Yes’
Kena makan dengan spec.
got eat
by
‘Got eaten (done) by specs.’

8

Zaiful

9

Oh.
Tajam ke?
Sharp QP
‘Sharp?’

10

Rosliana

11

Oh you know why?
Sweating.

12

Zaiful

Yeah?

13

Rosliana

Hmm.

14

Zaiful

So you luka sebab kerana
blister cause because

you

berpeluh?
sweat

‘So your blister is caused by because you are sweating?’
15
16

..(2.0)
Zaiful

Tak masuk-akal
NEG make-sense

langsung.
direct

‘Not make direct sense.’

Lines 1 and 2, with the lah-suffixed Malay affirmative ye ‘yes’, like ‘OK lah’ indicate that they
mutually agree it is a blister. Lines 3-7 establishes that Rosanna’s glasses are somehow involved
in causing the blister. Zaiful then offers a more specific cause (line 9), but this is rejected by
Rosanna, who offers an alternative cause – ‘sweating’ in line 10. Zaiful’s subsequent responses,
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are formulated as questions, each one asserting his failure to understand Rosanna’s
‘descriptions’ of the blister’s cause. Line 14 targets what has caused his confusion; he
reformulates ‘sweating’ into a cause and effect question. After receiving no response from
Rosanna, he explicitly tells her he does not understand what she means (line 16).

In (5.7b), line 17, Rosanna attempts a repair, by offering the proposal that ‘sweat thins’ (later,
it is clear that she means "sweat can erode skin").
(5.7b)
17

Rosliana

Boleh.
can

18

..(2.0)

19

Peluh tu

meng-hakis

lah.

sweat DET TRAN-thin

DP

‘Possible. Sweat can thin.’
20

Zaiful

Peluh tu
meng-hakis?
Sweat DET TRAN-thin
‘Sweat can thin?’

20

Rosliana

21
22
23

Yes.
Ta=k.
no
Aiyah!
EXCL
Macam melecet
lah.
like
blister DP
‘Yes. No. Like blistering!’

24

Zaiful

Peluh tu

melecet?

Sweat DEM blister
Sweat blisters?
25

Rosliana

Malas lah cakap ngan you.
Idle

DP talk

with you.

‘Idle, this talk with you.’
26

Zaiful

@@@
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27

Rosliana

Boring lah.

28

Zaiful

I tak

pernah

jumpa

I NEG (ever have) encounter

statement peluh tu

melecet ok?

sweat DEM blisters ok?

‘I’ve never encountered the statement that sweat blisters, ok?’

The appearance of lah in line 19 signals that she is persuading him to see her point of view.
Zaiful, however, continues to fail to understand, evident by the absence of any agreement or
confirmation item. Instead, he, again, reformulates her proposal into a question (line 20). In
lines 21-24, she again attempts a repair, by redefining what she means, using what she thinks
is a more appropriate verb melecet ‘blistering due to some kind of abrasion’, again, lah-suffixed.
Once more, Zaiful rejects the proposal in the form of a question (line 24). In lines 25 and 27,
Rosanna finally signals that she is abandoning her attempt to ever reaching some mutual
understanding, using contrastive lah, where the fronted element - malas ‘idle’ (perhaps in this
context, ‘pointless’) is a judgment on the conversation with Zaiful. This lah is functionally
equivalent to other strategies discussed in previous examples in that the purpose is to signal
emphasis of her view that Zaiful is implicated in the non-resolution of the issue. We have noted
that contrastive usages are thought not to contain the pragmatic effect associated with
continuation nor does it necessarily solicit recipient responses. In line 27, however, Rosanna
suffixes discourse lah to ‘boring’, inviting the response from Zaiful in the next turn.

The example is interesting because resolution is never achieved, so preferred responses that
enable continuation, and ultimately successful closure of the topic (as identified in earlier
examples (5.2) and (5.3)) never eventuate. Instead we see dispreferred responses, e.g.,
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expressions and other items that reject or question offered descriptions, by the recipient
(Zaiful), and subsequently, strategies that attempt repair, by the description initiator
(Rosanna). The placements of lah, in very strategic positions – at the end of each proposal
(lines 18 and 23), is significant, as it is at those junctures where propositions are made that
Rosanna is attempting to get Zaiful to agree with her. In addition, the usage of contrastive lah
in concert with discourse lah once again demonstrates how lah integrates into codes and
languages, this time, colloquial Malay, in multilingual KL.

As we have seen by the examples so far, lah is a device that assists in the identification of items
discussed in conversations, and appears in a number of codes and languages. It was found that
lah regularly co-occurred with elements that stress salient aspects related to the item of
interest, or specific issues speakers had along the way.

5.2.2 Alignment with participant
lah also appears in sequences that are used to achieve participant alignment, such as requests,
suggestions and advice, and are suffixed to agreement-seeking/giving tokens to signal common
assessment or judgment of some matter at hand. In these instances, instead of seeking to come
to some mutual understanding on some point in the conversation, the focus for these tasks is
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for participants to come to an agreement on a proposed cause of action or mutually agreed
upon stance.

That lah is used for these purposes is indicated by co-occurrences of similar types of evidence
as with understanding checks, as demonstrated in a simple suggestion example (5.8). Here,
Karen and I are deciding on how many bowls of rice to order in a restaurant.
(5.8)
1

Sarah

What dishes do they have?

2

Karen

This is the rice.. this is the noodle.. this is the like… eating with the rice

3

Not so many rice lah,

4

I don’t want rice.

5

Sarah

6
7
8

Oh yeah, you don’t like rice,
say 3 4 rice.

Karen

4 steam rice.
Then sweet and sour chicken ah, then er seafood broccoli, seafood brocolli

In line 2, Karen tells me that rice and noodles are both available, and this is followed by a
suggestion in line 3 that we should not order too many portions of rice. This can potentially be
interpreted as negative, face-threatening, or as a unitary speaker-led decision-making process,
possibly culturally-unacceptable amongst social equals. These possibilities, however, are
mitigated by the lah at the end of line 4, which serves to invite collaborative agreement with
her. It is this type of lah usage that has been noted to achieve effects of solidarity and
congeniality. Notice that Karen adds weight to her suggestion by providing a reason, in line 4.
As indicated in line 5, I use background knowledge gained from many interactions with Karen
to add to her suggestion, acknowledging Karen’s dislike of rice, and proposing portion numbers
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that are in line with her suggestion. Here, lah invites the addressee to agree with the
suggestion.

The usage of lah in suggestions is more vividly clear in the following example (5.9). This is an
exchange between an elderly mother (Cantonese in her 80s), her adult son (Heng) and
daughter (Liang), who all live together. It is early evening, and the son, Heng, is about to leave
the house for a doctor’s appointment. While he worries about being late, his mother is focused
on his dinner plans. Before the start of this excerpt, which is mostly in Cantonese, the mother
had tried unsuccessfully to get Heng to eat before he leaves.
(5.9a)
1

Liang

M-zo
hei pau leh?
NEG-already 3sg full QP
'Could it not be he is already full?'

2

Mother

Bei ngoi tyut gei

ko-dou ah,

Let 1sg leave table

there

DP

‘Let me leave it on the table over there.’
Faan-lei sik ah?
Return eat QP

3

‘Eat when returned?’

4

…(1.0)
Ha <NAME>?
DP

5

‘Hey, Heng?’
6
7

…(2.0)
Mother

Ui.. ngo m-ci
lei ge!
EXCL 1sg NEG-understand 2sg DM
‘Ui, I don’t understand you!

8

…(8.0)
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Line 1 begins with Liang offering her mother a reason for Heng’s refusal. The mother
immediately suggests that she leaves the food out for him so that he can eat when he returns.
She offers this option to Heng (Lines 2 and 3) but receives no responses. It is obvious she is
getting very frustrated as she pronounces a negative judgment on him beginning with an
expletive (line 7).

In (5.9b), at the continued lack of response (line 8 above), the mother appears to address
herself, continuing to make suggestions, as lines 9-10 indicate. This strategy highlights her
annoyance. She repeats her question to Heng in line 11.
(5.9b)
9

Mother

10

<P Gaak-mai jat-dip
bei hei fan-lei
divide
one-CLASS give 3sg return
Aiyeh m-ci
ah. P>
EXCL NEG-know DP

sik ah,
eat DP

‘Divide out one plate of food for him to eat when he returns. Oh, I don’t know.’
<F Lei faan-lei sik ah? F>
2sg return eat QP

11

‘Are you returning to eat?’
12

Liang (to

Actually you..(0.5) he’ll [wait for you=.]

Heng)
13

Mother

[lei bei ngo] chut ge
2sg let 1sg leave DP

go-tip
fan.
that-CLASS rice

‘You let me leave out the rice.’
14

Heng

15
16
17

You think so I- I which way ah?
You- I better wait for him than he- what ah24..(0.3) w- wait for him.

Mother

Faan-lei sik ah?
Return eat QP
Hai-m-hai
Right-NEG-right

faan-lei sik?
return eat

‘Returning to eat? Is it that you are returning to eat?’
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18

Heng

OK fan-lei sik lah.
return eat DP
‘OK, return to eat.’

19

Mother

Hmm.

20

Heng

Fan-lei sik lah,
return eat DP
m-sai
geng.
NEG-need worry
‘I am returning to eat, don’t worry.’

As the situation heats up, Liang addresses her brother directly (line 12). It is clear that she
wants to talk to him only because she switches to English, a language her mother does not
speak (but perhaps understands). Heng replies to her in English (line 14), ignoring his mother’s
question in line 13. After he does decide what to do, he finally replies to her in line 18, with
OK to mark confirmation in a lah-suffixed utterance, telling her that he will return. After the
mother’s minimal continuer, he repeats his intended action. The example indicates that
agreement marking tokens such as OK can co-occur with lah suffixed utterances, once
participants are aligned on the matter being resolved.

We also see lah interacting with agreement-seeking items such as hah below, in (5.10). At an
informal meeting, Basha wants to propose a course of action for the committee members.
(5.10)
1
2

Basha

Ok 1st week of February, so we go for MMU lah,
kalau macam tu
if

3

like

that

U.I.A

tak mahu pergi lah hah?
NEG want go

DP QP

And make sure you get the hard copy of the invitation letter so that I can claim
at Pesta Sukan I can claim at AJK XXX
‘Ok, 1st February, so we go for MMU (place). If that is the case, we don’t want go
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to U.I.A? And make sure you get the hard copy of the invitation letter so that I
can claim at Pesta Sukan, I can claim at AJX XXX'

He first identifies where they should go and when in Line 1. He seeks agreement in line 2 for
his suggestion that this course of action would mean they do not go to U.I.A. The lah gives the
utterance a strong sense of expectation that he is right and he offers this view to the others. but
he adds the question particle hah at the end, seeking agreement. Gan 2000 cited in Ler 2005:83
notes that hah “adds emphasis and reinforces the interrogative”. Therefore, again, we see an
emphasis element co-occurring with lah, but this time, it is one that indicates confirmation is
required.

In (5-11) below, three instances of lah appear, as Mariam and Rosliana discuss the former’s
advice about appeasing the latter’s mother, with whom she is having some relationship
difficulties.
(5.11)
1

Mariam

2

Ah, I see.
I’m 61 kan?
right

3

So that means how do you maintain this relationship,

4

you don’t want to accept her opinion but at the same time you must respect she is
your mother.

5

Rosliana

@@@

6

Mariam

Ah, this is important.

7

Rosliana

But er macam every year um.. I dah
like

budget lah,

already

8

few thousand that I have to give her lah.

9

@
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‘But like every year um, I already budget few thousand that I have to give her.’
10

Mariam

Hm.

11

Rosliana

Buy something, reach that XX cannot afford to do that.

12
13

I prove to her that I earn this.
Mariam

Then it’s ok lah.

14

That’s why I say if you do something that earn her respect,

15

then she will in return

In Line 3-4, Mariam suggests that Rosliana needs to show her mother’s respect even if her
views are not accepted. Rosliana in lines 7-8 tells Mariam in lah-suffixed utterances what she
does to gain her mother’s respect, continuing in lines 11-12 as well. Mariam then indicates via
OK marked with lah that Rosliana’s actions adhere to her advice.

In (5.12), Zaiful and Rosliana are discussing an issue that arose for Rosliana during her work
day, where she was asked to do something demeaning to a Muslim. Zaiful suggests that she
wear a tudung (Malay equivalent to a hijab) to work the next day. lah here has a hint of serving
as a solution to Rosliana’s problem. Rosliana does not take it up, instead remarking that she is
not ready to wear a tudung. Zaiful then indicates to her via a lah suffixed ‘just kidding’ that he
was not serious, that she had misread his intention.
(5.12)
1

Zaiful

you pakai tudung lah.

Ah besok
DP tomorrow

wear hijab DP

‘Ah tomorrow, you wear a hijab.’
2

Rosliana

Er difficult kut.
join in
‘Er, it’s difficult for me to join in.

3

I’m not ready to wear tudung.
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4

Zaiful

Just kidding lah.

5

XX

6

Kidding aje=.
only
‘Kidding only.’

In this instance, lah is used to resolve a misunderstanding, an identification issue about his
suggestion, thus demonstrating that strategies used by participants to align with each other
reflect those used for understanding checks. The examples in this section demonstrated that
lah appeared in all the languages and performed functions that sought to align speaker and
hearer(s) in some way.

5.3 Focus particle ah24
In this section, ah24 as a focus particle is discussed. The purpose is to demonstrate that ah24,
like lah, is found in all languages and is habitually used in local interactions. In usage, it does
not appear to be indexed to race when used by speakers in KL.

Note that there are several ah discourse particles that are found in the Malaysian/Singapore
ecologies. They occur with various pitch accents, and have distinct functions. All ah particles
(perlocutionary ah, vocative ah, emphatic ah and ah as a question marker) identified by Wong
2001 for Singapore English were found in the data, although not all speakers used all of them.
Recall also that Sardar (in Section 5.2) specifically mentioned ah (but does not mention tonal
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aspects) as characteristic of KL speech. What is of interest here is ah24, for which the ascribed
tone 24 merely indicates a low to high rising tone, and not an exact representation.

In agreement with Gupta 1992:45 for Singapore English, it is proposed that ah24’s general
function is to "keep the interlocutors in contact". This is done by ah24's usage as a focusing
device (Ler 2005), and as will be demonstrated, can appear in a range of contexts to highlight
elements of the utterance that the hearer should focus on. In terms of Wong 2001’s list, ah24
has perlocutionary functions – like lah, it signals an attempt at finding common ground but
whereas lah’s pragmatics more invites the addressee to agree, ah24 more forcefully asserts a
speaker stance, and may or may not seek agreement from co-participants. In Cantonese, which
is likely to be ah24’s origin, it sometimes surfaces as hah24, although in the data, the latter is
rare. That it is Sinitic in origin or in some way identified with Chinese speakers is possibly
recognized by one primary participant, Ariff, a 25 year old Malay male, when he offered
contrasting constructed examples of how a Malay and Chinese speaker would focus a Patient:
(5.13)
(1)a. buku itu sudah
book that PAST

baca (Malay KL Malay)
read

‘That book has been read / That book, I have read.’
b. buku (itu)

ah24

(sudah)

baca (Chinese/interethnic KL Malay?)

book (that) DP PAST/already) read
‘That book has been read / That book, I have read’
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Here, notice that in (5.13b), Ariff inserts ah24 after the topic in what he identifies as a Chinese
strategy. However, the particle does appear in his conversations, including those that only
ethnic Malay speakers and which feature mostly colloquial Malay. An example is (5.14). It
begins with Ariff asking about his singing of the song ‘Biru Bintang Pagi’. Izaat tells him that he
sings like ‘Nuar’s older brother’. That this is not good is indicated by laughter (Line 5),
followed by Ariff’s swearing (Line 6).
(5-14)
1

Ariff

2
3

“Biru bintang pagi”
dia cakap,
Blue star morning 3sg say
er suara dia tu
kan dah
boleh kasi (XX) macam biasa.
vocal 3sg DEM DP PAST can give XX like normal
Itu
kan aku macam control sikit kan.
That DP 1sg sort of
little right
‘”Blue Morning Star” he said, er… the vocals can be (XX) like normal. I sort of
controlled it a little, right?”

4

Izaat

Itu kan abang
Nuar.
that DP older brother Nuar
‘It was like Nuar’s older brother.’

5

@@@

6

Ariff

7

Sabtu

8

Sial!
‘Damn!’
Ok,
kau try ah24,
2sg

DP

9

ok you try letting go,

10

nyanyi kan,
sing

11

DP

lepas tu try dengar.
then

listen

‘Ok, you try, ok try letting go, sing, then try listening.’
12

Ariff

Suara normal ah31
voice

QP

‘Normal voice?’
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Notice that ah24 occurs in a strategic position in the conversation, i.e., where Sabtu begins to
give singing advice to Ariff, who is admittedly struggling with a song. In line 8, Sabtu begins
instructing Ariff to try, ending the utterance with ah24, which indicates that he is directly
addressing Ariff and that there is more to come. He then continues with his advice-giving in
lines 9-11. In the next line, Sabtu gives Ariff some specific instructions to improve, using ah24
to draw the latter’s attention to it. The interesting thing to note is that ah24 is present in an
interaction containing only ethnic Malay speakers, and does not index anything Chineserelated. It is in fact unnoticed by the participants in the conversation, suggesting it is simply
used for its discourse function. The discrepancy between Ariff’s view of ah24 and usage by
ethnic Malays may perhaps be due in part to the frequency of usage differences Malays and
non-Malays and/or Ariff’s originating from outside KL. Note that it is not claimed here that
these particles are not used outside KL; indeed they seem to be found in other urban areas but
seem more prevalent where Cantonese is a lingua franca.

The following are examples of ah24's appearances in all languages. The point to note is that
usage patterns are very consistent across languages: ah24 almost always appears at the end of a
phrase or an utterance (except in emphatic use), and functions to signal the speaker’s coparticipants of something worthy of attention about the subject that has just been uttered.
(1) Topic signalling
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Because it is focus marking, ah24 occurs very frequently at the beginning of a conversational
topic, as in (5.15)-(5.19).
(5.15)
1

Mariam

Children ah24,

2

children yah,

3

what kind of exposure you want to give to your child apart from what (.) kind of
exposure the family provide for the children at home.

4

Rosliana

Hm.

Using ah24, Mariam separates the topic and what she conceives as important in the statement
to come. Note that in line 2, she repeats the topic 'children', this time using yah 'yes' to achieve
a similar effect.
(5.16)
1

Clive

Wei today in Kumon hor,
hey

2

the paper ah24,

3

cut-tioq

DP

DP

wa hand.

COMPL 1sg

‘Hey, today in Kumon, the paper cut my hand’
4

Karen

Oh paper very sharp one.

ASSOC

‘Oh paper is very sharp.’
5

Clive

New paper.

In (5.16), ah24 introduces the topic of 'the paper'. Notice that Clive uses the opening utterance
to draw attention to what he is about to say. Cantonese wei and hor are themselves attentionseeking. In line 2, he introduces the topic 'paper', then uses ah24 to separate it from the
comment (line 3).
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(5.17)
1

Rosliana

What do you mean ‘haaa’?

2

Faizal

Haaa==.

3

@@

4

Rosliana

Eh you meanie you.

5

Faizal

@@@@

6

Nice.

7

Rosliana

You XX

8

Faizal

@@

9

Rosliana

Eh macam mana ah24,
why
DP
perempuan Punjabi dia boleh X tutup kepala dia macam pakai tudung?
female
Punjabi 3sg can X cover head 3sg like wear hijab

10

‘Eh why can a female Punjabi cover her head like wearing hijab?’

In (5.17), the ah24-final utterance signals a transition to a new topic (in line 9). Prior to this,
Rosliana and Faizal were joking with each other. When Rosliana introduces a new topic, she
marks it with ah24, and both the new topic and the contrasting moods are highlighted.

In (5.18), Estelle draws attention to an issue that needs attending to. She asks Sandra, her
accounts person, about whether a certain customer is current on payment. ah24 has the effect
of making the topic more serious or attention-worthy.
(5.18)
1

Estelle

2
3

I want to check ah24,
The royal children // their fees all-

Sandra

Haggling with them nah.
DP

4

I keep telling them to send us the fax.

5

We have billed,
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6

I have to check statement lah.
DP

7

Em I- I- Zoe left her books here ah?

8

Estelle

Hmm.

9

Sandra

But I’ve given the- the-

10

Estelle

Hmm.

11

Sandra

For next year ah24,

12

I’ve actually already billed them because they will pay by end of by

13

December.
Better to bill them the expense now.

ah24 also commonly appears to mark off the topic in topic-comment structures. In (5.19), Ariff
asks Siaw if he watches what he eats.
(5.19)
1

Ariff

Uncle jaga

makan uncle?

watch eat
‘You watch what you eat, uncle?’
2

Siaw

Ada

olang ah24 // dia tak tahu

EXIST people DP

3sg NEG know

makan apa.
eat

what

‘There are people, they don’t know what to eat.’

Siaw's reply is framed in a topic structure. He uses ah24 to separate the topic from the
comment.
(2) Focus shifting
Within a main topic, ah24 is used to indicate a shift in focus. In the previous example (5.18)
above, it is clear from the conversation that the customer has not paid. In line 11, Sofia uses
ah24 to signal a shift in focus to the strategy she aims to use to get the customer to pay in the
coming year.
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In (5.20), Estelle uses ah24 twice. Before its appearance in line 4, Estelle was asking Bintang,
the maid of PY and SY, who cooks the ducks. After finding out the answer, she shifts the
discussion to In line 4, to the connection between PY's mother's ducks and those sold by the
restaurant.
(5.20)
1

2

Estelle

Dia mak

(to

3sg mother self make

Bintang)

‘Does her mother cook (the ducks) herself?’

Bintang

Bukan.. er.. orang-kecil.
No
worker

sendiri buat?

‘No er workers.’
3

Estelle

Oh orang ah31.
Oh person DP
‘Oh, workers.’

4

Because dia emak

5

itu
jual [MP] Restoran.
DEM sell
restaurant

ah24,

3sg mother DP

‘Because her mother // sells to the MP Restaurant.
6

Tapi [MP] Restoran
but

itu

restaurant DEM

er

itik

pun very nice to eat.

duck also

‘But the MP Restaurant’s er duck also very nice to eat.’
7

Dia- MP Restaurant Jalan [Street name] ko-tou ah24,

8

‘It’s- MP Restaurant Jalan [Street name] there,’
hei ge
Paking ngap yau
hou sik ge wor.
3sg POSS
duck EMP good eat DP DP

9

3sg.. MP Restaurant at [Street Name]
(to PY
and SY)

there DP

‘their Peking duck is really good.’
Then nei mami kong
DM 2sg mother say

lei-tei supply bei
2pl

hei ge ma.

give 3sg DP DP

‘And you mother said that you(pl) are their supplier.’
10

Hei yau

siu

kong bong lei mami

lor-fong lah.
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3sg EXIST roast say

help 2sg mother supply

DP

‘They do roast but get some from your mother.’

Using ah24 in line 7 is partly participant-related and partly topic related. Recall in Chapter 3
that multi-person conversations can be managed by alternating between language mediums,
with each language aligned to certain co-participant(s) based on ascription to some social
group, usually race. Here, ah24 signals a change of addressee. Estelle had been talking to
Bintang in Malay and then switches to directly address PY and SY, as indicated by a medium
change to Cantonese. Apart from marking the topic worthy of attention, ah24 appearing with
Cantonese helps to tell all co-participants who the direct addressees are in this multilingual
episode.

In (5.21), ah24 appears in an utterance that contrasts two segments of a topic. Mariam wants to
contrast her workplace, which is 100% Malay, to some other like a bank, where there are other
races.
(5.21)
1

Mariam

2

If like me,
I work in a 100% [Malay]

3

Rosliana

[Office]

4

Mariam

government kan,
DP

5

so I don’t have this er obvious situation where there is this er XX you can see kan?
DP
Tapi kalau you work in a bank ah24,

6

but if you work in er multinational companies,

7

you can see.

8
9

Rosliana

Hmm.
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(3) Topic coordination
ah24 can have a role in segmenting an utterance into a series of topics that the speaker has the
hearer focus on. It allows the speaker to break up the topic into topic chunks before a comment
or argument. Ending a topic segment by ah24 allows easier identification of each as topical
arrangements, as a strategy used by the speaker to maximize focus by the hearer, e.g., (5.22)
and (5.23).
(5.22)
1

Rishi

Look honestly I tell you ah24,
DP

2

Win Meng ah24,
DP

3

when I look around at some of my uncles and aunties all ah24,
DP

4

I mean relatives and all that ah24,
DP

5

I’m convinced ah24,
DP

6

if they were born 20 years later // divorce already.
'Look honestly I tell you Win Meng, when I look around at some of my uncles
and aunties all, I mean relatives and all that, I am convinced that if they were
born 20 years later, they would be divorced already.'

Rishi and his colleague have been talking about relationships and divorces. At this point, Rishi
wants to make what he considers a very deeply-held belief. This is indicates especially in lines
1 and 2, where a number of strategies that indicate personal appeal to his addressee are used,
e.g., attention-focusing words 'look' 'I tell you' and the addressee's name. ah24 adds to the effect
as the pragmatic tone conveyed is one of seriousness. The topic is introduced in lines 3 and 5,
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with each chunk again delimited by ah24. In between them, he adds another segment that
reflects a meta-comment on the point he is about to make. This is again made clear by
terminating in ah24. His point is finally made in line 6, via a topic-comment structure.
(5.23)
1

Edward

Last time ah24,

2

when er the first phase ah24,

3

building the Valencia ah24,

4

the new the new rich say want to buy house in in Valencia one

you know.

ASSOC
5

Karen

Hm.

Another example is (5.24), but this time the speaker uses ah24 in conjunction with lah.
(5.24)
1

Clive

You know Victor ah24,
DP

2

today lah,
DP

3

bi-sai

ah24,

competition DP
‘in the competition’
4

he get almost zui

hou yi

last

ming ah21.

one place DP

‘he get almost last place.’
‘You know Victor, today, in the competition, he got almost last place.’

Clive, in narrating the event about Victor getting almost last place in a running race, uses ah24
twice (lines 1 and 3) in conjunction with lah (line 2), as discussed previously. In line 1, ah24 is
used to indicated that the speaker has more to say about the referent, Victor. Unlike lah, with
ah24, there is no expectation of agreement from co-participants. Clive uses both lah and ah24
(the latter, again in line 3), to mark off segments of his story. The effect is to stress different
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parts of the topic in different ways. Victor and bi-sai are emphasized as important to the
unfolding story whereas today lah invites the hearer to understand more context about the
unfolding event.
(4) Clarification
ah24 can be used to seek for clarification, especially when appearning in questions. Often, a
tone of seriousness is projected, (5.25-5.26).
(5.25)
1

LV

You all clear with what you want to do ah24?

2

Basha

Obviously not clear lah.
DP

3

Sebab

championship TKD different punya environment.”

Because

ASSOC

‘Because TKD championship is a different environment.’

In a Tai Kwan Do event planning meeting, LV asks the others whether they are clear on what
they have to do. His question ends with ah24, indicating that he expects them to confirm that
they do. Instead, Basha rejects this with a lah statement.

In (5.26), Mariam uses ah24 in an understanding check, i.e., to see if her co-participant
understands her stance.
(5.26)
1

Mariam

Only yang ke sampai manager level can afford to buy such a house.
REL DIR reach
‘Only the time one reaches manager level can one afford to buy such a house.’
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2

When you are already manager level,

3

your children all already form 1 form 2 form 3.

4

Rosliana

5

@@
Exactly.

6

Mariam

You see the point ah24?

7

Rosliana

Ah ah.

Mariam is arguing that house prices are high so that one has to be a senior manager before one
can afford to buy a decent one. In line 6, Mariam has committed to this point of view and
wants confirmation that Rosliana agrees with her, using ah24 to convey this. In line 7, Rosliana
provides a preferred response. ah24 can also convey seriousness in the asking for more
information, as in (5.27).
(5.27)
1

Eileen

Bangkok // fly back // I tak tahan already.
NEG stand
‘I couldn’t stand it already flying back from Bangkok.’

2

Rosliana

Why ah24?

Uttering 'why?' by itself projects neutrality regarding the seriousness or importance of the
question to the asker. The ah24 projects the subjective feeling of the asker that she is earnest
about wanting to know. As can be observed by many of the examples already provided, ah24
like lah usually occur utterance- or phrase-finally.

In (5.28), Eddie has just returned home from work, and there is something that Clive has done
that he does not like. He gives a dispreferred response of silence to the greetings by his
children, then addresses Clement directly. Notice there are two ah24 in line 4, not only
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indicating the seriousness of his question but that he does not expect Clement to disagree that
he has acquired the "bad habit".
(5.28)
1

Clive

Hi Daddy.

2

Leane

Hi Daddy.

3
4

..(5.0)
Edward

Cai,
son

5

why now ah24,
DP

6

you learn all the bad habit ah24?
QP
‘Son, why is it now you have learned all the bad habits?’

(5) Segment emphasis
ah24 can appear in the middle of an utterance to signal that some part of the utterance is the
most worthy of attention. In (5.29) (see also discussion of it as (3.17)), ah24 appears in line 3.
Here, Liza is at a vegetable stall she regularly buys from. The exchange begins with the seller,
Elaine, busy with someone else. Liza asks her whether there are any green beans.
(5.29)
1

Liza

Mo green beans hor?
No

DP

‘No green beans correct?’
2

Elaine

…(10.0)

3

Liza

<L Mo green beans ah24 Elaine hao bu
No

DP

good NEG good

‘No green beans? Elaine, how are you?’
4

Elaine

baau leh lo-cin

bei lei ge.

hao? L>
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wrap DP bring-first to 2sg DP
‘I'll wrap it up first then bring to you.’

When she does not receive a response to her initial question, she repeats her question but adds
another one in Mandarin. The strategy of adding a personal greeting question is to gain the
addressee's attention. However, the ah24 appearing after "Mo green beans" signals that this is
actually the question she wants answered as a priority. In line 4, Elaine complies. Here then,
ah24 is used in conjunction with code-switching as discussed in Chapter 3, in order to gain the
addressee’s attention.

In (5.30), ah24 appears in a comment where Liang and Seng are trying to clarify the amount of
mangoes they should purchase. In line 1, Liang thinks it should be around 3.5 to 4 kilos.
(5.30)
1

Liang

Ko mango mai // 3 and the half ah24 4- 4 K G X?
the

buy

‘The mangoes to buy // 3 ½, 4- 4 KG ?’
2

Seng

Hai-mai ten dollars for 3 kg?
Is it
‘Is it $10 for 3kg?’

3

Liang

Ah hai lo hai lo.
Yes is DP is DP
‘Yes it is, it is.’

(6) Personal appeal
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When ah24 appears in questions, its function is usually to signal to the addressee(s) that
agreement is expected.
(5.31)
1

Mariam

So I never really had the opportunity to bring up my own children from birth to
preschool kindergarten.

2

Rosliana

Oh=.

3

Mariam

Tak pun ah24,
NEG DM DP
‘Never,’

4

I never had the chance.

5

So when I had my last daughter,

6

I had this opportunity to see her grow you know (.) every day,

7

and then I could see how (.) er she develops from a baby.

In (5.32), in response to her father about a missing card, in line 4, Leane inserts ah24 after the
conjunction because. This appears somewhat unusual since this is not a phrase-final position.
(5.32)
1

Eddie

Anyone took my Astro card from my home today?

2

Clive

No.

3
4

… (3.0)
Leane

XI thinkXXX
I think because ah24 you take the wrong card down.

However, interactively, it makes sense because Leane is trying to tell her father that the card is
missing because he took the wrong card out of the satellite TV box. She strategically places
ah24 after because as the rest of the sentence will provide her explanation. Similarly, in (5.33)
below, Mariam inserts ah24 in the middle of a verb phrase, after the verb fulfill, in order to
stress her viewpoint that some parents are failing their children. Note that this usage of ah24 is
used with another strategy of emphasis, syllable lengthening in the preceding word ‘to’.
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(5.33)
1

Mariam

And they themselves er fail to= fulfill ah24 their obligation because they think
everything is er something which is er pakatan er can be done by somebody else
agreement

2

“when I pay them to do it”.

3

That’s wrong, wrong philosophy.

4

That’s why I- I told parents that day when they come here,

(5.34)
1

Eileen

[Maybe] that’s why ah24 inside the plane you dare not sleep.

2

@@

3

The plane // he doesn’t sleep.

4

Thirteen hour flight // he didn’t sleep you know.

5

Faizal

Woh you crazy eh.

6

John

Jet lag.

In (5.34), ah24 occurs after why and introduces the subordinate clause that provides the reason
she thinks explains why her son John did not sleep during the flight. This is followed by two
topic-comment utterances (lines 3 and 4) where she further attempts to make her case.

The examples demonstrate that ah24, appears in all languages, and performs focusing
functions, determined by context. Like lah, ah24 has an interactional role, as a focus marker,
but its sociopragmatic purpose is very different. While lah subtly seeks mutual agreement
among participants, evolving functions such as politeness and ‘saving face’, ah24 projects
speaker stance on a topic, and in questions, attempts to persuade coparticipants to agree, even
in a direct or forceful way. For a multilingual high contact environment, ah24’s regular
occurrences at phrase terminal junctures, especially at the end of topics, have organizational
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functions as well. Finally, an additional function that seems to have emerged is to mark
emphasis, where it occurs after the lexical item that is emphasized.

5.4 English discourse like & Malay macam
In the preceding sections, the focus was on two discourse items that originated from Sinitic, but
which have very much become a local way of speaking. In this section, I examine discourse
English like in KL, arguing that it is progressing towards a similar trajectory. Like the other
popular vernacular usage as a quotative (BE+like), like has been shown to have spread
globally, so its presence in KL – a cosmopolitan center where English is very visible and has
high social status, would not be that unusual. For the purpose of this dissertation, discourse like
is interesting because its relatively recent emergence in KL can provide a window into the
dynamic characteristic of innovative language usages in high contact multilingual
environments, especially usage that has been localized. Also, like’s multifunctionality is a
network of extended usages based on persistent aspects of its lexical semantics, so pathways of
spread are more easily traceable. First, in Section 5.4.1, I demonstrate that the English
discourse unit like is present in KL, and include some innovative usages observed in the data. In
Section 5.4.2, I summarize past research into the pathway(s) of extended usages. In Section
5.4.3, I suggest that discourse like has been involved in extending the usages of a frequentlyoccurring Malay lexical item macam, so that in vernacular interactions that involves English
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and/or Malay, macam now includes functions that are similar or equivalent to English
discourse like.

5.4.1 English discourse like
This sub-section establishes the presence of discourse like in KL, and elaborates on some
innovative usages found in the data. Usage of discourse like regularly occurs in English or
bilingual English interactions in KL. An elaborate example in which it features is (5.36):
(5.36)
“Yeah. Uh Cantonese first and then when I was like really young like 3 to 4, my mum
started like to expose me to English language like we have like some, we have a tutor
like who teaches us to read and write in English so I think that really helps my English.”
(Matt, 18 year old student from KL)

The appearance of like here displays typical characteristics of prolific use in some speakers,
usually teenagers, in other English speaking locales, e.g., Dailey-O’Cain 2000, – it can occur
frequently within an utterance, and is found in a wide range of syntactic environments. As
common in other populations, in KL, usage and frequency of occurrence are subject to
interspeaker variation (D’Arcy 2008). However, since the main purpose is only to establish the
presence of discourse like in 'KL English', sociolinguistic particulars relating to distribution, and
any identity work usage might perform, e.g., indexing global or cosmopolitan identity (Nestor
et al 2012:349), is left to further research.
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When English discourse like entered into vernacular speech in KL is also left undetermined here
but it is likely to have been the late 20th century, similar to emergences elsewhere. While the
usage is not a late 20th century innovation (D’arcy 2008:3), since its use in California Valley
Girl speak first came to the attention of researchers in the 1980s (Underhill 1988 in Dailey
O’Cain 2000), its spread outwards has been noticeably fast and widespread, and not confined
to the United States. Its emergence in non-US Englishes has been categorized as an example of
global ‘mega-trend’ language change (Tagliamonte & Hudson 1999), the phenomenon in which
particular linguistic units, many of them from American English (Meyerhoff & Niedzielski
2003), display a transnational trajectory of reach (Levey 2006:413). Discourse like has been
documented in monolingual English speakers, e.g., in London (Andersen 1997), Glasglow
(Hickey 2007, Macaulay 2001), Dublin (references in in Nestor et al 2012:333-334) and
Toronto, Canada (D’Arcy 2008), as well as in English bilingual communities, e.g., Kastronic
2011 for Quebec French English, M ller 2005 for German/English, Nestor et al 2012 for Polish
speakers of Irish English. Also, corpus analyses of international Englishes found discourse like
in many countries where English is entrenched as a result of contact, e.g., the Philippines, East
Africa (Kenya and Tanzania), Singapore, and Jamaica (Schweinberger 2010, Siemund et al
2009 in Nestor et al 2012:334). Given the extent of spread then, it seems reasonable to suggest
that discourse like’s emergence in KL is part of this transnational extension.
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5.4.1.1 Usages of discourse like
Discourse like shows great flexibility in where it can appear. Some researchers identify two
positional sub-types – clause-initial and clause-medial, each with largely distinct characteristics
to do with scope and function (D’Arcy 2006:340). Clause-initial occurrences are considered
‘markers’, with the primary function to control discourse flow, linking the utterance(s) that
follows it to previous discourse (Schiffrin 1987:31). Clause-medial occurrences have a narrower
scope, linking single items, phrases and clauses within an utterance. They have discourseorganizational functions, and are also more associated with pragmatic functions such as
marking hesitation, epistemic stance, focusing, hedging and approximation. The two can be
terminologically collapsed into a singular discourse like, e.g., D’Arcy 2008, which is done here.

Within an utterance, like can appear in a wide range of clause-medial syntactic positions
(5.37a-e below); it can also occur clause-initially, e.g., (5.37f).
(5.37)
(a) Before a noun phrase: “Like those who are, like, um Chinese salesman or salesgirls, are
they uh really give a good respond to you?”
(b) Before a predicate adjective or adjective phrase: “I er some is um is um, like, religious is
very sensitive.”
(c) Before an adverb, adverb phrase, or prepositional phrase functioning adverbially:
“Evening time, like, maybe after they pick up, after 6 7 like that lah.”
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(d) Before a verb phrase: “Those who are retired, they just, like, want to stay at home and
then buat ketupat (do basket weaving) you know.”
(e) Before a subordinate clause (embedded sentence): “we have a tutor, like, who teaches
us to read and write in English”
(f) Before the entire sentence: “Ooh like we went to the temple and came.”
The list of syntactic environments was reproduced from Dailey O’Cain 2000:62, and is intended
to highlight discourse like’s positional variance rather than suggesting limits on where it can
appear. I have selected tokens from the data that reflect usages documented in other Englishes,
to demonstrate that it is possible to find discourse like as described in the literature. The tokens
are also instances that are optional, and almost or completely in English, but as subsequent
examples show, like does not only appear in monolingual contexts.

All occurrences of discourse like in the data appear left marginally of the material it has scope
over, as is typically found (Underhill 1988:243-244). Note that like was not found in right
marginal (clause-final) position, as it is in some other Englishes, e.g., Irish English (Nester et al
2012:339), but see discussion of the frozen phrase ‘like this/that’ in Section 5.5.3.

Accounts of the functions of discourse like are varied, partly because of theoretical orientation
but also because as with lah and many other discourse items, an instance of like is often
multifunctional across various levels or “planes” (Schiffrin 1987), analysis will depend on what
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level(s) of discourse are focused on. A thorough account of these is not given here but some
functions are mentioned in order to show that what is found in KL are comparable to typical
usages elsewhere.

Instances of like, especially clause initial occurrences, mark boundaries between discourse
segments (Dailey-O’Cain 2000:60), and are more likely to have global relationships across
discourse segments. They have been argued to be operating in an adjunctive way, bracketing
the segment that follows, to show some kind of sequential connection between that and prior
text, for example, for the purposes of exemplification, elaboration, and clarification (D’Arcy
2008). In (5.38), Rishi wants to make the point that older Malaysian old boys are different
from those today. As discussed in Section 5.3, the particle ah24 can be a cue that the speaker
has not finished his turn and will continue to elaborate on whatever has just uttered, especially
after the introduction of a new topic. like in line 2 provides further elaboration that the
utterance that follows is sequentially dependent on line 1, in fact, Rishi provides an example of
an old boy’s view in lines 2-5, that supports his proposition.
(5.38)
1

Rishi

But you see the old boys ah24,
DP

2

like once I read an article written by a Mala=y guy from er FMC days,

3

not RMC even,

4

the old days and he wrote and asked questioning about what has happened to
Malaysia,

5

you know the racial divide and all that.

6

That’s probably the army code also.
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7

Like I remember my partner and all that,

8

really straight up you know,

9

down to the sen ((cent)).
(FMC-Federal Military College; RMC – new name for FMC)

The second instance of like, in line 7, is also an exemplification, marking the utterance in 7-9 as
sequentially dependent on 6.

Clause-medial like has discourse organizational scope more locally, within utterances. At a
discourse organizational level, it seems clear that like does not serve as just a filler (Miller &
Weinert 1995:366), or a "meaningless interjection or expletive" (OED 2nd ed, in Dailey-O’Cain
2000:60). It is often used "to initiate, sustain, or repair discourse" (Dailey-O’Cain 2000:61),
which from an interactional viewpoint, acts as a hesitation device (Andersen 2001:18,
Schourup 1983). An example is in (5.39).
(5.39)
1

Rosliana

2

But er my boss,
also like er= older than me,

3

Manom

Hm.

4

Rosliana

er is not like er= not much different than my age but (..) she’s very educated,

5

but the problem is she’s very rude.

6

@@

Prior to this excerpt, Rosliana and Manom were discussing the perceived general rudeness of
Chinese people. Rosliana had mentioned an older Chinese colleague who was not rude. In this
excerpt, she now provides a contrastive example of her “boss”. The first like in line 2, links
Rosliana’s boss’s being relatively older to the person mentioned in prior discourse, in a
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comparative sense. At the same time, like also serves as a focusing device locally to highlight
this new information (Brinton 1996:36-38 in Dailey-O’Cain 2008, Miller & Weinert 1995,
Romaine & Lange 1991:244-246, Underhill 1988, Schourup 1985). The second like (line 4)
seems to be part of a repair, functioning as a “pausal interjection” (Schourup 1985), where the
speaker is trying to formulate the right words.

Discourse like has also been discussed as a strategy to express approximation in preference to
literal truth or comprehensiveness, in that there is some degree of inexactness between form
used and speaker intention (Andersen 1997, 1998, 2001, Schourup 1983 in D’Arcy 2008:5). In
(5.37e), below as (5.40a), the speaker elaborates on what she means by the general concept of
“evening time”, not by providing an exact explanation but by providing examples of scenarios
that fall within its scope.
(5.40a)
Adverbial
1

Michael

Uh Cantonese first and then when I was like really young like 3 to 4…

The presence of like before a quantity item or phrase is a cue that the contents of the phrase
should not be interpreted as exact. The suggestion is that in the example, "3 or 4" should not be
taken as the literal truth about when the speaker was "really young", but an approximation.
(5.40b)
1

Rosliana

Evening time, like, maybe after they pick up, after 6 7 like that lah.
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(5.40c)
1

Rishi

2

Those guys who went to boarding schools, you know the like MCKK and all,
they got good cricket teams.

In a similar way, in (5.40b), Rishi’s account of which boarding schools he means mentions only
one – “MCKK”, introduced by like. In both examples, exemplification is “loose talk” (Andersen
1998:155) because the kind of qualification like provides is to indicate that what will be
uttered is not the precise or full description. In these instances, the speaker assumes that
contextual effects will be enough for the hearer to get the point. In the data, such examples
sometimes co-occur with general extenders that also indicate inexactness, such as “and all” and
especially “like this/that”, as seen in both examples here. These can be seen as competing
expressions, and are discussed further in Section 5.5.3.

Inexactness between form and intention can be extended for other pragmatic purposes, e.g.,
hedging (Schourup 1985). For instance, in (5.37a-b), here as (5.41a-b), race - “Chinese girls…”
and religion - “religious”, both highly politically and socially sensitive subjects in Malaysia, are
marked by like, respectively, along with another hesitation marker, "um".
(5.41a)
1

Rosliana

Like those who are, like, um Chinese salesman or salesgirls, are they uh really
give a good respond to you?
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(5.41b)
1

Manom

Actually is er very er I feel free when to speak out with other races but not all
matters.

2

Rosliana

Is it?

3

Manom

I er some is um is um, like, religious is very sensitive.

In (5.41a), Rosliana has been discussing whether sales staff of one race or another can be
thought of as better or worse. Her view is that Chinese ones are the best. Similarly, there is no
mismatch of form and intention by the speaker. Manom wants particularly to say that Malays
are sensitive about religion but wants to approach this subject cautiously, especially since
Rosliana is Malay. The use of like therefore signals a less direct approach to introducing
difficult subjects.

To summarize, this section provided a brief account of the literature on discourse like, and
demonstrated that usages found in other locales are also found in KL as evidenced from the
data.

5.4.1.2 Extensions of like in the data
In this sub-section, two extended usages of discourse like that were found in the data are
discussed. First, I demonstrate that like as a discourse connective is found in topic-comment
structures, which are common in colloquial Malaysian English, as well as in colloquial speech
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in any code or language. Second, I show that like is found not only in monolingual English
speech but in X-English codes.

In contrast to the Subject-Predicate sentence, topic-comment structures are more discourseoriented or pragmatically-organized ways of organizing the flow of utterances (Li & Thompson
1981 etc), where the topic references previously given information or something assumed to be
known, and the comment, new information (Halliday 1985). Speakers in KL employ both types
in their multilingual conversations, for various reasons. In the Topic-Comment structure, either
Topic or Comment can be marked by like, and as in many of the other discourse instances, it is
optional. 5.42-5.43 are examples of like appearing within topic-comment structures. For the
purposes of illustration, topic-comment boundaries are

indicated by ‘//’. In terms of

conversational flow, a slight pause is usually detected at these boundaries.
(5.42a)
1
2

Mariam

Isn’t it?
So that’s why, like, internet // it is borderless lah I tell you.
DP

3

You press je // kalau kat in Europe I tell you anything lah on earth
only

if

LOC

DP

‘You only (have to) press // even if (I am) in Europe, I can tell you anything on
earth.’

In (5.42a), a topic-comment structure is embedded within a subordinate clause introduced by
‘why’. In this “English style” (Chafe 1976:49) topic-comment organization, one of the
arguments, in this case, the Subject NP – “internet”, is fronted as topic. Note that the co-
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occurrence of the definite article “the”, with “internet”, is optional, in colloquial Malaysian
speech. ‘internet’ as the topic is marked by like (line 2). In the comment, an anaphoric pronoun
referencing the topicalized element is in the Subject position. The comment, which typically
expresses new information, depicts Mariam’s proposition that the internet makes it easy to
communicate with others across borders. The occurrence of like here is not necessary in the
sense that without it, it would still be clear that ‘internet’ is the topic. Positionally, like here is
clause-medial, and in an organizational sense, it acts more like a marker in that it “brackets”
(Schiffrin 1987:31) the topic, connecting it to previous utterances by being an elaboration of
what was said. However, its presence also highlights the topic, since it is connected to the
stance that is going to be taken in the comment, thus acting functionally more similar to a
particle sense (D’Arcy 2008), more like an emphatic marker.

In the Topic-Comment structure in (5.43), like marks the boundary between two related
segments, which can be interpreted as two topics.
(5.43)
1

Hafiz

Sini // like ‘cap-ayam’ hotel //? also got
Here

budget

EXIST

what.
DM

‘Here also has low-budget hotels!’

Topicalization here

occurs

within a

got existential construction.

got in colloquial

Malaysian/Singapore English existing only in this singular form has a number of usages that
have resulted from contact (Lee et al 2009, Wee 2008, Platt & Weber 1980). In this
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construction type, got is an existential verb that connects a location NP to a theme NP (Lee et al
2009:295-296). Where either NP can appear in the construction is quite free, determined by
what is being focused by the speaker, and in comparison with the other English existential verb
has, is more conventionalized in the sense that usage contains some pragmatic force – some
form of emphasis. The first element that appears is a location NP - demonstrative pronoun ‘sini’.
To demonstrate that it is more likely serving as a topic, consider the following got examples
where neither NP is focused.

Lee et al 2009:295 provides an example with got in initial position, followed by the location NP
comes after the theme, here reproduced as (5.44):
(5.44)
Got two pictures on the wall.
‘There are two pictures on the wall.’

The surrounding context for this utterance is not given so it is not known whether got itself has
been fronted for pragmatic reasons. In any case, the example shows the possibility of the order
in which the location PP (NP) "on the wall" follows the theme NP "two pictures", and neither
seem to be emphasized. Other initial got examples are below.
(5.45a)
1

Hafiz

That’s why er Elsie cakap got vacancy for the IT support there.
say
‘That’s why er Elsie said there’s vacancy for IT support there.’
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(5.45b)
1

Rosliana

2

“Look right and left.”.
I cakap “look left and right, got car or not?”
say
‘”Look right and left.” I said “look left and right, are there cars?”’

They indicate that when either NP follows got, it is simply not focused. Exploring whether
existential got has a default word order is beyond the scope of this study. It appears likely
though that the ordering of NPs is related to speaker intentions, so that the fronted element is
emphasized. This is clear in (5.46), in mixed Malay/English.
(5.46)
1

Mariam

I saw-kan.

2

TRANS
Dia tak ada
pagar kecik.
3sg NEG have fence small

3

Some areas // they got

4

here // got

a

EXIST
EXIST

pagar kecik in between,
fence

no pagar kecik.
fence

‘I saw it. It has no fence. Some areas, they have a fence in between, here there is no
fence.’

In this example, Mariam is describing whether her section of the gated community is fenced. In
lines 1 and 2, she states that she saw it was not fenced. In line 3, she comments that ‘some
areas’, which is topicalized, are fenced, and then in line 4, a contrasting statement that there is
no fence ‘here’, in her section. ‘here’ has to be interpreted as in focus, if not a topic. In 5.47, it
is arguable again, that VI, a full NP, is a Topic.
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(5.47)
1

Rishi

But like VI got

what,

EXIST DP
2

you got Chinese boys playing cricket also what.
DP

VI (an acronym of the name of a school) is the location NP and the theme ‘Chinese boys
playing cricket’ is recoverable from context, not only from Line 2 here but from previous
utterances that are not included here. The entire utterance is linked to previous discourse with
a clause initial like, as an emphatic example of a school with Chinese boys playing cricket. So a
NP in left-most position is always a topic of focus. With this in mind, let us return to the like
example (5.43 reproduced as 5.48):
(5.48)
1

Hafiz

Sini // like ‘cap-ayam’ hotel //? also got
Here

budget

EXIST

what.
DM

‘Here also has low-budget hotels!’

Notice that both the location NP and theme NP cap-ayam hotels ‘budget hotels’ precedes got,
creating something like a double topic (Li 2005). Even without like, it is clear that the two NPs
are distinct topicalized elements as both precede got. But with like, the boundary between the
two is highlighted, and suggests more of a hierarchical organization of foregrounded items, i.e.,
‘sini’ is the main topic, with a comment that is an embedded topic-comment structure. The two
examples just discussed indicate that functions attested for like in the literature, e.g., focusing
device, are being used innovatively in discourse organizational structures common in
Malaysian languages.
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The second way in which the usage of discourse like in KL is connected to the contact situation
is its appearance in multilingual interactions. These appearances can be accounted for by
treating them either as instances of borrowing or code-switching, as per the research on crosslinguistic discourse marker borrowing (Salmons & Goss 2000), or as a feature of a mixed
English/Malay code. Examples in 5.49 demonstrate like serving as discourse markers, (5.49a)
between two Malay utterances, and (5.49b) between Cantonese and Malay ones.
(5.49a)
1

Karen

Lewat tepi,

2

lately but
barang dia tak berapa cantik lah.
thing 3sg not so
nice DP

3

Like kita

beli

itu

guava.

1pl(incl.) buy DEF
‘Lately but, their things are not very nice. Like the guava we bought.’

(5.49b)
1

Karen

Hai ah?
yes QP

2

Koi-dei
3sg-PL

3

Oi clear lor.

4

Like kita

want

zan-hai clear lor.
really
DP
DP

we(incl)

5

pergi itu
go

hor,

DEF DP

Kepong Maluri pasar
pun sama kan?
[place name] market also same right
“Really? They really clear (clearance sale). Want to clear. Like we go to the
market in Kepong Maluri also the same right? “

(5.49c)
1

Estelle

Jau-si
jau-si
cam-ha lah.
sometimes sometimes mix-little DP
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Like if English and then a bit of kong-tung-wa cam-ha.

2

Cantonese

mix-little

‘Sometimes, sometimes, mixed in. Like if English and then a bit of Cantonese
mixed in.’

There were only two occurrences of discourse like in inter-clausal positions. The reason cannot
be determined by the limited data set used.
(5.50a)
1

Estelle

2

This is my friend.
Dia nak… Dia nak… ap-

kami

3sg want 3sg want what- 2pl(excl)

like macam I say.. cakap ini PY
like

speak this

Bahasa Cina right?
Chinese
'She wants, she wants wha- we like like I say, speak to PY in Chinese right?'
3

Sekarang saya cakap Bahasa.. Melayu then nanti I cakap dia English.
Now

1sg speak Malay

after speak 3sg

'Now I speak Malay, then I speak to her in English.'

(5.50b)
1

Rosliana

Ni

yang baru kalau you keluar,

2

DEF REL new if
exit
kan yang kosong tu
kan,
Near REL empty DEF DM

3

then ada

satu bangunan like biscuit tau.

EXIST one building

you know

'This new one, if you go out, near the empty one right, then there is one building
like a biscuit you know.'
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To summarize, English discourse like is present in KL, and is yet another example of the global
spread of the lexical item in its vernacular usages. It was demonstrated that the attested
functions and syntactic environments found for discourse like in other locales are also used by
KL speakers. Even in this study which is limited by the small dataset used, extended usages,
e.g., discourse like’s appearances in multilingual contexts, and appearances in discourse
organizational structures common in Malaysian languages, provide some evidence of
innovation by speakers.

5.4.1.3 Metaphorical extensions of like
In this sub-section, I summarize the research on how like has been extended to include
discourse/pragmatic functions. The purpose is to show that the pathway to extended usages,
both those mentioned in the preceding section, and the account of macam in the next, draws on
aspects of like’s lexical semantics.

Apart from its discourse usages, like exists as a verb, noun, preposition, conjunction and suffix
(D’Arcy 2006:339). According to previous work on the diachronic development of vernacular
usages of like, these developed from grammatical usages due to the persistence of the
‘comparative’ or ‘associative’ sense in lexical like.
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It is not surprising that spread of discourse like is clustered with that of other vernacular usages
– as an adverb that usually introduces numerical and other quantity phrases, and the quotative
BE+like construction, as all three have been suggested to be related in their exploitations of
the element of inexactness. The adverbial and BE+like constructions are also found in KL. An
example of adverbial like is (5.50).
(5.50)
Adverbial
1

Michael

Uh Cantonese first and then when I was like really young like 3 to 4…

The presence of like before a quantity item or phrase is a cue that the contents of the phrase
should not be interpreted as exact. The suggestion is that in the example, "3 or 4" should not be
taken as the literal truth about when the speaker was “really young”, but an approximation.

The quotative BE+like construction is used to frame reported speech and other expressions
such as thought, feelings and gestures (Romaine & Lange 1991; Meehan 1991; Blyth et al 1990;
Schourup 1985). Its spread is particularly well-documented, e.g., Andersen 2001, 2000;
Macaulay 2001; Tagliamonte & Hudson 1999, Winter 2002, M ller 2005. The pathway to its
emergence is conceivably through the conjunction/complementizer route, in which the
comparative sense marks an inexact associative relationship between the two clauses. So
although it can be considered in paradigmatic competition with other verbs that introduce
quoted material, especially say (see Fox Tree & Tomlinson 2008 for this view), the scope of
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what it can cite is more flexible, due to the retention of the sense of permitted inexactness, but
also partly because of its non-verbal verb origins. BE+like is more likely to introduce nonverbal material such as thoughts, gestures and feelings, and perhaps because of this, more often
than not, used as a strategy to contrast speaker response/stance to reported speech by third
parties. These divisions of labor are evident in the data, and examples highlight that BE+like in
the data reflect what has been found in other locales.

In (5.51) below, BE+like here selectively depicts the speaker’s thought at the time of the event.
Before this excerpt, Zaiful and Rosliana had been discussing an incident the latter experienced
at the kindergarten where she is a teacher - a parent had asked her to clean up her son’s shoe,
which has been soiled with dog pooh. In Line 1, Rosliana returns the conversation to the
moment of the parent’s request by reporting what the latter said. In Line 2, Rosliana uses
BE+like to frame her utterance ‘huh? huh?’, indicating her confusion and disbelief at the time.
(5.51a)
1

Rosliana

“Can you boleh er er clean up can you clean up my son’s shoe?”
can
“Can you can er er clean up can you clean up my son’s shoe?”

2

I’m like ‘huh? huh?’.
Muka I berkerut-kerut pandang muka dia kan.
face
confusion
face 3sg DP

3

‘I looked at her with confusion.’

(5.51b)
1
2

Rosliana

The more that I that I live here longer, said ‘oh this too is like this.’
Eh,
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3

I saw something you know,

4

I feel like ‘Oh I want to know more and more and more.’

As mentioned, contrastive distribution of BE+like with other quotative verbs is common. For
example, another quotative verb is used to cite third party speech, while BE+like expresses the
speaker or quoter’s response, often marking a stance. In (5.52a) below, Eileen uses “go” to
depict John’s sleep noises, but uses “like” to introduce her daughter and her response.
(5.52a)
1

Eileen

She looked at me,

2

I looked at her.

3

Then Samantha put the blanket,

4

Because she laughs I cannot lah.
DP

5

So I put the pillow,

6

And John just kept going <Q (KUHHH) Q>.

7

Rosliana

@@

8

Eileen

We were like <Q when is he you know going to cut off? Q>

(5.52b)
1
2

Rishi

If you ask me,
the marriage has broken down lah.
DP

3

But nowadays judges don’t really care lah.
DP

4

I- I mean I had one judge tell me in my face he says <Q look if either one party
wants a divorce, I’m going to grant it. There’s no point like making them feel
miserable is it, especially if the wife petitioner asks. Because women don’t ask
unless they’re really sure about it. Q>

5

@@.

6

I was like <Q hmm, ok. Q>
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In (5.52b), Rishi, a solicitor, tells a colleague an exchange he had with a judge about granting
divorces. In line 4, what the judge said is reported by “say”. This selection contrasts with line
6, where he frames his reaction at the time with BE+like.
(5.52c)
1

Rishi

Then later on halfway through you know,

2

I really need to do some budgeting about how much I need to spend and all that,

3

so I just er you know very reluctantly I said I said <Q I hate to ask you this but
er what percentage are you looking at in terms of the er fee split? Q>

4

Cause after all they’re the solicitors,

5

it’s their client,

6

they are the solicitors,

7

their name on record,

8

liabilities all theirs.

9

He looks at me like like completely confused like <Q 50 50 lah. I said we’ll
share what. Share means half half lah. Q>.

10

I said <Q oh ok. You know lah boss, different people have different idea of
share. Q>

In the final example, the speaker uses BE+like and say to contrast what he had said to his
boss’s confusion. Reported speech, including the quoter/referent’s thoughts, is a selected
depiction of the original occurrence and is performative in nature (Dailey-O’Cain, 2000; Blyth
et al 1990, in Muller 2005:202, references in Fox Tree & Tomlinson 2008:100). In some sense,
contrastive selection of quotative verbs is done for affect - as Fox Tree & Tomlinson 2008:99
mentioned, one possible difference between quotative say and like is that the latter makes it
easier for the quoter to depict some stance on an aspect of the original, e.g., “words, delivery,
emotional content”.
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The above discussion shows that the usage of quotative BE+like usage in KL speakers is
essentially the same as that of English speakers elsewhere. As in the case for the adverbial, the
persistent sense of "inexact or approximate comparison" seems to have been the semantic
motivation for the eventual emergence of the quotative function. As for discourse like, the
quotative usage appears in mixed Malay/English interactions, e.g., (5.51a).

In general, it seems plausible that one reason the pattern of spread of like in one locale is not
typically limited to only one construction or another is that speakers with enough exposure to
networks where various vernacular usages of like is frequently used will pick up on the
conglomeration of related constructions, including particular usage-based patterns. One of the
goals here was to show the spread of English discourse like in Malay/English contexts has a
(socio-)cognitive element, that that appearances of vernacular like in KL cluster in patterns
documented for English elsewhere not in an imitative fashion but speakers are able to innovate
based on some cognitive manipulation of schematic material. This is important for the
discussion of Malay macam in the next section.

5.4.2 Malay macam
In this section, I discuss Malay macam’s usages as a discourse level item, and focus on functions
comparable to English discourse like. I suggest that such usages of macam might initially have
arisen from calquing discourse like, but that in multilingual KL, it does not simply function as a
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loan-translation, as influence appears to be bidirectional. In 5.4.2.1, I introduce the lexical item
macam and focus on its grammatical range of functions. I demonstrate that some of them share
aspects of like’s lexical semantics, and so it is not surprising that macam is a loan-translation
candidate. In 5.4.2.2, I discuss macam’s discourse usages.

5.4.2.1 Usages of macam
In a typical dictionary, the entry for macam lists only its grammatical definitions. (Although
other dictionaries were checked as well, these definitions and any subsequent ones are from
Dewan Eja Pro ver1.9 2012, an electronic dictionary developed in conjunction with the official
institute of language and literature, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka.) macam is a noun (1) ‘type,
sort, genus’, (2) ‘method’, (3) example, with (1) likely to be the default or primary sense. It is
also a conjunction ‘such as, like’, and an adverb ‘sound like, sort of’, with the latter seemingly
constrained in what items can co-occur with it. These are discussed below. Prepositional use
similar to those for English ‘like’ is not formally listed but is suggested by synonyms given, e.g.,
laksanya.

Kept to usages in dictionaries, macam appears a relatively infrequently-occurring item, at least
in the data. There were no clear-cut nominal instances of macam, and where macam could have
been used, other words such as ‘jenis’ are used, e.g., (5.53).
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(5.53)
1

Mariam

Yah, because they have different exposure satu,
one
Secondly they uh uh confine ah (.) confine in their own world macam dia pulak

2

like

3sg also

kawan-kawan jenis dia yang same category kan ah?
friend-friend type 3sg REL

right QP

‘Yes. One, because they have different exposure. Secondly, they uh are confined in
their own world like all her friends are also her type, the same category right?’

The example in the dictionary was: kain ini ada dua macam translatable to 'This cloth has two
types.' The reason why nominal macam does not appear is not explored here. It could be due to
the limitations of a small dataset, register differences, an effect of the increase in other macam
usages, or some other reason.

It is clear that some kind of comparative sense that we saw in like is in the conjunctive and
adverbial usages. Examples from the data are in (5.54)-(5.55).
(5.54a) conjunctive
1

Basha

2

Jadi,
so berapa banyak army yang tukang angkat-angkat ke,
how

many

REL worker carry

3

macam ada

4

CONJ have helper
DP
Semua pun orang luar
jugak kan?
all
DP person external also DP

QP

pembantuan kan?

‘So how many ‘army’ of workers who will do the carrying of things such as/like to
have helpers? All are outsourced people also?’

(5.54b)
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1

Rosliana

Tak tahu.
NEG know
I rasa macam nak tampar-tampar dia.

2

feel CONJ want slap

3sg

‘Don’t know. I feel like (I) want to slap him all around.’

In both examples, macam connects two clauses in which the second can be read as a
complement to the main clause.

The comparative sense is more transparent in adverbial and prepositional usages, as in (5.55).
(5.55a) adverbial
1

Basha

Protocol protocol macam biasa aje.
Protocol protocol as/like normal only
‘All protocols as per normal.’

(5.55b)
1
2
3

Ariff

<Q Biru Bintang Pagi Q>

dia cakap,

Blue Star Morning 3sg say
<Q er suara dia tu
kan dah
boleh kasi (XX) macam
biasa. Q>
vocal 3sg DEF DP PERF
can give XX sound like normal
Itu kan aku macam control sikit kan.
That DP 1sg sort of
little right
‘”Blue Morning Star” he said, "er… the vocals could be (XX) like normal." That, I
sort of controlled it a little, right?”

In the data, it co-occurred several times with biasa ‘normal’ in an idiomatic way, or to express
an approximation - ‘sort of’, usually co-occurring with perceptual items, e.g., (5.55b), line 3.
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Prepositional usages are in (5.56):
(5.56a)
1

Estelle

2

Yeah.. yeah.. yes,
sendiri dia akan lembut lah.
self
3sg will soften DP

3

Tak biasa

itu

macam supermarket like Tesco.

NEG normal DEM like
‘Not like the supermarket type like Tesco (supermarket).’
‘Yeah.. yeah.. Yes, it will soften on its own. Not like those in supermarket, like
Tesco.’

(5.56b)
1

Fruit-seller

Golden mas
gold
‘golden gold (type of mango)’

2

Liang

Golden emas.
gold
‘golden gold’

3

Fruit-seller

Dia macam gula.
3sg like sugar
‘It’s like sugar.’

macam is also used to construct the Malay equivalent of the general extender, ‘like this/that’
that mainly occurs in colloquial speech. In this construction, macam co-occurs with either
demonstrative pronoun, ini ‘this’

it ‘that’ “like this/that”, and the phrase occurs frequently,

functioning as an adverbial or discourse item. Examples are in (5.57).
(5.57a)
1

Karen

Dah tak perlu belajar macam ini.
PERF NEG need study like this
‘No need to study like this.’
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(5.57b)
1

Estelle

2

Ini
daging er er..sangat lembut.
DEM meat
very soft
Bu- bukan yang kasar kasar itu macam.
Not NOM coarse coarse that like
‘This meat er er.. so soft. Not the one coarse coarse one like that.’

(5.57c)
1

Hafiz

Anak dia jalan macamtu je?
Child 3sg walk like
that DP
‘So his/her child just walks like that?

(5.57d)
1

Masita

Semua orang tak ada
orang berniaga
ini
Everyone
NEG have people do business DEF

macam.
like this

‘Everyone does not have (water supply), people do business like this.’
2

Jane

Semualah macam ini.
‘Everyone like this (affected).’

A much more in-depth corpus study of macam is required to find its range of functions
especially in colloquial speech, but it is clear that in the grammar, some usages occur with a
comparative sense comparable to English like. This reflects a fairly well-documented
developmental pathway for linguistic units that have evolved discourse usages similar to like,
whether through some influence from English (comme in Montreal French and como in Hispanic
heritage Spanish speakers in the US), or not (e.g., genre in French).

There is also a frequency of occurrence discrepancy because the relatively few tokens
expressing the dictionary definitions contrast with how often the lexical item appears in
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vernacular speech generally. In a corpus-based study of conversational Malay, excluding fillers
and backchannel items, macam was the 5th most frequently-occurring lexical item (Chong et al
2012:33). Similarly, in the more limited data used here, there were enough tokens of macam
(N=76) for a preliminary exploration of some usage patterns, and as the next section
documents, discourse-related usage, exhibiting similar characteristics to like, such as positional
flexibility, optionality and similar functions. (No usage distribution was given in the study by
Chong et al 2012.) That macam is a frequently occurring item is also supported by its
appearance sometimes in the reduced form cam.

On the question of where macam is frequently found, Bakar 2009’s comment on macam serving
as a filler was based on vernacular speech found in KL Malay, which he further identified as a
contact variety with English a significant source of influence (ibid 100). He also identified the
reduced form cam as specific to KL (ibid 104). Whether frequent usage of macam is limited to
KL, urban areas, or is widespread in Malaysia, does not appear to have been explored. It seems
possible that discourse usages may not be evenly distributed in all networks or locales. In
Chong et al 2012, for instance, the number of tokens of macam collected for Singapore Malay
was significantly lower, by about 50%, than for Malaysian Malay, although they do not specify
any metadata for the data collected. If increased usages of macam have been influenced by
contact, it is not surprising that discourse macam remained ignored or unacknowledged as
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legitimate features of “Malay” in dictionaries, since as it stands, linguistic features of colloquial
varieties of Malay, even many internally-driven innovations, are already stigmatized.

5.4.2.1 Discourse usages of Malay macam
In this section, I discuss Malay macam’s discourse usages, which are shown to be relatively
comparable to English discourse like’s. I suggest that they might initially have arisen from
calquing discourse like as a loan translation. However, in high contact multilingual KL, the
interaction between macam and like, and possibly others that share some semantic aspects, can
extend usages in complex ways.

That the Malay word macam can be used for discourse reasons, in a way that might be similar
to English like, was acknowledged by Bakar 2009:104 for “KL Malay”, where, he noted in
passing that speakers ‘…used macam, which means “like” as fillers, reminiscent of the Southern
Californian “valley girl” sociolect…”. Although the position here is that macam is not merely a
filler, Bakar’s observation that macam is similar to English like in some way is significant. The
following are from Bakar 2009:102 (but they were not explicitly used to discuss macam):
(5.58a)
…zaman s#kolah dulu macam pressure siket
era

school former like

s#bab

ap#…

pressure little.bit because what

‘…school was more pressuring because…’
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(5.58b)
kat

universiti

PREP

lain siketlah

sebab culture die lain

university this other little.bit-lah because

kalau kat
if

ni

3sg other

so macam bias#ny#
like

normally

Malaysia…

Prep. Malaysia

‘In this university it is a little different because its culture is different, so, like,
usually in Malaysia...’

Similar to many instances of discourse like, macam in both examples is syntactically detached
and optional. Although Bakar would possibly call these examples fillers, they arguably function
as focus markers in the same way that we discussed for like. (5.58a) is a topic-comment
structure with macam having scope over the comment – ‘Former school era // like more
pressuring…’. In (5.58b), macam is a discourse marker and has scope over the following clause.
The above examples, and as we shall see, those from the data, show strikingly similar
characteristics to English discourse like not only as a focus marker, but in other discourse
functions as well.

It was noted in the preceding section that macam is a relatively frequently-occurring lexical
item. Many of these instances can be counted as discourse markers. Like discourse like, some
speakers use macam more liberally than others, such as Rosliana in (5.59):
(5.59)
1
2

Rosliana

And after that,
bila
when

3

I balik,
return home

every time I balik er hometown,
return
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4

macam er they they they macam berjumpaiX I untuk XXX something,
like

like

5

so of course I contribute myself.

6

So bila

meet

about

dia macam certain certain topic,

when 3sg like
7

I stand myself and I explain why and why you know.
‘And after that, when I return home, every time I return to my hometown, they like
meet me about XXX something, so of course I contribute myself. So when it like
certain topics, I stand (up for) myself and I explain why and why, you know.’

macam appears twice in line 4, clause-initially, and then clause-medially in lines 4, before a
verbal phrase. Note in line 6, the Verb Phrase is possibly omitted so it is unclear what kind of
constituent (VP or NP) macam precedes. The example also reflects that even more than for
English like, macam occurs not only in Malay but in mixed Malay/English codes.

It is clear that macam shares two positioning features that we have seen in like, (1) left-most
clause-initial and clause-medial occurrences, and (2), flexibility in where it is found. These
points are illustrated by the following examples:
(5.60a)
Before a NP
1

I think dia ada

satu row er semua ni center,

3sg have one
2

all

DEF

macam row sini row sini semua center berderet.
here

here all

‘I think it has one row er all in centers, like this row, this row, all lined up in the center.’

(5.60b)
1

Takda
macam wujud
kat kampung-kampung,
NEG-have like
atmosphere LOC village
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2

everyone knows each other….
‘Not have like atmosphere in villages, everyone knows each other.’

(5.61a)
Before a VP/predicate AdjP
1

Itu kan aku macam control sikit kan.
DEM DP 1sg like
little DP
‘That, I sort of/like control a little right.’

(5.61b)
1

2

Um, ye ke?
DP QP
‘Really?’
Saya macam tak percaya.
1sg like
NEG believe
‘I like don’t believe it.’

(5.61c)
1

Jarang lah macam last time,
Seldom DP like

2

I ada

saja jalan-jalan

EXIST just walk around
3

kan macam jogging,
DP

like

I tengok lah macam-mana makcik ni kan,
see

DP

there

aunty DEF right

‘Seldom like last time, I was just walking around like jogging, I saw this aunty right,’

(5.62)
Before a predicate adjective
1

Ha’ah macam tak (.) tak mesra
like not not approachable

lah.
DEF

‘Ha’ah, like not- not approachable.’

(5.63a)
Before a subordinate clause (embedded sentence)
1

Yah, because they have different exposure satu,
one
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2

Secondly they uh uh confine ah (.) confine in their own world macam kawan-kawan dia
like
pulak jeni
also

friends

3sg

dia yang same category kan ah?

kind 3sg NOM

right

‘Yah, because they have different exposure firstly, secondly they are confined in their own
world like their friends also their kind, ones of the same category right?’

(5.63b)
1

I rasa macam nak tampar-tampar dia.
feel like
want slap around 3sg
‘I feel like I want to slap him around.’

(5.64a)
clause-externally
1

Macam felt offended you know by my son’s er statement, you know.
Like
'Like (some person) felt offended, you know, by my son’s statement, you know.'

(5.64b)
1

Of course but best is (.) capturing the best moment.

2

Macam kita
tangkap gambar kan.
Like
1pl(excl.) take
picture DP
‘Like we take photos right.’

(5.64c)
1

Macam kat Germany senang X
Like
in
easy
‘Like in Germany, it’s easy X.’

(5.64d)
1
2
3
4

LV

Huh,
saya tak faham.
1sg NEG understand
Chuan,
macam you sudah bagi H.A.P. itu pasal dia chop luluskan then you boleh
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sudah like

2sg PAST give

that parcel 3sg

approval

can

PAST
boleh start.
can
‘Huh, I don’t understand. Chuan, like you gave H.A.P. that parcel, they stamped
the approval then you can start.’

English and Malay grammars are, of course, different, and like and macam may not be at the
same stage of development so the range of syntactic environments that macam and like appear
in will not be entirely the same, but nevertheless, the positional flexibility that was discussed
for English like is also visible for macam. The examples show clause-external instances that
connect discourse segments similar to like (5.64), and these occur most frequently. Occurrences
before embedded/subordinate clauses (5.63) also occur quite regularly. Clause-medial
discourse macam do appear, e.g., (5.59) but less frequently than clause-external tokens. There
is also a tendency for clause medial occurrences to be in mixed Malay/English.

Function-wise, macam is also comparable to English like in its usages for focusing,
approximation, exemplification, and interpersonal/pragmatic operations. (5.65) highlights
macam’s focusing function, as do the discourse marker examples in (5.64). Note that macam in
each instance can be omitted at the syntactic level.
(5.65a)
1

Jarang lah macam last time,
seldom DP like

2

I ada

saja jalan-jalan

EXIST only walk around
3

kan macam jogging,
DP

like

I tengok lah macam-mana makcik ni kan,
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see

DP

there

auntie DEF right

‘Seldom like last time, I was just walking around like jogging, I saw this auntie right,’
(5.65b)
1

Takda
macam wujud
kat kampung-kampung,
NEG-have like
atmosphere LOC village
everyone knows each other….

2

‘Not have like atmosphere in villages, everyone knows each other.’

Signalling a mismatch between form and function, i.e., inexactness or approximative usage, is
also present, e.g. (5.66).
(5.66)
1

Rosliana

You think orang yang ada

macam Master or Degree apa semua tu,

person REL have like
2

what all

DEM

they can do their job ke?
QP
‘You think all those people who have like whatever Masters and Degree all that,
can do their job?

Rosliana uses the phrase 'like Master or Degree' to categorize those who have an education in
contrast to those who have experience only. Just as in the English examples, the speaker
assumes her interactants have the context to understand the extent of what she means. She also
uses an approximative phrase right-marginally, to mark the boundary of the focused element.

In the examples in (5.67), macam introduces an example.
(5.67a)
1

Rosliana

Kejap ye,
wait DP
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2

saya dah
rase banyak bende,
1sg PERF taste a lot thing
um saya rase yang selalu ambil dari- um (.). cuba saya nak rasa yang itu?
1sg taste NOM always take from
try 1sg want taste NOM that

3

‘Wait. I’ve tasted a few of them, um I tasted the one .... Can I try to taste that one?’
4

Prima

Ni?
This
‘this one?’

5

Rosliana

Yes.

6

Kalau macam saya nak tempah untuk Hari Raya kakak
If

like

1sg want order for

ada contact ke ade tak?

older sister have

QP have

NEG
‘Yes. If like I wanted to order for Hari Raya, do you have contact or not?’

(5.67b)
1

Yah, because they have different exposure satu,
one

2

Secondly they uh uh confine ah (.) confine in their own world macam kawan-kawan dia
like
pulak jeni
also

friends

3sg

dia yang same category kan ah?

kind 3sg NOM

right QP

‘Yah, because they have different exposure firstly, secondly they are confined in their own
world like their friends also their kind, ones of the same category right?’

like’s role in discourse organization, e.g., discourse/hesitation linker, pausal interjection, is also
performed by macam. In (5.68), macam occurs in a mostly English context.
(5.68a)
1

XX,

2

I am- see the different- macam er I’m in another group last time,

3

they are forty plus or fifty plus,

4

the way that they think,

5

the way that they respond is totally different.
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(5.68b)
1

And after that,

2

bila I balik,
when return

3

everytime I balik er hometown,
return

4

macam er they- they- they macam berjumpaiX I untuk something,
like

5

like

meet

me for

so of course I contribute myself ,
‘And ater that, when I return home, everytime I return to my hometown, like er they they
they like meet me X about something,’

In both examples, the speaker is having trouble finding the right expression, with macam used
as a hesitation linker in the same way as discussed for like. Finally, in the following examples,
it is clear that macam performs interpersonal or pragmatic functions.
(5.69a)
1

Rosliana

Ini kakak
memang buat sendiri yek?
this older sister of course make self DP
‘These, you of course made yourself?’

2

Prima

Mak
buat.
Mother make
My mother made them.

3

Rosliana

4

Prima

Semua?
‘All?’
Haa.
Yes

5

Rosliana

Um, ye ke?
DP QP
‘Really?’

6

Saya macam tak percaya.
1sg like
NEG believe
‘I like don’t believe it.’
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Rosliana is asking about the snacks that Prima sells, and in line 6, she uses macam to highlight
her disbelief that Prima’s mother made all the snacks.

To summarize, macam is found in a similar range of discourse environments and functions as
English like. Further work is required to determine if there are age-graded differences that
might account for the frequency of occurrences in different clause-medial environments.

5.4.4.2 Discourse macam and English like
In this sub-section, I discuss the possibility of influence between macam and like. I suggest that
on a number of levels, e.g., social, cognitive and usage-based patterns, there are many similar
or identical usage patterns that are unlikely to be accounted for by independent development
of macam.

We have already noted that macam and like are found in a similar range of functions and
positions. That like and macam also occurs in English, Malay and English/Malay contexts
suggests that speakers treat them as equivalent in some way. In some instances, both appear in
the same utterance or turn:
(5.70a)
1

Mariam

Otherwise kan,
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right
2

I noticed ada

kebanyakkan especially those who are renting,

EXIST most
3

they don’t care.
‘Otherwise right, I noticed most, especially those who are renting, they don’t care.’

4

Yes or not ?

5

Rosliana

Hmm.

6

Mariam

But like if it’s you own house,

7

macam Puan Maimunah,
like
Mrs
dia rumah sendiri kan?
3sg house own right

8

‘But like if it’s you who owns your house, like Mrs Maimunah, her house her own
right?

(5.70b)
1
2

Estelle

This is my friend.
Dia nak- Dia nak ap- (..) Kami
3sg want 3sg want

3

like macam I say- cakap ini PY Bahasa Cina right?

1pl(incl)

speak DEF

Chinese

Sekarang saya cakap Bahasa (..)Melayu then nanti I cakap dia English.
now

1sg speak

Malay

after

speak 3sg

‘She wants- she wants- We, like like I say- speak to Pui Yee in Chinese right? Now I
speak Malay, then after, I speak to her in English.’

We have seen these examples before and they will not be discussed except for the appearance
of both like and macam. (5.70b) especially suggests that macam and like are considered
equivalents by the speaker and they together perform a singular function, as a
hesitation/discourse linker. Estelle is explaining to one of her co-participants about what is
interesting about the way people in KL speak. That she is having some trouble finding the right
words is indicated by the false starts in line 2 – “Dia nak- dia nak ap-”. Abandoning this
beginning, she starts again with Kami ‘1pl.incl’. This is followed by like, reiterated with macam.
In a way, beginning with like/macam allows her to repair the utterance and explain by way of
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exemplification introduced by these particles, rather than by a general statement, e.g., ‘she
wants to see how we code-switch…’. The reason she alternated from like to macam seems to be
due to her attempting to find the best way to express her thoughts to co-participants, including
the language she should use.

Calquing of vernacular usages for like as loan-translations are evident also in dictionaries. In its
English to Malay dictionary entry for like, DEP provides the following for English discourse like,
appearing as an adverb:
adv (non-standard) macam: she didn’ t say anything but just sat there ~ moping,
dia tdk berkata apa-apa, cuma duduk di situ macam sedih
3sg NEG say anything but sit

LOC there like moping
(Dewan Eja Pro ver.1.9 2012)

The example clearly shows that the usage is discourse-related, and that in this function, macam
is the appropriate equivalent word. It is unclear whether the Malay translation is also viewed
as non-standard, or accepted as a possibility in Malay in its own right.
Loan-translations of like, a discourse item with high saliency and frequency, have been
suggested to have occurred in bilingual communities. The evolution of French comme
(conjunction ‘like, as’) into a discourse marker similar to like, in Anglophone Montreal French,
may be a calque or have been influenced by English like (Blondeau & Nagy 2008:304,
Fleishman 2004:130; Sankoff et al 1997). Similarly, Spanish como, again first a conjunction
‘like, as’ show like-type discourse functions in bilingual heritage and other US-based Spanish-
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English speakers (Kern 2012, Said-Mohand 2008, Sánchez-Muñoz 2007). Whether a direct
calque or through influence of like, it seems that the target lexical item requires some similar
semantics and constructional similarities. In their conjunctive usages, both French comme and
Spanish como contain comparative senses much like English like, and in terms of transfer of
meaning to the target linguistic item, have been described as instances of bricolage

and

“semiotic hitchhiking” (Kern 2012), largely present in bilingual populations where a dual
identity comprising use of both languages. While the social aspect has not been studied here,
the appearances of like and macam regularly in mixed English/Malay codes suggests that
similar processes may be occurring.

Note that the contrasting possibility, that a discourse item with like-type functions can emerge
independently of English, has also been documented. genre (originally a noun meaning ‘type’) is
developing a similar range of discourse functions in French but is an innovation independent of
English (Fleishman & Yaguello 2004). Nevertheless, the hypothesis that macam involves
calquing of English like on to a highly “receptive” target lexical item, seems to be suggested by
the data, and that the speakers who produce discourse like also use macam.

From the above discussion, it is clear that the various discourse-level functions that have been
identified with English like are present in KL, at least in English/Malay speakers. It was
demonstrated that a Malay lexical item macam is used interchangeably with like in a number of
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discourse functions, suggesting that there is some equivalence in usage between the two items
at this stage of evolution. Much more extensive work is required to determine the distribution
and semantic range of like and macam in KL Malay as well as in other languages, and also how
usages are sociolinguistically distributed, and if social values are associated with them.

Finally, while this section has focused on macam as a bilingual extension of like in
Malay/English interactions, it should be pointed out that it remains to be determined whether
like appears regularly in other multilingual contexts. If fluency in the use of discourse items
marks integration into a given linguistic community (Sankoff et al 1997:191), then we would
expect other multilingual English speakers, who have command of a salient high frequency
item such as like, to innovate in similar ways in other languages too. A quick internet search
suggests though that Cantonese hou-ci ‘resembles’, ‘seems’, can be used in similar ways to
discourse like.
(5.71)
come to think of it, i hou chi haven congrats u for graduating wor, grats teoh teoh!! 19
‘Come to think of it, I like haven’t congratulated you for graduating, grats Teoh Teoh!!’

Whether such usages are widespread and show the characteristics of discourse like need to be
explored using a much larger multilingual corpus than has been used here.

19

"Christmas, A Year Ago, Current - A Year Later" Willz @ The Fist Meister. 25 Dec 2008. 16 Oct 2014.
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5.5 Characteristics of KL cosmopolitan talk
It was discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 that the discourse particles lah and ah24 that both are
part of the local way of talking. Usage patterns indicate that they are heavily influenced by
Cantonese, if not strictly, borrowings in the true sense. This is not surprising since Cantonese is
the lingua franca of the Chinese in KL. Moreover, their spread are likely to have occurred
before the large scale populist usage of English that have occurred since the late 20th century.
Local ways of talking since the mid-20th century has been influenced by English, significantly
international and standard Englishes, and more recently, cosmopolitan conversational styles. In
a cosmopolitan area that is internationally oriented such as KL, English, which enjoys a high
social status, offers new linguistic items as adstrates. Spreading usages of English items, such as
discourse like, suggest speakers' connections and increasing belongingness to global networks.
While other usage patterns are not explored in this study, it is certainly likely that structures on
other levels, e.g., grammatical and information structures are also being 'brought in' via
creative and discursive processes of cosmopolitan speakers who are simultaneously accessing
networks that are traditional and based on the race-based schemas, and those that are
cosmopolitan, not only in the Anglophone world but also the increasingly cosmopolitan urban
centers in East and South Asia. The usage patterns of KL talk are therefore relatively fluid and
dynamic, evolving with changing social conditions locally, nationally and internationally.
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5.6 Summary
In this chapter, it was demonstrated that discourse elements can evolve to have similar, if not
the same usage patterns across codes and languages in multilingual contact environments such
as KL. The social schemas that were introduced in Chapter 2 anticipate differentiation such as
was seen in the usage of person reference forms in Chapter 4. However, although distinct social
groups prevent the complete evolution of a singular shared identity, high contact co-existence
and interaction in the same geographical spaces over a protracted period do lead to usages of
common linguistic units and patterns. This of course is not a new observation of contact areas.
It is hoped however that the methodology used here provides a novel window into multilingual
usage of particular linguistic items. The ubiquitous particle lah and also ah24 were shown to
have functions that extend across KL codes and languages. I suggested that lah cannot really be
linked to any one language or code, but can be viewed as a general Malaysian feature,
providing a contrast of local and non-local (allowing speakers to participate in “glocalization”
processes and identities). In examining ah24, I suggested that its spread is more recent than lah,
and speculate that it can in some way still be linked to Sinitic, especially Cantonese speakers,
although it may be frequency of occurrence that stereotypes usages by Chinese and nonChinese speakers. This claim needs further investigation, especially quantitative accounts.
Finally, a more recently-emerging discourse item - English like, as well as its Malay equivalent macam, was explored. It was demonstrated that the discourse items are present in at least
Malay/English bilinguals. Again, as in other levels of language, multilingual usages of discourse
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items in Kuala Lumpur extend across languages, not only at the lexical level but also as
conceptual representations. Again and perhaps even more so, except the claim that discourse
like is in KL talk, which was substantiated, any further conclusion about like and especially
macam, needs further research.
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Chapter 6 – Summary and Conclusion
This study explored multilingual code-switching and usage patterns found in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, importantly, from the perspective of the speakers doing talk as social action. Through
an interactional approach, I examined how speakers use the multilingual resources available to
them, and some types of multilingual usage patterns that emerge in this high contact area. One
of the reasons for exploring these questions was to attempt to close gaps in the our knowledge
of what multilingual speakers do with adstrates in high contact ecologies, and to have a clearer
picture of the organizational patterns of linguistic systems. While many linguistic units and
usage patterns that have emerged from Malaysian (and to an extent, Singaporean) contact have
been noticed, studied, and continue to be of interest to researchers of language contact and
multilingualism, there have been relatively few studies that situate these usage patterns in the
interactions of speakers and the everyday social reality of the speakers themselves. Yet talk is a
social activity and in the social reality of KL, speakers are social actors who typically
participate in complexly-layered multiracial and multilingual networks.

In order to situate language use in the social then, the first priority was to elaborate on the
salient social conditions that KL speakers are particularly sensitive to and hence, are likely to
impinge on language selection processes. What the vast body of sociolinguistic and other
socially-oriented work on language use, including in bi/multilingual societies, has established
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without doubt, is the interaction between particular linguistic items, including at the level of
languages and codes, and macro-social categories. Through indexical and enregisterment
processes for instance, emerge locally-meaningful strategies relevant to the structuring of
discourse.

Salient aspects of the wider social context of KL was presented in terms of three social schemas,
"Malaysia's diverse groups", "Malay special privileges" and "cosmopolitanism", all of which
feature prominently in contestations and imaginings relating to the Malaysian nation-state and
nationhood, and are entrenched in KL society in organizing social groups and networks. The
first two schemas reflect the unusually elevated role of race in structuring Malaysian society,
while the third, the developmentalist-orientedness of the culture. Through previous research as
well as statements and speeches of prominent Malaysians, It was demonstrated that these
schematic representations, are almost always activated whenever issues to do with nationalism,
social order, and identity construction are brought up. Excerpts from conversations of ordinary
KL residents indicate that the schemas are also activated in mental models constructed to
interpret and justifying events in ordinary daily life.

In this complex and conflicted social landscape, linguistic identities were shown to strongly
index race and modernity (Chapter 3). Code-switching practices and multilingual styling are in
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fact organized by fairly transparent alignments: Malay with ethnic Malays, various Sinitic with
the Chinese, Tamil with Indians, and English with modernity. These are not unexpected,
considering the idealizations of race in "Malaysia's diverse groups" and "Malay special
privileges", includes cultural symbols, of which one of the most symbolically powerful, is
language. Likewise, the association of the hyper-international language, English, with
modernity practices, has long been established, not only in Malaysia but globally. In addtion,
English is also indexed as race-neutral, and non-local (distant).

What speakers in KL do with such alignments in their code-switching practices conform to
general code-switching norms established through investigations of other bi-/multilingual
societies: indexing macro-social values through alternate mediums is an interactional strategy
of multilinguals. The specifics, of course, differ - discursive practices include switches that
involve shifts in ascriptions of self, co-participants and referents to membership categories that
derive from sensitivities to race and modernity values (or lack therefore). In a society where
determining race is one of the primary aspects of negotiating mediums, participant-related
codeswitching was particularly prevalent, even within a single exchange. If three or more
multiracial participants are present, using the inherent contrast of 'otherness' of another
medium was a common strategy for selective focus on certain co-participants, and for sequence
ordering. In addition, as found in many other multilingual environments, instances of codeswitching can be motivated by local conversational context, i.e., as contextualization cues that
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simply use the contrast of two distinct mediums to draw the attention of co-participants to
some temporarily-oriented-to point in the conversation, e.g., for turn-taking, emphasis, focus,
or contrasting viewpoints. To sum up, speakers in KL do indeed draw on salient social
categories in their local environment in performing interactional work.

However, what speakers do with multilingual resources is often more complex than switching
between discrete codes/languages, what Gumperz (1982:59) described as “the juxtaposition
within the same speech exchange of passages of speech belonging to two different grammatical
systems or subsystems”. Perhaps due to the depth, length, and character of contact in KL,
languages and codes are in many ways not discrete grammatical systems, with all 'languages'
displaying signs of influence from surrounding languages, and sharing of linguistic units
(typological convergences). Insofar as discreteness of a linguistic system is at all meaningful - at
least from an interactional perspective, this seems more associated with lexifier source, e.g.,
English is the medium if mostly English lexical items are used regardless of other aspects of the
grammatical system.

Chapters 4 and 5 explored usage patterns of singular linguistic units that cross language
boundaries, i.e., shared across languages. It was demonstrated that person reference forms
(Chapter 4) are selectable for use not only when the medium of interaction is the originating
language; they are also adstrates that are accessible to all speakers, even those outside the
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ethnic group, and in fact, patterns of usage include norms that borrow a form to align with an
addressee or a referent. The data showed that usage patterns of person reference forms show
traces of alignment with race (also sub-ethic categories) and modernity values. Interactionally
this makes sense in the multiracial and multilingual environment precisely because person
reference forms represent one area of language use that social categories directly bears on, and
is furthermore eased by shared metapragmatic values in this aspect of social relations.

While the use of multilingual person reference forms are visible across languages, perhaps the
most interesting examples are the adaptations of English forms and Anglophone conventions
into local styling because they are relatively recent and their semiotic histories and usage
patterns are more transparent. This is because localization (and glocalization) of English units
largely only began in the latter half of the 20th century, and with large-scale urbanization
came with the establishment of cosmopolitan spaces and new conceptions of identity. In
addition, the perception of English as external to the three races provides not only an
additional source of forms but is particularly useful for innovations of new social relations that
emerge from urban conditions, such as representations of race-neutrality, egalitarianism in
address conventions (e.g., I/you for Malay), and conceptions of new socio-cultural categories
(e.g., aunty). Apart from their interesting hybrid semantic properties, they reflect the dynamism
of innovation in multilingual speakers, and the ease of spread across languages.
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This fluidity was again investigated, in Chapter 5 in the examination of discourse items that
exhibit multilingual usage patterns. Usages of lah and ah24, actively involved in coordinating
speaker-hearer understanding in one way or another, were shown to be present across all
languages. However, unlike person reference forms, usages of these discourse particles, despite
their origins in Sinitic, do not index Chineseness or any macro-social values within the social
schemas discussed, possibly because of the time lapse involved. More importantly, they cannot
be claimed by any one lexifier language, indicating that it is the shared meta-discourse/metapragmatic information that allows cross-language usages. In a sense, they, like aunty and I/you,
constitute aspects of local Malaysian/KL talk and cannot be properly understood outside this
social context. They serve as KL or Malaysian particles, emergent from a community of
speakers sharing the same geographical space for a protracted period. What such locallyderived forms do in fact progress towards is the construction of a local way of talking.

The presence of discourse like, and at the very least, the increased frequency of usage of the
Malay equivalent, macam, signals once again, the power of the cosmopolitanism schema,
through which contributions to social interactional styles in KL speakers are made because of
the statuses of international and cosmopolitan Englishes. In a way, like/macam mirrors I/you's
entry in the Malay pronominal system and new construals of cultural categories of aunty in that
it represents a pattern of usage that has emerged and glocalized in the urban cosmopolitan
environment. However, there are differences. Unlike I/you, discourse like shares with aunty, a
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transnationalist social existence in that they are in effect enregistered to cosmopolitan networks
beyond nation-state borders. Conditions particular to enregisterment of course differ, e.g.,
similar conceptions of aunty are found mostly in ex-British governed locales, and discourse like
seems a more global phenomenon of cosmopolitan networks. It is clear, however, that in many
instances, linguistic units that enter local talk undergo glocalization processes.

One important question that emerges from this investigation relates to the methodologies and
assumptions we use to investigate multilingual usage patterns in high contact areas such as KL.
As stressed, using the notion of a 'language', which is defined as a more or less discrete
grammatical system, places 'unnatural' limits on multilingual interactions since using
multilingual units and crossing languages is part of what speakers do. And even if we are able
to single out languages, each language show traces of influence from surrounding languages so
it is at times unclear whether a linguistic unit is part of one language or another.

The analysis of linguistic units in this study suggest that multilingual speakers do not always
see language as a boundary that cannot or should not be crossed (even under social conditions
where societal pressure idealizes such discrete systems). As demonstrated in this study, the
'sharing' of linguistic items at any level of language, even pragmatics, is regularly done as part
of the discursive practices of multilinguals, and competency is largely to do with the capacity
to use linguistic units properly to achieve a successful semiotic encounter.
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In moving forward to future explorations of the KL multilingual context, the question of how
speakers 'do' English here continues to be of present relevance. Many previous explorations of
(World) Englishes in non-Anglophone environments tended to look at influences of surrounding
languages on such Englishes, so for instance, the idea that colloquial Malaysian English is
heavily influenced by Sinitic and Malay usage patterns. However, from the speaker's
perspective, language-level comparisons are largely irrelevant. Just as the use of a Tamil
address term in the right context is enough to 'do' Tamil membership for some interactional
purpose, the use of Aunty is enough to signal the recognition of cosmopolitanism or that of outdatedness. What is important are the patterns of enregisterments that have arisen out of
localization or glocalization processes. In this sense, English usage patterns, especially those
from international English or Anglophone countries, should be considered just another set of
potential contributors to the ever-evolving local way of talking in KL. It makes sense for
discourse like to enter into the KL talk, because of the heightened focus on cosmopolitanism
and the international hyper-language. The question of what discourse like does in the local
multilingual environment is then relevant, and I speculated that it is an engagement with
transnationalist cosmopolitanism, an expression of cosmopolitan KL speakers' involvement in
globalised networks. Yet localization means also enlisting a suitable candidate in a local
language. (However, given the limited data, that is a question that can only be answered more
definitively in future research.)
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This study brings up additional lines of investigations for the future. Whether usage patterns
have high pragmatic values or allow new ways of saying things, the analysis suggests that other
levels of language, such as grammatical constructions, are also open to transformations and
reinterpretations by speakers in the local contexts, and supposing innovation is propogated, an
emergent feature of how locals talk. For instance, the existential got construction (mentioned in
Chapter 5), originated in Sinitic, and has spread to all languages, including English. While
relexification means that it is possible to treat each construction as occurring in distinct
languages, in usage terms, shared input also provides more cognitive fluidity for mixed
language use, and the impossibility of completely separating usage by language. It seems more
apt to view what speakers do with their multilingualism as innovations in the local way of
talking. From this perspective, it is not as important to investigate the presence of local features
in English but to explore how usage patterns from international Englishes have entered the
mix, and how speakers have creatively conceived of new, sometimes hybrid ways of saying
things. Under this view, a usage pattern that seems ‘mesolectal’, may not always the result of
passive or undesirable processes, e.g., leakiness, imperfect learning or substrate transfer, but
can be a deliberate result of interactional activity situated in a social environment that
encourages such blends. (See Achard & Lee 2014 on the analysis of blended units by
specification of multilingual inputs.)
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This study has further relevance to investigation of hybrid or blended units at many levels,
including information structures. For instance, the entry of relatively more subject-predicate
constructions from international and Anglophone Englishes into the ecology provides
contrasting strategies to the typologically preferred topic-comment structures in local talk. We
can perhaps renalyze hybrid structures in a different way. One hybrid structure is the
appearance of copulas and non-copula existential propositions in a single sentence. This was
noticed by Leimgruber 2013:76, who provided the following example:
(6.1)
The boati _ very short one, but it’sj very long.

Note that each clause has different referents so that what is communicated is something like
"The boat is very short but that [boat?] is very long". Leimgruber treats both clauses as
functionally similar, i.e., context links the two elements in the first clause, and BE overtly
achieves this. Apart from generally suggesting that varieties and languages in a contact area
"leak", Leimgruber uses an indexicality explanation to generally account for mixed features as
associations with High or Low, (or local and non-local) varieties, with variable success. While
the surrounding context of this utterance is not given, the sentence seems to be able to be
accounted for by treating it as a mixed sentence, with the first clause, a Chinese style topiccomment structure with an associative particle 'one' at the end (again, a relexified Sinitic
particle – e in Hokkien, ge in Cantonese, and represented by punya in colloquial/Bazaar Malay),
and the second, a straightforward English-originated copula construction.
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We have already seen that multilinguals are cognitively aware of using contextualization cues,
the setting off of "otherness" to resolve an interactional problem. Regular co-occurrences of
topic-comment and SV(O) structures in a single construction or in sequential order seem to be
used as a contextualization to produce focus or emphasis, and I suggest that mixed
constructions have the capacity to provide contrastive focus, as in (6.1). Furthermore, I suggest
that perhaps the mixed or blended construction is an emergent style of X-English local codes as
this is one characteristic of multilingual language choice that differentiates locally-evolved
English from educated or ancestral spoken Englishes, again related to the evolution of a local
code versus one suitable for non-locals. Again, by exploring such structures from the
perspective of the speaker, it is possible to arrive at different conclusions for the appearance of
certain usage patterns.

To return to the question asked at the beginning, I hope to have shown that the influence of the
wider social context can be two fold. First, salient social schemas can directly or through traces
influence or motivate particular multilingual usage patterns, and second, despite disparate
social and linguistic identities, multilingual speakers in high contact need to come up with a set
of interactional practices, which promote meta-pragmatic and other community-wide patterns
(Gumperz and Wilson 1971). Obviously interactional activity is coordinated with cognitive and
other usage-based aspects that lead to new linguistic items and innovative usage patterns. It
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has been the position here that much can be learned by observing the usage patterns in
interactions of multilingual speakers, from the perspective of what they do rather than from
that of language. Projecting into the future, usage patterns that originate in international
English(es) and global cosmopolitan styles, whether in Anglophone countries or elsewhere, is
likely to have transnational trajectories. The injection of patterns on local varieties has to be
explored.

This study is of course a very limited investigation into multilingual usage patterns and
language selection processes in the cosmopolitan city of Kuala Lumpur since the sample of
participants and linguistic items study represents only a tiny slice of the complex multilingual
social life in KL. However, I hope to have shown that what emerges as meaningful to
multilingual speakers and their interactions is not necessarily at the language level, and
therefore, some methodological adjustment that can capture what such speakers do need to be
reoriented towards a focus on capturing usage patterns of specific linguistic units through
examining actual interactional activity. Furthermore, what has been shown by situating talk
and speakers in their local social context, and focusing on speaker and interaction as central to
the investigation, are analyses of usage patterns that make sense in that particular context. It is
also hoped that some work towards defining multilingual KL has been done, and that more
work on these issues will be done in the future.
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